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Uni ftn r a i l r o a d s  and the in form ation  p rov id ed  by them on acc id en t  c o s ts  

and the e c o n o m i c  impacts  of  safety  s tand ards .  In addition, Southern 

and N&W p ro v id e d  extensive  data and an a lys e s  on bear ing  overheatings  

and fa i lu r e s .  The C h e s s ie  S y s te m ,  the Canadian National and Canadian 

P a c i f i c  a l s o  contr ibuted  re levant  b e a r in g  data.

Addit ional  input was obtained  f r o m  num erous  interv iews with rail  

s u p p l i e r s ,  the National Safety C ou nc i l ,  the National Transportat ion  

Safety B o a r d ,  the National Highway T r a f f i c  Safety Adm in is tra t ion ,  the 

B r o t h e r h o o d  of L o c o m o t i v e  E n g in e e r s ,  and the United Tran spor ta t ion  

Union, and the resu lts  of  these in terv iew s  have been taken into account  

in fo rm ula t in g  our  r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s .

S p e c ia l  a p p re c ia t io n  is due M r .  R ich a rd  C r isa fu l l i  of  the FR A 

O f f i c e  of  P o l i c y  and Plans for  his gu idance  and helpful suggest ions  

throughout the c o n tra c t .  We a re  a l s o  grate fu l  f o r  the helpful c o m m e n ts  

and c o n s t r u c t iv e  c r i t i c i s m  of M e s s r s .  R o l f  M o w a t t - L a r s s e n  and John 

M cN al ly  o f  the O f f i ce  of  Safety.

The r e s e a r c h  docum ented  in this r e p o r t  is la r g e ly  the outgrowth 

o f  the d r a m a t i c  r i se  in r a i l r o a d  a c c id e n ts  in the late 1960's  which 

f o cu s e d  public  attention s trong ly  on r a i l r o a d  safety and generated  

p r e s s u r e  f o r  c o r r e c t i v e  leg i s la t io n .  C o n g r e s s  responded  to this 

si tuat ion  by pass ing  the R a i l ro a d  Safety  A ct  o f  1970, which provided 

the F e d e r a l  R a i l ro a d  A d m in is t ra t io n  with a c l e a r  mandate to im prove
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railroad safety. The FRA has a continuing con cern  that safety stan

dards applied to the railroad industry be cpst effective and fu lly justified . 

Althpugh cost-e ffectiv en ess  should be a basic ch aracteristic  o f  any 

safety standard, it is especia lly  important in railroad applications 

because o f the weakened financial condition o f much of the industry.

The m ethodology presented in this report w ill facilitate F R A 's  

assessm ent of the cpst-e ffectiven ess  o f the safety standards being 

developed by the adm inistration.
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E XEC U TIVE  SUM M ARY

This rep ort p resen ts  a m eth odology  fo r  evaluating the econ om ic 

im pacts o f ra ilroad  sa fety  standards. The scop e  is  con s id ered  b road  

enough to p erm it evaluation o f a ll the safety  standards thus far p roposed  

by the F ed era l R a ilroad  A dm in istration  and to a llow  fo r  detailed  analy

s is  o f individual equipm ent, track  and other standards. A t th e  

sam e tim e, the deta ils  and exam ples are fa ir ly  s p e c if ic  in o rd er  to 

present insight into the techniques and p rob lem s w h ich  m ight be 

encou ntered . Although pertinent conceptual is su e s  a re  d is cu sse d , this 

rep ort is  not intended as an exhaustive trea tise  on econ om ic  a n a lysis . 

N either is it a substitute fo r  the co s t -e f fe c t iv e n e s s  m anual* w hich is 

s p e c if ic a lly  designed  as a s te p -b y -s te p  aid in p er fo rm in g  im pact 

an a lyses .

An ov erv iew  o f the m eth odology  is p resen ted  in  S ection  1 .2  with 

a sum m ary  in flow  chart fo rm  in F igu re 1. F ro m  a p r io r ity  lis t  of 

sa fe ty -re la ted  p rob lem s , a standard, or set o f  stan dards, is se le c te d . 

F ro m  availab le  data s o u r c e s , in form ation  is ex tra cted  to provide co s t  

and ben efit values fo r  ra ilroa d s  and fo r  s o c ie ty  at la rg e .

^E conom ic Im pact Manual fo r  R ailroad  Safety S tandards, p r e 
pared fo r  the F ed era l R ailroad  A dm inistration  under C on tract No. 
D O T -F R -2  0057, D ecem b er 1974.
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I

Major railroad costs are due to .inspection's., maintenance and 

replacements. Two important considerations., somewhat interrelated, 

are industry condition relative to the proposed standard and the.manner 

and extent-of railroad compliance with the standard. Other costs, such 

as record keeping and decreased utilization, must be included in the 

total compliance costs. Societal costs are the direct and indirect costs 

of safety standards not borne by the railroad industry. A sample list 

of such costs includes the safety standard development and implemen

tation costs and increased shipper costs from lack of cars.

Since reduction of accidents is the principal benefit resulting from  

the promulgation of safety standards, a large part of the labor in this 

type of impact analysis is in obtaining and processing accident, data. It 

is essential to determine the type and frequency of accidents which will 

be reduced by the establishment of a particular standard, and to develop 

accident probabilities for use in forecasting future accident numbers. 

Pertinent information includes a 15-year projection of ’ 'prevented" 

accidents and also data on accident-costs,. Prevented accidents repre

sent benefits both to the railroad industry and to society at large.

In addition to general and detailed treatment of the above elements 

of analysis, discussions are given of other aspects of the methodology 

such as the proper analysis time span, the effects of inflation and 

interest rates, quantification problems and the role of sensitivity 

analysis.
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Any economic impact analysis is oriented around data availability 

which is a key consideration. All the costs and cost trends as well as, 

the present industry condition come from the data base. Probabilities, 

which play a major role in this type of analysis, are also derived from  

the data base. Section 4. 0 of this report discusses data deficiencies 

and problems and makes specific recommendations to remedy problems 

in this general area. Table 10 summarizes the more serious data 

deficiencies, in terms of availability to Federal Railroad Administra

tion personnel, along with recommendations for correcting or bypassing 

these deficiencies.

Some deficiencies, on freight car component failure, for example, 

exist because that information has not been collected on the FRA 

reporting form. The remedy is fairly simple. Similarly, the inclusion 

of car and locomotive days lost on the reporting form would provide 

lost utilization cost data in a simple manner. However, carriers are 

very reluctant to provide other types of information such as court case 

awards for personal injuries. For this information, court record 

perusals and estimation procedures must be used.

Other problems are discussed, such as the reporting threshold, 

which confuses year to year comparisons and credibility, when the 

railroads are asked to report their own violations.

) • ■
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If all of the data requirements for conducting a cost-effectiveness 

analysis of safety standards were "met, the actual calculations could be 

performed in a simple, straight-forward manner with a rriiriimupi 

expenditure of time and manpower. Thus, the cost of conducting cost- 

effectiveh.es s analysis is directly related to-the data available for/making 

the basic calculations. 'Little of the necessary data is immediately 

available and substantial additional data development is neces sary in 

order to perform a complete analysis.. The Federal /Railroad Adminis 

tration '(FRA) does have the authority to correct most of the data /gaps 

through revisions in the accident reporting system. We recommend 

that this authority be exercised., not just to provide information for 

cost-effectiv,eness analysis, but to provide the 'basic data nee ess ary to 

quantify what railroad safety really means to the .railroad industry and 

to the /country as a whole.

A test of the cos t-effectivene ss methodology is performed in 

/Section 5. 0, using those standards .addressed to plain b earing s- on 

freight cars. The result was that strict enforcement .of the standards 

would not be cost effective.. The implications of this result are dis

cussed in Section ‘5 .11.

Although part of the cost-effectiveness .as due to increas ed 

inspection and replacement costs, another more subtle factor is also  

contributory. This is the infant mortality phenomenon, that is , the

xii



relatively high failure rate of new installations. Strict adherence 

to the above safety standard requires more frequent repacking and 

replacement of hardware, which increases infant mortalities.

Courses of action are discussed in Section 5. 11, ranging from  

procedures to alleviate infant failures to accelerated conversion of 

plain friction bearings to roller bearings. Also recommended is more 

research into the basic causes of bearing failures and earlier detection 

of bearings in distressed condition.

In developing this report, a high priority was placed on present- 

ing workable procedures that can be used immediately for economic 

impact evaluation. However, any attempt to reduce decision making, 

in the area of railroad safety standards, to a cookbook procedure based 

on economic efficiency is ill advised. Conversely, any decision making 

in the absence of adequate economic information, is irresponsible.

The net cost of a project expressed as a single dollar value (or, more 

realistically, as a probable range of values) is only one of the decision 

making tools. Although it is a major tool, it omits two important 

ingredients, unquantifable costs and benefits such as human values, 

and exogenous considerations such as political and social feasibility, 

organizational constraints and timing. Furthermore, a single measure, 

such as net cost, masks inequities in the sometimes large redistribu

tions of wealth which occur under a program. These incidence effects

xiii



such as civil penalties, for exam ple, are chronically neglected in eco 

nomic analyses on the tacit assumption that any maldistribution can be 

rectified ex post facto. Often a redistribution cannot be done in a 

practical way.

In light of the above considerations, economic analysis is seen to 

have limitations. It is entirely proper that certain ingredients can be 

omitted. Cost-effectiveness is a powerful and indispensable tool for 

decision making on public projects. It is neither more nor less than 

that.

xiv



1.0  INTRODUCTION

The following report discusses a methodology for evaluating the 

economic impacts of railroad safety standards and summarizes the 

results of work completed in Task I of RFP-DOT-FR-20047 and the 

subsequent updating and validating of this work. This report is pre

sented to assist in understanding the basic methodological steps involved 

and to summarize the conceptual issues encountered in performing cost- 

effectiveness analysis. It is not intended to be an exhaustive treatise 

of the subject nor as a replacement for the cost-effectiveness manual 

for use and application by the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), 

and which is bound separately. The methodology outlined here is con

sidered broad enough to permit evaluation of all the safety standards 

thus far proposed by FRA, and will allow for detailed analysis of 

specific equipment, track and human factors standards.

In developing the recommended procedures, CONSAD sought, 

through its field interviews, to solicit suggestions which would improve 

the workability and comprehensiveness of the methodology to be 

employed. In this regard, we are particularly grateful for the assis

tance provided by the Association of American Railroads (AAR), and 

for the cooperation and guidance provided by members of the FRA staff 

and individual railroads. We would like to acknowledge, in particular,

1



the helpful suggestions made by the Frisco, Illinois.Central Gulf,

Norfolk and Western, Southern, Penn Central, .Southern Pacific, ,, 

Canadian National,. Canadian Pacific, Wes tern. Hacific. and Union rail

roads, and the information provided by them on accident costs, and the 

economic impacts of safety standards.

Additional input was obtained from-numerons. interviews with 

rail suppliers, the National Safety Council, the National. Transportation 

Safety Board, the National Highway Traffic.Safety Administration, the 

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, and the,United Transportation 

Union, and the results of these interviews have. been taken into, account 

in formulating our recommendations.

In the development of this, methodoloy, .considerable importance 

was placed, on constructing workable procedures: that could be .used, 

immediately by FRA in determining the economic:.implications;ef ;the 

new safety standards, and-which would be^generally accepted bypthe 

railroad industry. Of the criteria used. to evaluater-alternate .appreachesj, 

greater emphasis was placed, on data-availability.jand the ..general iwnrh- 

ability of the .methods being recommended.

An important part, of .any econo mic.a.nalysis::is. the data; base. 

Probabilities, which play.a.„ma?jor role.in this-type...of analysis , .;.are 

derived from the data base. Also all the c;os;tsnndnost'tr:ends,.as^well 

as the present industry condition come from the data-base. However,

2



two problems are usually associated with data: acquisition and allocation. 

In many cases, it is difficult to obtain data at all, let alone up-to-date, 

consistent and compatible data. And even with the best of data, there 

is the considerable problem of allocating the appropriate portions 

to the safety standard being addressed. For example, some plain 

journal bearing data included Canadian equipment, some did not. Some 

information, such as the percent of freight cars which are stabilized, is 

practically non-existent. Allocation is illustrated by the periodic 

inspection standards. Obviously, not all the inspection costs can be 

allocated to bearings because all the other parts of the suspension and
t.

draft system are inspected at the same time.

A problem peculiar to failures and accidents is that of withheld or 

altered information. For example, the probability of failure of a 

bearing versus months after repack depend^ upon the number of actual 

failures and the number of cars of that repack age. Since overdate cars 

are operating illegally, there is an understandable reluctance to*report 

their true age. This understatement of the number of overdate cars 

exaggerates the derived probability of failure.

The crucial point in judging any method is, of course, its fitness 

in solving the problem it addresses. In economic aij^lysis, there is 

no single generally-accepted procedure to follow, since in practically 

every analysis, procedures must be tailor-made to fit the particular
i

3



c ir cu m sta n ce s . Thus, the p roced u res  outlined in the fo llow ing rep ort 

have been  ta ilo r -m a d e  fo r  F R A 's  app lication  to safety standards and 

in corp ora te  con sideration s o f data ava ilab ility , application  c o s t s , and 

potential im pacts on the ra ilroa d  industry  and the general public.

Im p lic it  in their design  is the recogn ition  that any econ om ic 

im pact analysis p erform ed  by F R A , w hich subsequently leads to the 

prom ulgation  o f a safety standard, w ould o f n ecess ity  be su b ject to 

rev iew  by  m em bers o f C on g ress , the ra ilroa d  industry, ra ilroa d  la b or  

o rga n iza tion s , and other in terested  grou p s.

This rep ort is organized  into five  se ct io n s . Section  2 .0  and 

S ection  3. 0 treat the econ om ic im pact m ethodology , the fo rm e r  in 

ov erv iew  fashion , the la tter in d eta il. Section  4 .0  d iscu sses  data 

d e fic ie n c ie s  and p rob lem s and p rov ides s p e c ific  recom m endations to 

rem edy prob lem s in this gen era l a rea . The co s t -e ffe c t iv e n e ss  

m ethodology  is tested in Section  5. 0 by exam ining the im pact o f the 

new sa fety  standards which c o v e r  plain jou rn a l bearin gs. B ackground 

m a teria l is included in the appen d ices.

4



2. 0 ECONOMIC IMPACT
METHODOLOGY: OVERVIEW

This section presents an overview of the recommended method

ology for assessing the economic impact of railroad safety standards. 

Flow charts, which are implementation-oriented, are given for each 

facet of required analysis. All of the material in this section is dis

cussed in detail in Section 3. 0.

The overview summary is presented in Figure 1. From a pri

ority list of safety-related problems, a standard, or set of standards, 

is selected. From available data sources, information is extracted 

to provide cost and benefit values for r ailroada and for society at large. 

A problem with benefits (and to some extent, with costs) is that dollar 

values cannot, or should not, be assigned to all types of benefits. For 

example, it is difficult to put a dollar valu,e on, say, a benefit of 35 

lives saved per year. Furthermore, there are types of benefits that 

are difficult even to quantify, let alone evaluate in dollar units. Some 

examples of these are the alleviation of bereavement, increased feel

ings of security, and the increased reliability of shipping.

After benefits and costs have been calculated, quantified and 

evaluated (in dollar units) as far as is feasible, it is necessary to 

separate out initial costs (benefits) and ongoing costs (benefits). Any 

dpllar amounts which occur in any year other than the analysis year

5



(that is5 the year chosen for comparison of all dollar amounts) must 

be discounted (or brought forward) to the analysis year. Only then can
o . i  _ - -

all dollar amounts be summed.

The results are presented as a package which includes the pet 

(discounted) cost, a list of quantifiable benefits and a list of intangibles, 

along with qualifying and descriptive comments J© provide the basis for 

the ultimate acceptance or rejection of the subject safety standard.

Data sources and procedures for railroad industry p.osts are 

given in Figure 2. The major costs are due to inspections, and replace
ments. An important consideration -is the manner and extent of indus

try compliance with both inspection and replacement regulations. Rail- 

roads, especially those in deep financial trouble, are highly motivated 

to ignore or move slowly in compliance with costly standards. If there 

are penalties for non-compliance, the railroads will tend to minimize 

the sum of compliance costs and penalties.

Another important consideration is the condition of the industry 

relative to the proposed safety standard- This information* along with 

upgrading-cost data will determine the part replacement compliance 

costs to railroads. Other costs, such as record keeping and; decreased 

utilization, must be included in the total compliance p o s t s .

Societal costs are the direct and indirect costs of safety stand-' 

ards not borne by the railroad industry. A sample list of such costs,
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shown in Figure 3, includes the safety standard development and imple

mentation costs and increased shipper costs from lack of cars.

A large part of the labor in assessing the impact of safety stand

ards is in obtaining and processing accident data. Since reduction of 

accidents is the principal benefit resulting from the promulgation of 

safety standards, it is essential to determine the type and frequency 

of accidents which will be reduced by the establishment of a particular 

standard. The flow chart presented in Figure 4 illustrates the steps 

involved in matching up the standards with the accidents addressed by 

that standard, together with the procedures involved in forecasting 

future accident rates. Pertinent information includes a 15-year pro- 

jecfion of "prevented" accidents and also data on accident costs. Pre

vented accidents represent benefits both to the railroad industry and to 

society at large.

An important by-product of any analysis of accidents is an assess 

ment of data deficiencies. Since there is probably no better way to 

discover these deficiencies, it is important to document them along 

with recommendations for improvement. This output is indicated by 

the box midway through Figure 4.

The methodology for calculating benefits accrqj.ng to the railroad 

industry and to society at large is flow charted in Figures 5 and 6 .

The principal railroad benefit is reduced costs because of accident
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reductions. The;principar s ocietal benefits* are? the avoidances of those? 

accident costs,; (because? of? a, reduction, in: accidents?) which are. not paid? 

fEr'directly by;'the'railroads;

Diffbrentstechniques are needed for initialland1 ongoing? costs and,
f - • ■)

benefits., as illustrated? in:Figures. 7 and 8;L However the: railroads?

financed their' compliance: expenditures1, • the initial' year or years will!

probably, differ.” from: succeeding? years? with? respect to? amounts? andi

methodk?., Societal costs, similarly;, will.be: characteribediby initial!

program: implementation! expense s andi ongoing?; monitoring: and? admin?-

is tr ation; expenses;. '

The. distinction! between, immediate? and?ongoing; Benefits? is? even?

more; difficult; to • draw than? for costs* butt it: is? safe to? assume: that? all!

benefits? will! not begin:, to? tiei.received; immediately after: implementation

oft the? safety-’ standards... Inspection; of : a? llarg e? p o rtion: off the’ track; and:

of? the; freight; carfTeetl will, have: to? occur,,, andi then? some; portion: off the;

replEcementt and repair: will! be necessary*, before; benefits? are;felt;. Iff

the;implementation:, of: equipment! standardiss takes? about! two?years?,, ass

has? the: implementation! of? the track; standards?,. it;is? reasonable1 to?
t

assume: that: much of: the; Benefit: willl be:, appearing at; the; end' of: the? 

second! year, and! all. of: these benefits? willl have reached; a; stable level, 

by? the? endl off the? fourth year.;.
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FIGURE 1: Cost-Effectiveness Methodology: 
Overview of Basic Steps
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FIGURE 2 (continued)
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FIQURE2 (continued)
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FIGURE 2 (continued)
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FIGURE 3
Flow Chart for Cost-Effectiveness
Methodology: Societal Costs
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FIGURE 4
Flow Chart for Cost-Effectiveness
Methodology: Accidents
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FIGURE'"4 (continued)
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FIGURE 5
Flow Chart of C ost-E ffectiveness
Methodology: Railroad Benefits

\
I
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FIGURE: 5' (continued)
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FIGURE 5 (continued)

Sum All Accident 
Costs Paid By 
Railroads

Sum All Accident 
Costs and All 

■ Other Benefits to 
Determine Total 
Benefits
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Flo.w Chgtrt for Cps>-Effectiveness 
Methodplqgy; Societal Benefits

FIGURE. 6
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FIGURE 6 (continued)
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f ig u r e : 7
Flaw; Diagram fox Calculating; Initial Go stssandr Benefits



FIGURE 8
Flow Diagram for Calculating 
Ongoing Costs and Benefits
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3. 0 ECONOMIC: IMPACT METHODOEOGY:
BETAlM-EB 'DESCRIPTION

f; r, -
The mafor factors? which a re .pertinent •.£©>• •railroad’ s af e ty s tand -

ar.ds: are costs and; benefits;, both to? railroads? and; also to; -society. In;
i  '* r

the; preceding section,,. an. overview of the economic impact methodology
*
for railroad safety was; presented,; with-diagrams! to; show? how various 

s eparate procednr es and calculations: are? neces sary to as s emble all. of 

the benefits and1 costs; which are; realistically associated with railroad 

safety and accidents;.. Inthe. following; sections^, segments of this over

all methodology are explained? moreYuliy . . Sample calculations ar e 

includedLalso, using: rough, estimates;.of labor.and.material costs, and 

estimates: of: various; railroad, and societal, benefits;;.. These estimates= 

lack:the? precis ion^whicfewill. be obtained when each type ofcost; and 

benefit: is, specified5. f:o,r the: years during which.they are. expected: to 

occur'.

.The; following.sections do not lrr any way intend:to'- pr oduce a com

plete; total..cost' ortoial benefit to: be; obtained, from any one: safety stand

ard,, or: from several standards.. The; calculations: use; estimates .to? 

illustrate? how; concepts:: and procedures' necessary for a complete analy

sis; can; he applied... Since; inf ormation on: accidents , a principal, m ea

sure of. safety conditions;,, is? am.important ipart. of .both cost and benefit: 

calculations:,, this?.topic: is treated?.mrdetail..
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3. 1 Background of Economic Impact Analysis

There are no hard and fast rules for determining which factors 

are relevant and which factors are irrelevant to a particular economic 

analysis. Since the type of methodology which is best for comparing 

costs and benefits depends on the particular study, this review was 

performed to determine which techniques are most applicable to the 

assessment of railroad safety standards. The literature sources, 

many of which are listed in the annotated bibliography in Appendix A,

fall into three major groups:
«
. The general literature on economic impact studies,

Cost-benefit studies made of ̂ automobile and highway 
safety standards, and

Cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness studies associated 
with the railroads.

In the case of railroad safety standards, there are four assess

ments to be made: the costs and benefits to the railroad industry and 

also to society at large. In this section, a discussion is given of these 

assessments and of other considerations which are part of an economic 

impact analysis. Detailed procedures are discussed later.

3. 1. 1 Terms and Approaches >

The definition of cost-benefit analysis is made difficult by an 

array of terms which are used interchangeably and have different
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meanings for-diff erent?groups of:.people., These-terms: include;-' 'cost,rr 

benefit;."' ,,b:enefit~costi4,,‘ "cost-effectiveness;,'1 "cost: utility;;" nsyS:— 

terns; analysisv'J;,!andiMbpe;»atibns: a n a ly sis ;S in ce ;: there is: no; commonly 

accepteditexminolbgy;invcost-benefit.analysis,. itdssdesirable; to: discuss? 

briefly" the? meaning s; of; the;1 various; te rms; b ef.breeproc e eding; to; dis cu&ss 

particurar,; methodblogi e s.s■,

Go s t b enefit anal vs i s. and benefit - c o sir, analysis;; a re interchange -- 

able terms?. B bth1 teim s, refer, t o; ar.s y st ematic; examinati on; andi c ompa:ri- 

s on; oft alternative"' c ours e s; f b r; the- achie ,v ementtoft as; spec ifi edtob j ecti ve 

in; some future. period: Critical' examination; of£ alternative s typically

involves; two;majbr: considerationsfirst,, the;: assessment* off cost-' and-,, 

second',, the-; assessmenttof: benefit pertaining to; each; of the,.alternatives?: 

being; compared;,. The? as ses sment;off_c;os.t,;andftherasses sment of:: benefit; 

are: usually, expressed? in; terms of: dollar, values^, although other:mear* 

suringr unit s. c an? b e; used;

Various? approaches; are. pcs si bie r for example-;;

. Fixed; benefitiapproash: -=—Eb.r'ai-sp:ecified: levehof;
benefit, the:..analys.is.-attempts:; to; determihe- that.; 
alternative? or-rf eas-iblexGomhihatibn' off alternatives? 
likely hot achieve-: th:e;.specif ied; level, ofifbenefit at; the? 
lbwest’economicrcost..

Fixed; budget, approacht —-- For a;.spe:eified :hudget: 
leveLto be;.usedr.in;the; attainmentrof some,: given; 
objective,, the-. analysis? attempts to; determine; that; 
alternative: or;feasihle~?c:ombinationraf:;alternatives: 
likely to produce the. highest benefit for; the given: 
budget level.
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Either or both of these approaches may be used, depending on the con

text of the problem and it is often useful to move from one to the other 

in order to determine which program of safety features is optimum.

With any approach, a major difficulty, especially In the sphere 

of safety, is in quantification of such things as human life, peace of 

mind, and goodwill. If all the non-quantifiable, intangible, and secon

dary effects are dealt with satisfactorily in some way, * there are still 

problems with the quantifiable factors.

In a cost-benefit evaluation of the quantifiable effects of safety 

standards, there are two ways to procede. The first is to compute the 

net benefit of each safety standard and then to select that alternative 

with the highest net benefit. The net benefit is obtained by subtracting 

the cost of implementing the safety standard from the gross benefit 

obtained from the safety standard. Both costs and gross benefits are 

discounted at the recommended discount rate to determine their present 

wotth. The second approach for comparing alternative safety standards 

is to compute the ratio of gross benefits to costs and then to select that 

alternative with the highest benefit-cost ratio.

In comparing the merits of the benefit-cost ratio with that of the 

net benefit criterion, it is useful to make a few preliminary observations

*For example, the number of lives saved may be the same under 
each candidate safety standard.

/ ■
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iff Igitfos's bene&it^, exceed (easts ttshen the inset benefit Will ’be (positive cand 

th e Ibenelafc^coeti^fci© WiM be ̂ greater than one.. faiternaiive to the

r  atio o f  fgross benefits ito oes’ts iifs fsoimetimefs Wse’cl. This is the ratio- 

ofmet benefits (to roosts. iff ike met benefit ?is (positive ifhen the ratio of
i

met 'benefits :to masts w'ilil Ibe jgreater than zero. T h e ra tio  o f wet 'bene -
T

sli’ts :;fo co sts  man (always Ibe (derived fe o m  the r a iio  o f  igross ben efits ‘to 

costs b y  subtracting on eT aorn th e ra tio  e l  (gross ben efits to  meats. lEf 

fo r  any (alternative ifhe (gross ben efits ?are S  mod ?fbe b ests  a re  G  then 

the met b en e fit t s  ©  «*• CG. 'The ra tio  -sef jgree s ben efits to  ea sts  -is B^C-. 

T b e  ratio b f met ben efits bo masts Ha .‘(B C2)</42 — B^G - t .

: byhen e ith e r  th e bevel b f  ben efits o r  the bevel Of e a sts  (is Sixed', 4t 

US p ossib le  t o  con sid er each salteimative (safety .standard "with resp ect to 

th e m rite r ie n o f ithe b e n e fit-e o st ra tio , H ow ever, t f  the -level o f  ben efits 

o r  costs  :is mot tix e d  ms t£s m o st soften the e a s e  then the "u’s e o f the b eh e -i
lit -fo a t -ratio deads ’to  re su lts  vbim h e r e  b lffien lft to  in terp ret. G ons ider

•the -f dllowing byp ofh etim al IB n str ation:

B enefit 0) C b st fG l B /C  B  -  S

.Alternative iA HO TO 2 20
^Alternative B  HOO TOO 2 TOO

H ere, the;.benefit'-eost ratio, is  the sam e to r  each  alternative (B / G = 2 ) ,

but the met b en e fit -is b itfe ren t fo r  each  alternative.. B o r  a lternative -A?,

the net benefit (B - G.) is. $20, ’Whereas for alternative B, the net benefit

>
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(B - C) is $200. If the benefit-cost'ratio is used as the criterion, of 

choice the FRA would be indifferent between alternative A and alterna

tive B. If net benefit is used as the criterion of choice then FRA would 

choose alternative B.

Thfe benefit-cost ratio provides no information as to the scale of 

the benefits and costs involved in the analysis and as can be readily 

seen, the scale or value of the benefits and costs will be of prime 

importance to the FRA in selecting alternative safety standards for 

implementation.

There is another reason for rejecting the benefit-cost ratio as a 

criterion for choosing a particular alternative safety standard. It i3 

often not clear whether an item should be considered as a benefit or as 

a cost savings. For instance, where do you allocate a savings in main 

tenance costs? Is the savings a benefit or a reduction in cost? LTit is 

a benefit then the savings in maintenance cost increases the numerator 

of the benefit-cost ratio. If the savings in maintenance cost is a reduc 

tion in cost then the denominator of the benefit-cost ratio v/ill be 

decreased.

These two methods will not lead to the same numerical result, 

thus reducing the validity of the benefit-cost ratio as a consistent cri

terion of choice. Elaborate accounting rules would have to be devised 

to keep analyses comparable. No similar ambiguity is present when
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using net benefits as long as the algebraic sign and the year in which,, 

benefits and costs accrue axe known. The net benefit criterion is. par-i.

ticularly useful when the fixed costs approach to cost-benefit analysis 

is taken for then it'is possible to state the problem as one of maximiz

ing net benefits subject to cost and budgetary constraints. Finally, net 

benefit can be presented as the quantifiable (in dollars) portion of a cost 

effectiveness evaluation in conjunction with other quantifiable measures 

(such as number of lives saved) and the non-quantifiable factors. All 

of the items comprise the economic impact of each candidate safety 

standard.

Cost utility analysis often has the same meaning as cost-benefit 

analysis. It should be noted, however, that the utility value of benefits 

may be different fr om the monetary value of benefits» This dis tinction 

arises from the recognition that money has. a different value or utility 

to different s egments of society. An added dollar of wealth may have 

considerably more meaning to :a poor man than to .a rich man. Simi

larly,, an increase in safety standards on the railroads may be worth 

more to one group of customers or employees-than to another such 

group. While recqgMzing these differences in utility to different 

people, cost-benefit analysis considers that the determination of bene

fits in general is already inexact and that the inclusion of utility consid

erations would not lead to a better estimate of the benefits to society.



Indeed, comparison of utility between different people is impossible to 

perform in a non-arbitrary manner and will be excluded from the meth

odology proposed for this study.

Cost-effectiveness is a term which often is assigned the same 

meaning as cost benefit. Occasionally, however, it is used to mean a 

process of evaluation in which a final dollar value is not placed on the 

benefits to be derived from, say, introducing improved safety standards 

on the railroad. In this form of cost-effectiveness, the candidate safety 

standards are compared on the basis of cost and different.factors of 

effectiveness such as lives saved, reduction in the number of accidents, 

etc. No attempt is made to combine these factors of effectiveness into 

a single measure of the benefits to be derived from the safety standards; 

neither is an attempt made to measure the total benefits in terms of 

dollar value. Proponents of this approach to cost-effectiveness con

sider the objective measurement of many forms of effectiveness as 

unfeasible and hence not reducible to a single dollar value.

Gross Benefit, Cost, Net Benefit
and Consumers' Surplus

In the private sector of the economy, the prices of goods are 

determined in well-developed markets through the interaction of the 

supply of, and the demand for, those goods. However, for goods pro

vided by the public sector, there is no market structure which estab

lishes price. Moreover, for public goods - -  goods such as national
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defense or television transmission -whi-c-h can he consumed -by more., 

than one person at,a given time at no additional cost and for which the 

exclusion of potential customers involves significant costs - -  the crea

tion of such a ;market structure is undesirable, if not impossible. 

Unfortunately, in the absence of a reasonably competitive market for 

a particular good, no direct test of the economic justification for the 

provision of the good is available. Rather, indirect methods must he 

devised to evaluate the desirability of these goods.

Safety standards for railroads are public goods in that, first,, 

they provide protection-on the same basis to all individuals who are 

potentially affected by railroad accidents and, second, the exclusion 

of any individual from this protection is clearly impractical. -.Conse

quently, direct market tests cannot be relied upon ;to.r the economic 

evaluation of these •standards.. Therefore, the remainder of this sec

tion will be devoted to the development .of an indirect methodology for 

performing this evaluation.

The first step -in this -development Is the establishment of some 

basic terminology.. The gross benefit obtained Iby an individual from  

his consumption of a good o;r .s ervice is the maximum amount of money 

that he would be willing to pay for the quantity of .the good or service 

that he receives. The cost to the indiv.iduai of this-good or service is  

the expenditure that he actually makes. The -net benefit is the gross
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benefit less the cost. For a public good, or any other good which com

mands a market price of zero, the net benefit and gross benefit are 

equal. In general, a consumer will purchase a good or service only 

when the net benefit to him from doing so is positive (that is, when a 

net benefit exists). The total net benefit derived by society from the 

consumption of the good or service - -  the sum of the net benefits 

obtained by the individuals consuming the good or service - - i s  

referred to as the consumers' surplus.

An improvement of safety standards on the railroad will generate 

a benefit to society in three parts. First, there is an increase in the 

net benefit to the present customers and employees of the railroad. 

Second, the new safety standard may encourage more customers either 

to travel by the railroad or to transport their goods on the railroad as 

a result of improved, more reliable service. Finally, non-customers 

will experience an increase in their net benefit from the decrease in 

the risk that they will be involved in or adversely affected by railroad 

accidents. The sum of the net benefits to existing customers plus the 

net benefit produced by attracting more customers to the railroad plus 

the net benefit obtained by non-customers who are potentially affected 

by railroad accidents is the consumers' surplus associated with the 

safety standards.
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1In«o^rexftô nQ:e'a'si2Xiê 'k'e''B;et--b@n'efit--or sfchre"consumers' surplus Of 
ra publi c g  o od ;suchf as saf ety, it is necessary "to-know how much'people 
arerwilling to pay to .have’this'public .good available. It seems 'rjeason'- 

able-to measurethe valued increased safety as Sthe willingness -to pay 

for increased Saf ety by Theibsnef iciaries Of the -safety improvement.

For example, a rbilroad oarrying i  00 people rsafssly from point iA. :to 

point B theoretically ̂ should be operating aban equilibrium point' Where 

the cost o f marginal saTety improvement (a r  edu cti on in  the probability 

of an accident occurring) -is 'just-equal to  -the isumOf the amounts :that 

each of these TO O people would be willing to pay Tor -this impr o ved 

saf ety. ^However, since -there i s  nomarket -structure Tor public goods, 

it. is difficult to determine how :rn.uch-people are willing to pay for safety. 

Modal-split, which is -a measure o f  iridershipspreference-under existing 

terms 'and conditions., as - a function ~o£'many ff act ors , only one- of'which 

is  -safety. -Opinion surveys, im-which-a sample Of-affected per sons rare 

asked what.-they are  willing to pay for-safety, sane exp'ensive-ati&nnetOT'- 

iousl-y inaccurate..

Consequently, -the rdet'ermination of bfowrmubh people are '-willing 

to pay for a particular good often-has to rely on estimates derived from 

similar situations-. iFor "example, It 'may'beposrsible -to inf er s ome 

approximate estimates of peoplets 'willingness to pay for improved rail

road safety from the dollar .amounts which they'have spent voluntarily
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for safety standards on automobiles and from the involuntary expendi

tures which they have tacitly accepted.
j

3 .1 .2  Costs and Benefits

. f , ; '
In an economic impact analysis, we jare concerned with the costs 

and benefits of a public good such as railroad safety standards. A public 

good is often supplied in a large quantity to society or it is not supplied 

at all; hence, it often has effects which gQ beyond the immediate area 

of introduction. These effects (externalities) can be both beneficial and 

costly to different segments of society. For instance, the externalities 

of an airport can represent benefit to the community which it serves, 

and also a cost to those members of the community who are affected by 

aircraft noise. The aircraft noise is a societal cost which should be 

considered by an airport planning agency.

The benefits derived from safety standards on the railways can 

be subdivided into three major categories: (1) decreases in property 

and railway car damage, (2) decreases in loss of life or injury caused 

by railroad accidents, and (3) increased level of satisfaction of railway 

employees, customers, and other members of society as a result of 

the first two categories.

To determine the gross benefit derived from these three major 

categories, it is necessary not only to measure the changes in the prob

ability of their occurrence but also to be able to attribute dollar values
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Lto/;e%Gkce;aNtegor^ ,T.be problem, of,, attributing dollar

values' to?fatalities, inj^^ies?iapî r;<̂ hâ g-es;.'j -̂-satisj|,%ction has been dealt 

«>vith<;;inyreeent years,^ajid-is,;c;U‘r-r.ently>“einplpyedhbyj- t̂nai5iy. agencies of the 

government as an. eyaluatiye, tp;ol. 'Current cost-benefit methodology 

vS^iggestsrthat .s^e^4^^gib|es;xaS'npsy,cM-c?s.at|sfajztipn%and,a-reduction 

of painhand suffering should, be; listed as ^henefit in anyocpnomic anal

ysis.

?ln^^dl^ip,nytpr;%&vexter<n£kl-posts' imposed juppn society 'through the 

introduction■•;o£^a^public,:gofqd, the establishment .of, railroad safety stand- 

-ards imposes, an^opportunity :cost upon. all members of society. The 

development, promulgation, :iand-;enforcement of- safety standards. cannot 

hbe.-accpmplis-h^d^w:ithQtih'jthe^applicatiqn of some, societal resources.,

; [Since;-the; fundSyavailablerfor ;the;;prpyision.pf public., goods aye. .limited, 

;the; funding ;of-r ailroad;. safety .standards, necessarily-will absorb 

-resources whichjalte-rnatively could-he#devpfed4o.=;other.public.pr,.pri- 

yvate,.programs. IT-he.-value^pf--these foregone programs constipates .the 

:opportunity,,e0 styp£4 nt;roducingjthe,!ste.ndards. ^ h is  cost, imadditipn 

.y.to =the -oxteTnality-.c.osts-£di§cus.s.ed7.p;re«dou&ly,,y/mpi5tcbe considered as 

,>a~component, of societal;costs.

(>fAs': a.-further, exajriplevpf,such• co stscon sid er the decision to 

, .abandon;;a -railroad serving- aypartieplar .community,and the subsequent 

xsubstitution of motor carrier, r.bus,- and automobile transportation for
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rail transport. The main societal costs which arise in this instance 

are:

Those related to passenger trips or freight traffic 
diverted to other forms of transportation. This 
includes the higher incremental costs of the alterna
tive transport mode and costs associated with the 
value of additional transit time, where such addi
tional travel time is involved.

. Those costs which arise from products no longer 
transported and available to the community. This 
is a direct loss to the community.

. Those costs imposed on other members of the com
munity. For example, there is a cost imposed on 
motorists and other road users due to the added f 
congestion and maintenance .of highways which is 
created by the additional motor vehicle traffic.

It is important to recognize that neither the decrease in revenue 

earned by the railroad nor the increase in expenditures upon other 

carriers directly constitutes a societal cost. This shift in expenditure 

patterns is primarily a transfer of benefits from one segment of the 

community to another segment of the same community and does not

affect the overall level of societal cost. Only if the increased expendi-
\

tures on other carriers exceeds the reduced expenditures on railroads 

is there a net loss to society.

In a similar manner, as a result of the abandonment of the rail

road, certain factories and industries may decide to close down or 

relocate. While this constitutes a loss to the individual community
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affected, it may not be an additional loss to society as a whole. If 

other communities benefit from the closing through employment of 

either the displaced resources or an equivalent amount of previously 

unemployed resources, the inclusion of the losses incurred by the first 

community as a portion of societal cost in the analysis would result in 

double -c ounting.

One community's cost may be another community's gain, and one 

individual company's losses may likewise be another's benefit. Conse

quently, in computing societal costs, it is necessary to include each 

member of society, thus to guard against purely distributional effects 

of benefits and costs. While it is desirable to take distributional effects 

into account when choosing between alternatives, the results will not 

affect the overall dollar value of costs and benefits.

Yet, the sheer enormity of the task of accounting for all direct 

and indirect effects of a particular public policy upon each member of 

society makes the conducting of a comprehensive cost-benefit analysis 

of an issue as far-reaching as the imposition of railroad safety stand

ards impractical if not impossible. At some point, the increased pre

cision of the analysis which results from the evaluation of any remain

ing indirect effects fails to justify the efforts required to accomplish 

the evaluation. At this point, further analysis is unwarranted. For 

this reason, the methodological test included in Section 5 of this report
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which studied the economic impact of the imposition of journal bearing 

standards concentrated only on the direct costs and benefits attributable 

to these standards. Thus, the analytic technique employed in this study 

can be described more accurately as cost-effectiveness analysis than 

as cost-benefit analysis.

In addition, it is this restriction of the analysis which necessi

tates a choice between net benefit and the benefit-cost ratio as a cri

terion for decision-making. If all benefits and costs can be isolated 

and evaluated, the two criteria become indistinguishable. Thus, an 

expansion and standardization of the collection of information describ

ing the causes and effects of railroad accidents, the direct and indirect 

costs and benefits of compliance would cause the existing distinctions 

between alternative efficiency criteria to fade and would permit the 

conducting of a cost-benefit analysis of railroad safety standards.

3 .1 .3  Selection of the Time 
Period for Evaluation

The time period for the evaluation of the effectiveness of the 

safety standards employed on the railroad depends on three main fac

tors: (1) the time span of reasonable predictive ability, (2) the service 

life of the safety standards, and (3) the anticipated period of applica-^ 

tion of the safety standards.
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The time span of reasonable predictive ability depends in a large
3 \ ■- *£' 3

t-j

part on events external to the railroads per se. As predictions are 

made farther into the future, the reliability of the predictions decreases
O  3

There could be a change in the demand for rail transportation through 

the emergence of a competing form of transportation. For instance, 

magnetic levitation and linear induction propulsion may render current 

forms of rail transportation and railroad safety standards obsolete. 

Hence, it is desirable to restrict the time span for calculations to about 

15 years which is within the limits of reasonable predictive ability.

While safety standards are generally felt to be ongoing in nature 

and of indefinite length, the service life of the safety standards depends 

both on the technological life of the major physical components that, it 

addresses and the. limits of the useful life of the safety standards due 

to changes in the demand for that mode of transportation.

The anticipated period of application of the safety features is a 

third restriction on the time period for evaluation.. It may be desirable 

to make an assessment of the contribution and cost-effectiveness of the 

safety standards after a short period of time. If the safety standards 

are not cost-effective, then they need not be renewed for future periods

of time.



3 .1 .4  Sensitivity Analysis

Since most important decision problems involve major elements 

of uncertainty, an analysis of such problems must provide for explicit 

treatment of uncertainty. Suppose in a given analysis there are a few 

key variables about which the analyst is uncertain, then instead of using 

a "typical expected value" or a "best estimate, "  the analyst may use 

several values (optimistic, mean, pessimistic) in an attempt to see 

how sensitive the results (the ranking of the alternatives being consid

ered) are to variations in the uncertain variables.

For instance, in determining the present value of human life, it 

is possible to use a figure corresponding to the immediate costs of 

death (medical services, funeral costs, etc. ) and another figure which 

in addition to the immediate costs of death includes the present value 

of future expected earnings and measures for the costs of pain and suf

fering, etc. The analysis can be performed twice to determine how 

sensitive the safety standards evaluations are to differing estimates 

for the cost of death. If the occurrence of fatalities is extremely low
)

compared to the occurrence of property damages per track mile, then 

it is likely that the computation of net benefits will not be sensitive to 

C the value placed on human life.
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A good example of the use of sensitivity analysis is presented'ini 

Section 5. Since quite a bit of uncertainty exists about some of the 

parameters (for.example, the percent of freight cars which have stabi

lized bearings), these parameters were varied over-a wide range of 

values. This exercise is useful at several stages.in a study; in an 

early stage, it can be used to indicate the accuracy necessary in each 

•parameter. Also, in many cases (as in Section 5), if a computer pro

gram is written to perform the basic arithmetic in the analysis, the 

sensitivity analysis can subsequently be done by simply rerunning the 

program with the changed parameters.
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3.2 Railroad Costs

The safety standards to be implemented under the Federal Rail

road Safety Act of 1970 (PL, 91-458) are required to cover all areas of 

railroad safety. The F R A  has developed safety standards in the areas 

of track and equipment, thus providing a basis for analyzing the costs 

to be incurred by the railroad industry in implementing these standards 

in situations where track and equipment presently do not meet the new 

and proposed standards.

The types of costs likely to be incurred by the rail carriers 

include material costs, labor costs, and administrative and managerial 

costs. Since the new and proposed standards are stated in terms of 

existing technology, such costs as research and development and reor

ganization are assumed to be negligible. The types of costs will vary 

in size among different rail companies, but some costs will generally 

be higher than others, as indicated in Table 1.

The discussions in this section are keyed to.the methodology flow 

chart in Figure 2.

3.2. 1 Guidelines for Calculations

Many problems arise in calculating the exact costs carriers will 

bear as a result of the new standards, because any carrier is expected 

to integrate additional inspections, repairs, or administrative work 

with his present operations.
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XTAHBLE. 1
SEstimated Relative- Size 
&bf Implementation 'Costs *

; Materials 1 Labor

Adminis tration / 
Management 
(includes 
record keeping 
.and overhead

T rack ’ :1ns pection .Low i tHigh Moderate

"Repair /
:.B eplac ement Moderate “..-Moderate Moderate

"Equipment Inspection ..Low .Moderate tHigh

‘.Repair/
Ts R e pla e e m  e nt Moderate ; ’ Moderate High

#"Low, " MHigh/'.'.-and "Moderate", are terans'xe'latiĵ g to:costs 
• gene r ailyr,.borne tin .- the:':r e g.uLar'>d ay.-;to ~d ay .r aitr.oad̂ pp.er ations. tin 
other-words, the above as sessment.is. rnteirdedcto,reflect .the addi- 
rttional burden likely :tothe.:.incurred'thylhe-tc.arrde:rs .due to the standards,,
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Since many of the requirements of the standards are likely to be 

merged with existing procedures, it will be important to monitor imple

mentation and effects carefully to assess whether implementation costs 

are, in fact, in line with estimates resulting from the cost-benefit 

methodology.

One of the most important steps for insuring the overall reason

ableness and accuracy of the analysis is the determination of exactly 

how railroads will, in the aggregate, comply with the standards. For 

example, in calculating inspection costs, it will be necessary to ascer

tain how railroads will likely conduct the inspection - -  what items will 

be inspected and how they will be inspected (visually-dismantling). It 

is also important to estimate the extent of the railroad industry's com

pliance with a standard. The early experience of the FRA has been 

that the railroads slip into delinquency especially if a particular stand

ard is more stringent than the appropriate interchange rules. If less 

than full compliance will be tolerated, then the railroad industry's cost 

should be based on this amount of compliance. If penalties are pro

vided for non-compliance, then these are part of the costs borne by the
\

railroads.

Although benefits from safety rules are generally conceded to 

extend into perpetuity, a 15-year period has been established for the 

present study. This assumption means that all costs must be extended
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over a 15-year period also. Since some of the costs of implementing 

the, standards will be borne over a much shorter period, the costs and 

benefits musj; be:equalized in terms of comparable dollars. The pro

cedure for this equalization involves calculating specific year-by-year 

values for each cost and each benefit. Estimates not obtained by this 

annualization’ procedure are not strictly comparable.

3„2. 2 Implementation Costs

Implementation cost estimates can be verified by data obtained, 

from a; series-of procedures and sources-, as indicated on the method

ology flow chart in Figure 2: 1

FRA.field inspection reports,

Rampling. maintenance' records and: other ■ records' 
kept,by carriers.,

., Results of special studies performedlby AAR,
REI», and. other s:,

... Modelling..the.costs of standards using, engineering 
data, on: components, plus, other,'data on costs and 
procedures, and

... Ob.tainihg:more' reliable estimates from a joint
FRA.and: rail industry task force or: panel to pro
vide: ongoing, feedback on costs..

It.:.would, be..,even mor e, desirable to: obtain implementation cost: 

data, from- a.series of. two. or more of the above procedures. Describ

ing in detail . a; program for the use. of these:procedures is, however, 

outside, the scope of the present report.



The FRA-Industry Joint Task Force is a concept by which repre

sentatives from the railroad industry, unions, and FRA would meet to 

provide expert opinion and recommendations for FRA in the cost-benefit 

analysis of safety standards. This concept was suggested by one of the 

railroads interviewed and has been reviewed with other railroads and 

union officials in subsequent interviews, and has received vigorous 

approval, along with indications that participation would be widespread.

For specific technical problems, other specialists and technical 

representatives from AAR, RPI, and various firms would be included.

In any case, a determination of the effectiveness of a given standard in 

reducing accidents will require a high degree of technical competence, 

an understanding of accident causes, etc. This is an important and 

sensitive calculation in the cost-benefit analysis of safety standards, 

and one for which expert opinions should be sought wherever possible.

In addition, the Task Force could act in a consulting capacity 

during the rule-making procedures to work out changes and definitional 

problems in proposed standards before they are issued.

The serious lack of data on safety is another problem that the 

Joint Task Force could also address, and perhaps through the auspices 

of participating members, additional data requirements could be defined 

and mutual action undertaken to insure effective development.
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3.2.3 Inspection Costs

The, costs to rail carriers of implementing new and proposed
i'

safety standards have, for the purposes of this study, been divided into 

two major cost categories: inspections and repair/replacement. The 

reason for this; division is clear from the present: form of the new track 

standards,, and from the proposed equipment standards. Both sets of 

rules have,specific inspection requirements which must be met in.de- 

pendent of other rules.

The; inspection costs for both track and rail..standards have been 

divided further into "direct costs" and "other costs. " Direct costs are 

the costs, of actual inspections of either track or .equipment consisting 

primarily of labor costs. Other- costs, are those ■associated with the. 

hiring, and, training- of .inspector s.; transportation of the inspector to the 

track to be inspected;, movement of freight cars to and from the,repair 

track,. and the,lost car utilization re suiting’from,-, the- inspection. It is 

as sumed for this - study-th.at the.time lost in utilization of track while .it 

is being inspected is negligible.

"Other costs-, " as opposed to direct cos.ts.i are discussed in,the,- 

following,:section,. "Direct costs" involve- only inspection time, and 

crude estimates of'these costs are, to. be. obtained ..by estimating the. 

number, of man-hours of inspection time required. fo,r an appropriate, 

unit and. multiplying it by the total number of units; (cars, track miles,

t
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etc. ) to be inspected. The total annual cost of inspection for all units 

is then projected by the estimated average number of inspections 

required each year over a 15-year period and a 15-year total cost 

obtained.

In both the track and the equipment standards, two types of basic 

units are defined, based on the type of service in which they are 

employed. Thus, main line track is distinguished from yard and switch

ing tracks, and high utilization cars are distinguished from othei1 cars. 

Separate inspection costs must be calculated for each category of track 

and cars.

Actual time spent on inspections may vary widely depending on 

the item or unit being inspected and on the inspector's experience. For
i

freight cars, estimates of the time required to periodically inspect all 

truck components plus couplers and draft systems have ranged from 12 

man-hours to 30 man-hours. * These estimates generally assume that 

some car components such as jourhal bearings and wedges would have 

to be physically dismantled to properly gauge wear and condition. In 

the case of track, a rule-of-thumb of 20 miles per day was mentioned, ^  

but actual times might run from one mile per hour to five miles per 

hour, or from eight to 40 miles during an eight-hour day. A sample

^Visual inspections can naturally be accomplished in a matter of 
minutes.
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3

calculation for inspection of main line track is shown in Table 2.

These calculations are only rough estimates for illustration purposes 

only, because separate calculations were not made for each year in the

15-year period and the costs were not discounted.

The number of personnel assigned to track and equipment inspec

tion now varies considerably among railroads. It can be assumed, 

however, that each railroad may find it necessary to hire and train 

additional track and equipment inspectors and other personnel in order 

to comply with the standards. Although there is little formal structure 

for such training at present, it is possible to calculate how much such 

a program would cost, based on the assumption that the major expense 

would be the time of the instructors and the trainees. Some railroads 

might merely assign trainees to existing inspection personnel.

3.2.4 Average Industry Condition

To calculate costs of implementation of standards, an estimate 

must be made of the extent of substandard track and equipment in the 

present system. Also, age and wear data must be used to determine 

when track and equipment will, in the future, fall below the proposed 

standards. Estimates of the track and equipment which must be up

graded or replaced in order to achieve compliance with the proposed 

F R A  standards can then be made.
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TABLE  2
Sample Calculation of Inspection Costs Over 15 Years

Note: Figures are preliminary estimates of yearly (undiscounted) costs.

Track
Inspections

Actual Time of 
Inspector Per Unit

Cost of Unil 
Inspection : 
at $14.24  
Per Hour*

Frequency of 
Unit Inspection

Frequency Multi
plied by Unit Cost 
to Get Total 
Cost/Unit

Total Fifteen 
Year Cost 
(undiscounted)

8 hours per 20 
miles (2.5 m iles/ 
hour). For 205, 000 
miles of main line, 
there are 10,250 
2 0 -  m ile units.

$113.92

Twice per week 
for main line 
track, with 24-hour 
period between in
spections. There 
are 780 weeks in a < 
15-year period.

Unit cost per week: 
$227.84
Unit cost per 15 yrs: 
$227. 84 x 780 = 
$177,715

$177,715 x 
10, 250 ~

$1 ,821 ,581, 000

*-This is ithe AAR billii^kg ;rkte f o r  general la borcfe .F g es  o f AtiguSrt -1, T9 74.



TEhe maintenance•rcostS'̂ e«xitfeirî ';fr.oj»“C-©m^ia‘n;!C-e activities are
Y ,

iinofcjlikelyto be kno^ri.before formal adoption of the standards, and
Y- ‘ 'C,

therefore these amounts must be estimated for inclusion in the total 

implementation cost of the standards. .The .-.estimating procedure 

requires-some assessment of the degree or level of substandard track 

and equipment which presently exists in the rail system and the extent 

to whichthe railroad .industry will upgrade its cohdition. Making this 

assessment is .simplified when the proposed safety standards are sim

ilar to the rules*-which the rail industry fAAR) fhas already promul- 

, gated, .as in the.c.ase of the proposed track,.and •equipment s tandards.

. In thes e, instances , the iAAR may have ongoing reports or te st results 

-which will •measure'the condition of -the items-;:and the -extent of indus

try'compliance ̂ withitherceommended practice. “This ..information can 

be -.of enormous ’help t o thelRRA in e st-imating the g ener al industry con 

-.dition, or probable ̂ number s idf ̂defective runits.

.. The r e suits\:of .the inspe ctions r eq,uir..ed:rby .the jne w  ..safety stand -
/

:,.ards should pr ovide carriers with-a clear.er pieture of :which condition 

entheir r  ailroads.nr e/leading to...accidents,. 'Thecaverred intent of the

* While the A A R  .inter change rule s have not been legally binding 
•onthe carriers, iheyhaye' served over the .years ;as guides as to-when 
items and components should be repaired, and .replaced. These main- 
tenance guidelines have heen ■established by the TRA.:as minimum 
- saf ety s tandar d s. :
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proposed standards, and of the Federal Railroad Safety Act of 1970, 

is to ameliorate these conditions and thereby reduce the occurrence of 

accidents. Since accidents, having remained at moderate levels over 

the past 15 years, are recently increasing, it is likely that significant

amounts of additional maintenance investment will be required to
.7 "

achieve the objectives of the Act.

3 .2 .4 . 1 Track Condition

The general procedure for determining present condition of track 

and roadway and its future condition is illustrated by the work of the 

Labor and Management Committee Task Force II on Track and Roadway 

(April 13, 1971). The overall cost of the program recommended by 

this report is $208 million per year for tie replacement, and $325 

million per year for rail replacement. The report recommends that 

the tie replacement program be implemented for at least a six-year 

period, and the rail replacement program for ten years.
Ch

Although the program outlined by the Track and Roadway Task 

Force is designed to produce a very high quality rail system, with 98 

percent of main line track being converted to welded rail, not all of 

that program would be necessary to achieve compliance with the FRA 

track standards. Nevertheless, the procedure employed by the Task 

Force is suitable for use in the recommended cost-effectiveness meth

odology. Some changes must be made in parameters such as average
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tie replacement cest, now substantially higher than in April,, 1971, and 

in overall objectives, since safety considerations alone do not require 

the same; degree of improvement as is required for maximum, as well 

as safe, Operating performance.

3. 2. 4,. .2 Equipme nt C ondition

The present philosophy underlying FRA safety standards activity
U

is that the reduction of accidents to be expected from the proposed 

equipment standards will occur because of increased inspections and 

the immediate replacement of worn components. Under present prac

tices, defective equipment parts are not necessarily discovered before 

failure,, and even when a worn part is discovered, it is not necessarily 

replaced immediately, because of time, labor, facility, and capital 

constraints.. This philosophy is reflected in the following prominent 

features- of the equipment standards:

The proposed .standards are’ defined for wheels-, axles , 
bearings, .couplers, and draft systems-. Other com
ponents are referred to in a "miscellaneous" standard.
In other words, the standards for equipment apply to 
rail car components.

'The standards are defined according to industry stand
ards already in utse and widely accepted. These stand
ards generally involve measurements; of components to 
determine wear and potential failure.

. In spite of present standards and inspections, a sub
stantial number of component failures occur. Addi
tional inspections are required with, the intent of 
detecting components which are worn below standards..
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The main purpose of this discussion is to estimate how many 

more components of certain types will be found to be worn than are 

presently found, and how many of these will be replaced under the pro

posed standards.

Much of the data oh equipment components must be estimated on 

the basis of the following factors:
A

Age of freight cars in service (UMLER File),
)

. Age of installed components where known or 
recorded (carrier records),

, . Present and expected inspection rates,

Usage or service rates of freight cars (dedicated 
unit trains, free running, local captive movements),

|
Replacement and repair parameters such as m an
hours, component costs (carrier records).

The first step in developing the needed estimates is to summarize the

types of service in which freight cars are employed. The reason for

this approach is to derive a range of wear for a freight car of a given

age and a mean or most likely estimate for a given class of service.

Because freight cars in service vastly outnumber the passenger cars,

the present report will deal with freight cars only.

The types of service vary widely along at least five dimensions:

Speed,
Axle weight,

. Track (including track condition and terrain),

. Climate, and

. Annual car mileage (high vs. low utilization cars).
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There tare other dimensions, sof icourse, "but these five are necessary 

at'least to adequately describe freight car operations.

The propose drFRA equipment standards separate the types of ser

vice for freight cars into heavy and. light, or high utilization and 'low 

utilization. A high Utilization car is defined to be a car that is designed 

to car r y trucks or trailers., or is one which Operates on a  continuous 

round-trip cycle, or tr a vie s more than 50, 000 m iles annually. The 

frequency of periodic inspection requirements" originally proposed by 

FRA and the most-recently revised requirements are shown in Table 3 

on the following page.

These periodic inspection requir ements need not add to the sched

uling problems Of freight car usage because the proposed FRA rules do , 

‘hot r equir e that each freight car be inspected exactly at the end of 

150, 000 miles., dr exactly every 50., 000 xiiiles. Thus, the inspections 

can he accomplished at any time a car is  on.a repair track. However, 

the required scheduling of inspections may add to the time that cars -are 

in shops.and.may result in increased repair’.and replacement costs., 

since more worn and defective components may be detected.

The calculations, presented in Table -4, illustrate a method Of 

estimating the distributions of worn components in the freight car fleet. 

The parameter values are hypothetical and.the results apply only in the 

aggregate--theiifebf any one component-on One particular freight car 

cannot be estimated in this manner. The assumptions are:
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TABLE 3
Inspection Frequencies for Freight Cars

Originally Proposed Standards, Federal Register, September 22, 1972, 
Vol, 37 No. 185___________________„ _________ _____________________ '

New Reconditioned

Initial Subsequent Initial Subsequent

High Utilization
Once 
during 
first 
150,000
miles

Once 
every 
50,000 
miles

Once 
during 
first 
150, 000 
miles

Once 
every 
50, 000 
miles

Norm al Utilization
Once 
during 
first 7 
years or 
150,000 
miles

Once 
every 2 
years or 
50, 000 
miles

Once
during
first
7 years or 
150, 000 
miles

Once 
every 
50, 000 
miles or 
2 years

Revised Standards, Federal Register, November 21, 1973

High Utilization

New Reconditioned

Initial Subsequent Initial Subsequent
Once 
during 
first 
2 years

Once
every
year

Once 
during 
first 
2 years

Once
every
year

Once Once Once Once
Normal Utilization during every during every

first 4 years first 4 years
8 years 8 years
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. In 1971* the average freight car traveled about 20, 000 
m iles per year (Railroad F a cts , 1971), and

. The m ean 'period of tim e to reach maximum allowable
w ear levels was:

Wheels 13 years,
Draft system s 25. 5 years, and
R oller  bearings 25 .0  years.

The percent figure for, each of these components show what percent of 

the rem aining components from  the original group (population) would be 

expected to fa il inspection during the time periods shown in Table 4.

In other w ords, the freight car fleet can be view ed as a co llection  

of com ponents which w ere new when each individual car was bought and 

placed in se rv ice . A s the cars continue in serv ice , the total co lle ction  

of all com ponents begins to wear. Som e components of a given type

(wheels, journals, etc. ) wear out fa ir ly  early, and m ust be replaced .
I

By the end of the mean lifetim e of any type of component, about 50 p e r 

cent have becom e worn, and of that 50 percent, m ost of those com pon 

ents that have been detected have been replaced.
• /

The components that have been replaced also begin to w ear out, 

and under the sam e operating conditions, it, is assum ed fo r  estim ation 

purposes that wear is a constant factor. By knowing the approxim ate 

age and c lass  of serv ice  fo r  a given car and probable operating con d i

tions, and the mean serv ice  life  com ponents, an estim ate o f the c o m 

ponent w ear can' be made. By summing the individual ca r  estim ates,
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an? estimate.: for : the: entire: fleet: canher derived., Finally; from  the, ..d'is- 

tributiOn-o£.worn components: for; the; entire fleet;. and an analysis of the 

conditi on .of irf ailed component s t h e  pr obability of component f ailur e can

b.ei calculated.
v . , ,t t

T herefore ; itris possib le-to  roughly estim ate the percent of worn 

components in any age. group of railway cars-:.. A ccording to the percent 

shown in Table 4,, two-percent of the. wheels; arerworn in the group: 

less.than four years’ of:age; Fourteen percent of the wheels: are worn 

in the:fiye-to,-eight: yearrgroup> but two; percent:.of ; the wheels in this 

group have already been-replaced . These new wheels form  a new 

younger group with the- sa-me wear^distributionf as. the original group;. 

Hene e.;the: wo r n .wheels: in the fiverto-e igh t'year-group  are 14.'percent 

o f the?original.group: andt2: percent;of the- new group, for a total of .14; 04 

percent of .all', the; universes of: wheels., as- shown-in Table 4.. There; are 

now1-threes different; agesgroups,, each w ith identical w ear’ distributions... 

Continuing: in: this; fashion. the:.probable; w ear-outs for1 the entire. fleet - 

in each age group; are-given in: the las,t.erolumn of Table 4. T.hese- 

numbers: are also: plotted underneath. Tables 4:: to: show, that the. wear.-outs 

are: approaching;, a.icons.ta.nt rate; of about .7"percent p e r  year;.

In order to: calculate; the; distribution' o f worn com pouentssin the 

fleet, the- following alternatives should he. considered:



1. Computer p rocess  the AAR UMLER F ile  to determ ine 
the age of cars by car type and estim ate w ear fa ctors , 
considering probable serv ice  environm ents.

\

2. Use individual ca rr ie r  records to determ ine the a v e r 
age age of cars and probable condition of com ponents.
This can be done with F R A /ca rr ie r  cooperation .

3. Exam ine c a r r ie r s ' shop record s to ascertain  the f r e 
quency of repair and replacem ent of given com ponents.
The c a r r ie r s ' replacem ent rates can be used as a 
rougH approxim ation of industry d efectives. Obviously, 
the m ore  ca rr ie rs  that can be included in the base e s ti
m ate, the better.

4. Q uery suppliers who have m arketing inform ation, 
including projections. Large suppliers have a good 
idea o f the total market also and can som etim es either

fver ify  or contradict the ra ilroads ' data.

5. The ideal, but perhaps m ost expensive method fo r  
determ ining the average industry condition of given 
components is to field sam ple a su fficiently  large 
number of cars to produce statistica lly  reliab le  e s ti
m ates o f the distribution of worn com ponents. FRA 
could treat their own field  inspection reports of 
c a r r ie r s ' com pliance as a broad representative 
sam ple of component conditions /w ear which could
be used to establish the approxim ate distribution of 
worn components for  the entire rail fleet.

6. It m ay a lso  be possib le  to approxim ate such a d is tr i
bution by a com puter sim ulation, providing sufficient 
data can be obtained on the age and operating environ
ments of cars and components. This technique w ill 
often provide a cost savings over fie ld  sampling.

In the m ethodologica l test which is d iscussed  in Section 5 of this 

report, the data on component condition, that is , the number of freight 

cars  with plain bearings (versus ro lle r  bearings) and the split of the
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plain bearing population between stabilized. and: unstabilized 'bearings ,, 

w ere estim ated rin various ways. The A A R .provided a fa ir ly  rough 

estim ate, individual roads provided very  rough; (different) estim ates,

and data from  initial reports of FRA £i.eld: inspectors' forms, a som e-
{} t  ' „ ,r - .?what random but lim ited sam ple of 33 7 cars.. P rojections of the United

States freight ca r  fleet com position, used, sim ilar, sources with the addi

tion of a m ajor bearing m anufacturer who disagreed em phatically with 

a claim ed 6, 000 con version  per year fro m  plain bearings to ro lle r  

bearings. Data on bearing fa ilures cam e in by much the sam e sou rces.

\ It is im portant to rea lize  that there are; great differences, in o p e r 

ating philosophies, record, keeping activities.-, and w illingness to. share 

inform ation among ra ilroads, among suppliers’;,, and among agencies 

and com m ittees. E ven within an individual supplier, fo r  exam ple, 

projections w ill som etim es com e from  the m arketing department and 

sometim es, from  the m eta llurgica l or som e other department.

3 .2 .5  Com pliance Costs

The Labor and Management Com m ittee Task F orce  l i o n  Track 

and Roadway presented a report on A p ril 13, 1971., on a recom m ended 

upgrading program . Their resu lts, sum m arized, in Table 5, il lu s 

trate the costing procedure and provides a com parison  fo r  the FRA 

track standards cost. The FRA standards require a more, m odest p r o 

gram  aimed at safety rather than better operating perform ance. Neither
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TABLE 5 '
Com parison of Track  and Roadway Requirem ents! Task F orce  II P rogram  versus 
FRA Standards.

Program O biectives
Maintenance Required 
and Cost P er Year

M inimum 
Number of 
Years 
P rogram  
Reauired

Total
M ainte
nance

Total
Cost

Rail 98 percent of main R elay 7, 500 m iles 10 75,000 $3.50
line must be welded per year and convert m iles of b illion

Track and ra il to welded rail; rail
Roadway $325, 000, 000
Task F orce  II -

Ties A ll ties must be less Replace 26, 000, 000 6 236 $1. 9
than 35 years of age ties per year; m illion billion

$208, 000, 000 ties $5 .4  .
, Norm al maintenance; billio'n

$160, 000, 000 4

Rail Rail is maintained in Replace rail which is Annually 30,000 $1 .8
condition to com ply worn below  standards (continuous) m iles of billion  in

FRA Track with standards and im prove overa ll rail 10 years
Standards maintenance;

$180,000,000

Ties T ies are maintained Replace 20, 000, 000 Annually 20 m illion $1 .6
in condition to com ply ties per year at $8 / (continuous) ties b illion  in
with standard tie; $160, 000, 000 10 years

per annum $3.4
billion  in
10 years



program s:' total costs, are discounted. but .they are somewhat com parable, 

over* tire ten iyears  since both are rougLy annual costs . H ow ever, at 

tbe end o i ten “years , the Task F en ce 's  program  is finished; ahd; expend

itures can1 drop-to a maintenance level. The FRA program  continues.

The m ain point o f Table 5 is not a coat^ com parisonh:ut the 

illustration  of com pliance cost  calculations which are m ore  com pletely  

described  in, the Task F orce  II .report:.

C om pliance costs fo r  equipment are calculated in m uch  the sam e 

way. -For’ fre igh t cars,, fo r  exam ple, labor-and m aterial costs are 

fa ir ly  easy to get. A  good source is AAR billing allowances which are 

arrived  at: by polling the .m ajor roads and; calculating average costs .

A  ra ilroad  is;m otivated, to neither overstate .nor understate a. charge 

because they :arerralternately producers and recip ien ts  of the charge.

The schedu les of charges: by caT.m anufacturers and renovators provide 

a '• verifica tion  of'how- c lose ly  the AAR billing .charges com e to actual . 

costs  (see Table 6).

T here are other costs: asseciated  with-.safety standard com pliance, 

o f cou rse . E ar example, taking a car  out of serv ice  (an average of 

three days fo r  shopping a car) incurs ;a p er 'd iem  charge of $.4. 2,0 per 

day against the road, shopping the ;car. Setting, o ff the car costs two 

m an-hours and $55. A large intangible " c o s t "  is the wrath of a c u s 

tom er whose shipment is delayed those three days.



TABLE 6
Approxim ate Unit Costs of Freight Car 
Component R edacem ent

M aterials ($) Labor ($)

Wheel 112 20

A xle (100 ton) 209 20

Journal bearing 15-30 20
f

R oller  bearing 75-104 10-23

CouDler 126 15-20

D raft gear 100-198 15-20

Source: Interviews with car m anufacturers and renovators.
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3 .2 .6  Other Costs
. . i i i  C

A s noted previously , a num ber o f other costs are associated  with 

inspections, and m ost of these costs  have s im ilar components in the 

repair and replacem ent category  of safety maintenance. Some o v e r 

lapping o r  duplication o ccu rs , which w ill reduce the actual cost, as, 

fo r  exam ple, in the case  o f re cord  keeping. Although record s  may be 

required to be kept of freight ca r  inspections, the same record ing p r o 

cedures that now exist to handle interline repair billing can be em ployed.

Further examples of ind irect costs are loss  of equipment u tiliza 

tion, lo ss  of revenue from  downgraded serv ice  on substandard tracks 

or  elim inated serv ice  on abandoned tracks, and loss of investment 

opportunties due to use of capital fo r  achieving com pliance with safety 

standards. An example of intangible cost is the wrath of the shipper 

whose ord er is delayed because a c^r is shopped fo r  com pliance with 

a safety standard. Undoubtedly other costs  w ill be added to the overall 

m ethodology fo r  calculating the total cost  o f implementing a specific  

Standard as experience with cost-e ffe ctiv en ess  evaluations of such 

standards is gained. Although these are important costs , they w ill not 

be as high as the basic repair and replacem ent costs , and their overall 

im portance in the cost-e ffe ctiv en ess  analysis may well be left to the 

judgment of policy  d ecis ion -m ak ers .

n
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3 .3  Societal Costs

The societa l costs  resulting fro m  the prom ulgation o f ra il safety 

standards are defined to be those d irect and indirect costs  that are 

in curred by society  as a result o f the development and im plem entation 

o f safety standards. In the context of this analysis, they re fe r  to any 

costs  not borne d irectly  by the ra ilroad  industry. This definition 

excludes societa l or governm ental lost opportunity costs , that is , what 

the alternative returns would have been had funds invested in ra il safety 

standards been invested in other areas, fo r  example, highway safety. 

F or  d iscussion s of lost opportunity costs with respect to governm ent 

investm ents, see Dorfm an* and M argolis . **

Exam ples of d irect societa l costs  are F R A 's adm inistrative costs 

to develop and prom ulgate the safety standards, and expenses of state 

governm ents an d /or com m issions in conjunction with this e ffort. C a l

culating these costs fo r  an individual safety standard w ill requ ire  d e ter 

mining what portion of the total FRA expenses w ill be spent developing 

a particu lar standard and proration  of general expenses which cannot 

be attributed to any sp ecific  standard.

*Dorfm an, R obert (ed. ), M easuring Benefits of Government- 
Investm ents, Washington, D. C. , The Brookings Institute, 1963.

**M argdlis, Julius (ed. ), The Analysis of Public Output, National 
Bureau of E conom ic R esearch , 1970.
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The current and projected  sa laries  and expenses of a ll FRA field 

inspectors and state inspectors required to police  and implement the 

safety standards should be included in. the societa l cost calculations, 

along with any other d irect costs not sp ecifica lly  borne by the railroad 

industry.

Consideration, should also be given to indirect societa l costs 

which would result from  the prom ulgation of safety standards. H ow

ever, these costs are frequently a transf erra l fro m  one sector  of 

society  to another, having a negative benefit for one and positive bene

fit for  another. F or example, the costs  of stringent track safety stand

ards may resu lt in successfu l efforts by railroads to abandon certain 

branch lines with the following non -ra ilroad  costs:

Increased shipping costs due to higher transportation 
costs  fo r  those affected,

. C ertain  b u sin esses  m ay be fo r c e d  to c lo s e  due to
h igher transportation  c o s ts ,

L oca l com m unities may have difficulty attracting new 
businesses due to the lack of ra il serv ice , and

. Individuals living in the community may suffer som e 
diminution in their total w elfare due to the absence 
of ra il transportation.

On the other hand, this sam e abandonment may have the following 

positive effects :
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. Increased  business fo r  m otor c a r r ie rs , an d /or  other 
transportation com panies,

. Increased  business for  other com petitive com panies 
resulting from  the failure and closing of the affected 
com panies,

. Stimulation o f the development of other regions due 
to the in creased  business afforded by the inability of 
the affected community to com pete, and

. Individuals, served by the ra il ca rr ie rs  in other co m 
munities and areas may benefit as a resu lt o f financial 
strengthening of the ca rr ie r .

Since the list of ind irect societa l costs and benefits affected by the is su 

ance of ra il safety standards is rather long, only the m a jor  indirect 

costs and benefits should be considered. In calculating the net c o s t -  

effectiveness of a given safety standard, if in d irect item s are included, 

care  must be taken to avoid double-counting.

3. 4 A ccidents and A ccident Data

Safety and safety standards encom pass m ore  than accidents. 

Adequate safety is lacking in the case of a shop w ork er 's  gradual h ea r 

ing loss  even though no "accident" o ccu rs . S im ilarly , battered cargo  

results from  exposure to an unsafe environment. H ow ever, since the 

m a jor  im pact o f m ost safety standards w ill be on accidents, accident 

data w ill be the principal m easure of econom ic im pact. As indicated 

in F igure 4, these data w ill form  the basis fo r  calculating the principal 

benefit component, nam ely, the reduction in total accident co s ts . It
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•Will b e n e ce h s a f yi-to determ ine the total costs Of d ll accidents addressed 

by the proposed standards, keeping separate those costs that railroads 

a ie  paying fo r  d irectly  and those that they do not pay fo r , namely, the 

socie ta l costs . The principal sou rces fo r  this data are naturally the 

ra ilroads them selves who are record ing far riiOirO inform ation than is 

Currently being reported  to the FRA. BaSed On current reporting ru les, 

only those accidents are reported which result in the death of a person, 

o r  ah ’injury which incapacitates a person  fo r  m ore than 24 hours, Or 

which incur $750 or .m ote in  damages to ra ilroad  property, excluding 

w reck -c lea fin g  costs .

-Thus, som e'rather im portant cost elem ents neCesSary fo r  co s t - 

effeCtiveness analysis are as foiloWs

The total number and cost o f non -reportable  accidents,

The cost for clearing wrecks,

. The cost of loss and damage to lading,

The personal in jury costs resulting from  fatalities and 
in juries,

The co s ts  o f dam age to n o n -ra ilro a d  p rop erty ,

The costs of serv ice  disruptions and delays,

The costs Of comm unity serv ices  provided (fire , p olice ,
. Red C ross) fo r  m ajor ra ilroad  accidents, and

. Damage to structures, other than track.
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The accident investigation reports of the NTSB provide som e 

m easure of total damages and do enumerate the num bers of persons 

injured o r  killed in m a jor  railroad accidents. H ow ever, sin ce  1967, 

only 18 such reports have been issued, providing good, but lim ited, 

data on the costs  of ra ilroad  accidents. Several states, C alifornia , 

O regon, Iowa, M issouri, Illin ois, and Pennsylvania, accum ulate sta

tistics  on railroad-highw ay grade crossing  accidents but do not cover 

other types of railroad accidents.

The Interstate C om m erce  C om m ission (ICC) publishes in 
$

Account 415 the costs o f clearing w recks and in Account 420* * the costs 

o f in juries to persons which include cla im s, legal fees , w itness 

expenses, etc. These cost figures are  useful fo r  establishing an a v e r 

age w reck -clearin g  expense and an average injury cost fo r  a ll accidents 

Investigations of accident costs , how ever, reveal that certa in  types of 

accidents, e. g . , those resulting from  journal bearing fa ilu res  and 

wheel fa ilu res , are significantly m ore expensive than other types of 

accidents, e .g . , passed coup lers, and therefore the use  o f a broad 

average would tend to introduce inaccuracies in the co s t-e ffe c tiv en ess  

analysis.

I
*Interstate C om m erce C om m ission , 49 C. F . R. -P a rt  1201, 

U niform  System  of A ccou nts, Railroad Companies, O ctober 1, 1973.
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The AAR pubiishes freight lo ss  and d M a ^ flg W C fe*  for- tram  a c c i 

dents hut, :sinp% t|ds; inform ation is  n o t ir p k e a io w n  by accident type,

it is Qf• ACa-O-l f̂sSf&ig- safety standard;

3;v,4vJL W reck C learing C osts v

T&OrtO^,COst fbr elearing w reck s in 1971 amounted ta- , 477, 000 

fo r  ^ L m ite o a d a . * Singe this is; u /m h inr c@si,ggmponent: of agcidgnts;, 

it is, esg-gntial that it be included in any cost-e ffectiv en ess  analysis of 

safety  standards . . Qn request, a number ofoKNHlesfe' supplied data on 

their average w reck  clearance cost, which,, in 1971, amounted to.

$1, 5.0Q/car including m aterial and labor. . This; average figure ov.er~ 

states^ costa-far; single c a r  der,ailments, wMgh cons^h^O; the m ajority  

o f accidents, ;and greatly  understates; cOst& Qn m ore  severe- a cciden ts. 

Eior .c.a^cul«tiiOn--pa;rigGr&es:f_ i t i s  recoimaaended^that an. overall. average, 

cost on; cnr&ihdJi^^ each-category; of ac c idents being; CQnsidr-

nueh, carrierfe -

3.,4. 2 L ess  and Damage to Lading ,

.AAR^reports::-a,lotad:,of, $3b!-7h2:;7h8; in fx :,eight;i;oss and damage 

due to tra in  acciaents in 1971. Ih is ; in form ation is  currently.developed 

b y  all ca rr ie rs  and is  reported o.n a rngplar;hasih  to the AAR,. T here 

is  often a significant delay, how eyer, .betwennHdlo time of an accident.
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3 .4 .3  P ersonal Injury Costs

Personal injury costs are possib ly  the largest and m ost s ig n ifi

cant component of rail accident costs. While current FRA accident 

reporting requirem ents provide the number o f persons injured or 

killed in an accident, the costs of the in juries are not provided fo r  a 

given accident. Included in these costs are the follow ing item s:

. Compensation: actual claim s paid to survivors and
relatives of the deceased, o r  injured parties,

. Accident investigation expenses,

. Legal fees and adm inistrative expenses,

. W itnesses - outside counsel,

. C laim  personnel, adm inistrative expenses, and

. Other personal injury expenses borne d irectly  by 
the ra ilroads.

T here is considerable sensitivity about providing this in form ation 

on a regular basis and strong feelings on the part of the c a r r ie r s  that 

som e aggregation would be n ecessary  to avoid d isc losu res  which would 

divulge average settlem ent costs . Considering these reserva tion s, and 

the tim e delays which w ill necessitate matching cla im  settlem ents and 

other personal injury costs  against past accidents, it is recom m ended 

that an estimating procedure be follow ed fo r  developing persona l in jury 

costs .

and the settlement of all claims. Therefore, it may be necessary to

use fairly old data and compensate with inflators.
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TTfapOUgh: inter Vi ewa.with th e ;ca rr ie rs  and byicarefu l perusal o f

F edera l,cou rt' records; average settlem ents can be'established ' fo r  each

categ o r y , o f in jury1. F or exam ple, o u r ; int er vi e w s : produc ed the fo llow  -

ing data fro m  one ca rr ie r :

A verage cost per em ployee dfeath $33’, 922
A verage costvper-em ployee in ju ry , $'» 5, 756

and from 'another carrierT

Averagie legal* expenses p er  accident ‘ $-3 , 000 
Average: w itnessiexpense per.w itness, $& 2.00

and fr o m ; another ca rr ie r :

Num ber-Injured TotaliGbmpensation:-
1972:: and' K i l l e d .... ...... Payment

867 $5,-3:00, 000.

C onstruction ; Of' anKaverage p e r s o n a l in ju ry 'co s t  table fo r  fa ta lit ie s , 

perm anent: tota l;'d isabilities,,:. and p erm an en t-partia l d is a b il it ie s , . would 

thus ;;pr o  v ido Aa  m e a n s  fo r " -estim ating ' the personal- in ju ry  costs  - o f : the d if - 

fe r .e n ta cc id e n t  categories^ addressed- b y ;the? safetyystandards in question .

3.' 4' 4;" Damage t OC-N o n -R ail r o a d; P r ope r ty

T t e  cost' of'dam ages' to: npn-raiiroadtipr'opertyf. for  which- the-rail7- 

road -may o r  m ay/notm akes com p en sation ,, should; be; entered' in thevi 

econom ic im pact calculations o f  any ra il safety standard.1, The vast 

m ajority , o f property damage and personal injuries, are paid-for by the 

railroads'. HoweVery m inor or incidental costs ’ arising; fro m  accidents 

are ;often :ignored . The .costs of- com m unity se rv ices  such as f ir e  and;.'
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3 .4 .3  P ersonal Injury Costs

Personal injury costs  are possib ly  the la rgest and m ost s ign ifi

cant component of ra il accident costs . While current FRA accident ( 

reporting requirem ents provide the number of persons injured or 

killed in an accident, the costs of the in juries are not provided fo r  a 

given accident. Included in these costs are the follow ing item s:

. Com pensation: actual claim s paid to survivors and
relatives of the deceased, or  injured parties,

. A ccident investigation expenses,

. Legal fees  and adm inistrative expenses,

. W itnesses - outside counsel,

. C laim  personnel, adm inistrative expenses, and

. Other personal injury expenses borne d irectly  by 
the ra ilroads.

There is considerable sensitivity about providing this inform ation 

on a regular basis and strong feelings on the part o f the ca rr ie rs  that 

som e aggregation would be necessary  to avoid d isc losu res  which would 

divulge average settlem ent costs . Considering these reservations, and 

the tim e delays which w ill necessitate matching cla im  settlem ents and 

other personal in jury costs  against past accidents, it is recom m ended 

that an estimating procedure be follow ed fo r  developing personal injury 

costs .

and the settlement of all claims. Therefore, it may be necessary to

use fairly old data and compensate with inflatory.
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4^nd^y<id^3r'eful''p'e't>'tt '̂4-l.Qf. 

average settlements^arilibe^eetiablishe&^fOr each 

rjefa©tgs»yT< *̂i*0atpegr‘. ^ 'b r  Aeaeattaple, '■otrr'-M ^^i^e^^^bduce'd ;flie;fd ll ‘o-w.- _ 

3Ssg d a ta & rb ^

.fA ^ ^ g re':i(rcfst^^^ei^plt»y'e'e'^i£th f$3’3 ,922
2& verage tedat^er^enaplqyee in jury 5$ \5. ,756

and frem;a;ttdther b a rr ie r :

4Avdl^d^agal^X^nsidst^eT^addi&aiit 1$ :f3 ,r'Cd00 
-a&veasage v^^enB'd^^naejper^witndaJs ff- MOO

q.,. . ; ' '
land frdnrattdther ;eriT2rier:

1972 arid ‘K illed . . ^Payment.. . j..
267 $5,300, 000

iGdridtariJdtaorisdfsattJavdrage pd^sdrial^ii^ri^ysddst'itcdile fo r ’Totalities, 

|p~er manedt vfd^alidi^:£^iME^s4 aarid;permatterit;^artirils&Lsabilities., •would1 

tt-hris ?d,̂ thre'<drif--

'->addaeseed%y;i£he "saf ety ''Standard's 'inquedtion . 

3 . 4 M  'Damage to'Non^Railrroad 'H roperty 

/ t£he ’i&ff&ttffl̂ damages1 t o  ridffi-sri^lrsadlpisdpjdf^f, Tor which ̂ §he - fa il -

Tdiodldilbe-ehtered •m5the

<eedriOriaieiin^aet^c^ledla!ti:otts e f  any ra llaa fe^ M tan d ard . T h e  v a s  t 

rnajdrityvbf;:prqpef ty; damag e and ^personalTi^uries tare paid fo r  by the 

;?jgallroadai ’However;, smirier^dr Tftciderital oeets^ria ittg lfrO m aedideats 

-are often ign ored . "The costs  of comm unity serv ices  such as -fire and



p o lice  assistance, Red C ross , and National Guard assistan ce  can be 

substantial in the case  of m ajor ra il accidents*. F or  exam ple, in 1970, 

a serious accident involving hazardous m aterials o ccu rred  in a m id - 

w estern town (C rescent City) due to a failed fr iction  bearing. The ' 

resulting damage to the town was estimated to be about $ 1 .7  m illion .

The socie ta l cost of this d isaster was estimated to be approxim ately 

$356, 000 in damages and lo s s e s  that went uncom pensated by the r a i l 

roads.

3 .4 .5  Service  Disruption and Delays •

In reviewing the fact that accidents may frequently tie up cars, 

locom otives and trains, a number o f  ca rr ie rs  pointed out that these

costs  should be taken into consideration  in a cost-e ffe ctiv en ess  analy-*
s is . The cost item s should include not only the im m ediate equipment 

involved in the accident, but a ll other trains and cars that w ere held up 

or delayed by reason  of the track  being blocked. Often, the e ffects  of 

an accident are very  w idespread, especia lly  if  it o ccu rs  w here a lte r 

nate routing options are few . One interview  respondent suggested 

som e railroad  m anagers rea lly  had little idea of just how m uch an a c c i 

dent can affect its overa ll co sts . In his w ords, "We m ay be paying now 

fo r  an accident that occu rred  ten days ago. " H ow ever, these delay 

costs  are significant and, fo r  this reason, one ca rr ie r  regu larly  d ev e l

ops this inform ation as part of its internal accident reporting system .
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L oss o f goodw ill is m ore difficu lt to a s s e s s . Several interview  

respondents stressed  that shippers react sw iftly  and substantively to 

delays. Revenue loss  may amount to 1% or m ore of the total accident 

cost . r

?? ■ ■ '
3. 5 Rail Industry Benefits ,

M ost o f the benefits to the ra il industry from  safety standards w ill 

com e from  reduced accident costs . The procedure for a ssessin g  these 

benefits is outlined in Figure 5. D ifferent types o f accidents w ill 

require different techniques for  analysis.

The FRA system  o f  tabulating accidents on .ra ilroads uses the 

categories "tra in ", "tra in  s e r v ic e " , and "n on -tra in " to designate the 

three basic  types o f accidents. It is ; not lik e ly  that the FRA track and 

proposed equipment standards’ w ill reduce the accidents in the non-train  

category , so this; study w ill concentrate on train and train serv ice  a c c i 

dents. Train accidents are c la ss ified  as either derailm ents, co llis io n s , 

or  other, and it  is likely  that the track and the equipment standards w ill 

d ire ctly  a ffect these ca tegories .

Train serv ice  accidents are an im portant Category because it 

includes m ost highway grade crossing, acciden ts. However, the stand

ards thus fa r  proposed and prom ulgated fo r  track and equipment are not 

likely  to d irectly  reduce this sp ecific  type o f accident. Train serv ice  

accidents in which em ployees of ra ilroads are  victim s should experience
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reduction in number and severity  because o f the safety standards p re 

sently defined. As standards are later developed for  m ore  areas o f 

ra ilroad  operations, reduction o f a greater number and variety o f  a c c i 

dents should occu r.

3. 5. 1 Pertinent Data

F o r  the types of accidents likely to be reduced by the track  and 

equipment standards, both reduction in in juries, as w ell as reduction 

in property  dam ages, w ill result, and the benefits from  these red u c

tions w ill accru e  d irectly  to the ra il ca rr ie rs  in a la rge  num ber of 

accidents. It is not known what proportion  of the cost of accidents_are 

eventually paid by the ra ilroads, or by their insurance funds, but those 

cla im s paid by the railroads are known to be high. At least one type o f 

property  dam age, i. e. , damage to railroad-ow ned property, is  tabu

lated in the FRA A ccident Bulletin.

Other types of data which re flect benefits to be gained from  a c c i 

dent reduction have been discussed previously , and it is lik e ly  that som e 

proportion  of the cost o f any type o f accident damage accum ulating over  

a period o f time w ill be paid by one o r  m ore  ca r r ie rs . In other w ords, 

w hatever type of damage o ccu rs , there w ill be som e occasion  on which 

a ca r r ie r  m ust bear the cost  of this damage. Even though the actual 

cla im s paid by ca rr ie rs  m ay be difficult to obtain, som e notion o f  the 

average s ize  o f such cla im s is  obtainable by a survey of court tran

scrip ts  and newspaper file s .
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O ther so u rce s  of a ccid en t co s t  data w hich can be used  fo r  ca lcu -
M *

nation o f  b en e fits  a re :
X l

. Co;sts of ^Clearing W reck s - -  This variab le  was
d e scr ib e d  p re v io u s ly  and can  be estim ated fr o m  the 
ca rr ie rs*  m o s t  recen t ex p er ien ce  ($1, 5 0 0 /ca r ) . The 
ICC*s A ccoun t 415 can  a lso  be used  to con stru ct g ro ss  
estim ates fo r  a ll a ccid en ts  to u se  as a benchm ark o r  
ch eck  o f .costs d erived  fr o m  c a r r ie r  estim ates.

L o ss  and D am age to Lading - -  The vast m a jor ity  o f 
this dam age is  paid fo r  by the ra ilroa d s , and data is 
availab le fr o m  ICC accoun ts and fr o m  the A m erica n  
R ailw ay C ar Institute.

D am age to N on -R a ilroa d  P ro p e rty  Paid by R ailroad  
-  -  This dam age w ill be d ifficu lt  to d ivide betw een 
that portion  borne by the ra ilroa d  a  rid that p ortion  
born e by so c ie ty . H ere , a su rvey  of cou rt r e co r d s  
and new spaper f i le s  m ay be n ecessa ry .

'Fatality C o s t s ---- the N um ber o f fa ta lities is tabulated
by F R A , and a standard value o r  range o f va lu es can 
be assigned  to each life .

.Injury and D isa b ility  P a y o u t s  - -  The ^number o f in ju r 
ies  by type is tabulated by AARj and-standard in s u r 
ance com pany va lues can  be used  in assigning d o lla r  
value s .

A ccid en t Investigation  E xpenses - -  M any ra ilroa d s  
m aintain an .accident investigation  s ta ff , and b y  d e te r 
m ining budgets fo r  th ese  staffs and the num ber of 
a ccidents investigated , an average value f o r  the in v e s 
tigation  o f an a ccid en t, and p o ss ib ly  o f acciden ts o f 
d ifferen t types can  b e  ca lcu la ted .

L ega l E xpenses - -  A gain , budgets fo r  leg a l sta ffs  can 
be ascerta in ed , and the num ber and type of a ccidents 
requ iring  their attention can be com pared  to these 
budgets. S im ila r  va lues, such as w itness expenses 
and n on -sta ff lega l exp en ses, can be obtained in in te r 
view s with ra ilroa d  le g a l person n el.
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C osts o f S e rv ice  D isruption  - -  T h ere  a re  lik e ly  to be 
s e v e ra l com ponents to the costs  a ris in g  fr o m  s e r v ic e  
d isru p tion , including the lo ss  o f use o f the fre igh t ca rs  
and lo co m o tiv e s  delayed, the delays to p a sse n g e rs , 
and the freez in g  o f the cap ita l rep resen ted  by the 
fre ig h t. In the last ca se , an estim ate  o f the co s t  p er 
y ea r  can be obtained by applying an in terest rate to 
the value o f the average fre igh t shipm ent. The p eriod  
o f d elay  fo r  a m ainline accident is  estim ated  by a ssu m 
ing that fo r  each co llis io n , two tra in s w ere  delayed  fo r  
one day each . An alternate approach  ca lls  fo r  e s t i 
m ating the cu stom er and cu stom er tra ffic  lo s t  as a 
re su lt  o f a ccid en ts and accid en t-in d u ced  s e r v ic e  
d e la ys . This approach  was u tilized  in the c o s t -  
e ffe ctiv en ess  test o f journa l standards.

L o co m o tiv e  C osts - -  The value o f a lo co m o t iv e -d a y  
w ill be m ultip lied  by two and used  as the value o f the 
lo s s  o f the lo co m o t iv e s ' tim e in delays fr o m  co llis io n s .

. L ost C u stom er T ra ffic  - -  A  com p le te  a sse ssm e n t  of
lo s t  cu s to m e r  tra ffic  would req u ire  an an a lysis  o f a c c i 
dents and declin ing  to n -m ile s  on s p e c if ic  rou tes , o r  at 
lea st on a la rg e  number, o f ra ilro a d s . The la tter an a l
y s is  can  be p erform ed  to test the re la tion sh ip  betw een 
lo s s  o f tra ffic  and accidents o f d ifferen t types. The 
c a s e s  o f declin in g  ton -m ile s  can be con verted  to r e v 
enue lo s s e s .

3 .5 .2  A llo ca tio n  o f  B enefits 
to T ypes o f  A ccidents

T ypes o f a ccid en ts  fo r  the pu rpose  o f c o s t -e f fe c t iv e n e s s  analysis 

include the tra in  accid en ts  as attributed to variou s ca u ses in  the F R A  

A ccid en t B ulletin .' The types o f acciden t cau ses a re  su m m arized  in 

T able 4 (page th ree  o f the 1973 B u lletin ), and a re  shown in deta il in 

T ab les 102, 103, and 104. T hese cau ses a re  a ll su bd iv ision s o f the 

train  a ccid en ts  c la ss ifica t io n , which in 1973 tota led  9 ,3 7 5  a cc id en ts .
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The three b a sic  cau ses  a re  n eg ligen ce  of em p loy ees , fa ilu res  o f equ ip 

m ent, and im p rop er  m aintenance o f way and stru ctu res .

B ased on the p rop ortion s  of each  type o f a ccid en t cau se  relative  

to  the total num ber of tra in  a ccid en ts , the value of dam ages and other 

d o lla r  am ounts has been a lloca ted  p rop ortion a lly  among acciden ts by 

type of cau se , so that an estim ate  can be m ade of the lo s s e s  and d am 

ages due to bearing a cc id en ts , d ra ft g ea r a cc id en ts , etc. In som e 

c a s e s , the total lo s s e s  due to accid en ts m ust f ir s t  be a lloca ted  among 

the broad  ca teg ories  of tra in , n on -tra in , and train  s e r v ic e  a ccid en ts, 

b e fo re  dividing the dam ages among types of ca u ses , w hich are  only 

p rov ided  in the A ccid en t B ulletin fo r  tra in  a ccid en ts . This p roced u re  

w ill p rov id e  a rough estim ate  o f the accid en t co sts  fo r  given ca teg orie s  

o f a ccid en ts  and thus p rov id e  a ch eck  o r  bench m ark  fo r  the other m ore  

s p e c if ic  aggregated  co s t  data.

An exam ple of how such  data on dam ages and expenses can be 

a lloca ted  to accid en ts of variou s types is shown in Table 7. Although 

this fig u re  only show s p ercen tage  a lloca tion s fo r  the three b a s ic  types 

o f a ccid en ts , the a lloca tion s could  be applied fo r  types o f accident 

ca u ses  within the b road er ca te g o r ie s . The expen ses of c learin g  w reck s 

would not be a ssoc ia ted  with n on -tra in  a ccid en ts , so the figu re  tabulated 

by the ICC in T ran sp ort S ta tistics  is a lloca ted  to train  and tra in  s e rv ic e  

a ccid en ts . The "In ju ries  to P e rs o n s "  data are  fig u res  of tota l p erson a l
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TA BLE  7
Sam ple A llo ca tion  o f R a ilroad  C osts o f A cc id e n ts , 1971 (

T ota l
A ccid en ts

F ata lities 
and In juries 
(and p ercen t)

W reck  
C learin g  
E xpenses ($)

In juries to 
P erson s  ($)

T ra in  A ccid en ts 7 ,3 0 4 865
l

1 4 ,2 3 6 ,4 9 0 4, 722,080
37% (4%) (37%) (4%)

T rain  S erv ice 12, 562 13,963 61, 074,603 79, 094, 840
A ccid en ts 63% (67%) (63%) (67%)

N on-train  A ccid en ts  • * 6 ,154 * .34 ,235 , 080

-
(29%) (29%)

TOTALS 19,866 20 ,982 $ 3 8 ,4 7 7 ,0 0 0 $ 1 18 ,0 5 2 ,0 0 0

*Non-train accidents omitted because total accidents figure is not relevant to costs 
of clearing wrecks.
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in ju ry  and fa ta lity  aw ards in ra il a ccid en t cases ', a lso  published by the 

IC C . T h ese  data a re  a lloca ted 1 among, the three m a jor types of a c c i -  

dents. i:

3. 5. 3 E stim ation  o f R eduction  
in A ccid en ts

R e se a rch  thus fa r 'h a s  revea led  that the co s t -e ffe c t iv e n e ss  

app roach  to evaluating ra il sa fe ty  standards is  not lim ited  at this tim e 

by d e f ic ie n c ie s  in ana lytica l m eth odology . R ather, the p rin cip a l l im i 

tations a re  th e-la ck  o f substantive in form ation  on the nature, c o s ts ,

and. ca u se s  o f ra ilr o a d  a ccid en ts . U nfortunately, there is  no set o f

\  • 
p roced u res ' that w ill p rov id e  exception al penetrating pow er o r  re lia b le

approxim ate an sw ers to  p rob lem s ch a ra cte r ize d  by incom plete  o r  p o o r

data and la rg e  u n certa in ties.

In com pletin g  any cd s t -e ffe c t iv e n e s s  an a lysis , perhaps the s in g le  

boost sen s itive ’ ca lcu lation ' requ ired  is  the determ ination  of the p rob ab le  

num bers Of a ccid en ts  that w ill be prevented^ by a given  sa fety  standard, 

s in ce  this ca lcu la tion  w ill  determ in e the m agnitude of benefits to be 

d erived  fr o m  prom ulgation .

T he ab ility  to m easu re  o v e ra ll e ffe ct iv en ess  and indeed to p r e s 

c r ib e  e ffe ct iv e  sa fety  standards in the f ir s t  p la ce , is  governed  to> a 

: la rg e  extent by the d eg ree  o f understanding o f what is  happening in 

a ccid en t situations. A  con s id era b le  am ount o f d escr ip tiv e  in form ation
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is  Required b e fo re  d iagn osis  and rem ed ia l action  can be put on an 

o b je c t iv e  p o licy . D evelop ing a c le a r  p ictu re  o f the d eta iled  ca u se  and 

e ffe c t  re la tion sh ip s , the in teracting  o f m ultiple ca u ses  in a typ ica l a c c i 

dent crea tes  dem ands fo r  quantitative in form ation  and re levan t data 

w hich  m ust be sa tis fied .

In o rd e r  to ca lcu la te  the root cau ses o f ra ilroa d  a cc id en ts , it w ill 

be n e ce s s a ry  to form u late  hypotheses and m ea su re  the re la tion sh ip  and 

a sso c ia t io n  betw een fa c to rs  found in the acciden t environ m en t. O b s e r 

vation  data m ust, as a con sequ en ce , con s id er  human fa c t o r s , the 

actions taken by participants - -  c re w  m em b ers , environ m en ta l fa c to rs
v

- -  w eather, v is ib ility , e tc . , operating conditions - -  sp eed , tra ck  co n 

d ition , tra in  dyn am ics, e tc . , and equipm ent o r  com ponent con d ition s . 

In tera ctive  cond itions m ust be identified ; the c la s s ic  exam ple in r a i l 

road  a ccid en t analysis is  perhaps the ca se  o f a w orn w h eel p ick ing  a 

w orn  sw itch  point. M uch o f the p resen t understanding o f  such in te r 

re la tion sh ips is  inadequate and consequently , the data tasks m ust be 

com p leted  in o rd e r  to p rov id e  a foundation fo r  subsequent a n a ly sis . 

O n ce estab lish ed , a num ber o f techniques can be fo llow ed  in d ia g n os

ing a ccid en t ca u ses . B r ie fly  su m m arized , they a re :

. D escr ip tiv e  M odeling ,

. R e g re ss io n  A nalysis,

. D esigned  E xperim entation ,

. C om puter Sim ulation, and ■

. U se o f E xpert O pin ion -D elph i A pproach .
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v D f e 1 c a n  h e lp  t o  e x p l i c a t e  t h e  a s s o c ia t io n  t h a t  

s e x is t s  a m o n g  " a c c id e n t  t y p e s ,  c o n t r i b u t i n g  f a c t o r s ,  a n d  r e m e d ie s ,  b u t  

■ s u c h  a  p r o c e s s  e a h  r e v e a l  t h a t  m a n y  e le r n e i i t s  a r e  u n r e l a t e d  t o  o t h e r s ,  

a n d  t h a t  t h e  ’n u m b e r  o f  i n t e r c o n n e c t i o n s  i s  g e n e r a l l y  to o  h ig h  t o  p e r m i t  

t h e  p o s t u l a t i o n  o f  s im p le  ‘r e l a t i o n s h i p s .  D i r e c t 'm e a s u r e m e n t s ,  a s  a  

c o n s e q u e n c e ,  tW b & fix fe  " d i f f i c u l t  :a-is m a n y  O f t h e ' r e l a t i o n s h i p s  a r e  o f t e n  

. n o n l i n e a r  i n  C h a r a c t e r .

R e g t  e s S io n  . A n a ly s is  C a n  b e  u s e d  t o  m e a s u r e  th e  s t r e n g t h  o f  ( r e l a 

t i o n s h i p s  o f  v a r i a b l e s  t o  a c c id e n t s .  I n  t h e  e a r l y  s ta g e s  o f  t h i s  p r o j e c t ,  

O O l iS A D  d e v e lo p e d  a  m e th o d  t o r  p r e d i c t i n g  a c c i d e n t  r e d u c t i o n s  f  r o m  

t h e  p r o m u l g a t i o n  O f  a  s a f e t y  s t a n d a r d  b y  u s in g  r e g t e s  s iO n  a n a ly s i s  to  

r  e la t e  n u m b e r s  o f  a c c id e n t s  t o  a  " c o n d i t i o n  r a t i o ,  "  w h ic h  i s  e x p la in e d

la te r  . (Since the dnput data requ ired  to  us e the "equations in a p re d ic tiv e
) f

m o d e  w e r e  d i f f i c u l t ,  i f  n o t  i m p o s s i b l e ,  t o 'C o m e 'b y ,  t h e  t e c h n iq u e  c o u ld  

u O t h e  r e l i e d  U p o n  a s  th e  p r i n c i p a l t e c h n i q u e  t o r  p r e d i c t i n g  s t a n d a r d  

e f f e c t i v e n e s s . ,  ' l le v e P t h e le s s : ,  i n  m a n y 's i t u a t i o n s ,  p a r t i c u l a r l y - i n  t h e  

c o s t - e f f  e c t i v e n e s s  a n a ly s i s  o f  t r a c k  s t a n d a r d s ,  t h i s  t e c h n iq u e  c a n 'b e  

a p p l i e d  a s  t h e r e  i s  c o n s id e r a b le  d a ta  a v a i l a b l e ' f r o m  th e  ICC o n  r a i l 

r o a d  e x p e n d i t u r e s  i n  g iv e n  t r a c k  a n d  r o a d w a y  c a t e g o r i e s  ( t i e s  -a n d  r a i l s ,  

f o r  e x a m p le ) .  A c c o r d i n g l y ,  a  g e n e r a l  d e s c r i p t i o n  O f h o W  th e  t e c h n iq u e  

w a s  u s e d  i n  C o m p i l in g  th e  n u m b e r s  o f  a c c id e n t s  p r e v e n t e d  i s  p r e s e n t e d  

i n  t h e  n e w  f e w  p a r a g r a p h s .
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A s noted p rev iou s ly , the additional e ffort in m aintenance, w ill 

re su lt  in additional m aintenance expenditure, whether in tra ck  o r  

equipm ent or  other ca te g o r ie s  o f ra ilroa d  op eration s. If tra d ition a lly , 

a ccid en ts  o f s p e c if ic  types have been  reduced  by m aking in c re a se d  

expenditures in the m aintenance ca teg ory , then it should be p o ss ib le  

to  p re d ic t  the num ber o f accidents that w ill be prevented  by using 

in c re a se d  m aintenance expenditures as the basis  fo r  the p red iction .

The num ber of a ccidents to be prevented  would be a s ta tis t ica l p r e d ic 

tion , i. e . , it would have som e e r r o r  o r  uncertainty a sso c ia te d  with it, 

but at le a s t  it would se rv e  to identify  an approxim ate d egree  o r  rate 

by w hich  accid en ts would be reduced  as m aintenance expenditure 

in crea sed .

T o  identify  the relationsh ip  o f acciden ts to m aintenance exp en d i

ture in the past, a th ird  fa c to r  m ust be con s id ered : the u se  rate  o r  

w ork  p e r fo rm e d  by the tra ck  and equipm ent. C on sid eration  o f this 

fa c to r  is  n e ce s s a ry  b eca u se  it is  a m easu re  o f the fo r c e s  w orking in 

op position  to m aintenance e ffort. In other w ord s, in o r d e r  to red u ce  

a cc id en ts , the e ffo rt  exerted  m ust o v e rco m e  the w ork  and w ear 

im p osed  on the system , and m ust im p rove  the system  con d ition  enough 

that fa ilu res  are  reduced .

The w ork  im posed  on the sy stem  divided into the m aintenance 

e ffo rt  is  a m ea su re  o f the re la tive  intensity  o f the two fa c to r s , and is
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r e fe r r e d  to as the "cond ition  ra tio . " The m easu re  of w ork  used  ini the 

exam ple that was con s id ered  is  the num ber o f ton -m ile s  tra ve lled  by 

the tra in s on a .ra il, system . (A ltern atively , w ork  can be m easu red  in 

t r a in -m ile s . )

The gen era l fo rm  o f the equation is..:-

T ota l N um ber o f A cc id en ts  /T o ta l Investm ent in'
Due to F a ilu res  in T ra ck  . = A  -  B * . I T rack  in That Y ear 
in Any Given Y ea r \ T otal T on -M iles  »

T h is ex p re ss io n  states that an in c re a s e  in the m agnitude of the con d i

tion  ra tio  (e ith er m ore  m aintenance d o lla rs  o r  le s s  w ork) w ill in cre a se  

the su btractive  te rm  w hich p rod u ces  few er  a ccid en ts. The equation is  

va lid  on ly  o v e r  a lim ited  range; obv iou sly , a la rg e  enough investm ent 

w ill not p rodu ce  a negative num ber o f a ccidents as the a lgebra  would 

in d ica te .

When accidents,, in vestm en ts , and w ork  have been determ ined  

fo r  past years., r e g r e s s io n  p ro ce d u re s  are  applied to determ in e the 

re la tion  o f .m aintenance to  the o c cu rre n c e  of a ccid en ts. T he r e g r e s 

sion  p ro ce d u re s  produ ce a  .series  o f equations which can be used to 

p re d ic t  the reduction  in  accid en ts on the basis  of in c re a s e d  m ain te

nance expenditure, providing a rea son a b le  fo re ca s t  of w ork can be 

m ade. T h ese  equations w ill g iv e  a rough estimate, o f how m any d o lla rs  

m ust be invested  in m aintenance fo r  each ton -m ile , o r  fo r  each  tra in - 

m ile , fo r  a g iven  lev e l o f a ccid en ts .
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T h ere  a re  se v e ra l other p rob lem s with this app lication  o f r e g r e s 

s ion  an a lysis . One o f these is  the lag in the e ffe cts  o f tra ck  and road  

in vestm en ts. D e fe rred  m aintenance, in  som e c a s e s , w ill take se v e ra l 

years  to im pact sa fety . H ow ever, this r e g re s s io n  m ethodology  is a 

p ow erfu l too l if  the associa ted  p rob lem s are  handled sa tis fa cto r ily .

D esigned  E xperim entation can be used  to estim ate  the e f fe c t iv e 

n ess  of any p rop osed  sa fety  standard. H ow ever, actual establishm ent 

o f f ie ld  experim en ts m ay be co s t ly  depending on the nature o f the stand

ard  involved and m ay be risky  to undertake. In the rea l w orld , the 

establishm ent of fa ilu re  conditions m ay involve  the d e libera te  exp osu re  

o f peop le  and goods to h ig h -r isk  situations.

L a b ora tory  experim en ts, on the other hand, w hile v ery  sa fe , 

often  la ck  som e of the ingredients which a re  instrum ental in certa in  

types o f a ccid en ts . F o r  exam ple, the sw itch over fr o m  cotton  w aste to 

m anufactured pads im proved  the lubrica tion  environm ent con s id era b ly  

fo r  plain fr ic t io n  bearings on fre igh t ca r s . But it  a lso  in crea sed  the 

p ilfe ra g e  rate fr o m  jou rn a l boxes becau se  the pads burn fo r  hours in
i  ■

stoves  and g r i l ls .  "M iss ih g  pad" is  a standard hot box  "cau sfe" on 

m any ra ilro a d s ' reportin g  fo rm s .

C om puter Sim ulation, a fa r  sa fer  approach , and one often used  

by m ilita ry  p lanners, is  to sim ulate the va riou s  p r o c e s s e s  o f in terest 

in  o rd e r  to m ea su re  o v e ra ll e ffe ctiv en ess . With this technique,' input
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elem ents gan rep resen t s in g le  functions o r  d istribu tion s that can be 

m easured  ̂ unambiguously and b y  random  sam pling to generate  acciden t 

situations,' "the fa ilu re s  o r  a cc id e n ts"  can  be counted under tria l 

exposu re  Oondrtlons.. A ccid en t sev er ity  d istribu tion s can be included 

as part o f the sam p led  elem en ts. In this m anner, m any sequences of 

designed  experim en ts can be ca rr ie d  out, rap id ly  and econ om ica lly , 

listing a v a rie ty  o f p a ra m eters  in the p r o c e s s .

U se o f E xpert Opinions —■ Due to the m any d e fic ien c ie s  in e x is t 

ing in form ation  con cern in g  the: e ffe c t iv e n e ss  o f  variou s fa c to rs  that 

bear in accidents/, it m ay be d ifficu lt, i f  not im p oss ib le , to determ in e 

re la tive  e ffe ct iv e n e ss  of any standard s tr ic t ly  on. the basis  o f ob jectiv e  

analysis and sc ie n t ific  ev id en ce . In p r a c t ic e / re lia n ce  on expert op in 

ion  is  often n e ce s sa ry , and m ay-be the best a p p roa ch .for  F R A  to c o n 

s id er  in  determ in ing o v e ra ll e ffe ct iv e n e ss . The Joint T ask  F o r c e , 

d iscu ssed  in  p rev iou s section s , is  one m anner in w hich a body of 

expert opinions can  be established  and u tilized  in  the determ ination  o f 

standard e ffe ct iv en ess .

The experts opinions can be draw n by using a D elphi approach  

which has evolved  as a fa ir ly  system atic  m ethod fo r  the. so lic ita tion  

and co lle c t io n  o f in form ed  judgm ents on a sp ec ified  top ic . It has a 

high com m u n ication  content, e sp e c ia lly  o f a feed back  nature, w hich is  

enhanced by a high d egree  of anonym ity on the part o f the p articipan ts.
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3. 5. 4 Sum m ary

The p reced in g  d is cu ss io n  has rev iew ed  how the v a r io u s  benefits 

to  be obtained by ra ilro a d s  fr o m  acciden t reduction  can  b e  m ea su red  

in  the recom m en d ed  co s t -e ffe c t iv e n e s s  m eth odology . T h ese  benefits 

can  be m easu red  in d o lla rs , o r  in num ber o f a ccid en ts  avoided , and 

they can  be related  d ire c t ly  to  types o f m aintenance, in  both the way 

and stru ctu re  and in the equipm ent ca teg ories  when r e g r e s s io n  te ch 

niques a re  em ployed . The c r ite r ia  fo r  se lectin g  the m o s t  app rop ria te
C

techniques would naturally  be  determ ined  to a g rea t extent by  the stand 

ard  being evaluated, the data availab le , the com p lex ity  o f the a ccid en t 

environm ent, and n orm a l budgetary con stra in ts.

3 .6  S ocieta l B enefits
'i ■

S ocie ta l benefits a re  defined  to be the tota l sum  o f  a ll ben efits

w hich so c ie ty  r e c e iv e s  fr o m  the prom ulgation  and im plem en tation  o f
' < 

ra il sa fety  standards. T h is sum  does not include th ose  ben efits  which

a ccru e  d ire c t ly  to ra ilro a d s . Calculating these ben efits  is  one o f the

m o st  im portant fea tu res o f the m eth odology  outlined h e r e , inasm uch

as past r e s o u rce  a lloca tion  d e c is io n s  m ade by F R A , D O T , and

C on g ress , with rega rd  to ra ilro a d  sa fety , m ay have been  lim ited  to

evaluations based  on d ir e c t  o u t-o f-p o ck e t  c o s ts . T h is app roach  has

con ce iv a b ly  resu lted  in an underu tilization  o f  funds f o r  sa fe ty  and a '

m isa llo ca t io n  o f r e s o u r c e s  am ong variou s types o f sa fe ty  p ro g ra m s .
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In p r in c ip le , a ll con ce iv a b le  co sts  and benefits should enter into

the evaluation  o f-ra ilro a d  standard tra d e o ffs , in  p ra ct ice , hbw everi 

th ere  a re  m a jo r  b a rr ie rs  to doing so . The p rin cip a l b a rr ie r  is  the 

danger o f double-countin g  o r  listin g  an item  as a co s t  elem ent and then
-U

listin g  it again as a benefit e lem ent. In o rd e r  to avoid d ouble-countin g , 

w e have included , in the design  o f our m eth odology , the ca lcu la tion  o f 

a ll d ire c t  and in d ire c t  ra ilroa d  industry  c o s ts , along with the d ire c t  

so c ie ta l co s ts  and ben efits . (A d ir e c t  s o c ie ta l benefit is , fo r  exam ple, 

the avoidance o f accident c o s ts . )

The in c lu s ion  of in d irect  s o c ie ta l benefits was re je c ted  to avoid  

d ou b le -cou n tin g . F o r  exam ple, a p a r ticu la r  safety  standard w ill 

req u ire  a: ra ilr o a d 's  p u rch asin g ;add ition a l m ateria l and hiring add i

tional p erson n e l to e ffe ct  com p lia n ce . T his rep resen ts a d ire c t  c o s t  

to the ra ilroa d  and an entry in the c o s t  s id e  o f the co s t-b e n e fit  led g er . 

T h ese  sam e expenditures, h ow ever , re p re se n t in d irect  so c ie ta l b en e 

fits  to the m a ter ia l supp liers and th ose  that a re  h ired. H ow ever, by 

including these in d irect s o c ie ta l benefits in our com pilation , we would 

be d ou b le-cou n tin g .

S in ce  e con om ic  activ ities  a re  la rg e ly  circu itou s and d ou b le - 

en tried , the m o re  com p lete  the enum eration  o f costs  and benefits, the 

m o re  d ifficu lt, it. is  to avoid  dou b le-cou n tin g  - -  which is why a line m ust 

be drawn at som e point to  m in im ize  this p o ss ib ility . This is  not to say
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that the in d irect so c ie ta l benefits should not be ca lcu lated  and c o n s id 

ered  by the evaluator. Indeed, we think it o f param ountsim p orta n ce  

that recogn ition  be g iven  to the potentia l in d ire c t  ben efits  ■''that ra ilro a d  

expenditures w ill have on la b o r , ra ilroa d  industry su p p lie rs , and oth er 

potential b e n e fic ia r ie s . F o r  m any public d e c is io n s , the so le  ju s t i f ic a 

tion  is  in  the d istribution  o f in d irect ben efits . H ow ever, fo r  the p u r -

• r ' p

p ose  o f  ra tion a lly  evaluating the o v e ra ll  c o s t -e ffe c t iv e n e s s  o f a lte rn a 

tive  standards, we cannot p erm it dou b le-cou n tin g .

In sum m ary, a ll d ire c t  and in d ire c t  ra ilroa d  co s ts  w ill be c a lc u 

lated, along with all d ire c t  so c ie ta l co s ts  and ben efits . In d irect  s o c i 

etal co s ts  and benefits w ill be taken into con sid eration  by the eva lu ator 

but would not be entered into the ca lcu la tion s o f co s ts  and ben efits  sum  

m ation s.

In the light o f the above d iscu ss ion , the m a jo r  p art o f s o c ie ta l 

benefits a re  re a lly  the benefits that w ill resu lt fr o m  the e lim in ation  of 

a ccid en t c o s ts . T h e re fo re , in the ensuing d iscu ss io n , when s o c ie ta l 

a ccid en t co sts  a re  r e fe r r e d  to , we a re  re a lly  d escrib in g  potentia l 

s o c ie ta l ben efits . T h ere  a re , o f c o u rse , other benefits that s o c ie ty  

w ill r e c e iv e  as a con sequ en ce  o f prom ulgating ra ilroa d  sa fety  stan d 

a rd s , and other safety  cou n term ea su res . H ow ever, the e lim in ation  

o f  a ccid en t co s ts  is  by fa r  the la rg est and m ost im portant potentia l 

benefit.
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It w as the recogn ition  o f the s o c ie ta l c o s ts  o f ra ilro a d  accidents 

jthat prom pted  C on gress to p ass  the R ailroad  Safety A ct in  1970. The 

ca ta strop h ic  con seq u en ces  o f the ra sh  o f a ccid en ts that o c cu rre d  in 

1969 d ra m a tica lly  re g is te re d  on the public con sc iou sn ess  the costs  of 

se r iou s  ra ilroa d  acciden ts and m andated som e type o f c o r r e c t iv e  le g is t  

la tion  action . O ften the re a l s o c ie ta l co s ts  o f sm a lle r , le s s  sp ecta cu 

la r , a ccid en ts go unnoticed  in com p a r ison , but they a re  nonetheless 

r e a l and fa r  m o re  num erous.. C on sid er j fo r  exam ple, the pain and 

su fferin g  o f those in jured , o r  the; g r ie f  and bereavem en t o f fa m ilies  

that have lo s t  loved  ones,* a fa th er, m oth er o r  child; in ra ilro a d  a c c i 

dents.., T h ese  a re  im portant, s o c ie ta l co s ts  that, m ust be con s id ered  by 

the F R A  in p ro p e r ly  fu lfillin g  its  re sp o n s ib ilit ie s  to-the ra ilroa d  in d u s

try  and the p u b lic .-a t-la rg e .

It is  w e ll re cog n ized  that it is  im p o s s ib le  to p la ce  a value on a 

hum an life , and: no: le s s  d ifficu lt  to<truly gauge the. lo s s e s  resu lting  fr o m  

in ju ries  o r  d isa b ilit ie s . Undoubtedly, the value that any individual 

places, on  h is o r  h er life  is  in fin ite . N everth eless ,, fox  c o s t -e f fe c t iv e 

n ess  a n a lysis , som e m ea su re  o f the. e con om ic  lo s s e s  to so c ie ty  of r a i l 

road  casu a lties  is  n e ce s sa ry . Our app roach  has; been to identify  a ll 

known so c ie ta l co s ts  and then p resen t quantitative estim ates o f as m any 

o f the losses , a ssoc ia ted  with ra ilro a d  accid en ts as is  p oss ib le ., Even 

i f  data a re  lacking, we fe e l  it e ssen tia l to p rov id e  som e reason ab le

t! 'f
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dplle-r estim ate  o f the co s t , inasm uch as a fa ilu re  to include som e co s t  

Wpujd im ply  that a z e r o  (quantitative) co s t  is  assum ed.

A com p lete  enum eration  o f a ll so c ie ta l co s ts  was con s id ered  

japgpssary in o rd e r  to:

. F a cilita te  the determ ination  o f funds to be spent 
im provin g  ra ilroa d  safety,

A s s is t  in  determ in ing the raost c o s t -e f fe c t iv e  safety  
standards am ong the m any p o ss ib le  candidates which 
have been, and a re  being, developed , and

/
E nable p rev iou s ly  established standards to be rev iew ed  
in  ligh t o f th e ir  co s t -e ffe c t iv e n e s s .

In in terview ing the ra ilroa d s , the ex isten ce  o f s o c ie ta l co s ts  

y©§ujt:ing fr o m  accid en ts  was never questioned, ra th er, the question  

W&§ ra ise d  as to the extent to which the industry could  a fford  o r  should 

a ffprd  to  pay fo r  th ese  c o s ts , and the d o lla r  values that should be 

££pig:npd to each com ponent.

'We have not attem pted to determ ine who should pay fo r  ra ilroa d
o

sa fety  n or  to debate the re la tive  m erits  o r  issu es  involved . O bviously , 

it  ppuld.be argued  that th ese  soc ie ta l co s ts  resu lt fr o m  ra ilroa d  a c c i 

dents and th e re fo re  the industry should bear the brunt o f  a ll co s ts  to
(

elim inate o r  red u ce  such accid en ts . H ow ever, this would ign ore  the 

p ritipa l fin an cia l cond ition  o f the industry and its im portan ce  to the 

,aet;ip.n as a w h ole . By any econ om ic m easu re , a fu rth er weakening o f  

the ra ilro a d  industry through the im position  o f safety  standards that
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aru;,g:ros:s ly  co s t -in e ffe c t iv e : could  not: be countenanced., It is  rather 

the: resp on sib ility  o f the F R A  to d eterm in e  the d e lica te  line between 

whatrisr too'm uchvahd-w hat is  too ; litt le  to pay fo r  safety, having b e fore  

it :a .co m p le te  arid: com p reh en sive  co s t - e ffe ctiv en ess  analysis of the 

standard’s involved .

3. 6... I. C om pr e hens i ve h i s t 
o f A ccident: C osts

R eduction-o'*."elim ination; of; a ccid en t cost's is  the p rin cip a l b en e 

fit : inuring:r to. socie ty 4 as. a con sequ en ce  Of safety' standard im plem en ta 

tion;,. The; fbH ow in g ;list ’ o f  a cciden t co sts  was d eveloped  to insure that 

no;, s o c ie ta l-co s ts  -w ould; be overlook ed  in the ana lysis o f safety  standards.

Societal- B enefits -  Sum m ary T able  
(S ocieta l A ccident. C osts )

P r o p e r ty  D am age-tq  N on -R a ilroa d  P rop erty  
(Nbti Paidsfbr; by R a ilroad s)

Gbm m unifyrCbsts- (Not Paid f o r  b y  R ailroads).
E vacuation  Costs;
F ir.ey P o lice :

. National..Guard7,
Other:

PersonalT.Injury a n d ;F ata lity  C o sta  (Not Paid fo r
b.y R a ilroa d s )

W a g e :  L o s s e s :  -  — R a i l r o a d :  E m p lo y e e s '
W age, L o s s e s  —-N on -R a ilroa d  E m p loyees : Adult, Child 
H o s p ita l.Costs:
O ther-M  edi ca l Costs'
F une r a l ; Cost's.
Insurance:. A dm in istration  C osts-
Pain  and; Suffering?
Home, an d ;F am ily  Duties.
T im e  and. M oney L o sse s -to  O thers
C om m un ityS er. vie e s
Assets-
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S ocie ta l B enefits -  Sum m ary T able  (continued)

T ota l P erson a l In jury  and F atality  C osts 
L e s s  R a ilroa d  Payouts (C om pensation)
T ota l S oc ie ta l C osts  - -  P erson a l In jury  and F ata lities

3 . 6 . 2  Data S ou rces

F o r  the m ost part, data fo r  m easuring the s o c ie ta l co s ts  o f r a i l 

road  a ccid en ts  is  lim ited , thus constituting an im portant data gap a ffect 

ting im plem entation  o f  the e con om ic  im pact m eth odology . R egu la rly  

published  data appears in the y ea r ly  F R A  A ccid en t B ulletin  and theft

individual ra ilro a d s ' Annual R ep orts  to the ICC , both o f  w hich p u b lica 

tions have been m entioned p rev iou s ly . T h ese  co s t  data, h ow ever , 

rep resen t on ly  a p ortion  o f the d ire c t  ra ilroa d  p ro p e rty  lo s s e s  and 

dam age in cu rred  in ra ilroa d  a ccid en ts . Thus, the re a l potentia l b en e-
’ I

fits  to so c ie ty  and to the ra ilroa d  industry o f sa fety  im p rovem en ts a re  

ob scu red  by a la ck  o f s ta tis t ics  m easuring the total s o c ie ta l co s ts  o f 

ra ilro a d  a ccid en ts , as w e ll as certa in  ca teg ories  o f d ir e c t  co s ts  w hich 

the ra ilro a d s  m ust b ea r , e. g . , c o s t  o f c learin g  w re ck s .

T h ere  is  som e in form ation  prov ided  in the N ational T ra n sp o rta 

tion  Safety  B oa rd 's  a ccid en t investigation  rep orts  under the headings 

"D a m a g es" and "C a su a lties , " but it is  a lso  lim ited , and c o v e r s  on ly  a 

few  o f the m a jo r  accid en ts  that o ccu r  during a year. State sta tis tics  

on ra ilroa d  accidents a re  la rg e ly  confined to data on ra ilroa d -h ig h w a y  i

grade  cro s s in g  accid en ts and in su ran ce  com pan ies have, as fa r  as we 

co\ild d eterm in e , little  in form ation  which would m ea su re  s o c ie ta l co s ts
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/
■t i  .

The .A&%<.ch^ectslirtf-ormation-on p e rso n a l in ju ry  o r  fata lity  c o m -
i <

pensafcion; h ow ever, due to econom y  m e a su re s , the A A R  was fo r c e d  to

abandon Its c o lle c t io n  a ctiv it ies  fo r  se v e ra l y e a rs . The AAR has .

resu m ed  co lle c tion ' o f these data at the req u est o f a nufflDer o f r a i l 
's., ‘ . —

.roads, and a n tic ip a tes ’having payout data on a regu lar b a s is . W hile

this in form ation  is ' usefu l fo r  m easu r ing the r a ilr o a d  settlem ent

co s ts  f o r  p erson a l in ju r ie s  and c la im s , i t  d oes  not p rov ide  any m e a -

su re -o f the s o c ie ta l co s ts  in volved . O bv iou sly  there are  m any ca ses

w here em p loyees  a re  h illed  o r  in jured through n o  fau lt o f the 'ra ilroa d

but through th e ir  ow n .n eg ligen ces and in th ese  ca s e s , the ra ilroa d  m ay

-m ake only  a 'tok en  settlem ent ;or con tr ib u tion  to com pensate fo r  the

■employeest.total lo s s e s .  Other m ea su res  and data sou rces  are  thus

requ ired .

"The- N ational iHighway ITraffic sSafety A dm in istration  (NH.TSA) has 

p rodu ced  a  p re lim in a ry -rep ortton  "T h e S ocie ta l -Geests :of M otor V eh ic le  

. A ccid en ts " w hich  ̂ was:help fu l tin' rev iew in g  :the'types o f soc ie ta l c o s t s  

^pertinent to r a ilr o a d  accidents,. We have used  th e ir  estim ates o f the 

le s s  tangible a ccid en t c o s t s ,  w here a p p lica b le , in  lie u  o f a lternative 

:availab le data. N H TSA’ s estim ates a re  la r g e ly  d e r iv e d  fr o m  highw ay 

-accident c o s t  data, and w ere  in  s o m e  in stan ces based on studies which 

would not p erm it p r e c is e  estim ation . Cautious u se  should be m ade 

o f th eir estim ates s in ce :
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"It is c le a r  thaf cu rren t data a re  inadequate fo r  p r e 
c is e  estim ation  o f so c ie ta l co s ts . T h ere  a re  p rob lem s 
o f com p arab ility , re lia b ility , and com p reh en siven ess  
with the studies that have produced  data on the va riou s  
com ponents. T h e re fo re , the estim ates p rodu ced  fo r  
this analysis should be view ed as in terim  m ea su res  
and subject to rev is ion  as new data and m eth odology  
becom e availab le . " *

In v iew  of the s ca rc ity  o f data on so c ie ta l co s ts  o f ra ilro a d  a c c i 

dents, g re a te r  re lia n ce  has been p laced  on estim ation  techniques in our 

m eth odology . H ow ever, it is recom m en ded  that a r e s e a rc h  p rog ra m  be 

in itiated  to determ in e the nature and extent o f ra ilroa d  a ccid en t c o s ts . 

This recom m en d ation  w ill be d iscu ssed  subsequently in g re a te r  depth.

3. 6. 3 P rop erty  Damage to N on- 
R a ilroad  P rop erty

In determ in ing this co s t , it is  im portant to re co g n iz e  that r a i l 

roads are  a lread y  paying fo r  a p ortion  o f the total dam age to n o n -r a i l 

road  p rop erty , and consequently , it w ill be n e ce s sa ry  to d eterm in e  

those dam ages fo r  which no com pensation  is  m ade. A  ca re fu l rev iew  

o f the F R A  accid en t sta tis tics  and T -R e p o r ts , along with the NTSB 

rep orts , should be undertaken to determ in e the re la tive  s iz e  and co s t  

of the a ccid en t types under con sid eration . G en era lly  speaking, the 

la r g e r  the a ccid en t, the g re a te r  the probab ility  that th ere  w ill be som e 

s o c ie ta l p rop erty  dam age.

*U. S. D epartm ent o f T ran sporta tion , National H ighway T ra ff ic  
Safety A dm in istration , The S ocie ta l C osts of M otor V eh ic le  A cc id e n ts . 
p. 8.
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A d d i t i p n a l j g u e r i e s  c a n  b e  m a d e  o f  r a i l r o a d . s a f e t y ,  o p e r a t in g ^  a n d  

‘ c l a i m s " p e r s o n n e l  ' f a m i l i a r  w i t h  a c c id e n t  c i r c u m s t a n c e s  t o  " a s c e r t a in  t h e  

e x t e n t  o f  n o n - r a i l r o a d  d a m a g e 'a n d  d e g r e e  o f  c o m p e n s a t io n  r e n d e r e d  ;b y  

t h e  - r a i l r o a d .  In -  m o s t  c a s e s ,  a t  w i l l  ; b e - d e s i r a b le  t o  q u e s t i o n . l o c a l  o f f i -  

" c ia ls  " f a m i l i a r  - w i t h ,  t h e m c c id e n t  a n d ‘ t h e ' n o n - i r a i l r o a d ;p a r t ie T s  d i r e c t l y  

a f f e c t e d  t o  d e t e r m in e S t h e e x t e n t  o f  . u n c o m p e n s a t e d ' lo s s e s • I l n - t h i s

m a n n e r ,  a n  e s t im a t e c b f  t h e  e x t e n t  -o f : s o :c ie t a l  p r o p e r t y - d a m a g e  c a n  b e  

d e v e lo p e d  d o r  ' e a c h  a c c id e n t  - t y p e ,  'a lo n g ',  w i t h s a - m e a s u r  e " o f  . 'th e  a m o u n t s  

i n v o l v e d  • i n  t h e  t y p i c a l  a c c i d e n t . T h i s : i n f  o r m a t i o n  -c a n  - b e .u s e d  t o  c  a l  -  

d i l a t e  a n  a v e r a g e  c o s t ' f o r  a o . c ie t 'a l ip r . o p e r t y - 'd a m a g e . ’ f o r  t h a t  . s p e c i f i c  

a c c id e n t - c a t e g o r y .  J d n i t h e 'm e t h o d o lp g ic a l ' t e T s t ,  . w h ic h  w i l l t b e  d is c u s s e d  

in S e c t io n  3 . o f  t h i s  ̂ r e p o r t ,  t t h e  r s .o e r e td lc c o s  t s  ̂ a s s o c ia t e d  rw i t h r a c c id e n t s  

d u e v t o / J o u r n a l  f a i lu r e s J W e T e c d e v e lp . p e d i t h r o u 'g h c e x t e n s iv e ’rp h o n e . i n t e r -  

v i e w in g  m f  i n d i v id u a l s  'd n v 6 1 v e d :  o r . : f a n i i l i a ' r  ' iW ith d h e  a c c i d e n t ' c i r c u m 

s t a n c e s .  T h is ip r o v e d 'd o . b e - a ^ 'h i 'g h ly a s u 'c 'c e s f s f u l im e t h o d :  f o r  " d e t e r m in i n g  

th e -  n a t u r e  o f ;  n o n r d ’O m p e n s :a te d :;a c c id e n t- .G 'p .s t :s s a n d ib a s  e’d c o n ; th e  i r e s p o n s  e s , 

i t '  w a s  f e l t  t h a t 'F R A w o u i d l h a v e  e p u a l  a u c c e s s  i  i n 'm e a s u r i n g  s r s o c ie ta l  

a c c id e n t - c o a s t s 'u s in g ‘ t h i s  i t e c h n iq u e ..

3  .- '6 . ‘4  C G o m m u n i t y 'S e r  v ie  e s

' L a r g e : r  a i l r o a d c a c c  id  e n t s i f r e q u e n t l y ' r  e q u i r  e ca s  s i s  t a n c  e i f  r  o m  

. l o c a l  p o l i c e , i f  i r e , ' . a n d c o 'th e r e g r o u p s  .l i k e r t h e iR e d  C r o s  s a r i d / o r . 'N a t i o n a l  

G u a r d .  I n  o u r ’ r a i l r o a d ‘ i n t e r  v i e w s ,  w e d e a r n e d - t h a t  s o m e .  o f .  t h e  sre . .c o s ts

,!>■ .. i
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may be paid by the railroad but more frequently are absorbed by the 

local community. As an example, one of the carriers being interviewed 

discussed a recent accident that necessitated the evacuation of an entire 

town: "The decision to evacuate the town was made by local officials as 

a general safety precaution; Why should we have to pay for this? "

In order to develop some measure of the economic costs of com

munity services expended in rail accidents, it will be necessary to 

follow the procedures outlined in the previous section on non-railroad 

property damage, examining all available reports on the accident in 

question, and then following up with on-site investigations to determine 

the extent of compensation for community services. The results of the 

methodological test suggest that while railroads often make some resti

tution for the costs of community services engaged in a rail accident, 

in many cases, no compensation is made.

3. 6. 5 Personal Injury and 
Fatality Costs

As an introduction to discussing how the societal costs of per

sonal injuries and fatalities can be calculated, it is instructive to con

sider in how many ways a railroad accident which fatally injures a 

person can diminish social welfare. Consider the following example, 

given in the NHTSA study on "The Societal Costs of Motor Vehicle 

Accidents, "  of an individual fatally injured in an accident:
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TABLE 8
Personal InjuryiJbsts

• -ft? ;i

>/! i

. ; s: ■ u 
lCos:t:;iGornp.onertt * Si "Fatality ..

Permanent 
and Total 
Disability ,

Fartial
Disability

No ; , 
Permanent 
Disability i;

T- r -Hospital ;; ;1$ .787 $ 5, 618 •::$ l, 798 $ 129
■ •-

<Otber JMedical
• i

478 ;f 3,146 1,348 225 :

Funeral .1, Oil ' V.  . ;

JLegaLanH'Gourt - 2, 921 3, 034 ’ 843 ; 112 : !

'Insurance Aidrnin.----  * • .? '4 ,382  ; 4, 157 4,157 ; : 449 ;

*;Los:seis.tt6tOthe^s 1f? 1,461 . 11, 236 1, 348 112 • 1
i

' }
'Emplpyer ILosses • 1, 124 : 1 ,124 • 1 *

Community Ftervices * f 7, 865 ; 7, 865 : 2 , 022 '1

• ;
?Pain, and ;Suffeaiing

„ ;i
Tl , 236 756,, ;180 ;; 11,23 6 M 2  ■;;

'Homeland'Family
1.

' ’ i
Duties :37v:079 . 3$ , 326 ':;®Q.,112 ■; 56 1

Assets is "5,6:18 -2 ,347 J
- ->.■H

Total,:;Fer .i ■
•, . ; -

'Occurrence 7 3 .% 2 133, 933 32 ,864  , 7L795

-^The values 5 inlthe stable are .estimates, of '1973 xosts ?\per saeerelent. 
The^assumjjtionlsymadeltbat ^railroad aeoident, costs are sim ilar,to 
:auto mobile; accident ̂ Osts.

• m ii tr.'Ui

'iane.
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"1 . The individual was a producer of goods and
services. The value of his output can be mea
sured by his wages. With this income, he and 
his family derived welfare through the consump
tion of goods and services.

2. As a result of the accident, there were medical 
fees, vehicle repairs, insurance and legal costs,
time and money spent by friends, and relatives, \
etc. These are all losses in welfare and can be 
defined in terms of opportunity costs. The vehi
cle repairman could be building schools, the 
doctor could be treating illnesses and diseases, 
the lawyer could be engaged in some welfare- 
producing activity such as consumer protection.

3. The individual experiences pain and suffering, 
and his family and friends grieve. His.children 
now lack parental guidance and companionship.
There is no way of accurately measuring these 
very real and very significant losses to societal 
welfare. However, a very gross approximation 
of how society values such losses can be derived 
by what preferences have been revealed in the 
past. Court awards for pain and suffering are 
an example. .•

It should be made clear that changes in societal 
welfare have little if any relevance to the gross 
national product (GNP). ^

Also, the incidence of a welfare loss has not 
been a consideration in this analysis. Although 
an individual may be more than adequately com
pensated by his insurance company and he feels 
that he is now even better off than before the 
accident, there has still been a loss to society 
- -  the incidence in this case is on those paying 
insurance premiums. Additionally, it is not 
relevant that some losses are compensated by 
insurance payments or court awards and others 
are not. The loss has occurred in both instances. "
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of t&e; basic: components" of personal: injury costs; which should be:.
■f> . 1 ' -

initiated id  a  yost-effectiveness: analysis: of? proposed, safety standards-.

has. been: itemized? and will, ber discuss ed: in: turn;

&,„6.,6? W age Rosses;
‘>S - ̂ ;

The: largest single societal: cosh component: resulting, from rail

road? accidents: is* the; value: to: society of: the: lost: earnings that the indi: 

vidual would, have received, had he lived or: continued in an: uninjured

state.
/

Bxordearto: calculate* the value; of: these: earnings,, we, recommend 

that’ three; categories; of peoplfe kilted' or injured, by railroad accidents 

be utilized:^ adults;,, children,.. and railroad, employees. The latter; 

breakout: is;: suggested inasmuch, as average rail road employee; earnings 

are somewhat: higher: than the median income s; for all other types: of 

wor ker s5: and: their: wag e, los ses; to society would be gr eate r . In addition, 

ERA accident statistics; r eadily distinguish between employee;: and? non- 

employee; injuries so that this data; is* available; to facilitate these calcu

lations.

1 In computing the.; value off wages; lost, it: iis neces sary to deter-

mine first.the average number of. working years available to the indi-
#«

vidual; had5, he lived.. We have assumed the mean, age of all railroad: 

employees killed: in rail, accidents to; be 45; years,, corresponding to,
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the mean age of all living railroad employees. * Consequently, the 

fatally injured employee will have had an average of 20 years of pro

ductive life remaining. Computations of future wage earnings should 

consider possible increases in real income-productivity increases, 

and we have assumed a 3 percent increase per year based on an extra

polation of past productivity increases.

In addition, the future flow of earnings should be discounted to 

present values to reflect society's time preference for the immediate 

return versus the less certain future return. The rate selected for 

discounting future wage losses to society is the most important single 

factor in the earnings calculation, since a slight change in the discount 

rate can make a major difference in results. We have utilized a 10 

percent discount rate, which is considered rather high by many experts, 

but is the rate currently recommended by OMB to be used to calcula

tions of this nature. As illustrated in Table 9, the discount factor 

tends to concentrate 75 percent of the lost wages into the first 12 

years.

A similar approach is being followed to calculate the average 

value of lost earnings for employees who are permanently or partially 

disabled, and for adults and children that are killed or injured as a

*Data provided by Railroad Retirement Board.

\
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T A B L E  9
Cost of Lost CWages

%

Year

Probable Average 
Income -  Assuming, 
a 3% Net Gain Due to 
Productivity Increase

■

Discount Factor 
10% - Recom
mended by OMB

— ------------------------------------------- !

Present Value 
of Lost Future 
Wages

1973 13,000 - -•

1974 13,390 x „ 909' =  12, 172

1975 13,792 x „ 826 =  11,392

1976 14,206 x .751 : =  10 ,6 6 9

1977 14,632 x .683 9,994

1978 15,071 x .621 9,359 •

1979 15,523 x ,  564 =  8,755

1980 15, 989 x .  513 8, 202

1981 16,469 X  0 467 =  7,691
1982 16,963 X  .  424 7,192 ,

1983 17,472 x .  386 6, 744

1984 17,996- x , 350 : =  6,299

1985 18,536 x .319 5, 913

1986 19,092 x .  290 =  5,537

1987 19,665 x .  263 5,172

1988 20,255 x ,  239 =  4,841

1989' 20,863 x .  218 4, 548

1990 21,489 x .  198 4, 255

1991 22,134 x .  180 3,984

1992 22,798 x .  164 . =  3,739
1993 23,482 x .  149 : = 3,499

TOTAL $139, 957
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result of railroad accidents. These calculations wilTbe”presented as 

tables in the cost-benefit manual being prepared for FRA personnel to 

facilitate calculating the societal costs of lost wages for each category 

of accident being considered;

3. 7 Special Problems and Methods !

In performing economic impact analyses, some special problems 

arise. For example, all dollar amounts should be compared as of the 

same point in time; this requires discounting. Also, to avoid the con

sideration of events into the infinite future, a realistic time span must 

be chosen. These and related problems, along with recommended solu

tions, are discussed below.

3 .7 . 1 Initial Costs and Benefits

In the case of implementing the safety standards, some railroads 

will choose to capitalize much of the compliance cost through long-term  

financing, while others will choose to cover the entire cost of the imple

mentation from their annual operating budgets (expensing). In order to 

enable the cost-effectiveness methodology to be applicable to a variety 

of plans, the assumption is made that some of'the costs of implementa

tion are treated as immediate capital costs, and some are treated as 

ongoing operating costs. The immediate capital costs are called the- 

inital costs, and the recurring operating costs are treated as ongoing 

costs. A procedure for assessing immediate or initial costs and bene

fits was outlined in Figure 7.
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Even in the case of the immediate capital costs, these may be 

"long-term " if the capital is obtained specifically from bonds or long

term loans. For estimating a relatively severe cost which might accrue 

to a railroad which had difficulty securing long-term financing, for 

example, the cost-effectiveness methodology is designed to consider 

a portion of capital costs as immediate. Some costs will probably 

require long-term financing of some form (equipment trust certificates, 

conditional sales agreements, mortgage bonds) as, for example, the 

cost of replacing all freight cars over 50 years of age. Even if the 

railroad industry as a whole replaces all the obsolete cars fairly soon, 

the costs will be spread over many years. For this reason, the replace

ment of obsolete cars has been listed under ongoing costs in Figure 16.

The distinction between immediate and ongoing benefits is even 

more difficult to draw than for costs, but it is safe to assume that all 

benefits will not begin to be received immediately after implementation 

of the safety standards. Inspection of a large portion of the track and 

of the freight car fleet will have to occur, and then some portion of the 

replacement and repair will be necessary, before benefits are felt. If 

the implementation of equipment standards takes about two years, as 

has the implementation of the track standards, it is reasonable to 

assume that much of the benefit will be appearing at the end of the 

second year, and all of these benefits will have reached a stable level 

by the end of the fourth year.

■a  I
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FIGURE 9
Distinction Between Immediate and 
Ongoing Implementation Costs

P

Immediate

Track Equipment

Hiring and training 
new inspectors

Hiring and training new 
inspectors

Replacing ties and 
rail

Replacing components

Track

Ongoing

Equipment

Maintenance to track Replacing obsolete cars

Inspections Inspections
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31.7; 2c ^agoing: C'osts. arid Benefits

Busedmn .e stimates; of; some: carriers: to acquisition rates for 

freight, cars, which,jare normally depreciated for IRS; purposes over a

15. year: period, we! have: selected this time horizon4 for calculating all
• i 5

continuing, costs-and benefitSi The procedure for-these calculations was 

outlined: in. Figure .8. Certain improvement costs resulting from com

pliance activities; such: as; relaying rail and replacing ties and recondi

tioning: of equipment eau be expected to. continue’ indefinitely, hence, 

beyond; the£.15> year:period, as will the corresponding benefits derived. 

Neverthelessj, this; planning'horizon-will provide-sufficient time, for1 

most replacement, and: repair-and for. benefits to. reach their long-term  

stable.-level;. Extending* the period, of calculations: further into the future 

raises -the-uncertaintie;s:of Tong;er-term;financingr and the effects* of tech

nological shifts: on:operatingraad marketing patterns. In 20 years:, rail

roads* may be operating: in; a,completely different environment with sub

stantially alteredltechnology’ which, may or may rrof-be: affected by. safety 

standards developed'today. Thus, limitingrthe calculations of costs and: 

benefits:to 15 yearsis..a.reasonable- compromise:between long-term  

uncertainty'and the: need, to;■■measure fully the beneficial effects of tire; 

safety standards.
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3.7.  3 Discounting Future Benefits

Some of the risks of costs and extended benefits for an indefinite 

period of time into the future can be compensated for by discounting 

future flows. Economic impact analysis is concerned with recommend

ing whether specific investments should be undertaken here and now 

in order to gain benefits in the future. Safety standards are introduced 

in the present so as to gain the benefit of reduced accidents in the future. 

Two major reasons exist for discounting the future flows of costs and 

benefits derived from introducing safety standards: (1) to reflect a 

societal preference for earlier over later benefits, and (2) to reflect 

the opportunity cost of investing in safety rather than in other possibil

ities. Each of these two reasons are discussed in more detail in the 

following two paragraphs.

Individual consumers in our society are continually faced with 

the problem of whether to spend their money now or whether to invest 

their money for a greater future benefit. If the future benefit gained 

through investment is not in excess of the present benefit gained 

through spending, then consumers in general will spend their money 

now. Similarly, society will only invest funds to gain future benefits 

if these future benefits exceed the present benefits from using the funds 

here and now. If society makes an investment now and has to wait a 

long time for a return, then the value to society of the benefit is

1 0 9



normally-regarded: as less than if it were available-earlier. The dis

count rate usedatovdiscount-the value of: future flows, of benefits is com

monly assumed^to-reflect society's preference for-'present benefits-as 

opposed to future.benefits. TheOMB recommends the use of a 10 per

cent discount,rate to discount.the future flows; of benefits arising, from  
/

the application of railroad^ safety standards * This implies that society 

is indifferent between,, say, $100 million of benefits today and $110 

million of benefits 'next year:; The--, higher the discount rate which is 

employed to'diseounhthe":futurevflo.ws of benefits, thenthe more weight", 

which is. given to the earlier benefits of public investment and the^less 

weight which is: given-to:benefits: expected in the more distant future 

(say 10.to 3 0 years, from now).

The.decision".of'.soc:iety'to.;invest in safety standards for the- rail-?' 

roads generates: an opportunitycost for: society in that funds allocated- 

for safety standards: are.no-ronger: available for-u'sing;.here and now n’or- 

forrmaKing.'other: investments^ Society‘has'limited-'.funds at its' disposal 

which it‘ needs-to alloc ate', in:. such~a“ way;a-s:'to' maxirnize the benefits to" 

society. Investment-imsaf ety' standards forr railroads-is an investEfieHt 

tb obtain benefits to society;bver' a-relatively long period in the future; 

The discount rate is:chosen'-'s:o as to reflect'the: opportunity cost of 

investing in safety standards-for-theTuture r.ather“than- of' investing:iO

another project whose:benefits are realizable sooner.
*DOT 5000. 1, OMB , 6-30-72.
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3 .7 .4  Discounting Future Costs

Not only is it necessary to discount future benefits to their pres

ent value, but the same procedure must also be applied to the flow of 

costs incurred over a multi-year period. The reasons for discounting 

costs down to their present value are similar to those given for dis-
a

counting benefits. Not only is the money being used for a purpose other 

than earning interest, but also the costs incurred at present appear 

higher than costs incurred in the future.

Thus, if track and equipment maintenance costs are expected to 

be an amount of X dollars in the future, the amount appears smaller 

than if the X dollars had to be spent at once. To calculate the total 

cost of the maintenance program over several years, the cost for each 

later year must be added to the first year's cost, but they must be 

added in dollars the same size as those spent in the first year, which 

appear larger than those to be spent later. Therefore, the later costs 

are reduced by discounting.

A separate factor in the size of costs and benefits is inflation, 

which has the effect of raising costs and benefits over time. Because 

goods and services in the future become more expensive and valuable, 

the dollars paid and received for them are more than if they were 

bought or sold at present. If the rates of inflation for both costs arid 

benefits are the same, then actual increases are not calculated in the

i l l



trapa&&analysisprocre-dure. Under a single inflation rate assumption,, 

ail! future dollar amounts may be expressed in constant dollars and the 

present value may ;be obtained by the use of a single discount rate such 

as the 1G: percent recommended by OM B.

3'» 7. 5 Netr C‘os.t-Effeettvenes s

Two furtherrsteps: will be necessary before the cost-effectiveness 

methodology will yield- a^speoific comparison between costs and benefits 

First, the expected number, of accidents must be .projected 15 years 

into the future1 (T9‘8'8i)!. This; projection will be done on the basis of an 

analysis of past trends coupled with a forecast of dynamic factors influ

encing the future.trend sv without the safety standards. The expenses 

ass ociated with .the: projeeted.-ae cident rate will be calculated, but the 

import ant. result will.'beathev difference between the: projected 1‘midis;-- 

turbed11 number of. aGcidents?j . and.the number expected with the safety 

standards;.in effect., The reduced number- will .be-calculated using the* 

proc edure s .discus:.s:e.d,.earlier;

The s-econd important step thus is the calculation of savings from  

the reduced leveliof .accidents.. These savings will be calculated using 

the procedure described earlier, in which a specific amount of dollars 

to be' saved-from-a.,specific type of accident was determined. In other 

words, the total number of laccidents avoided is allocated to a series 

of types of accidents and the value or expense associated with each

1 1 2



type of accident is added to those of all types of accidents to produce 

a total amount expected to be avoided. For each type, after the total 

benefits over the 15 year period are calculated, the total costs will be 

obtained, and then it will be possible to calculate the difference between 

the two, the net savings or net cost-effectiveness. The results of this 

calculation for a given safety standard can then be compared to other 

similar cost-benefit results to determine the most cost-effective safety 

standards. The entire procedure is outlined in Figure 10.

1 1 3 .
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FIGURE 10 Net Cost Effectiveness Procedure

1 2 3 4 5 6
initial costs_____

COSTS
track
replacement

tie replacement r —

equipment 
Com ponents -*r------

7 8 9 1 0 . 1 1
ongoing costs

12 13 14 15 Total 15 
year costs

Total 15 ' 
year benefits

ins pections -------------

freight car
r e plaC e m e n t-------r r r. --------

total costs, discounted to present value

BENEFITS
accidents

■without standards — --------------- --------------------------■ -------- -
■with standards

prevented accidents
x cost/accident -----

(rail industry plus 
societal)

total benefits discounted to present 
value = . . ______ — _________

NET COST EFFECTIVENESS _ _  
(total-benefits less total costs)



4 .0  SUMMARY DATA DEFICIENCIES:
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CORRECTION

In previous sections, the principal data components necessary 

for cost-effectiveness analysis have been discussed and recommenda

tions have been made for developing or estimating data not otherwise 

available. This section will briefly summarize the principal data 

deficiencies that have thus far been identified, and will recapitulate 

the recommendations for development. It is obvious that data derived 

from estimation techniques are oft times poor substitutes for exact 

figures; nevertheless due to the shortage of certain data components 

some estimating procedures must be followed.

We have arranged the listing of data gaps in three groups 

corresponding to that which is readily available, little available, and 

relatively unavailable. Certain types of data that are readily avail

able to carriers or perhaps the AAR may have been categorized as 

unavailable, if it was felt that the FRA would not be able to secure 

them. Thus, the ordering and identification of data deficiencies required 

a subjective evaluation of the extent to which FRA could develop the 

necessary information.

In the far right hand column of the following summary Table 10), 

we have listed recommendations for either estimating or developing 

the data components. If all of the data.requirements for conducting

f
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catcost-effectiyenesrsnaiaalysis rofrsafety :sta;n:da;yds were -met, the actual 

^calculations :could be iperformed in:a simple, tstraight-rforward manner 

'with a mintmum^expenditure.of time:arid“manpower. Thus, the cost of■.> 'J

..conducting c ost-off ectivenes s analysis, is directly r elated to the data
l vavailab le 5 fo r.making; the das i c ca 1 c ulat i  o ns.

Our; rosearch;thus -far hasrshown-thatllittlerof the necessary

data :is immediately .available to -FR A and -that .substantial sadditional 

data development; is: necessary in .arder:,.to'.'per form complete..cost effective

ness ranalysis: withzminimal expenditure of Aunds. FRA, by-virtue 

;of its .legislative mandates :and powers, -does'.have the .authority to 

rcorrec.tmo st .ofthe datargaps :thr ough :revrsions in the accident re

porting system. "We frecommendithat this xauthority be .exercised, 

not. just to  pr.ovidednfformation: fo:rxco st -: ef fective nes s analysis, -but 

?to  :provide''the:da:s:ic-data'3necessa:ry-,to- :quant ify-:what railr oad ̂ safety 

- really- means it o the mail r oa d ±ndust r y landttort he scount r y. a s a" whole.

The "relative nostsxof "providing* this; information,1 -which must -be-borne 

.directly, by the :r:ailro;addndust:ry, :should:natu'rally be' takenrinto 

xonsid-eration':before”making any revisions in axeident “reporting.
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TABLE 10 DATA DEFICIENCIES

Availability of 
Data to F R A Description of Data Deficiency

Recommendations for Correction ’ ’ 
of Data Deficiencies

Relatively
Unavailable

Number of defectives, equipment components, 
track components,
Component failure that cause accidents,■ manu 
facturer name, date of manufacture, serial
number of part, type., etc.
Rates on equipment components,
expected life, expected mean time to failure.

Field sampling program to determine any 
condition.

-Revise T-form reporting criteria, urging the 
the identification & description of components 
that have failed.Joint research program funded by FRA,
AAR, and RPI.

True accident causes < Expanded accident information system; 
Accident diagnostic analysis; multi
disciplinary accident investigation teams.

Societal property damage. Revise reporting criteria, carrier to provide 
estimate of damage on T-form.

Societal personal injury costs.
Societal costs, community services (fire, 
police, etc. ).

The number, type, and costs of non-reported 
.accidents.

Age of non-employees involved in rail 
accidents.

Cost of service disruptions and delays to 
railroads.

Estimation, procedure.
Estimation, research N T S B  reports.

Estimation, develop multiplier.

•Revise reporting criteria for T-form.

Revise reporting criteria for T-form, have 
estimated total delays, in car and locomo
tive days reported by carriers.

Little
Available

Installation costs (labor), replace defective 
components.

Can be readily estimated based on dift* 
provided by carriers.

Cost of clearing wrecks.
Loss and damage to lading.
Cost of personal injuries and fatalities paid 
by railroads.

Revise reporting criteria,report on T-form. 
Revise reporting criteria,report on T-form. 
Develop estimates through carrier assistance 
and research of court settlements for^Sdt- 
" vidual accident types.

Readily
Available

Loss and damage to railroad property (cars, 
roadway).

Cost of replacement parts, track equipment, 
etc.

Nature of fatality and injury in rail accidents. 
Age and description of* employees.
F R A  costs to develop standards.
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4 ; 1 Specific..Data. Deficiencies, and Recommendations

Some examples of, problems encounted during this task are given 

below; The problems, are illustrative in nature and are not meant to 

be definitive-. ?

The method used; in rdetermining what accidents involving hazardous,, 

materials, were caused .by failed journals..was tedious, and time con

sulting;: Every time.. a.,railroad experiences an accident involving, 

hazardous mateirials. su.eh. as., explosives., flammable liquids .or gases, 

and poisonous liquids, or gases, the carrier must file a Hazardous 

Material Accident.’Form*. independent of the T-form, to .the FR A. This 

form-is-filed and.-information fr.om.it and from a subsequent investigation, 

if found'necessary, is,._c.ondens,ed and logged in. a summary book or. 

bibliography .of;.Pia.za.rdpiUSrMaterials Accidents;. Nowhere, in-this, sum

mary-of accidents: is th;er.cause of. the accident-listed. As. a results it 

was necessary .to ;.re,view.th;e.-T'-forms. fox friction.bearing accidents, 

re cord, the date., lo.catio.n;and..Hazardous.. Accident Summary in order to 

determine what accidents; involving.hazardous: materials were caused 

by friction bearing failures.. This work.would have been enormously, 

simplified with the,addition.of the accident cause code to the Hazardous 

Materials-Summary and/or-,some cross-referencing to the applicable,- 

T-form . After locating these accidents in. tlie summary, the. corres

ponding hazardous ^material,file was re viewed to determine if. any
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societal costs had occurred because of the accidents. Finally, after 

the accidents with these potential societal costs were located, an investi

gation of the major accidents was made to determine the extent of the 

societal costs that resulted. It is recommended that the Hazardous 

Materials Summary be revised to include the accident cause (code), 

or, at least, a cross reference to the T-form or the new Rail Equipment 

Incident Report.

For any kind of cost effectiveness study it is important to have 

all the costs of an accident. For example: The total cost for clearing

wrecks in 1971 amounted to $38, 477, 000 for all railroads.* Since this 

is a major cost component of accidents, it is essential that it be included 

in any cost-effectiveness analysis of safety standards. It is therefore 

recommended that this information be included on Incident Reports by 

the railroads, and that the reporting criteria be revised accordingly.

All railroads have this data readily available due to ICC reporting 

requirements and should be able to furnish it at minimal additional cost.

Wreck clearance costs are another piece of information which is 

lacking except from carriers’ estimate of averages. This average 

figure overstates costs for single car derailment which constitute the 

majority of accidents, and greatly understates costs on more severe

*ICC Account 415.
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accidents. F o r  calculation purposes, it is: recom m ended that an o v e r 

all average, cois t  on, ear s be: developed f or- each  cate go ry of accidents 

being considered and! that FRA obtain such estim ates from: cooperating 

carriers;.

AAR reports  a total of. $3'6, 782, 768. in fre igh t loss; and damage 

due: to. train accidents far 1971. This information, is currently devel

oped', by all, carriersr and is: reported, on a.' regular basis to- the AAR. It 

is. re commended, that., the. reporting; cr ite r ia  be rev ised  to include freight 

los s and: damage: estimates; on the R ail Equipment Incident Report. E ven 

though there is; often,a. significant, delay betw een the time, o f an accident 

and; the settlem ent of; a ll c la im s ,, the initial e stimate; would: provide, a 

basis: for- estimating; eventual costs..

It is  not; recom m ended that- per sonal Injury cost s:,, othe r  than as: 

reported; on. the: Railroad. Injury and Illness; Summary,, be; reported.. 

Personal, in jury  costs: a re  p ossib ly  the; la rgest and: m ost significant 

eomponent: o f  r a il  accident: costs:., "While; current, FRA", accident: reporting 

requirements; pro:vide’ the number of; persons injured: or  k illed  in: an
t

accident:,, the; costs; of: the; Injurle s, ar;e not- provided: for- a: given, accident... 

Included! in these: costs: are* the; follow ing items:;

., Compentsafcianc actual, claims; paid: to: sur vivor s: 
and relatives, o f  the deceased;,, or.- injured parties:,

. Accident, Investigation expenses,,.
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Legal fees and adm inistrative expenses,

. W itnesses - outside counsel,

. Claim  personnel, adm inistrative expenses, and

. Other personal injury expenses borne d irectly  
by the ra ilroads.

This inform ation could conceivably be provided by ca r r ie rs  on an 

annual report sum m arizing all personal injury expenses by accident 

codes. H ow ever, frequent revisions of the personal injury costs for 

each type of accident would have to be made as claim s generally take an 

average of two, years to be settled according to the ra ilroad  cla im s agents 

interview ed. In addition, the subm ission and publication o f this data 

opens up the risk  of inadvertently divulging figures which m ay be used 

against the ra ilroads. There is considerable sensitivity about providing 

this inform ation on a regular basis and feelings on the part of the ca rr ie rs  

that some aggregation would be necessary  to avoid d isc losu res  which 

would divulge average settlem ent costs . Considering these reservation s, 

and the time delays which w ill necessitate matching cla im  settlem ents 

and other personal injury costs against past accidents, it is recom m end

ed that an estim ating procedure be followed for developing personal

injury costs , rather than have ca rr ie rs  make estim ates On the Incident
J

F orm s. , ‘

S im ilar reasoning applies to damages to non -ra ilroad  property.

It is felt that lim ited description  in NTSB reports and individual

. ^
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c a r r ie r s ' data w ill provide better inform ation than, would estim ates made 

at. the tim e o f an accident.

, In reviewing; the fact that accidents m ay frequently tie up ca rs , 

locom otives and trains, a number o f ca rr ie rs  pointed out that these 

costs should be taken'into consideration  in a cost-e ffectiv en ess  analysis. 

One respondent suggested, som e railroad-m anagers really had: little idea
7?\

of just how much an accident can affect, its overa ll costs?. In his w ords, 

"We may be paying now for an accident, that, occurred  ten days: ago. "

In order to p rov id e  a means o f quantifying the effects, of service, delays 

caused by accidents , it  is. suggested that, the total car and locom otive 

days lost, as a result o f  the. accident be entered on the R ail Equipment 

Incident Report. (Item; 31 presently lists: number o f  units invpived:)..

This estim ate cam be. then used by ERA to compute:, using pe:r 

diem; averages, a measure, of the; econom ic; costs; of service, delays.

In̂  estim ating this, figure,, the ca rr ie rs  should include; not only the 

im m ediate equipment: involved! In; the: accident,, but: all other trains-' and! 

ear s- that w ere  held1’ up. o r  delayed: b y  r e-asron o f the track being: blbcked.. 

One carrier ' regularly develops: this, in form ation as: part o f  its  internal 

aeci'demt.reportimg- system.- It. is- recom m ended; that the: reporting! rules
Si

be; adjusted! to; develiop- this, im portant accident: cost, component.

Anothe r: useful- item; would be  the: age of. both em ployees’ and non- 

em ployees killed or injured in ra ilroad  accidents. This inform ation
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which could be provided on.the Annual Summary Report of Railroad 

Injury and Illness (Form  FRA 6180. 56a), facilitate calculation of the 

mean age of all persons killed or injured in railroad accidents which 

w ill im prove the preciseness of lost wage and earnings calculations.

4. 2 Summary Total for Accident Costs

It is strongly recom m ended that a sum mary table of all accident 

costs be developed for inclusion in the Accident Bulletin, along with 

appropriate individual tables listing total accident costs by ca rr ie r  and 

by type of.accident. Our reasons for making this recom m endation are 

as follow s:

The real costs of railroad accidents need to be 
established and published in such a way as to 
provide guidance to management and govern
mental planners.

E fforts to im prove safety funding frequently founder 
on the lack of knowledge of total costs of rail accidents 
and thus the potential benefits of safety efforts. Some 
of the c a r r ie rs ' safety personnel made the comment 
that if their managements really knew how much 
accidents were costing them, they would give safety 
greater em phasis. Many expressed the idea that 
safety is difficult to sell because it's an intangible 
thing, but by being able to show the total costs of 
accidents, they felt safety efforts would be strengthened.

By providing a summary of all accident cost, FRA 
can heighten public awareness of rail safety and the 
im provem ents that are being made.
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. Individual carriers , and FRA, through cost-
effectiveness analysis of safety program s, can 
determine those m easures which w ill be most cost- 
effective. Tables providing cost data on individual 
accident categories w ill greatly facilitate this 
analysis.

A sample sum mary table which has been constructed for illustrative 

purposes is given in Table 11.

4. 3 The Reporting Threshold

In early interviews with Bureau of Safety personnel, it was learned 

that consideration had been given to revising the $750 reporting threshold 

for all accidents. It was believed that with the continuous rise in prices 

over the last 10 years, a substantially greater percentage of total 

accidents was being reported each year and thus there would be some 

justification for raising the reporting threshold in order to provide m ore 

uniform  y ea r-to -y ea r  reporting. Furtherm ore, by raising the report

ing threshold., it would cut down on the number of reports the carriers  

would have to make to the FRA and hopefully improve the quality of the 

accident reporting.

There is no question that a fixed dollar threshold w ill distort any 

y ea r-to -y ea r  com parisons or statistical analysis of accident trends due 

to inflationary price in creases. If this were the only problem  with the 

$7 50 threshold, it could be resolved  by inflating the cutoff point for
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TABLE 11 Sample Table Recommended for Inclusion in the Accident Bulletin 
1971 Railroad Accident Costs (Illustrative)

: Railroad 
Industry Costs Societal Costs Total Costs

Property Damage in6CO<>0F**< 5, 000, 0007 114.784.045

W reck Clearing Cost 38.477, 0002 500, 000 38, 977'. 000
Loss and Damage 
to Lading 40. 000, 0003 500,000 40, 500. 000
Personal Injury and 
Fatality Costs 

Est. Fatalities 
Est. Injuries 

. Other, Legal F ees,

15, 000, 000 
60, 000, 000 
43 ,052,000

334, 000, OOOg 
284, 580, 000

3 4 9 , 000,000
344, 580, 000 

43 /052 ,000
Etc.

Total 1 1 8 ,0 5 2 ,OQO4 618, 580, 000
1

736.632.onn
Delays and Service 
Disruptions 7 ,0 0 0 ,0005 1, 000, 000 8, 000. 000

C 0 mmu nit v'illPe r vices 1—» 0 0 0 0 0 0 O' 4, 000, 000 ' 5*000,000
Non-Reportable 
Accidents: Property 
Damage L osses

,

22, 500, 000 100, 000 22, 600, 000

1 Total 336.813,045 629,680,000 i 9 6 6 ,4 9 3 /0 4 5 ,4
*This table, winch is erovided as an illu strution for a Ccz t of Railroad Ae^>
dents Table £0 be included in the A ccident Bulletin, includes the costs of ra il 
highway grade crossing accidents, which account fo r  an estim ated 60% of 
the total fatality costs , 17% of the injury costs , and 3% of the property  
damage, w reck clearing, and loss  and damage to lading costs .
^Reported to FRA on T -form s.
2lCC Account 415: W reck Clearing Expenses.
3AAR reports a total of 36, 782, 768 in freight loss and damage due to train 
accidents for 19"1. We have added 3 ,217 ,232 as an estim ate of the loss  and 
damage resulting from  unreported accidents that was listed  .under the head
ings o f Improper Handling and Concealed Damage,
^ICC Account 420: Injuries to P ersons, estimated 15, 000, 000 fatalities;
60,000,000 in juries; 43, 052, 000, other legal, adm inistrative expenses. 
3Raugh estimate based on percent of all carloads being delayed due to 
accidents. 25, 000, 000 carloads x 1% = 250,000 carloads. The average 
car is delayed four days at $ 5 /p er  diem; 250, 000 x 20 = $5, 000, 000. L o co 
m otive delays at.$2, 000, 000 = 100, 000 hours x  $20/hoiir.

'^Estimate based on brief review  of NTS3 reports and other FRA accident 
reports.
^Estimated non-com pensated property damage losses  resulting fro m  each 
accident. .

000 x ($200, 000 - $33, 000 railroad payment) = $167, 000 x 2, 000 
- 334, 000, 000 fatalities; 18, 972 injuries x 20, 000 - 5, 000 ra ilroad  pay
m ents) = 15, 000 x 18, 972 = 284, 580, 000. Note: these are very rough 
prelim inary valuations. W enh a v e ,'th ere fore , excluded fatalities in the 
last row of the tAhic' oo that the reader can.mal-e this com parison .
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succeeding years by an approxim ate prfce  inflator, and then adjusting
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-

the total accidents reported , based on the inflated cutoffs. In this 

fashion, the $750 reporting figure could be retained; however-; only the 

figures exceeding the adjusted cutoff would be reported in the- accident 

bulletins,' providing a m ore rea listic  base for y ea r-to -y ea r  trend analy 

s is . Future tables and graphs presented in the accident bulletins could 

reflect this price  adjustment.

H owever, a far m ore serious question is the extent to which the 

$750 cutoff m asked and obscures the true safety picture. Put m ore 

succinctly , "Just how may accidents occu r  in the $750 and under cate

gory and what is the total cost of these a cc id e n ts? "  In order to d eter

mine the answers to this question, CONSAD sought in each railroad 

interview  to determ ine the total number of accidents occurring on. each 

railroad as reported internally and the total number of accidents r e 

ported to FRA in order to calculate what percentage of total accidents 

are now being reported . Based on the figures provided in this limited 

sam ple, the results indicate approxim ately 15 percent of all accidents 

are reported , while 85 percent are unreported. One carrier, provided 

us with a com plete listing of all accidents by cause which indicated that 

human and track fa ilures were the principal types of accidents o c cu r 

ring on their road, while equipment fa ilures were a relatively sm all 

component.
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Other exam ples of significant but unreported accidents occu r at 

railroad-highw ay grade crossin gs. A train may dem olish a $5, 000 

unoccupied automobile with little resulting damage to railroad equip

ment. Such an accident is unreportable. In a Report to Congress on 

Railroad-Highway Safety in August, 1972, by the FRA and the Federal 

Highway Adm inistration, it was pointed out that, while 3, 377 veh icle- 

train accidents were reported by the railroads to FRA during 1970, an 

estimated total of 12,400 vehicle-train  accidents occu rred  at grade 

crossin gs, based upon information available from  police reports and 

other sources.

Utilizing the total train accidents reported in 1971 as a base 

(7,304 accidents), we calculated that total unreported train accidents 

for 1971 amounted to 48,700 accidents. In order to estim ate the dollar 

value of these unreported accidents, we calculated the average cost of 

each accident to be $1,000, based on the following assum ptions:

. In our interview s, we found that a number of 
ca rr iers  actually discouraged reporting a c c i 
dents that were slightly over the $750 cutoff 
by requesting that the accident circum stances 
be carefully reviewed by the individual making 
the assessm ent to insure that the estim ates 
were accurate. Invariably, the accident was 
not reported . Thus, instead of using an a v er 
age cost of $375 for unreported accidents, we 
have estim ated the figure to be approxim ately 
$500 per accident, as illustrated in the fo llow 
ing graph.
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Estim ated C ost D istribution of 
Unreported A ccidents _____ _

Number
o f
Accidents

250 375 500 750 1000
Estim ated A verage FRA Reporting

Cutoff

A ccid ent C ost ($) •
(R ailroad property  damage only)

damage to ra ilroad  property  - -  ca rs , equipment, 
tra ck  and roadbed. It does not cover the cost of 
clearing the w reck  (rera ilin g  ca rs , hiring m obile 
cranes,, etc. ) nor does it cov er  any losses  and 
damage to lading or lo s se s  resulting from  track  
■ tie -ups and d e lays . We suspect that som e p o r 
tion o f the freigh t loss  and dam ages reported by 
■carriers to the AAR under the headings, " c o n 
cealed dam age" and "im p rop er  handling not 
otherw ise provided fo r , " resu lted  from  unre- 
.ported train accidents. T h erefore , we have 
estim ated -per accident costs  of los s and damage 
to lading to amount to $2.25, the costs for  w reck  
•clearance at $200, and the average cost of d is 
ruption to se rv ice  and delay at $75. These .esti
mates seem  conservative  a in ce  many of the 
unreported accidents d escribed  to us by ca rr ie rs  
w ere considerably m ore  costly . In certain a c c i 
dents, there is very  little damage done to cars 
per se, but nevertheless considerable expense 
involved in clearing the w reck , but under the 
current reporting ru les, these accidents go 
unreported. The estim ated total cost o f unre
ported accidents amounts to $1, 00.0 per accident, 
broken down as fo llow s:
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Estimated U nreported A ccident Costs P er A ccident 

Damage to ra ilroad  ca rs , track, equipment, etc. $ 500
W reck clearance costs  $ 225
L oss and damage to lading $ 200
Disruption to se rv ice  delays, etc. $ 75

T otal $1000

Estim ating the number of unreported accidents for  1973 at 45, 000, 

the total cost of unreported accidents would amount to $45, 000, 000.

This figure is sufficiently large to warrant consideration of elim inat

ing the $750 reporting threshold entirely , and is the first o f three 

alternatives which w ill subsequently be explored:

. By requiring ca rr ie rs  to report all accidents, the 
volume of accident reports being submitted to 
FRA would in crease  by a fa ctor of seven, n e c e s 
sitating in creases in FRA personnel and a redesign  
and stream lining of the accident reporting system .
In addition, there would be an increasing in the 
ra ilroad  costs  fo r  co llection  and preparation o f 
the reports , although perhaps not as much as 
might be expected inasmuch as m ost of the r a i l 
roads interview ed are already preparing rea son 
ably com plete accident reports for  their own 
management inform ation.

An alternative to eliminating the $750 reporting 
threshold would be to determ ine which accident 
types are genera lly  excluded by the reporting 
criter ia , in ord er to develop a m ultiplier to 
calculate the total number of accidents involved 
from  the sam ple being reported . In this m anner, 
reasonable estim ation procedures could be f o l 
lowed, based on sampling ca rr ie r  accident reports  
to determ ine the total number of unreported a c c i 
dents.
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. Tjastly, ±he r e p o r  ting cr ite r ia  can be kept as is
(at ;$750), recog n iz in g  that the total cost of :unrc- 

.poxted acci3entsariay account for as .much as 40 
'percent :of the rep orted  costs .

We re commend that the se cond alternative be pursued in view of 

obvious neied to^develqp m ore  com plete information on unreported a c c i-  

-dents, theprobab le  budgeting lim itations that m ay m inim ize expans ion 

of'B ureau bf.Safety personnel, and the potential distortion ..in the cost- 

benefit resu lts  that ̂ would resu lt  fr o m . their exclus ion.

The new threshold of $17.50 still retains all of the problem s d is 

cussed above. "The p rov is ion  o f a yearly  adjustment to this .threshold 

does make y ea r-to -y ea r  data com parisons .a little  m ore m eaningful but 

all of the other ob jections stated  above remain.

4. 4 .Concluding Remarks

. Any se r io u s  e lfo r t  .to prevent o r  re d u ce  accidents -has :as =a funda

mental p re re q u is ite 'fo r  success., the .establishment of c lea r-cu t cau-se- 

and-effect..relationships,. 'Throughoutrail of the 'interviews with .carriers , 

FRA, AAR, and others,, -;a .considerable number of questions-were 

raised concerning.the a c cu ra cy  of the data provided on T -fo rm s , .the 

potentials for cod ing e r r o r s ,  the .question of multiple accident causes, 

d ifficu lties of .correctly  perceiv in g  all accident caus al factor s ,, and the 

p olitica l nuances .affecting what .was en d  was not reported. We have 

not attempted to highlight any of these difficulties as we have found that
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their cognizance is w idespread and w ell understood, and has been sum 

m arized in previous research  work completed for FRA. It is clear 

that every  effort should be made to im prove the quality and tim eliness 

of the accident-reporting system  and indeed substantial e fforts are now 

underway to accom plish  this goal.

The need to provide m ore complete data on equipment and track 

failures is obvious and we can only add our endorsem ent to suggestions 

that have already been made for expanding the reported data. Inform a

tion on equipment that has failed, thus causing an accident, such as the 

m anufacturer's name, date of manufacture, seria l number of the part, 

an d /or type, is essential in order to establish such things as mean 

time to failure, average life  expectancy, etc. This inform ation can be 

sum m arized and analyzed to determine the relative cost-e ffectiv en ess  

of alternative equipment makes and designs. There is a w ell-recogn ized  

need in the railroad industry for component failure data which would 

enable railroads to im prove their planned maintenance activities and 

purchasing effectiveness through prediction of fa ilure, wear rates and 

costs per unit of serv ice . The provision of identifying data on accident 

reports could enable FRA to pujalish this information for industry use.

The potential for substantial progress in accident cost reduction 

is still very real in the railroad industry and the com m ensurate bene

fits attending im provem ent in railroad safety and maintenance e ffective -
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ree^raT-esl^RetwisreireaE; Hut? progress;?iir redhcitrg; accidents? is dependent: 

anc fallowing; what: actiom shoaldi he? taken.;,, and: the; current; accident rep ort- 

in'gcs:y;st'errl; p^o^idfes:; faartoaj little: data; with; which, these: decisions-can 

bee made;, The; siuggestihns: offered  he re fox; im pr ovement do? not s eek 

tp/totairy/repraceitHe? hasac: reporting: system : as? it; now; exists?, rather; 

a; m orei com plete; reporting? vss recom m ended,, especia lly  o f f  component,. 

fM liire; rhf ormatrojr;.
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5. 0 TEST OF THE COST- 
EFFECTIVENESS 
METHODOLOGY

This section  d escribes a test o f the cost-e ffectiv en ess  m ethodol

ogy d escribed  in this report. The safety standards chosen  are those 

addressed to plain journal bearings on freight cars and are detailed in 

the N ovem ber 11, 1973 issue of the Federal R egister as amended in the 

July 11, 1974 issue.

This test exercise  follow s the flow charts presented in Section 2 

using the procedures discussed in Section 3. In the follow ing sections 

the scope of the te st /cos t-e ffe c tiv en ess  analysis is defined and back - 

ground inform ation on journal failures is provided. Subsequent sections 

follow  the m ajor procedural steps outlined previously , nam ely, the 

computation of:

Railroad C ost of Com pliance with the Standard,
. Societal C osts,
. Railroad Benefits,
. Societal B enefits,
. Determ ination o f the Number of

Accidents Prevented, and 
. Summary Evaluation.

Throughout the d iscussion , numerous re feren ces w ill be made to 

the procedures follow ed in com pleting the analysis in ord er that the 

reader may corre la te  the activity with the principal m ethodological 

steps.
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23u3 S  t udy Scape

In considering what standard would be m ost suitable fo r  testing 

the cost-e ffectiv en ess  procedures, p referen ce  was .expressed iby FRA

for  evaluating one of the .newly proposed , but as yet unofficially p re - 

scribed , equipm ent standards. .Mutual agreem ent between FRA and

CQNSAD centered ;on the desirab ility  o f .testing those standards a d d re ss - 

ing journal failures on cars equipped with friction .bearings, inasmuch 

as these fa ilures .presently cause m o re  damage to railroad property 

and equipment thanany/other single accident cause. * Accidents caused 

by burned o ff journals (an .undetected hot box) .are generally known to 

be m o re  se r iou s  than other types of accidents (a passed coupler fo r  

exam ple) and m ore  likely to r e su lt  in third.party damage (societa l costs ), 

which, in term s of the analys is , w ou ld .exercise  m ore of the re co m 

mended m ethodologica l /steps,. This was an important .consideration in 

.selecting a .representative standard .for testing. It was also .anticipated 

that'.there would ibe 'better data available .on the 'causes of journal b e a r 

ing fa ilu res, which would in turn help overcom e the acknowledged 

d e fic ie n c ie s  in accident data necessary  fo r  cost-e ffectiv en ess  analysis.

*In term s .of loss :of life  and damage t o  non-railroad property, 
rail highway grade crossin g  accidents a re  the m ost.sev ere ; however, 
in term s of the immediate costs to /ra ilroa d s , accidents caused by 
journal fa ilures a re  singularly m ost .damaging..
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These 4a-ta d e fic ien cies , which were sum m arized in Section 4, re p re 

sent potentially serious constraints lim iting F R A 's ability to com plete 

rea listic  cost-e ffectiv en ess  analyses.

The proposed safety standards initially considered in this c o s t -  

effectiveness analysis w ere an integral part of the overa ll m inimum  

safety standards proposed by FRA for railroad freight ca rs , and pub

lished in the F ederal R egister of September 22, 1972.

B asica lly , these equipment standards w ere organized into eight 

sections with Subpart A covering the application, scope, definitions, 

responsib ility  fo r  com pliance, m ovement of defective cars  fo r  repair, 

c iv il penalties, designation of qualified persons, and w aivers. Subpart 

B , 215.23 prescribed  requirem ents for  visual, inspections and Section

215.25 detailed the requirem ents for  period ic inspection. This latter
\ »

section  also defined high and low utilization cars and the unique in sp ec

tion requirem ents for  each, and further sp ecified  that each ra ilroad  

submit a program  outlining how it w ill bring its rolling stock into 

com pliance on or before  January 1, 1976.

Sub parts C through H covered the specific  equipment standards 

for  wheels (C), axles (D), journal bearings (E), other truck components 

(F), couplers (G), and draft system s (H).

The specific  standards initially evaluated w ere those contained in 

Subpart E, applicable to cars equipped with friction  bearings. It was

1 3 5
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understood that the FRA was considering a lubrication  standard: which.
a » £

would require all plain bearing cars  (both unstabilized and stabilized) to 

) be repacked on.a 24*imonth cy c le . The AAR interchange rule w as, and 

is , a 24 month'repack, requirem ent for  unstabilized cars and a 30 month 

repack requirem ent fo r  stabilized ca rs .

However,* the proposed.lubrication  standards published in the 

.November 17, 1972 issue o f the F edera l R egister allowed a 30 month 

repacking interval on the stabilized bearings.

The rule making p rocess  fo r  railroad freight cars is nearly 

com pleted and is stated in the. N ovem ber 21, 1973 issue o f the Federal 

R egister with amendments stated.in the July 11, 1974 issue of that 

publication. The standards (which are effective as of January 1, 1974) 

which are pertinent to this m ethodology test are:

Subpart E-Jpurnal Bearings 

215.81 Scope
This subpart p rescr ib es  minimum safety requirem ents for 

journal bearings on  railroad freight ca rs,

215. 83 Defective plain bearing boxes
A plain bearing box is defective if  i t  has any of the following 

conditions:
(a) It does not contain free  oil,
(b) The box lid is m issing, broken, or  otherwise not prevent

ing contaminants, from  entering the box,
(c.) It contains any fore ign  m atter which has a detrim ental 

e ffect on the lubricant.
(d) The box is cracked  o r  has holes so as to perm it leakage.
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215.85 Defective journal lubricating system
A journal lubricating system  is defective if  a lubricating pad is 

m issing or has any of the following conditions:
(a) An exposed co re  or metal part contacting the journal.
(b) The pad is not contacting the journal.
(c) A scorch ed  or burned area.

1 (d) Glazing over half the pad surface.
(e) D eteriorated or decayed fabric.
(f) A tear along the top, front, back, or side m ore than half 

the length of the pad.

215.87 Plain bearings and we.dges required
Each railroad freight car must be equipped with the full number of 

plain bearings and wedges for  which it is designed.

215. 89 Defective plain bearings
A plain bearing is defective if  it is not located in its design 

position or has any of the following conditions:
(a) A break, or crack .
(b) Overheating as evidenced b y - - ( l )  m elted babbit; (2) sm oke 

from  hot o il; (3) journal surface damaged; or (4) journal tem perature 
o f 400°F  or  m ore.

(c) W ear at either end which reduces its length m ore  than one-
fourth inch. 1

(d) Combined wear that reduces its length m ore than three- 
eights inch.

(e) A lug worn m ore than one-eighth inch.
(f) Combined wear on both sides of the lug extension m ore 

than one-fourth  inch.
(g) A loose  lining or section  o f lining broken out.
(h) Lining worn through to brass m ore than three-eights inch 

above the low er edge of the brass sidewall.

215. 91 D efective plain bearing-wedges
A plain bearing wedge is defective if it is not located  in its design 

position or^has any of the following conditions:
(a) A bend, break, or crack .
(b) Wear m easured at the contact surfaces which reduces its

overa ll length m ore than three-sixteenths inch. a
(c) A bottom  surface unevenness o f m ore than on e-six ty  fourth

inch.
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,(S3i) W;e«r on :t0p-h;ey.on'dhfeh'ef following lim its;:

Nominal W ear li:resit flat len)l-th-
urnal ..size., wifse, iriches
inches;

4 1 /4  by 8 3 1/4
5 b.y 9 O . A
5 1 /2  by 10 '
L ,  K i r -  V I

4  1  f t .
c-o oy l.i.

6 1/2. by 12
o
5 1/2

Sub: part :B rlhs^ection

215.21 Scope
This s;ub parl;p:res:crihes; r^quEreanante- fo r  ins pection Of railrbad 

freight cars,.

21:5.,23. Safety insipechfoTCr^qniired;
(a.>). A fter  'M ay331.,;. in- a  train

must be given a .safety.’ insipection,. ianarrwrdanc'e ■with' in'sfrjatftioasT' 
a-ppr.oved:hy"th'e 'F'edeaaiL/KailteroadiAdmiMsitraito'r., by a qualified ptef̂ slSh’- 
desi'g.nated under ;2 i5 ;,Ib  at: .the: po:int:"whe:re the c a r is -  placed in the 
train. However,,. excep:tiat;.’>ther;p'oihtT.\vhe:re the' train is: originally m'ade 
up, if  a qualif ied3:p.eriSJon'ji2S5 rrotton-duty-'at the point wher e- the car is' 
placed in. the ttrainbuihhhesnarriisfiinspacte’djby .available’ personnel--for' 
conditions adveTsJesteJjaaifeim-ovament^ fhe? sa fe ty  inspection may-' be 
p£r;fn:rme^diat..'.the..ueKh:pnLinlt:enr.Eoaiterwhe:re.: a- •

'(b) Bhfb:r.e;lErebnuairyr.li,! 1974, each ra ilroed lh a t: is: in  operation 
on January h,, IWF&k, and3^opera;tes?:railroadaf.3^^n:-cars? to wlheh this^ 
partrapplihs? ahallisubmil"!bajfchec-He'derall RhllroaTd: A d:telnis tra lo r ’-fb"r' 
approval.^underr^lIbiZ^threernqpfes^ offilSiihslrnnttens^foT? sa fetyr 
in spection s <ofIrailroadffreight: cars? repuire^-by' thiis:' sedtioni - Each: 
railroad, that' comm ences-,eperations? after" Januar y 1, - 1974i shall 'sub*:-'’ 
m it its instructions . to: the-Adm inistrator: fo r ’ approval at least 90 days? 
before the. date it ccmmennes-.operations?.. .Instructions? CUbmilted?'tb:' 
t he A d mini s:tra tO-r wfor; appr oval : mus-t?inc lud e procedures to' bet f o il owe'd? 
by q,iialified: per:s’ons: to.''assure'- compliance:\vith:all applicable'’ require:- 
meats ;of . this; parti.

j
215'..235 Periodic::i.nspectibnrreq:uire<il

(a) • A fter. Dec e:mbar: 3’1 ,, 1:97b:,, a. railroadt m ay, no t’ o p e r ate
railroad freight car: unless:::
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(1) In the case of cars other than high utilization ca rs , the car 
was inspected as prescribed  by 215. 27 within the preceding 48 months 
or  was originally  constructed or reconditions within the preceding 95 
months; and

(2) In the case of high utilization ca rs , the ca r  was inspected
as p rescribed  by 215. 27 within the preceding 12 months o r  was originally 
constructed or reconditioned within the preceding 24 months. However, 
a high utilization car for  which a railroad maintains and makes avail
able to the F ederal R ailroad Adm inistration a m ileage re cord  sufficient 
to show that the car traveled less  than 25, 000 m iles during the preceding 
12 months may be operated if that car meets the inspection requ ire 
ments of paragraph (a) (1) o f this section  and is stenciled in accordance 
with 215. 11 (c)(6).

(b) F or the purpose o f this section , a "high utilization c a r "  
is a car:

(1) S pecifica lly  equipped to ca rry  trucks, autom obiles, con 
tainers, tra ile rs , or rem ovable tra iler bodies for  the transportation 
o f freight; or

(2) Assigned to a train which operates in.a continuous round 
trip cycle  between the same two points.

(c) B efore June 1, 1974, each railroad that is in operation on 
January 1, 1974, and has in serv ice  railroad freight ca rs  to which this 
part applies shall submit to the Federal Railroad A dm inistrator for 
approval under 215.29 three copies of a program  to bring all those cars 
into com pliance with paragraph (a) o f this section  by January 1, 1977. 
Each railroad that com m ences operations after Januayr 1, 1974, shall 
submit a program  to the*Administrator for  approval at least 90 days 
before  the date it com m ences operations. Each program  submitted to 
the A dm inistrator for approval must include procedures to be follow ed 
by inspection personnel to assure com pliance with all applicable 
requirem ents of this part.

215.27 P eriod ic  inspection : suspension and draft system s
Each inspection under 215. 25 must include an examination, by a 

person designated under 215. 15 to determ ine that all com ponents of 
a railroad freight ca r 's

(a) Suspension system , including w h eels , ax les, bearings, 
adapters, and truck com ponents; and

(b) Draft system , including coup lers, cushioning units, center 
s ill, body b o ls te r s , and center plates - -  com ply with the requirem ents 
of this part.
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The major impacts of the new standards are effected through the 

visual and periodic inspections. The visual inspections, effective

November 11, 1973, are mandatory every time a train is ,made up.
*

The depth of the inspection depends upon the equipment ai.d personnel 

available. The periodic inspections, effective December 1, 1976, are 

required every year for high utilization cars and every four years 

otherwise. While a visual inspection can be performed on a yard track, 

a periodic inspection requires that the car be shopped. These inspec

tions, especially the periodic type, will be a significant cost item for 

the railroad industry. On the other hand, since journal failures can 

occur as a result of overheating which in turn can result from exces

sive wear or failure of a component part, lack of lubrication, etc. , 

the inspections mandated by these standards are prescribed so that 

visual detection of the worn or failed components is possible. Thus 

the standards are designed to prevent accidents from occurring by 

detecting incipient failure conditions.

Even though the repacking intervals for plain bearing cars are 

identical to those of the AAR interchange rules, the FRA standards will 

impose additional costs on the railroad industry. These costs stem 

from the civil penalty provision stated in the November 21, 1973 issue 

of the Federal Register:

ft I
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215. 19 Civil Penalty
Any railroad that operates a railroad freight car in violation of 

any requirement prescribed in this part is liable to a civil penalty of 
at least $250 but not more than $2,500 for each violation. Each day 
of each violation constitutes a separate offense.

The FRA is presently thinking in terms of $750/day for repacking over

date violations. Thus, presumably, if it could be proven that a car 

ten months overdate (not a rare event) had been operated the entire 

preceding ten months by one railroad, that railroad could be fined 

a quarter of a million dollars.

Although extenuating circumstances, such as a railroad's past 

safety record and its overall financial condition will be taken into con

sideration in assessing civil penalties, the financial risk will highly 

motivate railroads to comply with the standards.

The impacts of the inspection standards and the mandatory nature 

of the repacking standards will be investigated in detail below. This 

exercise will constitute the test of the cost-effectiveness methodology 

described in this report.
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S.tf'2 b a c k g r o u n d :  A c d id o r it  T r e n d s

j.

In oxder to abetter unders tand the analytical discussion which will
* 1 : ."V *
\% 'rl'

follow, it.is desirable to.review the nature and circumstances surround- 

ing plain bearing 'failures.

As can be seen in the following table, reported journal failures

over .the last twelve y e a r s  have varied from 557 in 1961 to the present

lows of 305 for 1972, and 323 for 1973.

TABLE 12: Accidents /D.ue to /Journal Failures Reported 
to .the’ER A (C odes 23.18 and 2 319 )

'No. of No. of
Y ear Accidents Year Accident

1961 557 1967 441
1962 408 1 968 495
1963 483 1969 561
1964 539 1970 449
1965 529 1971 355
.1966 452 .1972 305

1973 73 2 3

These are only fhe'reported failures (on the "FRA T-Form reports);

total failures were 7546; in 1972 and 3 77 in 1973. The -decline in failures 

over the years J-s :the .result.of the following factors:

(1) Introduction and application of roller bearings to the fleet in

1954—  as illustrated in the following table.

V.
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TABLE 13: Fleet Phase Over to Roller Bearings

Total
Freight Car 

Year Ownership

Freight Cars 
Equipped with 
Roller Bearings

% of Freight Cars 
Equipped with 
Roller Bearings

1971 1,759,223 730,750 41. 54
1970 1,784,181 656,911 36. 45
1969 1,791,736 580, 385 32. 34
1968 1,800,375 505, 740 28. 09
1967 1,822,381 450,714 24. 73
1966 1,826,499 367,464 20. 12
1965 1,800, 662 273 ,,455 15. 19
1964 1,796,264 209, 007 11.64
1963 1,814,193 156, 721 8. 64
1962 1,850,688 , 121,280 6. 55
1961 1,905,268 97, 114 5. 10
I960 1,965,486 76,674 3. 90
1959 1, 980, 531 47, 286 2.39
1958 2,031,181 38,420 1. 89
1957 2,054,311 34,661 1. 69
1956 2,009,764 27, 352 1.36
1955
1954 -

AAR estimates that, as of April 1973, 55 percent of the freight car

fleet was equipped with roller bearings1. Other surveys and opinions of 

bearing suppliers and individual carriers indicate a 50 percent split as

more realistic.

Roller bearings have contributed significantly to the reduction in

lost train and car time as reflected in the following chart.
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T T G flR E  1 1

T/reight Car'Se.t-Quts^Per M illion Car-M iles. 1.955-70

Ftatepermillioncar-miles
60

1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970
Est.

Source: Association o( Am erican Railroads.

Since 1970, set outs have been farily constant 1/2 car set out ;p,er

million car miles,.

2.  .The establishment by the AAR of the requirement that, effec

tive -August 1, 1-966, tail .new cans and rebuilt cars of 100 ton capacity 

•must.be equipped 'with roller bearings.. This was -later changed, effec

tive August 1, 19:6:8., to require that all new car's., regardless of capac

ity, be equipped with roller .hearings,.

3,. C ontinuing Improvement in the natur e and type of lubrication 

devices designated acceptable by the AAR, especially .in the lubricating 

and wearing qualities of ;pads,. As the number of plain bearing ears 

decreases because of retirement and conversion, the shrinking



lubricator pad market has squeezed out the "cheapies". AAR surveys 

and subsequent recommendations have also helped educate the railroads 

i'n the economics of lubricator pad qualities.

4. The development of the "stabilized journal box" dictated by 

AAR order effective August 1, 1966, to ali rebuilt cars equipped with 

plain journal bearings given general repair (150 man hours). Some 

time ago, the frequency of cocked brasses and wedges led to the intro

duction of stabilizers (also called "journal stops") for standard bearings

and also led to new stabilized bearings. Opinions on stabilizers range
• ' ' . .  . ’ • .

from "probably effective" to "just take up oil room" and "sometimes 

get wrapped around the axle". New stabilized bearings, which are 

effective, perform the stabilizing function by lugs on the brasj and 

wedge. There are two types of stabilized brasses, the flat back and 

the HI-HAT. Stabilization also implies front (journal box lid) and rear 

seals which reduce oil loss.

5. The AAR requirements, effective June 1, 1972, that new 

lubricator pads should be used on all periodic repacks.

6. The introduction in I960 and subsequent growth in numbers of 

hot box detectors.

7. The gradual discontinuance of stepped journals and bearings. 

The trend is to discard worn journals ra.ther than turn them under

size and use a smaller diameter brass.
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Counteracting the improvements resulting from the aforemen

tioned items, and tending to retard the net reduction in accidents were 

factors affecting the journal operating environment. Simply stated, 

journals and journal bearings have had to work much harder and longer 

due to heavier and longer cars, greater dynamic loads, and increasing 

daily car mileage. Possibly the greatest single offsetting factor has 

been the reduction in inspections during train movement due to restric

tions over the last ten years in maintenance of way personnel.

The net balance of physical improvements less those counter

acting forces produced the reductions in failures that have been effected 

in the last few years. Nevertheless, the present rate of journal failures 

indicates that the absolute number of serious accidents will still be 

significant.

^Journal Failure Report, Engineering and Accident Analysis 
Division, Office of Safety, FRA, October, 1972, p. 9.
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)A freight car truck is shown in a cut away view in Figure 12.

The load of the car is on the center plate which distributes it along the 

bolster, through the springs to the side frames and thence to the top of 

each box. The load is then distributed through the wedges and brasses 

to the journals, axles and wheels.

The typical friction journal bearing, sketched in Figure 13,- is 

essentially a concave piece of brass (the bearing), supporting part of 

a car's weight, riding on a smooth part of the axle journal. Lubrication 

is provided by a pad resting in a pool of oil and pressing against the 

bottom of the axle. The brass's function is to distribute the load over 

a large portion of the journal. The brass, in turn, is supported in the 

box by a wedge which, being rounded at the top, allows for slight 

misalignment. When this wedge flattens, misalignment damages the 

brass and journal leading to failure. It is interesting to note that many 

freight car components are merely "sitting" on each other. If a car is. 

raised by the coupler, the truck remains on the track. If the truck 

journal side frame is raised, the wheel and axle remain on the track, 

squashing down on the lubricator pad, and the brass and wedge fall out 

(or can be tapped loose). All of these items rely on gravity to stay 

together. This assembly explains how brasses and wedges get cocked 

and sometimes get spit out of the box entirely.

5. 3 The Plain Journal Bearing
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FIGURE 13: Plain Bearing Details

JOURNAL BEARING IDENTIFICATION TABLE

Nominal
si/a

Journal

A-l
Bearingf
(in.)

Stamped
on

lug end ' 
or to? 01 
bearing ■

A-3
Bearing

(in.)

Stamped < ^ . 5  Stamped

lug end I'J^end

5 x 9 i' 5.015 5.02 r
e 4.890 459 I 4.7S5

5V4 x 10 [ 5.515 5.52
ifb 5.3S0 5.39 • 5 .2 ^

6 x 11 P 6.015 6 . 0 2
i*
t. 5.890 ^.89 • 2 3 5 5

6  Vi X 12 iL 6.515 6.52 j. 6.390 659 : b.265

^Source: AAR Lubrication Manual. .
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Journals and bearings come in different sizes with the mating 

surfaces differing ;a-bout 0. 02" in diameter.. Stepped journals and
f _ _

bearings represent attempts to maintain close "tolerances by turning

worn axles to standard undersizes and using off-the-shelf undersize
i . r ■ -

brasses (bearings). Dimensions are shown fin Figure 13. The industry 

trend‘seems to be "away from stepped sizes, although.some roads 

attribute part of their outstanding "record" to them. The A -5  under

size has been banned and inventory costs and .achievable journal 

tolerance may not justify stepped sizes. A .better philosophy may be 

that a badly worn journal should be replaced ,(knock off the wheels and 

put them:on a new axle).

Plain friction-bearings fail for many reasons, usually beginning 

with a hot box. On carriers1 hot box report forms, there are listed,as 

many -as 34-causies, including "other" and "unknown1!. Some are
n

simple: the lubricator pad was making poor contact with the journal
, fB
and the mating-parts ran out of lub ricant. Some are really results of 

previous-events: a b roken off side bearing (between the car underbody 

and the truck bolster) will allow the -car's loadlo;shift and overload the 

bearings on one :side of the truck. The immediate hot box cause then 

may be listed as "worn brass. "  A broken spring can produce the same 

effect. Of course, bad lubricator pads, discussed previously, can 

cause failures. Since wedges and brasses are merely setting on the
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journal, they can become cocked and sometimes popped out of the 

journal box altogether. Pads get stolen for barbecuing, children fill 

boxes with sand or stones, and even the weather claims its share of 

failures by condensing water into the box and freezing, thus forcing the 

oil out. Sometimes a car will be coupled on to a fast train after sitting 

idle for a few months; the high speed, before the lubrication film forms 

is fatal.

Tank and gondola cars suffer a disproportionately large number 

of hot boxes. Most tank cars operate in a hostile environment, espe

cially those hauling liquid fertilizers and a.sphalt products. The 

corrosive fumes produce journal pitting which eventually prevents the 

lubricating film formation resulting in overheating and failure. Pitting 

is detected by an inspector who runs a hook lightly along the journal

surface, much as a dentist probes for small cavities in a tooth.
■$

Gondola-cars are chronically overloaded since they are so easily 

accessed and are usually in general hauling service. If the load is 

great enough, the lubrication film fails, leading to bearing failure.

So there are many causes of bearing failures, the most ironic, 

of which are the devices or procedures designed to prevent the failures. 

There are cases of burn-offs on the same day as repacking and also 

cases of stabilizing devices getting wrapped around the journal which 

causes rapid failure.
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T h e re  a re  tw o g e n e ra l types o f  b e a r in g  fa i lu r e s ,  c o ld  b rea k s  

and bu rn  o f fs .  A c o ld  b re a k  m ay  have b e e n  p r e ce d e d  by  o v e rh e a tin g , 

but u su a lly  it is  s im p ly  a m eta l fr a c tu r e  due to a flaw  o r  a m in o r  

a cc id e n t . S in ce  the b e a r in g  s u r fa c e  is  not d ir e c t ly  above  the w h e e l /  

ra il  c o n ta c t , the a x le  f le x e s  s lig h tly  e v e r y  r e v o lu t io n  (the w h eel and 

ax le  turn  as a un it). A ny flaw  o r  a c c id e n t -ca u s e d  w eakn ess can  lea d  

to a fa ilu re  in  the v ic in ity  o f the w h ee l s e a t . B u rn  o ffs  a re  te rm in a l 

hot b o x  s itu a tio n s . S in ce  the tra in  cannot " tu r n "  the jo u rn a l, the 

e x c e s s iv e  heat "e x tr u d e s "  the jo u rn a l to a n o t ic e a b ly  s m a lle r  d ia m e te r . 

The b r a s s  a ls o  p en etra tes  the jo u r n a l to a depth  su ch  that it is  o ften  

s t il l  p re se n t  w hen  the jo u rn a l is  turned  to a sta n d ard  u n d e rs iz e . This 

is  another re a s o n  the r a ilr o a d s  a re  tren d in g  aw ay fr o m  stepped  

b e a r in g s .

*

D
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5. 4 Railroad Compliance Costs

The costs to rail carriers of implementing the FRA reporting 

and safety standards for cars equipped with friction bearings have been 

divided into two categories: initial compliance costs and ongoing com

pliance costs. Initial costs include all costs and expenses incurred by 

the railroads prior to the date the proposed standards take effect, and 

as an example, would encompass programs developed by the railroads 

for compliance with the new equipment standards.

In addition to the development of compliance programs, a specific 

requirement of the proposed equipment standards, railroads will be 

making expenditures for the expansion of existing facilities to facilitate 

compliance with the record keeping and periodic inspection require

ments of the new standards. Such expenditures might include invest

ments in record keeping or filing equipment, expansion of existing 

repair facilities, preparation of forms and related systems and costs 

of initially training personnel to conduct the inspections in accordance 

with the FRA standards. Most of the initial expenditures will result 

from the railroads anticipating and preparing for the increased fre

quency of car inspections. Failure to adequately make such prepara

tion will increase the risk of incurring fines for cars found to be in 

violation of the standards.
I
i
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Ongoing or, continuing costs will be incurred by the railroads 

during the fifteen yeajr period* after the standards take effect. During 

this period, railroads will .be implementing their compliance programs, 

and will be incurring-ongoing expenses as a result of the periodic 

inspection requirements. These expenses include maintenance of 

inspection records and data for interline billing, the ongoing training 

of railroad personnel necessary to conduct FRA inspections, labor and 

material costs for the inspection .and losses of car utilization while 

removed .from service.

In order to estimate the costs railroads will incur in complying 

with the proposed safety standards addressing friction bearings, it was 

necessary to ascertain the most probable method of railroad compliance. 

This is a methodological step that will be required for any cost-effec

tiveness analysis of proposed railroad safety standards. For the pur

poses of this study, it was assumed that railroads would minimize their 

compliance costs whenever practical or feasible to do so. It was 

assumed that the FRA would approve sound economical programs of 

compliance that conform as closely as possible to the intent of the 

proposed standards without placing an overwhelming financial burden 

on the railroads. The standards proposed in-September, 1972, which

*As explained earlier, the time frame over which proposed rail 
standards would be analyzed was defined to be 15 years.
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included inspection record keeping tasks; were amended in considera

tion of the extensive administrative burden they would impose upon the 

railroad industry.

There were also a number of issues that had to be resolved in 

order to calculate the costs of compliance with the proposed friction 

bearing standards. Briefly stated, they are:

1. How often the railroads will inspect a car and its 
components.

2. The actual work that will be undertaken, that is, the 
steps completed in performing the periodic inspection 
and maintenance of journal bearings on friction bear
ing cars.

Paragraph 215.23 states that every freight car must be given a visual 

inspection by a qualified inspector at the point the train is made up (or 

at the next location where an inspector is available). Paragraph 215. 25 

requires a periodic inspection of high utilization cars (automobile car

riers, etc. , and/or continuous service cars) every year and of non- 

high utilization cars every four years. The periodic inspection neces

sitates shopping a car.

Interviews with railroad officials, AAR personnel, and car leasing
L

companies were conducted to obtain estimates of how many cars, 

equipped with plain friction bearings, fell into the high versus low utili

zation category* Based on their responses it was determined that the 

vast majority of high utilization cars are equipped with roller bearings
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and thus are considered outside the scope of the immediate analysis. 

Trailer-Train, for example, stated that their entire fleet of piggyback 

cars was equipped with roller bearings, while North American indi

cated that all but 10 of their piggyback fleet were similarly equipped.

In addition, some resolution of the FRA and AAR overlapping 

inspection requirements had to be made, for while there are basic 

similarities in the requirements, there are also basic differences.

The essential question to be determined then were the specific inspec

tion procedures that would be followed by the railroads.

5 .4 . 1 Inspections and Repackings

The proposed equipment standards mandate that all cars be visu

ally inspected at the reporting terminal. As this regulation is common 

to current railroad operating practices and AAR inspection practices, 

no additional costs will be incurred by the railroads in complying with 

the visual inspection requirements. On the other hand, the periodic 

inspection requirements will impose a major cost burden on the rail 

industry, as will subsequently be explained.

The AAR has for many years required that airfreight cars be 

periodically inspected and the journal boxes repacked in accordance 

with their specifications. This recommended maintenance practice, 

while not mandatory, has nevertheless, been followed and adhered to 

reasonably closely by the railroads. However, there are instances
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where cars, by a unique set of circumstances, elude the watchful eyes
;

of car inspectors and are not inspected and repacked within the rec

ommended limits. Sometimes the lack of timely inspections and̂ . 

repacking results from shortages in maintenance personnel while in 

other cases it results from deliberate procrastination as a consequence 

of overloaded shops and limited capacity. Considering the number of 

friction bearing cars presently in the United States rail fleet, it is not 

surprising that at any given point in time there will be a good many 

cars in train service that will be "overdate, "  that is, running past the 

prescribed interval without the desired inspection and repacking having 

been accomplished. Since bearing wear is thought to partially corre

late with age, the longer the car exceeds this periodic inspection 

interval, the more likely are the bearings and their components to be 

worn and potentially capable of failure.

Cognizant of these factors the FRA, in developing safety stand

ards for journals and their components, has proposed mandatory 

inspection requirements, and imposing fines nominally of $750 per car 

for cars found to be overdate. In this fashion, it was assumed that a 

significantly higher percentage of cars would be inspected at the 

required interval, thus minimizing the numbers of overdate cars and 

chances for journal failure.
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However,- there are differences between the proposed FRA stand-
l l

ards, e. g. , timing of the inspection, and the AAR standards, which 

determine the probable costs of railroad compliance.

The AAR periodic inspection and repacking of journal boxes are 

required every 30 months for cars equipped with "stabilized boxes”* 

and every 24 months for all other cars. The FRA periodic inspections
iM i

are, required every 48 months for non-high utilization cars regardless 

of whether they are stabilized or not. The unstabilized cars can be 

inspected at repack time at no additional cost. Since the stabilized cars 

will almost automatically be inspected on.a 30-month cycle to satisfy 

repack requirements, the 48 -month inspection requirement is a super

fluous standard except for the following consideration. A stabilized 

car which becomes 18 months overdate violates both the repack stand

ard and the inspection standard and the operating road is liable to two 

civil penalties for each succeeding day of violation.

The major compliance costs will result, not from the inspections,

but from the mandatory nature of the repack standards . Actually, the
■[

FRA standards tend to be less stringent than the AAR interchange rules.

*A stabilized journal box is one that has been equipped with 
journal stops or the newer flat back bearings, improved rear seals and 
lid seals and clamps. The stops and flat back bearings are designed to 
eliminate bearing rotation resulting from high impacts. These improve
ments in the AAR's judgment merited a longer inspection period and 
consequently the 30 month interval was established.
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For example, the FRA safety standards for lubricator pads,

Section 215. 85 (a) through (f), declares a bearing defective, if the pad 

is missing or has any of the following conditions: (a) an exposed core

or metal part contacting the journal, (b) the pad is not contacting the 

journal, (c) a scorched or burned area, (d) glazing over half the pad 

surface, (e) deteriorated or decayed fabric, or (f) a tear along the top, 

front, back or side more than half the length of the pad.

On the other hand, the more stringent AAR Interchange Rules 

list all of the above as causes for renewal plus five other conditions 

that would require the lubricator pad to be replaced upon periodic 

inspection.

By inspecting the journal boxes in accordance with the more 

stringent AAR requirements, the railroads can simultaneously satisfy 

the FRA safety requirements and AAR's recommended maintenance 

priorities.

5 .4 .2  Additional Costs from 
Increased Repackings

The major railroad costs from the FRA safety standards appear 

to be a stricter compliance to the interchange repacking rules (now the 

FRA safety standards). In order to calculate this additional cost, sev

eral predictions about the characteristics of the present and changed 

freight car fleet must be made. This task corresponds to the box labeled 

"Average Industry Condition" in the flow chart of Figure 2.
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The plain,bearing car fleet is estimated at 875,330 cars at the 

end of 1973, wiljh 6l„ 000 cars retired each year and 2, 000 converted 

to roller bearings, which produces the forecast of Table 14. The 

numbers fall between the AAR predictions and those of several bearing 

manufacturers. From AAR information, initial results of the FRA 

field inspections and interviews with individual carriers, it is estimated 

that 25 percent of the fleet is stabilized and 10 percent is overdate.

The average overdateness of one carrier's cars is 4 .7  months based 

on a 5000 car survey; Since this road is above average in mainten

ance, a value of 5 months overdateness appears realistic for an over

all industry average.

The number of repackings per year under AAR interchange rules * 

can now be estimated. If N is the total number of friction bearing cars 

in use in any given year, 25 percent are stabilized; 2. 5 percent are 

overdate, and 22. 5 percent are not overdate. The overdate cars are 

on a 35 month repack cycle while the non-overdate.cars are on a 30 

month cycle. Similarly, 67. 5 percent of the fleet (unstabilized, non

overdate cars) is on a 24-month cycle and 7. 5 percent is on a. 29-month 

cycle. Expressed algebraically, the number of repackings per year 

under current practice is:
I
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TABLE 14: Increased Repackings 
Under FRA Standards

Plain Bearing
Additional
Repackings

Cars in Service Under FRA
Year at End of Year* Standards

1973 875, 330 0
1974 813,330 6,272
1975 749,330 5,779
1976 686, 330 5,293
1977 623,330 4, 807
1978 560,330 4, 321
1979 497,330 3, 835
1980 434,330 3, 350
1981 371,330 2, 864
1982 308,330 2, 378
1983 245,330 1,892
1984 182,330 , 1,406
1985 119,330 920
1986 56,330 434
1987 - -  '' _ _

1988 - - - -

* Based upon 61,000 retirees/year, plus 2,000 conversions/year. 
Data from AAR and bearing suppliers.
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Repacks per year r ?25 025 &75 07 51
under AAR = [  3Q/12+ 35/12+ 24/12+ 29/12jxN = °° 467106 x N
Interchange Rules

By similar reasoning, and with the assumption that under the mandatory 

standards, only one percent of the cars will be overdate7 and will aver

age only one month in that condition, the expression is:

Repacks per year 
Under FRA 
standards

= 0. 474818 x N

f . 2475 + .0025 + . 7425 .0075] x N
1.30/12 31/12 24/12 25/12J

Additional repacks = 0. 474818 x N - 0. 467106 x N = 0. 007712 x N.

For 1974, this amounts to 6 ,2 72  additional repacks as shown in Table 

14, along with the additional repacks for all the years until the plain 

bearing fleet is phased out.

In addition I'd the costs of these extra repackings, the overdate 

cars will also occasionally incur fines at $750 per day. Assume that 

5 percent of the overdate cars are found in violation for one week of 

operation. Allowing for customary diminution of the fines and the 

foregiveness of hardship and "good character" cases, take 60 percent 

as the collectable amount of the fines. ** Then the total industry cost is:

*This is considered by the industry to be the practical minimum. 
#*The present collectable ratio on track standards. 

jMc*since fines are transfer payments, they will also be entered as 
societal benefits.
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(1 percent overdate) x (5 percent found) x (7 days*) x ($750/day) 

x number of cars x 60 percent collectable 

Fine cost = $1,575 x number of cars.

For example, for 1.974, the total cost of fines is $1,281,000.

5. 4. 3 Initial Costs

In determining the cost-effectiveness of a subpart of an entire set
I

of equipment standards, it is necessary to determine what part of the 

initial costs of implementing the entire set of standards should be allo

cated to each subpart. In the immediate case, the standards addressing 

friction bearings are a subpart of a set of standards that apply to all the

components of a freight car.
!

As has been discussed, the total program development, record 

keeping, and training costs resulting from compliance with the entire 

set of equipment standards, must be allocated to the sub parts of this 

entire set of equipment standards. In this analysis these costs were 

distributed evenly across the six equipment groups, since an adequate 

rationale (based on precise time and motion studies of each of the sub- 

parts of the equipment standards) was lacking and considered beyond 

the scope of this analysis.

*Qne week was felt to be realistic because, although most "found" 
cars would be longer overdate, it would be difficult to prove that the 
offending road operated the car for longer than one week.
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Subparts of Equipment Standards 
. Wheels,
. Axles,. *
. Journal bearings,
: Other truck components,
. Couplers, and 
. Draft systems.

Thus, one-sixth'of the total costs of developing a program of compli

ance for friction bearing cars would be allocated to those standards or 

.subparts that address the friction bearings of the car. The same 

method of proration would apply to any cost that cannot be readily attrib

utable to actual compliance with the friction bearing standards but can 

only be interpreted as a cost of implementation of the entire set of safety 

standards.

In accordance with the new safety standards, railroads submitted 

a program to the FRA detailing how they intend to comply with the 

safety standards. Rather than haying the 603 Class 1 and Class II line 

haul railroads and switching and terminal companies submit separate 

programs, the AAR, acting on behalf of a,ll railroads, submitted a pro

gram developed by representatives of various member carriers to the 

FRA for approval. This program, which was accepted by the FRA, 

will be followed by each and every railroad in the country.

Based on interviews with the AAR and individual railroads, it 

was determined that a 10 man joint committee would take approximately 

five working days to discuss, formulate, draft, and submit a program
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of compliance for friction bearing cars. Assuming eight man-hours 

per day, the total man-hours expended during this conference would be 

400 man hours. This figure does not include the research and develop

ment costs incurred prior to the meeting of the joint committee. These 

prior development costs would be a result of independent research done 

on the part of each member of the committee in preparation for the 

meeting. It was also assumed that 400 man-hours would be spent prior 

to the conference in research and drafting individual proposals and that 

total man hours would then amount to 800 man hours. Using $15. 00 

per hour for the average salary and overhead, total costs for the devel

opment of a program of compliance for friction bearing cars would be:

Development
Costs = 800 man-hrs. x $ 15. 00/man-hr. = $12000.00.

The $12000. 00 represents the total expense of developing a program 

of compliance for friction bearing cars for the entire set of safety 

standards, * A portion of the expense must be allocated to the friction 

bearing standards individually. Using the procedure described earlier, 

the compliance program initial development costs allocated to the fric

tion bearing standards would be:

^Program development costs would naturally be higher if each 
and every carrier were to individually develop their own programs for 
compliance.
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Compliance Program Development
Costs Allocated to Friction = $12000 x 1/6 = $2000
Bearing Standards

These numbers appear to be reasonable from the present vantage point 

of looking back at actual costs, as far as could be ascertained.

5 .4 .4  Other Costs

There are several other costs associated with the increased in

spections and repackings. Some of the more significant of these are 

listed below.

5 .4 .4 . 1 Expansion of the 
AAR Billing Files

Only those friction bearing cars repacked by non-owning railroads 

will have an affect on the billing files. For each year, there was a cer

tain number of cars repacked under FRA standards that would not have 

normally been repacked. Of this difference (Acars), it was assumed 

that one-half would be repacked by non-owning railroads that must issue 

bills to the owners of the car and to the A A R . Distribution of the inter

line billing data would follow current practices specified in the AAR 

office manual.

For example, each month, railroads will produce a summary 

billing statement for every other railroad listing the foreign cars that 

were inspected and repacked in accordance with FRA requirements. 

There will obviously be an additional cost to keypunch and computer to
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prepare the bill from the railroads copy of the inspection report, how

ever, since there is an established ongoing system for such interline 

billing, the exact incremental costs are difficult to estimate.

For calculation purposes, it was assumed that the railroads copy
L

of the original inspection report would be used for billing purposes and

that the keypunching of data from the inspection report would take

approximately 5 minutes per report. At $10, 00 per hour the keypunching

pf data would cost $. 83 per form: $10. 00 = $. 83/report, and the
12 reports

total billing costs would be:

/ # of cars inspected_____ ____ \ Total billing
[ # of reports keypunched/per 1 x hourly rate = preparation 
Vhour for billing purposes J ' cost

No additional costs for computer processing, paper or postage

were assumed, since the current AAR interline billing system would

be employed even though the monthly repair settlements would be a

little bit longer.

5. 4. 4. 2 Training Costs, Inspection 
Costs, and Lost Car 
Utilization Costs

There are approximately 1000 repair tracks in the United States. 

For each track, it was assumed that there will be three inspectors, 

one for each of two shifts and one relief man. Based on interviews and 

railroad practice, it is assumed that each man will undergo on the 

average, 2 man-hours of training and/or retraining per year for the
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entire set of equipment standards. Using a $10. 00 per hour rate to 

cover labor and overhead, the "yearly training costs will be:

Training Costs'
Per Year = Vl000 repair x 3 inspectors x 2 man-hours per

( tracks per track yeaf per inspector

j$10. 00, per hour

, Training Costs = $60, 000 per year
per year

*
Allocating this training cost to the friction bearing standard:

^Training-Costs Per
Year Allocated to = Total Training Costs x JL = $10,200
Friction Bearing Per Year 6
Standards

For friction-bearing standards, direct inspection costs, per diem 

losses and car utilization losses are all a function of the differences 

between the number of cars inspected under FRA standards and the 

number of cars that would have been repacked without the standards.

The underlying assumptions are that in order to inspect a friction bear

ing in accordance with FRA standards, it would cost as much in labor, 

material, per diem loss and utilization loss as to repack the same
v

bearing under AAR regulations. In order to perform the periodic 

inspection in accordance with FRA standards, a complete dismantling 

of the bearing is necessary. The lubricator pad must be removed 

and replaced if defective. All other components have to be gauged and
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inspected. Only after complete visual inspection could the bearing then 

be reassembled, following the identical steps completed in an AAR 

schedule repack.

The labor and material costs used to determine the cost of these

additional inspections were based on AAR billing allowances, effective 

August 1, 1974, for repacking. For an average freight car, the costs 

were determined as follows:

Material Cost - 8 lubricator pads @ $3.20  
4 brass @ $19.75  
2 wedges @ $6.56 
miscellaneous oil & dust guards 

Total Material

$ 25. 60 
$ 63. 00 * 
$ 13.12 
$ 19.00 
$120. 72

Note that, on the average, for each repack, it was assumed that four

defective brass are found. This estimate was based on a sample of

approximately 3, 500 cars provided by one of the major carriers coop

erating with CONS AD in the development of this cost-effectiveness 

analysis.

Labor costs for one freight car would be as follows:

Labor costs - 4 brass @ $1.42 = $ 5 ,6 8 i
8 lubricator pads @ $1.42 = $11.36
general labor @ $15. 61 per car = $15.6,1.
seals, etc. @ $11 .36 /car = $ 11.36

Total Labor $44. 01

*This is a net cost determined by taking the cost of a new brass 
and subtracting the salvage value of the old brass.
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Total labor and material costs would thus amount to $164. 73 for each

car that is inspected and repacked in accordance with the FRA stand

ards. Yearly, direct inspection costs for complying with the friction 

bearing standards can be determined as follows:

Inspection costs per
year allocated to = A cars inspected x $ 164. 73 per car
friction bearing
standards

where A cars inspected = scars inspected with
lFRA standards in 
'effect

- fear inspected without 
FRA standards in 

I effect

In determining the costs of compliance with the proposed standards 

addressing journal failures, the time lost in movement to and from 

inspection and repair tracks and the time required for the inspection 

must be considered. For the purposes of this analysis, it was assumed 

that' on the average a car will lose a day in movement to the inspection 

and repair track, one day undergoing inspection and repair if any is 

necessary, and one day in returning to operation. It was also assumed 

that the entire periodic safety inspection would be undertaken and that 

any normal or special maintenance such as lubrication and air brake 

alteration would be completed. Thus, the costs for lost car utilization 

would be prorated, as have been illustrated previously, among the six 

major equipment categories, with one-sixth of the total costs applicable 

to journal standards. In order to calculate the total lost car utilization,
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an average per diem figure of $4. 20 was employed in the following man

ner:

Annual car days 3 days
lost due to friction = Acars x per x $4.20 x 1 = $2. 10 x Acars
bearing standard inspected car 6

An alternative means of calculating lost car utilization is to

assume that the lost car days are replaced through the purchase of

new equipment. However, these calculations would tend to overstate

car utilization losses in the case of the declining friction bearing fleet.

Calculating the cost of yearly car days lost utilizing a representative

average per diem produces a more realistic estimate.

Finally, it was assumed for the purposes of this analysis that

effective December 31, 1975, all railroads would be in nearly 100 per

cent compliance with the equipment standards. In this manner, the 

costs of compliance would be taken at their maximum potential level.

In reality, however, there will be a slow tapering off in the numbers 

of overdate cars rather than an overnight elimination of all overdate 

cars.

5 .4 .5  Summary of Railroad '
Compliance Costs

All of the railroad costs developed above are summarized in 

Table 15. In addition, each cost, in constant dollars, is discounted at 

10 percent, as recommended by the Office of Management and Budget.
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TABLE 15: Summary of Railroad Compliance Costs

Year

Plain 
Bearing 
Cars in 
Service at 
End of Year

Additional
Repackings
Under
FRA
.Standards

Discount
Factor
(10%)

Additional 
Repacking 
Costs 
@$164. 73

Civil
Penalties*
@$1,575

Lost Car 
Utilization 
Costs 
@$2. 10

Expansion 
of AAR 
Billing file 
@$0,415 '

Training of
Additional
Inspectors'1

1973 875, 330 0 •, 0 0 0 0 0
1974 813,330 6, 272 1. 000 $.1,033, 000 $1,281,000 $13,200 $2,600 $10,200
1975 749, 330 5, 779 . 909 ' 865, 300 1, 072, 800 11,000 2,200 8, 500
1976 ' 686,330 5, 293 . 826 720,200 892,900 9, 200 1,800 7, 100
1977 623,330 4, 807 . 751 594,700 737, 300 7, 600 1, 500 5, 900
1978 560, 330 4, 321 .. 683 486,200 602,800 6,200 1,200 4, 800
1979 497,330 3, 835 . 621. 392,300 486,400 5, 000 1,000 3, 900
1980 434, 330 3, 350 . 564 311,200 385, 800 4, 000 800 3, 100
1981 371,330 2, 864 . 513 242,000 300, 000 3, 100 600 2, 400
1982 308, 330 2, 378 . 467 182,900 226,800 2, 300 500 1, 800
1983 245,330 1, 892 . 424 132,100 163,800 1, 700 300 1, 300
1984 . 182,330 1,406 • „ 386 8-9, 400 110, 800 1, 100 200 900
1985 119,330 920 .350 53,000 65, 800 700 100 500
1986
1987
1988

56, 330 434 .319 28, 300 28, 300 300 100 200

$ 50, 600 |Total Costs (Itemized present value) $5, 125, 300 $6,354,500 $ 65, 400 $12,900
Total Present Value Cost $11,608,700

* Unit costs for civil penalties and inspector training are based on the total fleet,, 
All other costs are based on additional repackings.



Total additional repacking costs are $5, 125,300, civil penalties come 

to $6,354, 500 and lost car utilization costs are $65, 000. Yearly 

training costs for additional inspectors and costs for the expansion of 

the AAR billing files bring the total present value of the railroad 

industry's compliance cost to $11,608,700.
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5. 5 Societal Costs

The societal costs associated with the development and promul

gation of these standards are primarily those costs incurred by the
t

FRA as a result of the development, implementation, and maintenance 

of the proposed safety standards. Funds that have been budgeted 

and spent.by the FRA have attractive alternative uses both within the 

federal government and without. Thus the use of these funds in devel

oping and promulgating the safety standards represent a cost to society 

that must be considered in the overall cost/effectiveness analysis. As 

in the case of railroad compliance costs, societal costs are divided into 

initial and ongoing cost categories. Initial costs consist of the following

1. Development Costs - -  man-hours spent by 
FRA in developing the proposed standards.

2. FRA investment in record keeping equipment.

3. Initial training of FRA inspectors, by the 
FRA.

Ongoing societal costs are comprised of:

1. Salaries, fringe benefits, expenses of the 
FRA field inspectors and personnel involved 
in compliance monitoring.

2. Filing and record keeping costs .associated 
with standards administration, adjudication, 
and compliance monitoring.

Discussion and calculations of these costs follow.
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While efforts were made to obtain specific estimates from  

Bureau of Safety personnel as to the costs of developing rail safety 

standards, no estimates were actually provided. Instead it was sug

gested that by reviewing the official testimony before the House 

Committee on appropriations that this information could be developed. 

Accordingly, a careful perusal of the 1972 headings on the 1973 budget 

was made and on the basis of data provided therein, estimates of the 

developmental costs were made.

As best as could be determined, the principal work of developing 

the standards was conducted by the Safety Programs Division of the 

Office of Safety while additional assistance was provided by the Office 

of Chief Counsel in developing the rules and regulations and participat

ing in the overall promulgation of the new standards.

Approximately 30 percent of the total manpower in the Safety 

Program Division and Office of Chief Counsel was assumed to have 

been devoted to developing and promulgating the new equipment stand

ards during 1972 and 1973. Consequently 1 /6  of this amount was

5. 5. 1 Development of the Standards
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prorated as the developmental cost for standards addressing journal 

failures of‘ which 50 percent was assumed to be allocated to friction 

bearing standards and 50 percent to roller bearing standards. The 

total cost for developing the equipment standards was roughly calcu

lated to amount to $518, 118 with that attributable to standards address

ing journal failures on friction bearing cars amounting to $43, 159.

($518, 118 x 1/6) x 1/2.

5 .5 .2  Investment in Record Keeping Equipment

In anticipation of a potential 800, 000 inspection reports that would 

be filed with the FRA by the railroads in 1975, the FRA was assumed 

to make an initial investment in filing cabinets or a computer-based 

record system to accommodate these inspection records. Assuming 

each report consists of two pages and a standard four drawer filing
:i

cabinet is capable of holding 19, 200 reports, the FRA would purchase 

the following number of cabinets:

Cabinets purchased 800, 000 reports
by FRA = 19,200 reports = 41.7 or 42 cabinets

per cabinet

At $100 per cabinet, the initial investment in filing cabinets would
r

amount to $4200. Allocating this total expenditure to the friction 

bearing standards:

FRA investment in filing
cabinets allocated to = 4200 x 1/6 = $700
friction bearing standards
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It is assumed, from FRA budgeting requests, that 12 equipment 

or car inspectors would be hired to ensure compliance on the part of . 

the railroads. * Assuming each inspector will undergo two weeks of 

training prior to entering the field, total man-hours of training accu

mulated would be 80 hours per man or 960 man-hours. Assuming a 

training cost of $20/man-hour to cover salary, travel, overhead, and 

other expenses, total training costs would amount to $19,200. Allo

cating this total expenditure to the friction bearing standards:

FRA training costs
Allocated to friction = $19,200 x 1/6 - $3,200
Bearing standard

While it is anticipated that state inspectors would also be employed to 

effect compliance with the safety standards, no estimates of the num

bers of inspections and applicable expenses of their activities was 

available for this analysis.

5. 5. 4 Summary of Societal Costs

Filing and Record Keeping Expenses - -  Assuming it takes five 

minutes for handling and filing of each inspection report, the annual 

FRA record keeping costs, based on a $10. 00 per hour rate to cover 

overhead and labor, would be as follows:'

5. 5. 3 Initial Training of FRA Inspectors

^Source: Hearings before the House Committee on Appropriations, 
92nd Congress.
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Total FRA handling and Total number of inspection reports 
filing costs per year = Filed for X $. 83 x 1/6

Bearing cars each year

Allocated to the friction bearing standards:

Yearly FRA handling and file Total FRA handling and. filing x 
costs allocated to friction = 1/6 costs per year 
bearing standards

Ongoing Costs of Inspection - -  Based on FRA estimates and pro

posed budgets, the yearly costs for 12 inspectors, including salaries, 

benefits, and travelling expenses would average $16,676 per man or 

$200, 112 per year total.

These inspectors would spend approximately 50 percent of their 

time in the field and would make 100, 000 car inspections. £ By assum

ing that these inspections are distributed randomly among the total fleet, 

the percentage of friction bearing cars being inspected at any given 

time can be ascertained. ** Thus the annual field inspections costs that 

should be allocated as a societal cost of compliance with the journal 

standards can be calculated as follows:

No. of friction bearing 
= Total field X cars in fleet X 1/6 

inspection Total cars in fleet
costs

Annual FRA field 
inspection costs 
allocated to friction 
bearing standards

^Hearings before the House Committee on Appropriations, 92nd 
Congress, p. 519.

^Considering the size of the sample, the assumption of a normal 
distribution of field observations is statistically valid.
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Table 16 summarizes the total initial and ongoing societal costs 

in constant dollars. These costs are discounted at 10 percent, as 

recommended by the Office of Management and Budget, to yield a 

net present value of $275, 600.
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Table 16

Summary of In itia l and Ongoing Societal Costa

Initial Coats
Development of Journal Bearing Standards 
Investment In Filing Equipment 
Initial Tralning^FRA Field Inspectors 

Total Initial Coofc

1972 + 1973 
$43,159 

700 
3,200 

$47,059

1974 ,t 1975 ,1976 , 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Ongoing Coots

Filing and Record Keeping Expenses 
Field Inspection 

Total

27,829
15. 608

25,199 
.14,167

22,599 
12,727

20,082 
11.326

17,632 
9.965

15,190
8.604

12,817
7.264

10,510
3.963

8,272
4,702

6,157
3.501

4J205
2.321

2, m  
1.220

353
200

316
180

281
160

43,437 39.366 35,326 31,408 27. 597 23,794 20„ 081 16,473 12,974 9.658 6,426 3.391 553 496 441

Discount Factor 9.000 .909 .826 „ 751 .683 .621 .564 , 513 .467 .424 .386 .350 .319 .290 .263 '..239

Present Valuo $47,059 47. 059 39.484 32,516 26,530 21,452 17,138 13,420 10,302 7.693 5. 301 3,728 2,249 1,082 160 130, 105

T o tal P re s e n t V a lu e $275,600



5. 6 Societal Benefits

Societal benefits are those benefits that society will experience 

as a result of a reduction in accidents due to friction bearing failures. ■ 

Societal accident costs are difficult to quantify because of the serious 

lack of data in this area. In general, these costs include any damage 

to non-railroad or community property; any personal injury or death; 

any community services, such as fire and police assistance; or any 

loss of revenue due to evacuation, fire, explosions that resulted from 

a train accident and that was not paid for by the railroads. After 

investigating friction bearing accidents that have occurred over the past 

three years, it was determined that societal dollar^ costs resulting from 

these accidents, on the average, have been small. The primary reason 

for this is that railroads bear most of the expense for an accident and 

in the past have usually compensated private individuals and concerns 

for damages caused by train accidents.

J
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In an effort1 to quantify and measure these societal accident costs, 

the following data sources were reviewed:

T forms
. NHTSB reports

FRA Hazardous Material Accident Reports 
. FRA reports for Class A accidents

From a review of these sources, it was determined that significant

societal costs result in one type of accident - - hazardous materials, are

involved. These were the only significant societal accident costs'that

were found in the review of'available data sources.

The methods used in determining what accidents- involving 

hazardous materials were caused by failed journals was tedious- and 

time, consuming. Every time a. railroad experiences an accident 

involving hazardous materials such as explosives, flammable liquids, 

or gases and poisonous.Tiquids or gases, the carrier must file, a 

Hazardous Material Accident Form, independent of the- T-form , to 

the-FRA . This form is filed and information from it and from a, sub

sequent, investigation if1 found.necessary, is: condensed and. logged in a 

summary book or. bibliography of. Hazardous: Materials Accidents. 

Nowhere, in this summary of accidents is the cause of the. accident 

listed. As a result, it was. necessary to review the T-forms for friction 

bearing accidents, record, the date, location and. description of accident 

and corss-check this information with the Hazardous Accident
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Summary in order to determine what accidents involving hazardous 

materials were caused by friction bearing failures. This work would 

have been enormously simplified with the addition of the accident cause 

code to the Hazardous Materials Summary and/or some cross-referencing 

to the applicable T-form. After locating these accidents in the summary, 

the corresponding hazardous material file was reviewed to determine 

if any societal costs had occurred because of the accidents. Finally, 

after the accidents with these potential societal costs were located, an 

investigation of the major accidents was made to determine the extent 

of the societal costs that resulted.

Following these steps, it was found that, of the 305 accidents 

due to friction bearing failures that were reported to the FRA in 1972, 

a total of three of those accidents involving hazardous materials 

resulted in societal costs resulting from the damage or destruction of 

cars carrying hazardous materials. These three accidents were 

investigated in more detail and the results are discussed below.

Accident #1 - -  Approaching a small midwestern town, a train 

derailed due to a burned off journal on the 27th car at approximately 

7:32 a. m. Twenty-three cars derailed with one tank on the ground 

and into an adjacent wheat field. Because of the nitric acid fumes, 

the sheriff ordered the town and other nearby areas evacuated as a \
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safety measure, but returned the same day when the evacuation was 

lifted at 4:15 p. m. Since the accident occurred on a national holiday, 

there was no loss in business to the downtown area of the community! 

or loss in wages to workers who may have been evacuated. Had there 

been, there would probably have been no compensation on the part of 

the railroad in the opinions of several local officials. * However, this 

is only speculation on their part. Those people that were evacuated,
i

moved in with friends or relatives that lived close by. No compensation 

was made by the railroad as a result of this evacuation for the expense 

of quartering the evacuees or for minor costs incurred in their dis

location.

The sheriff's department reported 18 people taken to the hospital 

for treatment of chest pains, nausea and shortness of breath. In a 

phone call to the hospital administrator, it was reported that the bills 

for these treatments were paid by the carrier.

Because of the evacuation and extent of cleanup operation, the 

local sheriff, town deputies, five to six civil defense people, two or 

three volunteer fire departments and two state policemen were on hand

*The difficulty in measuring lost business due to an accident is 
well recognized, and can only be approximately ascertained by sampling 
local businesses. Comparisons between normal or average daily sales 
can be made to roughly estimate the magnitude of these losses.
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at one time or another to assist in the protection of the safety of the 

community. The entire cost of these community services went unpaid 

for by the carrier and were borne by the members of the surrounding 

areas. Estimates by the sheriff, fire chiefs, and other local officials 

placed the cost for these services at about $25000 in time, labor and 

materials. While these people were occupied at the scene of the acci

dent, there were no other fires, crimes or accidents that took place in 

the rest of the community.

In an interview conducted with the owner of the wheat fields, it 

was reported that the railroad compensated the farmer in the amount 

of $7500 for damage to his crop. When asked if this was a fair price, 

he said yes but expressed doubts as to whether the field would yield as 

well as it did before. He claimed one acre was gone for good as a 

crop producer and that it couldn't be used for grazing cattle since the 

railroad would not replace the fence that was destroyed in the accident. 

The fence is owned by the railroad but the carrier will only replace it 

if the farmer assumes half the cost of the 800 foot fence. • The farmer 

noted that since the expense was too much for him, he would leave the 

one acre fallow.

Finally, the state-owned road along the right-of-way was 

damaged by the wrecking equipment employed to clear the wreck.
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From interviews with officials, it was assumed that the railroads 

would pay fortthe repairs of this road.

Accident #2 r On a Sunday at 9:15 a. m. , a train of a major rail 

carrier suffered a ‘derailment about 3 1/2 miles from a small mid- 

western city having a population of about 10, 000 people. Five cars 

derailed with one of them being a box car carrying phosphorous penta- 

sulfide. This material is a persistent burner and can not be’ ‘controlled 

by the usual methods since the addition of water creates hydrogen 

sulfide fumes, which are very toxic. An effective method of extinguish

ing is to use sand.

Immediately after the accident, the hazardous material began to 

smolder. FRA inspectors were called on Sunday and in turn the EPA 

was notified of the potential release of the toxic gas on Monday. During 

this time, since Sunday morning, local law enforcement groups, a'nd 

volunteer fire departments headed by the county sheriff s office stood 

watch in preparation for any immediate danger. Twenty to. thirty 

women, wives of the police and firemen,, assisted in the watch. 

Throughout the entire course of events, about 200 people from the 

surrounding, areas were involved in assisting the railroad..

On Tuesday morning,, after the other cars were cleared, the 

boxcar with the smoldering phosphorous pentasulfide was righted, and 

the door opened and the contents immediately began to burn. Two
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families were evacuated near the wreck, and the nearby city of 10, 000 

was ordered evacuated by a EPA trainee at the sight. The railroads 

appealed this as unnecessary and notified FRA and EPA officials. The 

evacuation was limited to the aged and infirm with the decision to 

evacuate anyone else being based on the future wind direction and left 

up to the judgment of the EPA man at the accident site. Approximately 

1100 people were evacuated before the fire was extinguished on 

Wednesday morning. These people were evacuated to other local 

hospitals and homes until the area was declared safe. No mention was 

made by local officials of compensation on the part of the rail carrier 

for this evacuation. ^

In interviews conducted with the county sheriff who supervised 

the entire safety procedures and evacuations, it was indicated that at 

no time were the local agencies offered compensation for their ser - 

vices. The sheriff noted that a portable water tank was destroyed in 

the process and that the volunteer fire department who owned this tank 

was reimbursed by the carrier for the damage. He reported that this 

was the only instance he could recall where compensation was received 

by the local agencies servicing the wreck.

The sheriff and other local officials said they resented the high : 

handed attitude taken by railroad officials during the clearing of the 

wreck. The railroad's prime concern in their opinion was for opening
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the line with little thought to the safety and consolation of community 

members.

In this particular accident there was no direct damage done to 

non-railroad property. However., leaves on trees along the right-of- 

way turned brown from the gas and fell earlier that year. Though 

there were no personal injuries suffered by non-railroad personnel, 

the county sheriff claims that both he and his deputy are suffering 

from sinus conditions brought on from inhaling the H S gas for two or 

three days. When asked if he reported this to the railroad he said he 

had not because of the difficulty he would have proving his case.

Estimates derived from information provided b.y the local agencies 

pla ced total societal costs of this, accident between $5000 and $10, 000..

In subsequent discussions it was learned that the action taken by

the EPA representative was considered precipitous and unnecessary
(

considering the circumstances and that the evacuation costs, rather 

than being attributable to the accident, were primarily the result of a 

hasty decision.

Accident #3 - In early Spring, approximately five miles from a 

small town in the northeastern section of the country, a major rail 

carrier experienced a derailment due to a burned off journal. The 

accident occurred in the late afternoon and 17 cars derailed, including 

a tank car carrying liquid chlorine. Upon inspection of the derailed
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tank car, a hissing noise was heard and the owners of the tank car, a 

chemical company, about 200 miles away, were notified as instructed 

on the waybill of the car. The chemical company dispatched several 

of its men to secure the leaking tank car.

Shortly after the derailment occurred, the surrounding area was 

evacuated by the local police chief and volunteer fire department, as 

a precautionary measure. Since the area was sparsely populated, 

only four families were involved in the evacuation. In an interview 

with the local fire chief, it was reported that he had railroad officials 

sign an agreement to pay for the hotel rooms and food for the four 

families through the duration of the evacuation. He said had he not 

done this, he or the families would have been stuck with the bill.

During the two to three days it took to secure the chlorine tank 

car and clear the wreck, members of the local fire and police depart

ments were on hand to cordon off the area. The State police also 

assisted in manning barricades and rerouting traffic. Estimates by the 

fire chief fixed a dollar amount of approximately $3200 for the time;. 

and labor expended by local agencies. This was based on an average 

of 20 men working 8 hours a day for four days at $5. 00 an hour.

When asked if he submitted a bill for his services, the chief said 

there was no way the railroad was going to pay his men. He claimed 

he had submitted bills involving similar services performed for the
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railroad but that these were ignored or sent back with the claim that the 

railroad considered itself a "free rider",

From investigations of these three hazardous accidents involving 

significant societal costs, it was found that:

materials, it was found that railroads do pay for property damage 

to private property but often times refrain from paying local emergency 

agencies for their services. This perhaps reflects the fact that the 

individual costs associated with an evacuation are frequently small 

and thus the individual has less motivation for seeking compensation.

In other cases the provision of community services of police and fire

men is thought to be a normal-part of their workload and thus not an 

incremental cost for which compensation should be sought. Neverthe

less, the concept of opportunity costs suggests-that the costs of such 

services be considered in a complete cost/effectiveness analysis.

b. Only three of the hazardous materials accidents involving 

evacuation and. significant societal costs were found in 1972, three in 

1971 and three in 1970. Thus, the chances of having an accident of 

this type are very small and when the societal costs are averaged over 

the total number of accidents due to failed journals, the average 

societal cost per accident are relatively small. In addition, while 

other non-hazardous materials accidents .can conceivably result in

a. For those friction bearing accidents involving hazardous
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societal costs, little evidence of this happening can be found. Inter

views with FRA Bureau of Safety personnel, AAR and individual officials 

confirmed this basic thesis.

c. In 1970, a serious accident involving hazardous materials 

occurred in a midwestern town (Crescent City) due to a failed friction 

bearing. The resulting damage to the town was estimated to be greater 

than one million dollars (1.7 million). On the following pages are
1

photographs illustrating the nature of damages resulting from the acci-
\

dent. However, this is the only catastrophic accident in approximately 

the 1700 friction bearing accidents that occurred over those three 

years. Based on our limited field investigations it was found that the 

vast majority of property damage and personal injuries were paid, for- 

by the railroads. However, it was also found that-the minor or inci

dental costs arising from such accidents were ofter ignored. Based on 

the limited research that was done on the extent of societal costs of 

journal bearing accidents the following calculations were made:

1. Accidents involving societal costs were investigated in 1972 

and it was found that these accidents caused an average societal cost 

of about $5000 per each accident. Using this number for the average 

cost of similar accidents in 1971 (3) and 1972 (2), the total cost for ;
t

these accidents was calculated to be:
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Figure 14. Location of tank car NATX 32025 on the East End
of the General Derailment



F ig u r e  15„ A F ir e b a l l  E m itted  f r o m  Ruptured  Tank 
C a r  N.ATX 32025 Extended U pw ards 
about 1000 feet.
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Figure 16. Part of the extensive damage to Crescent City



F ig u r e  17 A r e a  at E ast  End of the G en era l  D era ilm en t fo l lo w in g  
the Rupture o f  N A T X  3202 5
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$50,OO.A?£(31.^i:ide:Qt|5riiSicl'9.j72r +2. 3, ;accidents in <1971 +' 2 accidents in 

197i>) =A: $4,0, =00° • ,
i )

2. x The spnietalvieiPis b-bf 1 thef C,r e s cept C ity; disaster in 4  9 7 s <. 

e s timated;,;to be .approximately* $3 5.6,; 0.00 -in: damage s; and losse s -that 

^w.eAt5«hQ©.nppejisat.e<J' )̂yrjLhe:'vTAiliLoâ s. ; Losses fpr ,death,were;:excluded 

in' this;,?tabulatipn’;si.nce;.'Pv:errthisi'three year span-there, were not.deaths 

inyplyed. XThe;l6i,nonr disablinginjuriesr as sociated withvthei:app.ro.xi- 

mately lt7<0 O f rib tion <feê r4aag:; ac (eiddnt s: tha t, o.c,c up r ed wet e>2P s tirriat e d . t p 

c cpst ,.$2ll'007per mphddisabling.'injury of. which.ihe .railrp.ads>.prqyided 

:. cpnapensaticiii.fp r  eyery thing ,hut; the.loss e s. .due -to , pain a.nd:»SjU;ffe ring,

; the 1qs.s es to other s of secur ity andTosse s of time ;sp,ent-inihpme! and 

. fanulyAduti.es- TTh.e.ses-las&esaamppnted.to an,estima;ted7$;2i50:,p.er non 

' disaMlityrinj,uryr!c$ o r  a^totaijof ;$.4; 000 for the .16 injuries. A Average 

so.cie.î hdcyxs.̂ psiaxapfpUd^n̂ nmasht.hus:

Av e r a g elSoci e ta 1
>, Gost.per.Accident -- =~-‘$3t.0.y.0.00- +7 $;3.5..6i 000- +«u$.4;j000 =;7$2l3 5,„per 

(l;972Ld611ars) ’ ,1700,.aceid.ents & accident
■I

Thisl:figurerw.as?;us ed:for. isub.seq.uent b.enefit-^caiculations. xEyen’ with 

aisiz eahle. .aeoident in  4^970 , -iSPoie tain os ts appear^to he: consider.ah ly 

smaller when ayeraged .oyer “all the accidentsThat have»occ:uEred,in a

-ERA Accident Bulletin - - 1970, 1971, 1972,7 Table ,126.
1 '—Societal Costs of 'Motor Vehicle Accidents^ ,XJ5.S.CDepartment 

of Transportation, .April 1972,7Table D. 2.

%
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three year span than was originally anticipated at the outset of the 

study. However, because of time constraints and lack of data, the 

results of this particular study of journal bearing accidents should not 

be considered as representative of a "true measure or societal costs".

The one year intensive analysis of 1972 accident reports took 

approximately two-man weeks to accomplish with the current FRA 

accident data system. A more reliable extensive survey would have 

analyzed such accident repdrts for the last ten years during which time 

there was at least one death due to journal failures and in 1963, 29 

injuries of which 17 involved individuals other than railroad employees 

and trespassers, or in other words, iiuiocent bystanders. However, 

with the current lack of cross-referencing between the hazardous 

materials accidents reports and the T-form s, the lack of random T - 

report retrieval by accident types, and the lack of car and component 

identification, such a survey substantially exceeded the resources 

committed to this study.

Societal costs of railroad accidents are probably much less

severe than was previously anticipated, at least by CONSAD. On the
>

other hand, until a thorough analysis of rail accident costs is com

pleted, we can only hazard a guess as to their true magnitude. Such a 

study should contemplate a large scale field investigation of individuals, 

property owners, injured parties, etc ., involved in the accidents, for
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for while railroads can provide inputs and data on the compensated. 

losses, only those affected parties can provide a meaningful identifi- 

cation of the;‘;natur.e and value of their losses. As a further component 

Of'-this research, an analysis of the damage producing events resulting 

from an accidentfshould be undertaken to ascertain cause and effect

relationships and possible remedial and preventive action that can be
I

taken.

Summary of A ccideflt Costs

It isife'lt that, while accident costs vary enormously ever a 

sufficient number of accidents,, a societal cost of $23 5 per accident is 

a realistic figure. This value, of course, when used in..conjunction 

with 'reductions in number of accidents, is a societal benefit.

}
- U
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5. 7 Railroad Benefits

The benefits accruing to railroads as a result of compliance with 

existing or proposed FRA safety standards addressing friction bearings 

would be the dollar savings resulting from the reduction in accidents 

caused by failed friction bearings and any improvements in overall 

service and business that would result from compliance activities. In 

order to determine the principal railroad benefits, the average cost of 

a friction bearing accident was calculated based on data supplied by the 

FRA, the AAR, the ICC and various individual railroads. This average 

accident cost will then be multiplied by the number of friction bearing 

accidents that would be reduced or prevented by the proposed standards 

to determine the yearly railroad benefits.

The costs to railroads of a friction bearing accident were divided 

into the following categories:

. Damage to railroad track and right of way 

. Damage to railroad equipment 

. Wreck clearing costs 

. Damage to lading paid for by railroads 

. Personal injury and fatalities 

. Damage to non-railroad property 

. Delays in service
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fd«le:ene;ral/:theibbovet.GOSts. wereidetermined: based on data , . . 

accumulated:by various-agencies and railroads for the year. 1972. 

'Whereiho^actual dWa or*records::existed for. certain costs (e;g. ,, delays
i * ' .

.in. servdce)* estimates were; made based; on the responses made in
??. ■}

carrier lnterviewsfduririg”Phase l and ill of this project. Table 17
y  *

; summarizes ithe types::bfe aeCident costs and the sources'used for 

;estimating these costs.

'"From the' AAR FailediAxle.Re port data, ;it was estimated 

IJthatt:bf?the''323’TailedXbearing;accidents reported to the FRA in 1973, 

i 293 involved friction bea ring and 30 ;involved roller bearing equipped 

» cars. Thes e 293;accidents?w.ere reported to the F RA be ca use' darr:ages 

• ;to. rail road trae k. and-: equipment- exc e ed ed, $750, :.th e minimum, r equ ir e - 

ment set. by the FRA for repo rting air accident.

■ rF;rbrbiAAR±;data,Uittwas&fouhd.';that a total, .of 336;.ifriction.bearipg 

ifailuresv aCituaHysoccurredeihlT^TTfiahd; that 143?̂ ac cident s«-were1 Cons e - 

yquently'hbtr.serious enough\iumature to warrant reporting.,to .the FRA.

.■ Sineefewerare'ahteres.tedlin-ytheetotal:.number of Tric.tion bearing:,accidents 

. .that occurred in ■1973;,andi;ant‘ayverage..cost iof. an. aeci.dentkbased .on1 that 

: total,i-idhe:averageiicosttfOr non-reportedtaccidents as well as; reported 

-accidents; had ;to bemstimated. TThese estimates will; berdis-eussedrn 

; more- detail invthe fbllowingrsections.
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T a b le  17

A c c id e n t  C o s ts  and S o u r c e s

C o s ts S o u r c e s

D am age to  T r a c k  and Right o f  
W ay

FRA T - f o r m s ;  e s t im a te s  b y  ra il  
c a r r i e r s .

D am age  to  R a ilro a d  E quipm ent FRA T - f o r m s ;  e s t im a te s  b y  ra il  
c a r r i e r s .

W r e c k  C le a r in g  C o s ts E st im a tes  b y  c a r r i e r s ;  ICC 
a cco u n ts .

D am age  to  Lading P a id  b y  
R a i lro a d s

C a r r i e r  r e c o r d s ;  c a r r i e r  e s t im a te s  
ICC a cco u n ts ;  A A R  r e c o r d s .

P e r s o n a l  In ju ry  and F a ta l it ie s FRA A c c id e n t  B u lle t in ;  S o c ie ta l  
C o s ts  o f  M o to r  V e h ic le  A c c id e n t s ,  
U .S .  DOT; NTSB R e p o r t s .

D am age to  N o n -R a i lr o a d  
P r o p e r t y

C a r r i e r  r e c o r d s  and e s t im a te s ;  
NTSB R e p o r ts .

L o s s e s  Due to  D elays  in 
S e r v ic e

C a r r i e r  r e c o r d s  and e s t im a te s .
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. S .7 .1  J^m age to Jt&alroard ‘Equipment

For 1 9 7 3 , the average damage to equipment due to failed journal 

bearing accidents was $22,730 per accident for 323 broken journal 

accidents. This figure is based on damages estimated On the FRA 

T-form s. Tills cost was used as the average equipment damage per 

accident for the estimated 293 friction bearing accidents reported.

F or the 43 unreported f  riction bearing accidents an estimate of $30® 

per unreported accident was used for an average equipment damage cost. 

Thus, for 1973  the average equipment damage per friction bearing

accident would be:

Avg. Equipment
Damage Cost per 293 reported x $22,730 + 43.. unreported x $300
Friction Bearing 336 total friction bearing
Accident accidents

Avg. Equipment
Damage per -  $19, 858 per accident
Friction Bearing
Accident

5. 7. 2 Damage to Railroad Track

For 1 9 7 3 , the average damage to track and right of way resulting 

from the 323 broken journal accidents reported to the FRA Was $6; 62 5. 

This figure was used to estimate average damage to track ifor the 293 

reported friction bearing accidents. As in the Case Of equipment 

damage, track damage is also reported on the FRA T-form s. As noted 

before, these are the only two cost estimates reported to the FRA on
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the T-form . For the 43 unreported accidents, an estimate of $200 

per unreported accident was used as an average track damage cost.

This number added to the $300 estimated equipment damage yields a 

total of $500 for the total damage to equipment and track in an unre

ported broken journal accident. This total is below the $7 50 cut-off 

point established by the FRA as a minimum cost requirement for the 

reporting of a train accident. * For 1973, the average track damage 

per-friction bearing accident would be:

Avg. Track
Damage per = 293 reported x $6,625 + 43 unreported x $200
Friction Bearing 336
Accident

Avg. Track Damage per
Friction Bearing Accident = $5803

5 .7 .3  Wreck Clearing Costs

These costs are reported by railroads to the ICC each year. 

However, the total as published by the ICC, does not indicate how many 

accidents the figure is based on nor is it broken down to type of ac c i - . 

dents. Various railroads were contacted to obtain their estimates of. 

wreck clearing costs and the consensus of opinion was that these costs

*As discussed in the Phase I report, the $750 cut-off substantially 
limits the reportable accidents and thus understates the total number , 
of accidents.
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Were a ^ir.eet funetipji of bow many p§rs were involved in the derail- 

ment. The ayefage^ wreck clearing costs based on their more recent ! 

experience werg es|im$t§d tg be $1, 500 per car derailed which includes 

material and labor expended by railroad personnel in clearing the 

wreck.

The average number of cars derailed per friction beaming acci

dent y/.as then dpterjruned and for the 293 journal failures reported
\

in 1973, §.n average of six cars iyere assumed derailed per accident.

Fpr unre ported accidents, it was assumed that since these accidents 

were not of <a serious nature, only one car was estimated tp derail in an 

unrepprted accident. Average wreck clearing costs were calculated as 

fpllows:

Avg. reels Clearing §93 reported x 6 cars derailed
■!§p§£s per Friction " = x $1, 500 per par .+
Bearing Accident 43 unrepprted x 1 car derailed

x $1, 500 per car______________
336 tpt.al friction Rearing accidpnjs

Avg. Wreck Clearing 
Costs per Fric.tipn 
Bearing Accident = $8, 040

"a
5, 7. 4 Del mage to Lading

This figure is also -rpparteid by the railroads -to the ICC and to the 

AAR but is again npt broken down by type of accidents. Damage records
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of several railroads were examined and officers of various railroads 

were contacted in an effort to obtain expert estimates of this cost.

From these efforts, a figure of $30, 000 per accident was calculated as 

the average damage to lading resulting from a friction bearing accident 

whether it is reported or unreported. This figure is used for both 

reported and unreported friction bearing accidents since considerable 

damage to lading can, and often does, result even in cases where the 

car itself is not damaged. Consequently, the $30, 000 per accident will 

be used as estimated lading damage for all friction bearing accidents.

5. 7. 5 Personal Injury and Fatalities

Examination of the FRA Accident Bulletins for 1970, 1971, 1972 

and 1973 showed no fatalities resulting from accidents caused by 

broken journals for these four years. Also, it was found that in 1970 

there were 14 non-disabling injuries resulting from broken journal 

accidents, in 1971 there were none, in 1972 there were two, and in 1973 

there were five injured as a result of a broken journal accident. Furthe 

investigation of the 1972 injuries indicated that these were minor in

juries and that neither man was disabled. Thus, for the purpose of 

this cost/effectiveness analysis, it is assumed that personal injury or 

fatality costs associated with accidents caused by broken journal
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b ea r in g s  am ount to  $1000 p e r  m an d isa b lin g  in ju r y .*  A s s u m in g  2200 

b ro k e n  jo u r n a l  a cc id e n ts  (A A R  e s t im a te s )  o v e r  this fo u r  y e a r  p e r io d ,  

the a v e ra g e  in jury  d am ages  paid by the ra i lro a d s  would am ount to $10 

p e r  a c c id e n t  ($21 ,000  «• 2200).

5. 7. 6 D am age to  Non- R a i lro a d  P r o p e r t y  
(Paid  fo r  b y  R a i l r o a d s )

W hile  this an a lys is  did not include  an ex ten s ive  s e a r c h  of r a i l 

ro a d  c la im s  f i le s  and co u r t  r e c o r d s ,  it was c o n f irm e d  in in terv iew s  

w ith individuals  su ffe r in g  l o s s e s  as a re su lt  of a cc id e n t  and with r a i l 

road  c la im s  agents that r a i lr o a d s  se tt le  the g rea t  m a jo r i t y  o f  c la im s  

f i l e d  aga inst  them  fo r  d a m a g es  resu lt in g  f r o m  train  a c c id e n ts .  Rough 

e s t im a te s  p la ce  the a v e r a g e  c o s t  o f  dam age  to  n o n -r a i l r o a d  p r o p e r ty  

paid  f o r  b y  the r a i lr o a d s  at $800 p e r  a c c id e n t .  It should  be  u n d erstood  

that the vast m a jo r i ty  o f  f r i c t i o n  b e a r in g  a cc id e n ts  do not invo lve  

d a m a g e  to  n o n -r a i l r o a d  p r o p e r ty  and t h e r e fo r e  the bulk o f  the $800 p er  

a c c id e n t  r e p re s e n ts  a p ro ra t in g  o f  the n o n -r a i l r o a d  p r o p e r ty  dam age  

c o s t s  a s s o c ia t e d  with the C r e s c e n t  C ity  a cc id e n t  d is c u s s e d  in another 

s e c t io n .

5 . 7 . 7  D elays and D isruptions  in S e r v ic e

A ny tim e an a c c id e n t  o r  d e r a i lm e n t  o c c u r s ,  there  is a p ro b a b il i ty  

that a d e la y  o r  d is ru p t io n  in s e r v i c e  m a y  o c c u r ,  not on ly  f o r  the

* S oc ie ta l  C o s ts  o f  M o to r  V e h ic le  A c c id e n ts ,  U. S. D epartm ent 
o f  T ra n sp o r ta t io n .

«
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derailed train but also for subsequent trains travelling along the same
f\

track. These costs range from very severe to insignificant depending 

on the location and severity of the wreck. A derailment on the main
/ 5

line track of a railroad could delay numerous trains while a branch

line derailment would cause little or no disruption of service. Afctual

losses resulting from such delays frequebtly, depend on Whether or not

the carrier involved has a policy prohibiting rerouting by other carriers.

The following assumptions were used to estimate the average

loss in revenue and customer goodwill that railroads experience when

a friction bearing accident occurs:

. One percent of all carloads are delayed as 
a result of tr.ain accidents. *

. Friction bearing accidents comprise 5 
percent of all reportable train accidents 
in 1973.

Then, taking one percent of all carloads in 1973 (2 7, 300, 000 x 1% =

273, 000 carloads) and multiplying by 3 percent, the resulting 8, 190 

carloads will be those carloads delayed one day** by a friction bearing 

accident. At $4.20 average diem cost, the per <3iem loss due to 

friction bearing accidents is:

0 2 1  -  3% ) V 9375 /

*A number of carriers provided specific accounting of the cars 
involved in accidents. ;

**Some cars are delayed for only a few hours while others are: 
delayed for many days. This average has been roughly estimated on 
the basis of interview responses.
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Per Diem Lo s s Due
to Friction Bearing 
Accidents

Carloads delayed x'"’ $4. 20 per day
x 1 day delayed
8,190 x $4. 20 = $34,410

The total per diem accident losses for 1973 amount to $34, 410 =

delayed represents one customer, then loss of customers would be 

equal to one-half of one percent* of the total .cars delayed due to a 

friction bearing accident.

Loss of Customers = 1% x carloads delayed = customer loss

= 8, 190 x . 005 = 41 customers

Assuming the 41 customers ship an average 12 cars a year, the 

total annual carloads lost by the entire rail industry due to friction 

bearing accidents amounts to 492 carloads. At an annual revenue loss 

for 1973 of $500 per car, the net revenue loss would be $246, 000. The 

average revenue loss, due to loss of good will, per friction bearing 

accident in 1973 would then be:

Revenue Loss Due to
Loss of Goodwill per = $246,000 = $732 per accident
Friction Bearing 336
Accident in 1973

*The interview responses indicated that most customers do not 
penalize the railroads when their cars are involved in an accident, 
which explains the diminutive response.
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Total average railroad costs for a friction bearing accident in 1973 

dollars would be $64,545. These costs are summarized in Table 18. 

When used in conjunction with the number of accidents prevented, this 

value represents a benefit to the rail industry.
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Table 18

Summary Table
Railroad'Benefits Per Accident 
Reduced (Cost of Accident)

f • Costs

Average Damage to Track and Right of 
Way per Friction Bearing Accident $ 5,803

Average Damage to Railroad Equipment 
per Friction Bearing Accident $19,858

Average Wreck Clearing Costs per 
Friction Bearing Accident $ 8,040

Average. Damage to Lading Paid by 
Railroads per Friction Bearing Accident $30, boo

Average Personal Injury Damages Paid by 
Railroads per Friction Bearing Accident $ 10

Average Per Diem Loss Due to 
F ricti on, Bear ing A c cide nt s $ 102

Average Revenue Loss Due to Loss of 
Goodmll from Friction Bearing Accidents $ 732

Total Average Railroad Cost of a 
Friction Bearing Accident $.64, 545
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5. 8 Accident Reduction

The benefits railroads and society will experience for compliance 

with the FRA friction bearing standards will be principally the dollar 

savings resulting from a reduction in accidents due to journal failures.

In the previous section, the average cost of a friction bearing accident, 

in 1973 dollars, was determined to be $64,545. In order to determine 

the benefits due to the reduction in friction bearing accidents, this 

average accident cost must be multiplied by the yearly reduction in 

accidents effected by the standards. This reduction in accidents is 

based on the difference between those accidents that would have occurred 

without the new standards in effect and those accidents that would have 

occurred with the proposed standards in effect. This is a measure of 

the accident reducing effectiveness of the proposed standards and will 

be used to calculate total railroad and societal benefits which, when 

compared with total compliance costs, will determine the net cost 

effectiveness of the proposed friction bearing standards.

In order to determine the accident reducing capabilities of the 

standards, it is necessary to forecast the number of friction bearing 

accidents that would occur with or without the proposed standards in 

effect. Preliminary regressions were computer run in an attempt to ; 

correlate frequency of friction bearing accidents with yearly equipment,
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• N j  V )

!•
maintenance expenditures (from ICC accounts and Moody's) and ton» 

miles travelled, (Mopdy's) by freight cars over the past ten years. 

Though some of these regressions indicated a correlation, this method

of forecasting was not used for the following reasons:
1

a. There proved to be virtually no way of forecasting dollar 

expenditures for maintenance of equipment with any degree of confi

dence for the years 1975 through 1989.

b. Though a correlation was established, the variables were too 

general to provide meaningful sensitivity, for while equipment main

tenance expenditures include the maintenance and repair of friction 

bearings, they also include all other equipment components, such as 

couplers, air brakes, etc. Moreover, it was practically impossible to 

determine from the data available, what specific dollar expenditures 

were made by railroads for the repair and maintenance of friction 

bearings.

c. Most important was the fact that accident data for the years 

1961 through 1970 was obtained from the FRA data file. .As has been 

discussed previously, this data understates the number of friction 

bearing accidents that occur annually due to the $750. 00 reporting 

criteria. To estimate the total number of accidents caused by broken 

journals for those years would compound the potential for error in 

the regression analysis.
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In light of these considerations, regression analysis was not 

employed in developing the accident forecast. However, a certain 

trend was indicated through the analysis of the data available: over the 

ten years from 1961 to 1970, the amount of money, in deflated dollars, 

spent for equipment maintenance, divided by the total ton miles 

travelled by all freight cars (a measure of work) was negatively corre

lated to the number of friction bearing accidents reported to the FRA 

for those years. In equation form:

No. of friction 
bearing acci- = A - B 
dents per year

where A and B are constants.

The implications are that friction bearing accidents will be 

reduced by a decrease in ton miles travelled or a proportionately 

greater increase in maintenance expenditures which is no more than 

good common sense would expect.

An equally high correlation (r^s#. 5) was found when the number 

of friction bearing accidents were regressed with the number of friction 

bearing cars in service for the respective years. This indicated that 

more than one or two variables would need to be considered before a 

regression equation could be adequately specified, i. e. , a multi

variate analysis. However, due to the magnitude of the data gaps that 

exist, serious constraints are placed on an analysis of this type.

Yearly Equipment Maintenance 
Ton Miles per year
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From -AAR sources it was found that there were 566 friction 

bearing accidents tha.t occurred in the U .S. in 1972 based on accident 

reports made to them by member railroads. A review of the 305 T- 

forms submitted for broken journal accidents (friction and roller) to 

the FRA in 1972: indicated that approximately 281 of the reported 305 

broken journal accidents involved failed friction bearings with the 

remaining 24 involving roller bearing failures. This large difference 

in friction bearing accidents reported to the FRA and those reported 

to the AAR is primarily due to the FRA reporting requirements. As 

long as the actual number of accidents is known, independent of the 

severity of the accidents, the forecasting of future accidents is more 

readily accomplished. It was principally by means of the data supplied 

by individual railroads and the AAR that the forecast of friction bearing 

accidents was developed.

As discussed previously, the major effect of the new standards 

is mainly because of the civil penalty which will tend to increase the 

number of repackings per year and reduce the average age (with 

respect to repacking) of the entire friction bearing fleet. To estimate 

the accidents due to the changing makeup of the fleet the following 

analysis was performed. First, probabilities of failure versus age in 

repack were calculated from available data, then total failures were 

calculated for the fleet which will evolve under FRA safety standards.
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5. 8. 1 Failure Probabilities

The probability distribution of friction bearing failures as a 

function of months after repack is difficult to calculate for two reasons. 

There is a lack of data on failures as a function of months after repack 

and also on the total number of cars in each month after repack. The 

fact that there is a decline of failures after the 24th month is largely 

due to the fact that a large portion of the United States fleet, namely, 

the unstabilized cars, is on a 24 month repacking cycle. Confusing 

the picture are the unknown number of overdate cars, some stabilized 

and some unstabilized. Cars being retired from service during the 

year further complicate the matter because their population varies 

throughout the year.

However, the behavior of many sub populations has been investi

gated in detail and total numbers are known for the nation in general. 

Several assumptions were made about how the total figures were 

divided up among different groups of friction bearing cars.' The 

allocations were based on data as far as possible and sensitivity 

analysis was performed on the allocation to determine how critical 

each assumption was. The allocation groups are of two types, status 

groups and age groups. The age groups depend upon the number of 

months since repack. The status groups are the stabilized and unstabil-
t

ized cars in each of the following three categories:
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. Those cars oat overdate at the end of the year,

. Those cars overdate at the end of the year,

. Those cars retired during the year.

Because of the two repacking cycles, neither of which coincides with 

the calendar year and because of the three categories, calculating the 

number of cars in a certain month of use is quite involved. For 

example the number of cars in the 22nd month after repack includes 

4/10 of the non-overdate stabilized cars, 1/2 of the non-overdate 

unstabilized cars, a small proportion of the cars which will become 

overdate before the end of the year and a larger proportion of the cars 

which will be retired during the year.

The general approach used to determine bearing failure probabil

ities is to form mathematical expressions for the number of bearing 

failures in each age group. Each expression is of the form:

Failures in Age Group X and Status Group Y = (Probability 
of failure) x (Population )

As will be seen later, the population in each age group depends on the 

age group itself. That is, the total population is not divided equally 

among all the age groups. For each age group, the failure expressions 

are added algebraically and set equal to the total failures derived from 

statistical data. The total population is then allocated among the status 

groups according to other statistical information. With this information, 

the probability of failures can then be solved for each age group.

2 1 6



The symbols used in the derivations are defined in Table 19. The 

easiest way to depict the distributions of the age groups is by a sketch 

of the time streams of the various cohorts* of population. Figure 18 

is a representation of the stabilized-car population. If it is assumed 

that all cars are repacked on the first day of their repack month, then 

there are thirty different cohorts of stabilized cars, all of which are 

assurtied to be of the same size. A vertical bar indicates the. repack

ing date of each cohort, the numbers on the lines indicate the end 

of a month, while the numbers in the boxes indicate the month of age. 

Assume a year is picked at random, such as the one indicated by the 

long vertical bars in Figure 18. The repack ages of the 30 cohorts 

are given for each month of the selected year. The expression for the

failures in January in the 9 month age group, for example, is P * Sn .
9 30

For the entire year, the number of failures is P * 12^n . Since
9 30

aggregation is desirable for reasons of data availability and ease of 

labor, six month age groups were chosen. For all the stabilized cars 

the total failure expression is:

= S * 12 [P (1,6) + P(7, 12) + P(13, 18) + P(19, 24)n ' LSn n 30
+ P(25, 30)]

where the symbols are as defined in Table 19.

*A cohort, as used here, is a group of cars of the same repack
age.
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TABLE 19:

K ‘.

i t

Tf’ fSymbology Used in Failure Probability Calculations

n

Un

Uo

j , i

Number of stabilized cars not overdate at the end of 
subject year

Number of unstabilized cars not overdate at the end of 
subject year

V

Number of stabilized cars overdate at the end of subject 
year

Number of unstabilized cars overdate at the end of subject 
year

U
3

F

P n

,b): =■

Number of stabilized cars retired during subject year

Number of unstabilized cars retired1 during subject year

Number of failures during the subject year

Probability of failure during the nth month of repack

Probability of failure during the ath through the bth month 
of repack.

,.b )* -  P  f  . . . . .  ... + PL
cL
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Similar reasoning can be used to derive the expression for the 

unstabilized cars, -which are on a 24 month repack cycle.

F r= uh * 12 fP(l, 6) + P(7, 12) + P(13, 18) + P(19,24)j
Un 24

The ̂ derivation of the expressions for the overdate cars requires
i], *

another time stream diagram, Figure 19, with the same conventions 

as used in Figure 18, except that the short vertical bars indicate the 

.missed repack dates. Some additional assumptions are needed about 

overdate ears. .Assume the cars overdate uniformly and that no car 

goes overdate more than 12 months. Then,.' looking at their missed 

repack dates, the top three cohorts will get repacked the year previous 

to the subject year. The next eleven cohorts get repacked during the 

subject year and the last four cohorts cannot overdate during <he year. 

This leaves twelve cohorts which become overdate by the end of the 

year.

The youngest of the cars which become overdate at the end of the 

year are the 20 month cars. These cars are 20 months old in January
ii

(actually at the end of January) and 31 months old in December. The
c*number of failures, out of this group is F c = P * °o for

“0 ~TT~ : ,
January and also for the entire year, since 20 month cars don't exist V

in any other month. If the assumption is made that P2G = P21 = P22

P0_ = P , then F = S (5 P + 4 P  ̂ + 3 P + 2 P9. +
24 So19 ,24 °  12  20 12 21 12 22 12

^ 2 0 )12
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F  = S * 15_ * P( 19, 24) = 15 P(19» 24)* SQ
Soi9924 °  12 6 72

= 45 P(l>9,24) * S 
, 72

Proceed .in .this f ashicn to obtain the failures from the entire 

oyerdate stabilized cars:

F_ = S 1.20833 P(X9,24) + . 70833 P(25, 30) + . 79167 P(31,36) 
So o

+ ,29167 P(27„ 42)]

A similar procedure yields the following failure expression for 

over date nom- stabilized cars:

F = S„ 1.20833 P(13, 18) + . 70833 P(19, 24) + . 79167 P(25, 30) U o  u L
+ .29167 P(31, 36) + 0 *P(37,42)]

FailuTfi .calculations for the ears which retire during the year 

require some further assumption. Assume that the same number of 

cars are retired each month and that cars were repacked 12 months or 

more before retiring, but not overdate more than 12 months. Then 

their time stream could be sketched as in Figure 18 and 19 with the 

same conventions as before except that the population diminishes by 

1/12 each month. The expression for failures among retirees is:

FSr = Sr 1 • 07407P(1, 6) 4 . 19074P(7, 12) + . 21667P(15, 18)

+ . 21667P(19,24) + . 21667P(25, 30) + . 09398P(31,36)

+ . 02593P|37,42)]
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Similarly the failures expression for non-stabilized cars which are 

retired during the subject year is:

F Ur = U r . 09259P(1,6) + . 23843P(7, 12) + . 27083P(13, 18)

+ . 27083P(19, 24) . 09722P(25, 30) + . 03241P(31,36)

+ 0 • P(37, 42)

Each age group can now be summed across all the status groups 

to get a total number of failures for each age group. Since these 

failure numbers were obtained in another way (as actual data), the 

equations can be used to solve for the probability of failure versus 

months after repacking. For example:

F(19, 24) = P(19, 2 4 ) 4Sn + . 5U r + .20833So + . 70833 Su

+ .21667S + .27083Ur rJ
Hence, the probability of failure in the 19 to 24 month age group is: 

P(19,24) = F(19, 24)/Bracketed Terms 

The values of the probabilities depend upon two things, the status 

group populations and their distributions among the age groups. These 

distributions are listed in Table 20 in matrix form.

The populations of the status groups are derived by allocating 

the total car population. Since there is some uncertainty in the popula

tion numbers, a baseline case with its associated probabilities could 

be defined. A sensitivity analysis, described later, will show how 

sensitive the probabilities are to the assumptions. The baseline
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T A B L E  2 0 : C a r  P op u lation  D istr ib u tio n

Status Age Group Distribution
Group Population 1 - 6 7 -12 13 - 18 19-24 25 - 30 31 +

Sn 196,949 .200000 .200000 .200000 .200000 .200000 -0-

U n 590,848 .250000 .250000 .250000 .250000 -0- -0-

So 21,883 -0- -0- -0- .104167 .354167 .541667

U o 65, 650 -0- -0- .104167 .354167 .395833 .145833

Sr 15, 750 .037500 .095833 .108333 .108333 .108333 . 059722

U r 47,250 .046296 .119213 .135417 .135417 .048611 .016204

All 938, 330 i



values are given in Table 21. The total plain bearing fleet size is as 

of the end of 1973. The number of cars retired during the year (which 

includes cars converted from plain to roller bearings) is derived from 

data furnished by the AAR and bearing manufacturers' market projec

tions. The biggest discrepancy here is the conversion estimate. The 

AAR number is 6000 conversions per year while the bearing manu

facturers' only see sales corresponding to about 1000 conversions per 

year. However, since conversions account for only about 10 percent 

of retirements, this discrepancy is not a major one. For the baseline 

case, the combined number of retirements and conversions was chosen 

as 63,000 cars per year.

AAR estimates that 30 percent of the plain bearing fleet is 

stabilized. This is a drastic downward revision of their 50 percent 

estimate last year. From interviews at railroads and also from 

preliminary results of the twenty-railroad survey being conducted by 

the AAR, 25 percent seems more realistic. This was the value chosen 

for the stabilized car percent. AAR estimates that 8 percent of the 

cars are overdate on repacking. The above mentioned sources plus 

results from FRA's field inspections would suggest that at least 10 

percent and probably more is overdate. However, 10 percent was the
v

value chosen for this parameter.
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T A B L E  2 1 : P a r a m e te r s  fo r  F a ilu r e  P ro b a b ility  C alcu lation s

h.

, Parameter Value

Total plain bearing car fleet . 875,330

Cars retired each year 63,000

Percent of fleet which is stabilized 25% .

Percent of fleet which is overdate 10%

Number of failures (1973)
Age Group 1-6* 70. 9**

7-12 68..7
13-18 63. 7
19-24 67.4
25-30 45.7
31 + 19.4

Change in Parameters to Calculate Failures Under FRA Safety
Standards

Parameter . Value

Percent of fleet which is overdate

*Age n means in the nth month since repack 
** These numbers were scaled up to distribute "unknown” ages.

■ ~ 7
, V -/

r /  \
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The number of failures is from good data from the AAR Failed. i

Axle Report for the year 1973. Of the 336 failures reported (note that 

all failures are supposedly reported; there is no monetary threshold as 

is the case in reporting to the FRA), 41 were of unknown age. These 

unknowns were distributed among all the ages proportionately to keep 

the correct total.

From the population distributions of Table 20, summed by age 

group, and the number of failures in each group, a probability of failure 

can be calculated for each age group. These probabilities are listed in 

Table 22. ^

To calculate the number of accidents prevented by the FRA safety 

standards, assumptions similar to those made in the section on railroad 

compliance costs will be made as to overdate cars. Assume that only 

1 percent (as opposed to the present 10 percent) of the cars will be 

overdate in any one year. Then, with,some reworking of the population 

distribution, the numbers of failures under FRA safety standards are 

as listed in Table 22. More failures will occur in the "younger" 

months (infant mortality) while fewer failures will occur in the "older "  

months for a net saving of fourteen prevented accidents the first year.

If it is assumed that the ratio of accidents to total cars is constant 

(which is the basis of the failure probability derivations), then the 

number of prevented accidents over an entire 15 year span can be 

calculated.
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T A B L E  2 2 : F a ilu r e  P ro b a b ilitie s  and F a ilu r e s

Failures undr Failures Prevented
n Under Under Accidents

Age : Failure AAR Inter- FRA Safety by FRA Safety
Group Probability change Rules Standards Standards

1-6 . q0-03734 
.0003588

70. 9 77. 9 -7 .0
7-12 68. 7 • ; 76. 4 -7 .7

13-18 .0003154 63. 7 67. 7 -4 . 0
19-24 .0003054 67. 4 66. 1 + 1.3
25-30 .0005926 45. 7 30. 1 ' + 15.6
31 + .0008369 19.4 3.2 + 16.2

All Ages 33 5. 8 321.4 + 14.4

2 2 8
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5 .8 .2  Benefits from Accident Reductions
\

From the fleet forecasts used previously (see Tables 14 and 15) 

and the prevented accidents arrived at in Table Z2, the benefits from

: accident reduction can now be calculated. The 14. 4 prevented acci-
* \

dents were based on a total fleet of 875,330 cars. If the prevented 

,, v‘ accidents are scaled down according to the projected fleet sizes listed
• ̂ ' V , 1

l in Table 23, the number of prevented accidents can be calculated for

i each succeeding year. Use of the OMB recommended discount factor

[/ l of 10 percent and the per-accident cost of $64, 545, which was deter-

. ... mined in previous sections on railroad and societal benefits, produces
< - (■

the discounted dollar figures in the last column of Table 23. The sum 

‘J of these numbers gives the current value of the benefits from prevented

accidents, $4,279,900.

; )■' '1
'[}
' 1 v
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T A B L E  2 3 : B e n e fits  F r o m  P rev en ted  A ccid en ts

Year
Plain bearing cars in 
Service at end of Year

Combined Infla- 
tion/Discount 
Rate @ 10%

Prevented 
Accidents @14.4/ 
875, 330

Discounted Benefits 
from Prevented 
Accidents @$64, 545

1973 875,330 0 14. 4 0
1974 812,330 1. 000 13.4 $ 864,900
1975 749, 330 .909 12. 3 721,700
1976 686,330 . 826 11.3 602,500
1977 623,330 . 751 10. 2 494,400
1978 560, 330 . 683 9.2 405,600
1979 497,330 . 621 8. 2 328, 700
1980 434,330 . 564 7. 1 258,500
1981 371,330 . 513 6. 1 202,000
1982 308, 330 . 467 5. 1 153,700
1983 245, 330 . 424 4. 0 109,500
1984 182,330 .386 3. 0 74,700
1985 119,330 . 350 2. 0 45,200
1986 56, 33 0 .319 . 9 18, 500
1987
1988 -- ,
Total (Societal and Railroad)Benefits from Prevented Accidents (Discounted) $4, 279, 900
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5.9 Net Cost Effectiveness
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5. 10 Sensitivity Analysis } '>

S t  I

In the absence of firm dbta, a sensitivity analysis is very impor-;/ iX? V
tant. If it can be shown that the results of our analysis are insensitive 

to the magnitude of a particular parameter, then the uncertainty in the
1 I >

value of that parameter is not important.

The largest uncertainties in this present analysis were in the 

plain bearing fleet phase out, the percent of cars which were stabilized, 

the percent of cars overdate and the failure rates themselves. Each 

of these are discussed in turn below.
ii

5. 10. 1 Sensitivity to Phase-Out Rate

In discussions with the AAR and bearing suppliers, discrepancies 

arose as to the phase-out rate of plain bearing cars (i. e. , conversions 

per year to roller bearings plus retirements per year). Since costs „ 

and benefits both tend to be proportional to the number of cars in the 

fleet each year, it is felt that the actual phase out rate will not sub

stantially change the net cost effectiveness.

Another effect however of. varying retirement rate is' in the 

failure probabilities calculated in Section 5. 8. The computer program, 

used to calculate the probabilities, was exercised with changes in all 

parameters. The retirement rate produced less th an l/2  percent 

change in any of the probabilities, even in conjunction with other
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parameter changes. Thus, the retirement rate was judged to be an 

uncritical parameter.

5. 10.2 Sensitivity to Percent Cars Overdate

Data on overdate cars are difficult to get because cars operating 

overdate are operating contrary to AAR interchange rules (and recently, 

contrary to FRA safety standards). Preliminary returns from FRA 

field inspections are not sufficient to comprise a valid sample.

However, from this sample, and from initial results of the AAR 

twenty-railroad survey, 10 percent seemed like a realistic value. To 

test the effect of an 8 percent value for overdate cars, this change was 

run through the computer program. Both the probabilities and the 

subpopulatipns change, of course, and the number of prevented acci

dents changes from 14. 4 per year to 15. 0 per year for the first year. 

This scales up both societal and railroad benefits to $4 ,458 ,2 00, as 

shown in Table 24, to yield a total net cost of $1, 071, 600. The analysis 

is judged insensitive to the percent of cars overdate since the change 

in net cost is only 14 percent.

5. 10. 3 Sensitivity to Percent of Cars Stabilized

Indications are that a very small proportion of the plain bearing 

fleet is stabilized. The assumption made was 25 percent. To test the 

sensitivity of the analysis to this parameter, a value of 30 percent was 

used in the computer, which changed the failure probabilities and the

2 3 3
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T A B L E  2 4 : S e n sitiv ity  A n a ly s is :  O v erd a te  and S ta b ilize d  C a r s

Baseline
Case*

8%
Overdate

30%
Stabilized

Railroad Compliance Costs $11,608,700 $11,608,700 $11,454,200

Societal Costs $ 275,600 275, 600 275, 600

Accident Reduction(first year) 14. 4 15. 0 14. 9

Railroad Benefits 1 
(@ $64, 545/accident)( 

Societal Benefits l 
(@$23 5/accident) )

$• 4,279, 900 $ 4,458,200 $ 4,428, 500

Civil Penalties $ 6 ,354,500 $ 6,354, 500 $ 6,354, 500

Net Costs $ 1,249,900 $ 1, 071,600 $ 946,800

*In the baseline cases it is assumed that 10% of the cars are overdate and 25% are stabilized.



subpopulations. The number of accident reductions come out to be

14. 9 in the first year. This changed the societal and railroad benefits 

to $4, 428, 500 as shown in Table 24. It was necessary also to change 

the railroad compliance cost since part of this cost is due to repackings 

which also changed. The total net cost is $946, 800, which, since it 

represents a 24 percent change, caused this parameter to be judged 

sensitive, although the analysis results would undergo only a quantita

tive change.

5.11 Implications of the Analysis

The immediate question that arises as a consequence of this test 

analysis is whether anything more can be done to lessen journal fail

ures. The following discussion will review the kind of action that 

might be taken by FRA.

a. The distribution of journal failures as a function of the month 

since repacking reveals that a high percentage of failures occur in the 

first few months after repacking. * This infant mortality phenomenon is 

responsible for the small reduction in accidents which are predicted 

from the promulgation of the safety standards. As a consequence, 

several approaches to accident prevention are suggested.

❖ Of the 1973 failures, 8 1/2 percent occurred in the first two 
months; for 1972, the figure is 14 percent.
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. Deal with the phenomenon of infant failure as is, 
designing standards that recognize the high 
probability of early failure.

. : Attempt to eliminate the causes of early
failure and thus produce a more normal 
wearing or distribution of failure.
iUnfortunately before either approach can be selected, additional infor

mation must be developed on the real causes of this infant mortality 

syndrome. .

It was suggested in the words of the mechanical department t
personnel interviewed, that "if a friction bearing fails to seat properly, 

it will show up as a hot box very soon after the repacking -- within the 

first few months. " This being the case, a standard that would require 

an inspection perhaps 10 to 20 days after the repacking, to insure that 

the bearing is seating properly, might be in order. If the inspection 

could be readily accomplished in the field and could be done without 

dismantling the entire bearing, then the additional costs to the railroad 

could be minimized. In this eventuality, each car would have to be 

stenciled or marked in such a way as to call attention to the fact that a 

repacking and/or bearing replacement has occurred within the previous 

10 to 20 days and that an immediate visual inspection is in order. 

However, it is questionable whether a suitable field inspection proce

dure can be economically developed and whether it is even possible to 

visually determine whether a bearing is seating properly or not. If a

1
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standard can be developed which is economically feasible and imple- 

mentable from a pragmatic standpoint, then the existing infant mortality 

phenomenon can be dealt with directly.

b. Prevailing railroad practice is to avoid repacking a loaded 

car. One reason for this, of course, is to avoid delays to shippers. 

There is also the feeling that a bearing will seat more successfully if 

it is lightly loaded. Strict enforcement of the FRA repacking standards 

will considerably limit discretionary action in this area.

The big unknown is whether or not a heavily loaded bearing is less 

likely to seat properly than a lightly loaded one. A review of one 

carrier's data or 383 hot boxes in 1974 gave the following figures: 83 

percent of all the hot boxes were on loaded cars while 87 percent of 

the first month hot boxes were on loaded cars. However, without 

knowledge of what percent of all these cars were repacked in the loaded 

condition, no conclusion can be reached. Again it is the population 

figures, rather than the failure figures, which are missing. If all 

railroads reported whether a car was repacked.loaded or-empty then 

at least some judgment could be formed on the effect of load on bearing 

seating. This would provide a basis for either retaining or changing 

the span (now one month) within which a bearing may be repacked.

c. Information on the numbers of cars in different repack age 

groups is generally sketchy; on the older groups, it is particularly
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vague. Individual carriers are understandably reluctant to advertise 

the number of cars they are operating in an illegal condition. This, 

along with the fact that relatively small numbers of cars are involved, 

make population on older cars both suspect and also variable.

By actually conducting a broad scale field test of longer repacking 

intervals, the real or natural distribution of failures can be ascertained 

for a wide variety of conditions, equipment types, and services; it may 

well be that journal failures would be minimized by establishing a longer 

interval for periodic repacking thus reducing the infant mortality effects. 

Since this real or natural distribution of failures is unknown at this 

time, the optimum interval is likewise unknown, and FRA as a conse

quence should encourage the development of standards or rules that 

would encourage experimentation in this area.

Evidence developed in this analysis suggests that dealing with the 

present failure distribution and the "infant mortality phenomenon" 

directly will be a difficult task at best. Accordingly, the second c

approach, that of trying to eliminate the root causes for infant failure, 

should also be considered.

Since very little tangible evidence exists pointing to failures in 

reassembly, versus component incompatibility-failure, mismatching, 

etc. , a program of field experimentation could be established to diag

nose hot boxes or incipient hot boxes and their contributing causes.
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Many carriers have been tabulating causes in attempts to determine

basic failure causes. Eight months data from one carrier provides the

following breakdown of first and second month (infant) hot box causes:

33% improper assembly or procedures 
. 22% failure to replace defective parts
. 11% infant mortality of parts
. 10% unknown
. 24% other (e.g. pad missing, water in box)

Another carrier, in analyzing data on hot boxes which occurred over a

span of one and a half years, provided this distribution of infant hot

boxes (in this case three month olds were also included):

. 24% improper assembly or procedures

. 12% failure to replace defective parts

. 21% infant mortality of parts

. 28% unknown
14% other

Although these breakdowns are incompatible because of different 

reporting procedures, standardization at the national level would 

produce large volumes of compatible data which would indicate the 

relative blames for example, of improper packing procedures and poor 

quality control on parts.

c. By accelerating the replacement of friction bearings with 

roller bearings, the numbers of accidents due to journal failures would 

be cut drastically. Roller bearings account for roughly half the U.S. 

fleet, but only 9 percent of the failures. This number is even more 

impressive in view of the higher utilization rates of roller bearing cars.
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The available evidence to date indicates that existing roller bearings 

are much more effective in reducing hot boxes than are plain friction 'j 

bearings. Ovlorqover, Timken has developed a new permanently sealed, 

roller bearing which does not require any lubrication unless mainten- 

nace, repair or replacement of related parts such as wheels causes it. 

The quality of the seals, both front and rear on these new bearings has 

been vastly improved as have the lubricants for a target duration of 

600, 000 m iles. Four hundred car sets are in service and will reach 

two years service next year. Preliminary examinations of bearings 

involved in accidents (due to other causes) indicate wear characteristics 

as predicted.

FRA should examine the alternatives that can be taken in concert 

with the AAR and the bearing manufacturers to step up the present 

replacement of friction bearings either by promulgating appropriate 

standards or other similar action oriented measures.

d. A program of field research designed to identify all causes 

of hot boxes and journal failures could be fostered and promoted. This
• /

program would examine the alleged causes of hot boxes as well as 

potentially unknown factors and would provide a sound analytical base 

for FRA accident countermeasures. Within the scope of this program 

some of the following factors could be considered for evaluation.
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. The role of lubrication or the lack of it in
causing hot boxes.

. The functional causes for lubrication losses and
the probability of various types of lubrication 
losses occurring.

. The loss of lubrication and/or effects due to
non-movement. It is believed that lubrication 
and saturation of the pad is a function of the 
rotational movements of the journal and con
sequently, it is not known how long a car can 
remain motionless without causing any loss 
and resulting friction and wear.

. The effects of high impacts on stabilized and
unstabilized boxes. Impacts could be simulated 
in field testing for a variety of lubricationg 
conditions.

. The effects of high dynamic loads on bearing wear
and bearing lubrication. Under what operating 
conditions does the lubrication film break down 
or dissipate.

e. Previous suggestions have focused on diagnosing the real 

causes of hot boxes in order that countermeasures can be developed for 

their prevention. An alternate but equally valid strategy is to improve 

hot box detection thereby preventing journal burn offs and resultant 

accidents.

F R A  could consider developing a safety standard that would 

require the installation of additional hot box detectors in accordance 

with formulas developed to determine the optimum location for such 

detectors. While most railroads readily acknowledge the efficiency of 

installing additional detectors in accordance with standard formulas
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that have been developed for this purpose, a few carriers credit the 

scientific analysis of optimum location and installation oi such detectors 

as one of the major reasons for their success in reducing journal 

failures.

One carrier's success is due to the precise installation of hot 

box detectors on tracks where traffic density and past hot box occur

rences indicates a high probability of prevention or detection effective

ness, and to an ongoing program designed to train and upgrade 

inspectors to detect incipient failures. While the total cost of this 

program has not been ascertained, the comments made concerning its 

effectiveness seemed to indicate that it is paying off; consequently, 

C O N S A D  feels that it should be investigated as a potential model for 

other railroads and as a prototype to be considered by FRA in designing 

hot box standards.

Another valid alternative to consider in a FRA preventative 

program is the development of a low cost hot box detector.

Current hot box detection equipment costs in the neighborhood of 

$20, 000 per installation and generally must be located where:

. There is tangent track,

. There has not just been a brake application,

. They are accessible for maintenance,

. A tie to existing communications is feasible,

. There is a power supply,
The roadbed is stable,

. Sunlight is not a problem,
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. < Traias.;c an topped. without interference,

. There are existing tracks that can be used
for set offs,

. The set offs are accessible for car repairs.

The initial costs and location limitations have greatly reduced the 

ability of railroads to install detectors at optimum locations in terms 

of their effectiveness in preventing accidents. What is needed are low 

cost detectors, perhaps battery powered, that can be installed between

existing detectors. Ideally such detectors would be installed at intervals
/

which would permit the, detection of rapid heat buildup that occurs with
i

ro lle r  bearing failures, thus providing a measure of economic insur

ance* for these failures as well as for similar but slower buildups in 

friction bearing cars.

Considering the financial position of the rail industry, the devel

opment of such devices could be the responsibility of the Federal Rail- 

road Administration.

A program of research and development of low cost hot box 

detectors could be undertaken by the Office of Research Development, 

FRA or alternatively by the Transportation Systems Center.

*Since friction bearing cars are being slowly phased out of the 
fleet, the installation of hot box detectors soley.for detection of hot 
boxes in these cars would not be economically justified for many 
carriers. However, since such detectors properly spaced can detect 
hot boxes on roller bearing cars, the investment makes greater sense.
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Another area needing research in hot box detection is in elimina

ting false alarms which presently run as high as 60%. This appears to 

be a problem more of signal processing than of procedures used by 

personnel. It appears that experience and procedures have gone about
5.
11 o.

as far as they can, leaving an expensive and time consuming high false 

alarm rate.

Summary Implications for
Prevention of Accidents

Most of the previous suggestions have been offered in an effort 

to provide FRA with some alternative considerations for preventing 

thei serious, costly accidents that result from journal failures. These 

are but a few of the many possible countermeasures which can be 

evaluated in establishing ah effective accident prevention program. 

Considering the substantial gaps in the state of the art and the inade

quate knowledge and understanding of the root causes for journal 

failures, CONSAD recommends that initial FRA work be directed at 

developing: a basic understanding of such factors as a foundation for 

subsequent action programs.
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A. Applications to Railroads
” 'T1 i

; j
Else., P. K. , and M. Howe, "Cost Benefit Analysis and the Withdrawal 

of R.ailway Services, "  Journal of Transport Economics and Policy, 
1969, Vol. 3, pp. 178-194.
(An excellent discussion of the social benefits and costs obtained 
fromaa railroad serving a community. The hazards of double 
counting in estimating the consumers' surplus are fully described. )

Shipman, W. D. , "Rail Passenger Subsidies and Benefit Cost Consider
ations, "  Journal of Transport Economics and Policy. January,
1971, Vol. 5, pip. 3- 2,7. ........... -
(A theoretical discussion of determining how much society should 
be willing to pay fpr railroad transportation. )

Foster, C. D, ., and M. E. Beesley, "Estimating the Social Benefit of 
Gonstrueting an Underground Railway in London, "  Journal of the 
Royal Statistical Society, Vol. 126, 1963, pp. 46-58.
(A now classic study of the estimation of social benefits of public 
transportation. Monetary values are assigned to travel time, 
co.nges.tipn, comfort and convenience to enable the net benefits to 
society to be determined. )

Evans, A* W. , "Intercity Travel and the London Midland Electrifica
tion, "  Journal of Transport Economics and Policy, Vol. 5, 1969, 
pp. 69^95.
(The effects of shorter travel time in attracting passengers to 
railroad transportation. )

Coburn, T, M. , M. E. Beesley, and D. J. Reynolds, The London 
Birmingham Railway: Traffic and Economics, London, Road 
Research Laboratory Technical Report No. 46, DSlR:HMSO,
I960,
(The benefit of faster travel time, less congestion and fewer 
accidents on society. )

Aldcroft, D. H. , "Innovation on the Railways, "  Journal of Transport 
Economics and Policy, Vol, 3, 1969, pp. 96-107.
(The failure to measure all the benefits of improved rail trans
portation lead to a decision that innovation on the railroad was 
not desirable. This proved to be a costly error. )
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Application to Railroads (continued)

Abouchar, A. , "Pricing and Deficits on Brazilian Railroads, "  Journal 
of Transport Economics and Policy, Vol. 4, 1970, pp. 326-336. 
(How to set railroad transportation prices so that society can 
obtain its maximum return from the railroads. )

Jones, C. D. , "The Performance of British Railways, 1962-1968," 
Journal of Transport Economics and Policy, Vol. 4, 1970, 
pp. 69-92.
(A review of railroad performance m easures.)

DeSolvo, T. S . , "A  Process Function for Rail Line Haul Operations, " 
Journal of Transport Economics and Policy, Vol. 5, 1969, 
pp. 3-27.
(Some information on the time period for depreciating railroad 
equipment. )
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B .  Analysis of Highway and
Auto Safety Standards

Lave, L. B. , and W. E. Weber, "A  Benefit-Cost Analysis of Auto 
Safety Features, 11 Applied Economics. Vol. 2, 1970, pp, 265- 
275.
(The approach taken in this article is to ask the customer how 
much he would be prepared to pay for an increase in his safety. )

Shoup, D. C. , "Cost Effectiveness of Traffic Law Enforcement, "  
Journal of Transport Economics and Policy. Vol. 7, 1973, 
pp. 32-57.
(The benefits of accident reduction are dealt with in detail on 
pages 41 and 42 of this article. The study illustrates some of 
the statistical problems which arise when alternatives are com
pared on the basis of incomplete data. )

Fleischer, G. A. , Cost Effectiveness and Highway Safety, Los 
Angeles, University of Southern California, Department of 
Industrial and Systems Engineering, Report 100, 1969.
(A good survey of the methods involved in determining the costs 
and benefits of highway safety. )

Little, A. D. , Cost Effectiveness in Traffic Safety, New York, 
Praeger, 1968.
(The main thrust of this book is with the accumulation of rele
vant data on accidents on the highway. The methodology of cost- 
benefit analysis is also discussed. )

Reclit, J. L. , How to do a Cost Benefit Analysis of Motor Vehicle
Accident Countermeasures, Chicago, National Safety Council,
1966.
(Many of the methods suggested in this book have now been 
improved upon. )

Operations Research, Inc. , Development of a Cost Effectiveness Sys
tem for Evaluating Accident Countermeasures, Technical Report 
505, April, 1968.
(Very detailed account of the kinds of data needed for a cost/ 
benefit analysis. )
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Analyses of Highway and
Auto Safety Standards (continued)

Smith, G. W. , "Benefit Cost Ratios: A Word of Caution, "  Highway 
Research Record, June, 1963, pp. 77-81.
(The equivalence of benefit cost ratios and savings cost ratio 
is shown. )

Cribbins, P. D. , "Investment Return Analysis: A New Approach for 
Scheduling Improvements at Hazardous Highway Locations, "  
Traffic Engineering, Vol. 38, April, 1968, pp. 32-40.
(An experimental approach to the effectiveness of various high
way safety features.)

Crossette, J. G. , and G. L. Allen, "Traffic Control Measures
Improve Safety, "  Traffic Engineering, Vol. 39, January, 1969,
pp. 18-21.
(A cost-benefit experiment on the improvement of safety on a 
busy road thoroughfare. )

Rowe, S. E. , "Accident Record Systems, "  Traffic Engineering,
Vol. 40, February, 1970, pp. 22-27.
(How to obtain and record accidents so as to improve the data 
available for cost-benefit studies. )

Rushing, J. L. , "Selecting Locations for Accident Prevention, " 
Traffic Engineering, Vol. 40, July, 1970, pp. 26-29.
(How to select locations with high accident records for improve 
ment.)

Lee, B. , and G. Cantilli, "Upgrading of Highways for Safety System
atically, "  Traifm_En^ineering^, Vol. 38, February,- 1968, 
pp. 16-25.
(A discussion of potential accident hazards near highways. )

Jorgensen, N. O. , A Model for Forecasting Traffic Accidents in a
Cost-Benefit Study, Copenhagen, Danish Council of Road Safety 
Research, 1969.
(A model relating accident frequency to traffic density on the ; 
highways. )
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C. General References

Fisher, G. H. , "The Role of Gost-Utility Analysis in Program Budget
ing, "  in F. J. Lyden and E. G. Miller, PPB; A Systems 
Approach to Management, Chicago, Markham, 1972.
(All the, maj,pr issues of cost-benefit analysis are presented in 
a simple short article. )

Mishan, E, J. , Cost-Benefit Analysis, New York, Praeger, 1971.
(A theoretically oriented book which explains the economic basis 
for cost-benefit analysis. Concepts of benefits and costs, ex
ternal effects and investment criteria are discussed in detail.
A new approach to determining the cost of life and limb is also 
presented. )

Prest, A, R, j, and R. Turvey, "CostrBenefit Analysis: A purvey, "
The Economic Journal, Vol. 75, 1965, pp, 685-734.
(A survey of costrbenefit analysis from the point of view of an 
economist. Many of the fine points of costrbenefit analysis are 
dealt with in this article. )

Thomas, E. N. , and J. L. Sehofer, Strategies for the Evaluation of
Alternative Transportation Plans, Washington, Highway Research 
Board, National Cooperative Highway Research Program Report,
1970,.
(A complete systems viewpoint is taken with regard to transpor
tation and its effect on society. The complexity of the interrela- 

, tionships are fully discussed. The authors conclude that the 
objective measurement of social, psychological or aesthetic con
siderations is unfeasible, such that there is little merit to com
bining the various measures of cost effectiveness. Without such 
a combination, it is not possible to measure the overall net bene
fit of safety standards in terms of dollars. The failure to deter
mine the net benefit in dollars renders cost/benefit analysis 
unsuitable for assessing the "system s" effectiveness of trans
portation. )

Lave, L. B. , "Risk, Safety and The Role of Government, in Per -
spectives of Benefit-rRisk Decision-Making, Washington, D. C, , 
National Academy of Engineering, 1972.
{This welfare economist approaches safety from a point of view 
which asks people to indicate how much each of them would be 
prepared to pay to lower the already low probability of death or 
injury during transportation. )
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D. Accident Analyses and Reports from
the National Transportation Safety Board

National Transportation Safety Board, Railroad Accident Report:
Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Railroad Company Train 64 
and Train 824 Derailment and Collision with Tank Car Explo
sion, Crete, Nebraska, February 18, 1969, Washington, D. C. , 
Report No. NTSB-RAR-71-2, February 24, 1971.

National Transportation Safety Board, Railroad/Highway Accident
Report: Illinois Central Railroad Company, Train No. 1 Colli
sion with Gasoline Tank Truck At South Second Street Grade 
Crossing, Loda, Illinois, January 24, 1970, Washington, D. C. , 
Report No. NTSB-RHR-71-1, July 8, 1971.

National Transportation Safety Board, Railroad Accident Report: 
Illinois Central Railroad Company and Indiana Harbor Belt 
Railroad Company, Collision Between Yard Trains at River- 
dale, Illinois, September 8, 1970, Washington, D. C. , Report 
No. NTSB-RAR-71-3, November 24, 1971.

National Transportation Safety Board, Railroad Accident Report:
Penn Central Transportation Company, Freight Train Derail
ment Passenger Train Collision with Hazardous Material Car, 
Sound View, Connecticut, October 8, 1970, Washington, D. C. , 
Report No. NTSB-RAR-72-1, December 22, 1971.

National Transportation Safety Board, Railroad Accident Report:
Penn Central Company, Electrocution of Juvenile Trespasser 
on Penn Central Tracks, Washington, D. C. , May 14, 1971, 
Washington, D. C. , Report No. NTSB-RAR-72-3 , March 29,
1972.

National Transportation Safety Board, Railroad Accident Report:
Derailment of Toledo, Peoria and Western Railroad Company's 
Train No. 20 with Resultant Fire and Tank Car Ruptures, 
Crescent City, Illinois, June 21, 1970, Washington, D. C. , 
Report No. NTSB-RAR-72r2, March 29, 1972.
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Accident Analyses and Reports from
the National Transportation Safety Board (continued)
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National Transportation Safety Board, Railroad Accident Report:
Burlington Northern Inc. , Derailment of Extra 5701 East at 
Sheridan, Wyoming, March 28, 1971, Washington, D. C. ,
Report,No. NTSB-RAR-72-4, April 26, 1972.

n t
National Transportation Safety Board, Railroad/Highway Accident 

Report: Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Passenger Train No.
212 Collision with Stillwater Milling Company Motortruck at 
116th Street North Grade Crossing near Collinsville, Oklahoma, 
April 5, 1971, Washington, D. C. , Report No. NTSB-RHR-72-1, 
May 24, 1972.

National Transportation Safety Board, Railroad Accident Report:
Derailment of Missouri Pacific Railroad Company's Train 94 
at Houston, Texas, October 19, 1971, Washington, D. C. ,
Report No. NTSB-RAR-72-6, December 13, 1972.

National Transportation Safety Board, Railroad Accident Report: . 
Southern Pacific Railroad Company Fruitridge R'oad Grade 
Crossing, Sacramento, California, February 22., 1967,.• 
Washington, D. C. , January 15, 1968.

National Transportation Safety Board, Railroad Accident Report:
New..York. Central Railroad Company, Train l/N Y -4  Extra 2020 
East and Train ND-5 Extra 5305 West, Head-On Collision, New 
York City, New York, May 22, 1967, Washington, D. C. ,
January 24, 1968.

National Transportation Safety Board, Railroad/Highway Accident
Report: Boston and Maine Corporation, Single Diesel-Powered 
Passenger Car 563 Collision With Oxbow Transport Company 
Tank Truck at Second Street Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing, 
Everett, Massachusetts^, December 28, 1966, Washington, D. C. , 
February 29, 1968.

National Transportation Safety Board, Highway/Railroad Accident
Report: Waterloo, Nebraska, Public School School Bus, Union 
Pacific Railroad Company Freight Train Accident, Waterloo, 
Nebraska, October 2, 1967, Washington, D. C. , September 18, 
1968.
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National Transportation Safety Board, Railroad Accident Report:
Southern Railway Company Train 154 Derailment with Fire and 
Explosion, Laurel, Mississippi, January 25, 1969, Washington,
D. C. , October 6, 1969.

National Transportation Safety Board, Railroad Accident Report:
Penn Central Company Train Second 115 (Silver Star) D e r a i l 
ment at Glenn Dale, Maryland, June 28, 1969. Washington,
D .C ., Report No. NTSB-RAR-70 - 1, June 10, 1970.

National Transportation Safety Board, Railroad Accident Report:
Illinois Central Railroad Company, Train Second 76 Derailment 
at Glendora, Mississippi, September 1 1, 1969, Washington,
D .C ., Report No. NTSB-RAR-70-2, August 19, 1970.

National Transportation Safety Board, Railroad Accident Report: 
Richmond, Fredericksburg and Potomac Railroad Company 
Train No. 10/76 Derailment with Three Fatalities and Numer- 
ous Personal Injuries, Franconia, Virginia, January 27, 1970, 
Washington, D. C. , Report No. NTSB-RAR-71 - 1, .February 3,
1971.

National Transportation Safety Board, Railroad Accident Report:
Hazardous Materials Railroad Accident in the Alton and Southern 
Gateway Yard in East St. Louis, Illinois, January 22, 1972, 
Washington, D. C. , Report No. NTSB-RAR-73- 1, January 31,
1973.

National Transportation Safety Board, National Transportation Safety
Board Study of Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority's 
Safety Procedures for the Proposed Metro System, Washington,
D .C . , Report No. NTSB-RSS-70-1, September 28, 1970.

National Transportation Safety Board, Special Study: Train Accidents
Attributed to the "Negligence of Employees, " Washington, D. C. , 
Report No. NTSB-RSS-72-1, May 24, 1972.

National Transportation Safety Board, Special Study: Signals and 
Operating Rules as Causal Factors in Train Accidents, 
Washington, D. C. , Report No. NTSB-RSS-71-3, December 2,
1971.

Accident Analyses and Reports from
the National Transportation Safety Board (continued)
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National Transportation Safety Board, Special Study of Rail Rapid , 
Transit Safety, Washington, D. C. , Report No. NTSB-RSS-71|?f:/=- 
June 16, 1971.

National Transportation Safety Board, Special Study of Proposed Track 
Safety Standards, Washington, D, C, , Report No. NTSB-RSS-71 -2* 
August 26, 1971.

.National Transportation Safety Board, Safety Recommentation R -71-1 :
Derailments Attributed to Equipment Failures, Washington, D. C. , 
March 9, 1971.

National Transportation Safety Board, Safety Recommendation R -72-37  
through-40: Safety Problems, Washington, D. C. , November 30,
1972.

National Transportation Safety Board, Safety Recommendations R -72-9  
and 10: Use of radio as a potential for increasing the.efficiency 
of train, operations, Washington, D. C. , May 17, 1972.

National Transportation Safety Board, Safety Recommendation R -71-38: 
Control of .derailment fire with water, Washington, D. C. , 
December 27, 1971.

Accident Analyses and Reports from
the National Transportation Safety Board (continued)
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APPENDIX B

INTERVIEWS WITH RAILROAD RESPONDENTS
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RAILROAD INTERVIEWS

Interviews were scheduled with a representative cross-section  

of railroads in order to provide direct input from the industry on the 

design of the cost/benefit methodology.

Most of the questions asked during the interviews were directed 

toward determining whether or not the carriers had completed a cost/ 

benefit analysis of the safety standards or had measured the impacts in 

some other fashion, and the specific approaches or methods followed in 

their analysis. These questions helped clarify the type of data required 

for measuring the costs of compliance and produced a number of excel

lent procedural suggestions which have been incoporated in the recom

mended design. The personnel contacted on each road varied but gen

erally included the Chief Operating Officer, Chief Engineer, Chief 

Mechanical Officer, Transportation Superintendent, Vice President 

of Marketing, Vice President of Finance, Director of Safety, Director 

of Operation Planning, and Chief Claims Agent.

A total of eight Class I carriers were contacted and one Class L 

switching and terminal company. Of this total, only one carrier 

declined to participate, while another carrier facing its imminent 

dissolution felt their contribution would be of doubtful value considering
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their position. The carriers ranged in size and financial strength 

from very large to very small, from very strong to very weak (bank

rupt), and covered all geographical sections of the country, providing 

a well-distributed sample.

In the course of the interviews, a number of suggestions were 

made which did not relate directly.to our principal concerns, namely, 

the design of a methodology for cost/benefit analysis of safety stand

ards. However, we have included the more pertinent comments where 

it was felt to be appropriate.

In general, the railroads contacted were extremely helpful, 

candid in their responses, and provided generously of their time in 

the conduct of these interviews. We have categorized their principle 

comments and our own observations, under the headings: general 

comments, costs, and benefits.
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A* General Comments

• 1! ‘ ' '

§ h iy  two of. the carriers interviewed had done any specific cost

ing of the safety (Standard impacts on- their railroads, although two 

other carriers as a result of our interviews did provide ballpark esti

mates of the Cost of compliance on their roads. While most of the 

carriers felt that the standards would reduce accidents, a few were 

uncertain of the effects, while one suggested that accidents might 

actually increase over the long run; The latter comment was based 

oh a belief that implementing the FRA track standards would seriously . 

affect planned maintenance activities end thus the railroad would suffer 

a loss in net efficiency Over a longer period of time. None of the 

carriers made any effort to quantify the benefit's stemming from 

compliance with the standard;‘ relying on the aggregate figures assembled 

by the AAR committee to represent their common‘viewpoint.

As to the overall financial impacts of the standards, the re

sponses were equally divided between those that said the. standards

would have little or no impact, and those who felt the standards would 

have a major impact. Those carriers who felt the safety standards 

would have little impact offered these explanations for their views:
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. Their particular railroad track and equipment 
is in relatively good shape and thus incremental 
maintenance expenditures required to comply 
'with the standard were felt -.to;be minimal.

. Their financial planning dictates the funds that 
ican be spent on.upgrading track and equipment- 
and. he he e generally limits the extent of com-l 
pliance.-' What they are planning to allot 
for compliance activities must be consistent 
with their overall financial plans.

. FRA would be unable to provide effective field 
inspection forces due to manning deficits and 
thus the carriers were planning to slowly inte
grate compliance activities over a longer period 
rather than meet the compliance dates established 
by FRA.

\

Overall, the reactions to the establishment of the standards and
J

the action being taken by FRA in developing these standards was ex

tremely favorable. Comments were made to the effect that "This 

should have been done a long time ago, "  "The industry will benefit 

from accident reductions in the long run, "  "We haven't had a good set 

of standard practices prescribing minimum maintenance levels in the 

past, now we have one and they will provide an excellent guideline for 

future planning, "  "The standards will force improvement in marginal 

carriers perhaps improving the quality of interline movements through 

improved equipment utilization and reduced delays due to accidents. "  

Negative points mainly addressed specific features of the standards
\

which were found objectionable.

f~\
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B. Costs

In order to determine the degree of compliance required, or 

number of defective components requiring replacement, more than 

half of the railroads favored some type of sampling approach. Most 

mentioned inspecting shop records as a potential data source, and 

others suggested the AAR's interline billing records as a reasonable 

sample reflecting overall conditions.

With regard to the abandonment of tracks as a consequence of 

stringent track standards, no carriers indicated that they had plans 

to abandon more tracks than that which had already been put up
t

for abandonment. A few carriers have downgraded the allowable speed 

on some sections of tracks as a result of the track standards. While 

the potential for service reduction exists, as a result of this down

grading, no evidence was presented of any significant deterioration in 

service quality. Two carriers indicated that their slow orders have 

increased as a consequence of the standards, and one indicated that 

they would use the costs of complying with track standards as an addi

tional argument strengthening their petitions for abandonments already 

filed with the ICC or planned for future filing.

A number of railroads voiced strong concern about the effects 

the new track standards would have on planned maintenance activities,
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expressing the view that compliance efforts would reduce the overall 

efficiency of track maintenance.

To determine the cost of compliance with track standards, the 

majority of carriers would rely on the estimates of local roadmasters 

and superintendents as to the number of of miles requiring improvement.

Track inspection standards as they are now written are inefficient 

in that they prohibit back-to-back inspections. In addition, the align

ment standards could never be followed due to a lack of equipment 

which can measure alignment on a 62' cord. Most carriers felt that 

manual inspection of alignment would be much too expensive.

The common interpretation of tile periodic equipment inspection 

standard by most of the carriers interviewed, was that inspections' 

.would be necessary at an arbitrary point in place and time. Follow

ing this line of reasoning, carriers anticipated that once a defect was 

discovered, cars would have to be cut out of a train and moved to
/

shop areas, which would consume approximately 6 days including .time 

for repairs. Furthermore, they interpreted the standard to require 

a complete dismantling of equipment, a process which would be un

necessarily expensive and dangerous, as compared to visual inspection, 

which they considered to be entirely adequate when conducted in a shop

or at a repair track facility.



Two^railroads were df the Opinion that the periodic complete 

inspdctioniarid dismantling of components required by the standard as 

it is hdw written is unjustified; As they see it, the complete inspec

tions could.be done at anytime prior to the 2-year period. They

would siifipiy inspect the car completely whenever it hit a repair track
•I* c -

three tb four months before the periodic inspection date, and would

Stencil the newly completed inspection date on the side of the car. In 

this event; the only additional costs incurred to comply with thje stand

ard would be the incremental costs of the FRA inspection. One carrier 

pointed out that the material costs for replacement parts would be 

insignificant because they would simply be replacing all defective 

components at one time, whereas now they are effecting item-by-item  

repairs as the need arises over a longer period. Thus, the anticipated 

costs of equipment inspection were dependent on each carrier’ s inter- 

pretatibn of the standard as it is now written.

Estimates for conducting the complete FRA periodic inspection 

ranged frorri i2 to 30 hours;

Due to the general shortage of certain types of equipment, any 

decrease in equipment availability would hurt the railroads traffic- 

wisb.' Therefore, in determining the costs of complying with the new 

equipment standards, the losses resulting from decreased equipment 

availability should be considered.



C. Benefits (Avoidance of Accident Costs, Etc.)

The cost of service disruptions and delays due to accidents were 

felt to be considerable by some carriers and minimal by others. One 

carrier records every car that is delayed or destroyed as a result of 

accidents, and based on his figures estimates that one percent of all 

carloads transported are affected by accidents. If this sample is 

typical, it would mean that an average of 250, 000 carloads a year are 

delayed or involved in accidents. Variations in the cost of accident 

delays were attributable to rerouting policy, (Does the carrier use 

connecting carrier routes when his are blocked?) and the existence of 

alternative routes (Many western lines are really held up by accidents 

due to a lack of alternative routings. ).

A number of carriers expressed interest in the CONSAD routine 

for predicting accidents based on past maintenance expenditures and 

work measurements. Questions were asked as to its ability to pre

dict accidents on an individual railroad (this is currently being studied).

, Claim costs and compensation awarded by the courts to those 

, injured in railroad accidents is rising rapidly on most railroads.

Even in cases where there is absolutely no railroad negligence, the 

courts have been increasingly ruling against them.
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Loss and damage to lading resulting from accidents has declined 

in recent years. It was generally felt that most shippers do not pena

lize the railroads as a consequence of losing their shipments in a rial 

accident as long as they are quickly notified of the loss, and claims are 

settled in an expeditious and acceptable manner. However, all of the 

carriers could point to instances where traffic was permanently lost as 

a result of accidents.

Carriers internal safety reporting systems varied from crude to 

highly sophisticated. Most systems generated a report of accident 

costs for management purposes, however, the report frequently 

covered only the direct costs and understated the total losses attributable 

to the accidents.

Depending on the circumstances of the accident, some carriers 

are billed for community services such as Red Cross assistance, and 

do provide compensation for these accident induced costs.

B. 10
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	This report presents a methodology for evaluating the economic impacts of railroad safety standards. The scope is considered broad enough to permit evaluation of all the safety standards thus far proposed by the Federal Railroad Administration and to allow for detailed analysis of individual equipment, track and other standards. At the same time, the details and examples are fairly specific in order to present insight into the techniques and problems which might be encountered. Although pertinent conceptua
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	This report presents a methodology for evaluating the economic impacts of railroad safety standards. The scope is considered broad enough to permit evaluation of all the safety standards thus far proposed by the Federal Railroad Administration and to allow for detailed analysis of individual equipment, track and other standards. At the same time, the details and examples are fairly specific in order to present insight into the techniques and problems which might be encountered. Although pertinent conceptua

	An overview of the methodology is presented in Section 1.2 with a summary in flow chart form in Figure 1. From a priority list of safety-related problems, a standard, or set of standards, is selected. From available data sources, information is extracted to provide cost and benefit values for railroads and for society at large.
	An overview of the methodology is presented in Section 1.2 with a summary in flow chart form in Figure 1. From a priority list of safety-related problems, a standard, or set of standards, is selected. From available data sources, information is extracted to provide cost and benefit values for railroads and for society at large.

	^Economic Impact Manual for Railroad Safety Standards, prepared for the Federal Railroad Administration under Contract No. DOT-FR-2 0057, December 1974.
	^Economic Impact Manual for Railroad Safety Standards, prepared for the Federal Railroad Administration under Contract No. DOT-FR-2 0057, December 1974.


	Major railroad costs are due to .inspection's., maintenance and replacements. Two important considerations., somewhat interrelated, are industry condition relative to the proposed standard and the.manner and extent-of railroad compliance with the standard. Other costs, such as record keeping and decreased utilization, must be included in the total compliance costs. Societal costs are the direct and indirect costs of safety standards not borne by the railroad industry. A sample list of such costs includes th
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	Since reduction of accidents is the principal benefit resulting from the promulgation of safety standards, a large part of the labor in this type of impact analysis is in obtaining and processing accident, data. It is essential to determine the type and frequency of accidents which will be reduced by the establishment of a particular standard, and to develop accident probabilities for use in forecasting future accident numbers. Pertinent information includes a 15-year projection of ’'prevented" accidents an
	Since reduction of accidents is the principal benefit resulting from the promulgation of safety standards, a large part of the labor in this type of impact analysis is in obtaining and processing accident, data. It is essential to determine the type and frequency of accidents which will be reduced by the establishment of a particular standard, and to develop accident probabilities for use in forecasting future accident numbers. Pertinent information includes a 15-year projection of ’'prevented" accidents an

	In addition to general and detailed treatment of the above elements of analysis, discussions are given of other aspects of the methodology such as the proper analysis time span, the effects of inflation and interest rates, quantification problems and the role of sensitivity analysis.
	In addition to general and detailed treatment of the above elements of analysis, discussions are given of other aspects of the methodology such as the proper analysis time span, the effects of inflation and interest rates, quantification problems and the role of sensitivity analysis.


	Any economic impact analysis is oriented around data availability which is a key consideration. All the costs and cost trends as well as, the present industry condition come from the data base. Probabilities, which play a major role in this type of analysis, are also derived from the data base. Section 4. 0 of this report discusses data deficiencies and problems and makes specific recommendations to remedy problems in this general area. Table 10 summarizes the more serious data deficiencies, in terms of ava
	Any economic impact analysis is oriented around data availability which is a key consideration. All the costs and cost trends as well as, the present industry condition come from the data base. Probabilities, which play a major role in this type of analysis, are also derived from the data base. Section 4. 0 of this report discusses data deficiencies and problems and makes specific recommendations to remedy problems in this general area. Table 10 summarizes the more serious data deficiencies, in terms of ava
	Any economic impact analysis is oriented around data availability which is a key consideration. All the costs and cost trends as well as, the present industry condition come from the data base. Probabilities, which play a major role in this type of analysis, are also derived from the data base. Section 4. 0 of this report discusses data deficiencies and problems and makes specific recommendations to remedy problems in this general area. Table 10 summarizes the more serious data deficiencies, in terms of ava

	Some deficiencies, on freight car component failure, for example, exist because that information has not been collected on the FRA reporting form. The remedy is fairly simple. Similarly, the inclusion of car and locomotive days lost on the reporting form would provide lost utilization cost data in a simple manner. However, carriers are very reluctant to provide other types of information such as court case awards for personal injuries. For this information, court record perusals and estimation procedures mu
	Some deficiencies, on freight car component failure, for example, exist because that information has not been collected on the FRA reporting form. The remedy is fairly simple. Similarly, the inclusion of car and locomotive days lost on the reporting form would provide lost utilization cost data in a simple manner. However, carriers are very reluctant to provide other types of information such as court case awards for personal injuries. For this information, court record perusals and estimation procedures mu

	Other problems are discussed, such as the reporting threshold, which confuses year to year comparisons and credibility, when the railroads are asked to report their own violations.
	Other problems are discussed, such as the reporting threshold, which confuses year to year comparisons and credibility, when the railroads are asked to report their own violations.
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	If all of the data requirements for conducting a cost-effectiveness analysis of safety standards were "met, the actual calculations could be performed in a simple, straight-forward manner with a rriiriimupi expenditure of time and manpower. Thus, the cost of conducting cost- effectiveh.es s analysis is directly related to-the data available for/making the basic calculations. 'Little of the necessary data is immediately available and substantial additional data development is neces sary in order to perform a
	If all of the data requirements for conducting a cost-effectiveness analysis of safety standards were "met, the actual calculations could be performed in a simple, straight-forward manner with a rriiriimupi expenditure of time and manpower. Thus, the cost of conducting cost- effectiveh.es s analysis is directly related to-the data available for/making the basic calculations. 'Little of the necessary data is immediately available and substantial additional data development is neces sary in order to perform a
	If all of the data requirements for conducting a cost-effectiveness analysis of safety standards were "met, the actual calculations could be performed in a simple, straight-forward manner with a rriiriimupi expenditure of time and manpower. Thus, the cost of conducting cost- effectiveh.es s analysis is directly related to-the data available for/making the basic calculations. 'Little of the necessary data is immediately available and substantial additional data development is neces sary in order to perform a

	A test of the cos t-effectivene ss methodology is performed in /Section 5. 0, using those standards .addressed to plain b earing s- on freight cars. The result was that strict enforcement .of the standards would not be cost effective.. The implications of this result are discussed in Section ‘5.11.
	A test of the cos t-effectivene ss methodology is performed in /Section 5. 0, using those standards .addressed to plain b earing s- on freight cars. The result was that strict enforcement .of the standards would not be cost effective.. The implications of this result are discussed in Section ‘5.11.

	Although part of the cost-effectiveness .as due to increas ed inspection and replacement costs, another more subtle factor is also contributory. This is the infant mortality phenomenon, that is, the
	Although part of the cost-effectiveness .as due to increas ed inspection and replacement costs, another more subtle factor is also contributory. This is the infant mortality phenomenon, that is, the


	relatively high failure rate of new installations. Strict adherence to the above safety standard requires more frequent repacking and replacement of hardware, which increases infant mortalities.
	relatively high failure rate of new installations. Strict adherence to the above safety standard requires more frequent repacking and replacement of hardware, which increases infant mortalities.
	relatively high failure rate of new installations. Strict adherence to the above safety standard requires more frequent repacking and replacement of hardware, which increases infant mortalities.

	Courses of action are discussed in Section 5. 11, ranging from procedures to alleviate infant failures to accelerated conversion of plain friction bearings to roller bearings. Also recommended is more research into the basic causes of bearing failures and earlier detection of bearings in distressed condition.
	Courses of action are discussed in Section 5. 11, ranging from procedures to alleviate infant failures to accelerated conversion of plain friction bearings to roller bearings. Also recommended is more research into the basic causes of bearing failures and earlier detection of bearings in distressed condition.

	In developing this report, a high priority was placed on present- ing workable procedures that can be used immediately for economic impact evaluation. However, any attempt to reduce decision making, in the area of railroad safety standards, to a cookbook procedure based on economic efficiency is ill advised. Conversely, any decision making in the absence of adequate economic information, is irresponsible.
	In developing this report, a high priority was placed on present- ing workable procedures that can be used immediately for economic impact evaluation. However, any attempt to reduce decision making, in the area of railroad safety standards, to a cookbook procedure based on economic efficiency is ill advised. Conversely, any decision making in the absence of adequate economic information, is irresponsible.

	The net cost of a project expressed as a single dollar value (or, more realistically, as a probable range of values) is only one of the decision making tools. Although it is a major tool, it omits two important ingredients, unquantifable costs and benefits such as human values, and exogenous considerations such as political and social feasibility, organizational constraints and timing. Furthermore, a single measure, such as net cost, masks inequities in the sometimes large redistributions of wealth which o
	The net cost of a project expressed as a single dollar value (or, more realistically, as a probable range of values) is only one of the decision making tools. Although it is a major tool, it omits two important ingredients, unquantifable costs and benefits such as human values, and exogenous considerations such as political and social feasibility, organizational constraints and timing. Furthermore, a single measure, such as net cost, masks inequities in the sometimes large redistributions of wealth which o


	such as civil penalties, for example, are chronically neglected in economic analyses on the tacit assumption that any maldistribution can be rectified ex post facto. Often a redistribution cannot be done in a practical way.
	such as civil penalties, for example, are chronically neglected in economic analyses on the tacit assumption that any maldistribution can be rectified ex post facto. Often a redistribution cannot be done in a practical way.
	such as civil penalties, for example, are chronically neglected in economic analyses on the tacit assumption that any maldistribution can be rectified ex post facto. Often a redistribution cannot be done in a practical way.

	In light of the above considerations, economic analysis is seen to have limitations. It is entirely proper that certain ingredients can be omitted. Cost-effectiveness is a powerful and indispensable tool for decision making on public projects. It is neither more nor less than that.
	In light of the above considerations, economic analysis is seen to have limitations. It is entirely proper that certain ingredients can be omitted. Cost-effectiveness is a powerful and indispensable tool for decision making on public projects. It is neither more nor less than that.
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	The following report discusses a methodology for evaluating the economic impacts of railroad safety standards and summarizes the results of work completed in Task I of RFP-DOT-FR-20047 and the subsequent updating and validating of this work. This report is presented to assist in understanding the basic methodological steps involved and to summarize the conceptual issues encountered in performing cost- effectiveness analysis. It is not intended to be an exhaustive treatise of the subject nor as a replacemen
	The following report discusses a methodology for evaluating the economic impacts of railroad safety standards and summarizes the results of work completed in Task I of RFP-DOT-FR-20047 and the subsequent updating and validating of this work. This report is presented to assist in understanding the basic methodological steps involved and to summarize the conceptual issues encountered in performing cost- effectiveness analysis. It is not intended to be an exhaustive treatise of the subject nor as a replacemen

	In developing the recommended procedures, CONSAD sought, through its field interviews, to solicit suggestions which would improve the workability and comprehensiveness of the methodology to be employed. In this regard, we are particularly grateful for the assistance provided by the Association of American Railroads (AAR), and for the cooperation and guidance provided by members of the FRA staff and individual railroads. We would like to acknowledge, in particular,
	In developing the recommended procedures, CONSAD sought, through its field interviews, to solicit suggestions which would improve the workability and comprehensiveness of the methodology to be employed. In this regard, we are particularly grateful for the assistance provided by the Association of American Railroads (AAR), and for the cooperation and guidance provided by members of the FRA staff and individual railroads. We would like to acknowledge, in particular,


	the helpful suggestions made by the Frisco, Illinois.Central Gulf,
	the helpful suggestions made by the Frisco, Illinois.Central Gulf,
	the helpful suggestions made by the Frisco, Illinois.Central Gulf,

	Norfolk and Western, Southern, Penn Central, .Southern Pacific, ,, Canadian National,. Canadian Pacific, Wes tern. Hacific. and Union railroads, and the information provided by them on accident costs, and the economic impacts of safety standards.
	Norfolk and Western, Southern, Penn Central, .Southern Pacific, ,, Canadian National,. Canadian Pacific, Wes tern. Hacific. and Union railroads, and the information provided by them on accident costs, and the economic impacts of safety standards.

	Additional input was obtained from-numerons. interviews with rail suppliers, the National Safety Council, the National. Transportation Safety Board, the National Highway Traffic.Safety Administration, the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, and the,United Transportation Union, and the results of these interviews have. been taken into, account in formulating our recommendations.
	Additional input was obtained from-numerons. interviews with rail suppliers, the National Safety Council, the National. Transportation Safety Board, the National Highway Traffic.Safety Administration, the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, and the,United Transportation Union, and the results of these interviews have. been taken into, account in formulating our recommendations.

	In the development of this, methodoloy, .considerable importance was placed, on constructing workable procedures: that could be .used, immediately by FRA in determining the economic:.implications;ef ;the new safety standards, and-which would be^generally accepted bypthe railroad industry. Of the criteria used. to evaluater-alternate .appreachesj, greater emphasis was placed, on data-availability.jand the ..general iwnrh- ability of the .methods being recommended.
	In the development of this, methodoloy, .considerable importance was placed, on constructing workable procedures: that could be .used, immediately by FRA in determining the economic:.implications;ef ;the new safety standards, and-which would be^generally accepted bypthe railroad industry. Of the criteria used. to evaluater-alternate .appreachesj, greater emphasis was placed, on data-availability.jand the ..general iwnrh- ability of the .methods being recommended.

	An important part, of .any econo mic.a.nalysis::is. the data; base. Probabilities, which play.a.„ma?jor role.in this-type...of analysis , .;.are derived from the data base. Also all the c;os;tsnndnost'tr:ends,.as^well as the present industry condition come from the data-base. However,
	An important part, of .any econo mic.a.nalysis::is. the data; base. Probabilities, which play.a.„ma?jor role.in this-type...of analysis , .;.are derived from the data base. Also all the c;os;tsnndnost'tr:ends,.as^well as the present industry condition come from the data-base. However,


	two problems are usually associated with data: acquisition and allocation. In many cases, it is difficult to obtain data at all, let alone up-to-date, consistent and compatible data. And even with the best of data, there is the considerable problem of allocating the appropriate portions to the safety standard being addressed. For example, some plain journal bearing data included Canadian equipment, some did not. Some information, such as the percent of freight cars which are stabilized, is practically non-e
	two problems are usually associated with data: acquisition and allocation. In many cases, it is difficult to obtain data at all, let alone up-to-date, consistent and compatible data. And even with the best of data, there is the considerable problem of allocating the appropriate portions to the safety standard being addressed. For example, some plain journal bearing data included Canadian equipment, some did not. Some information, such as the percent of freight cars which are stabilized, is practically non-e
	two problems are usually associated with data: acquisition and allocation. In many cases, it is difficult to obtain data at all, let alone up-to-date, consistent and compatible data. And even with the best of data, there is the considerable problem of allocating the appropriate portions to the safety standard being addressed. For example, some plain journal bearing data included Canadian equipment, some did not. Some information, such as the percent of freight cars which are stabilized, is practically non-e
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	draft system are inspected at the same time.
	draft system are inspected at the same time.

	A problem peculiar to failures and accidents is that of withheld or altered information. For example, the probability of failure of a bearing versus months after repack depend^ upon the number of actual failures and the number of cars of that repack age. Since overdate cars are operating illegally, there is an understandable reluctance to*report their true age. This understatement of the number of overdate cars exaggerates the derived probability of failure.
	A problem peculiar to failures and accidents is that of withheld or altered information. For example, the probability of failure of a bearing versus months after repack depend^ upon the number of actual failures and the number of cars of that repack age. Since overdate cars are operating illegally, there is an understandable reluctance to*report their true age. This understatement of the number of overdate cars exaggerates the derived probability of failure.

	The crucial point in judging any method is, of course, its fitness in solving the problem it addresses. In economic aij^lysis, there is no single generally-accepted procedure to follow, since in practically every analysis, procedures must be tailor-made to fit the particular
	The crucial point in judging any method is, of course, its fitness in solving the problem it addresses. In economic aij^lysis, there is no single generally-accepted procedure to follow, since in practically every analysis, procedures must be tailor-made to fit the particular
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	circumstances. Thus, the procedures outlined in the following report have been tailor-made for FRA's application to safety standards and incorporate considerations of data availability, application costs, and potential impacts on the railroad industry and the general public.
	circumstances. Thus, the procedures outlined in the following report have been tailor-made for FRA's application to safety standards and incorporate considerations of data availability, application costs, and potential impacts on the railroad industry and the general public.
	circumstances. Thus, the procedures outlined in the following report have been tailor-made for FRA's application to safety standards and incorporate considerations of data availability, application costs, and potential impacts on the railroad industry and the general public.

	Implicit in their design is the recognition that any economic impact analysis performed by FRA, which subsequently leads to the promulgation of a safety standard, would of necessity be subject to review by members of Congress, the railroad industry, railroad labor organizations, and other interested groups.
	Implicit in their design is the recognition that any economic impact analysis performed by FRA, which subsequently leads to the promulgation of a safety standard, would of necessity be subject to review by members of Congress, the railroad industry, railroad labor organizations, and other interested groups.

	This report is organized into five sections. Section 2.0 and Section 3. 0 treat the economic impact methodology, the former in overview fashion, the latter in detail. Section 4.0 discusses data deficiencies and problems and provides specific recommendations to remedy problems in this general area. The cost-effectiveness methodology is tested in Section 5. 0 by examining the impact of the new safety standards which cover plain journal bearings. Background material is included in the appendices.
	This report is organized into five sections. Section 2.0 and Section 3. 0 treat the economic impact methodology, the former in overview fashion, the latter in detail. Section 4.0 discusses data deficiencies and problems and provides specific recommendations to remedy problems in this general area. The cost-effectiveness methodology is tested in Section 5. 0 by examining the impact of the new safety standards which cover plain journal bearings. Background material is included in the appendices.


	2. 0 ECONOMIC IMPACT
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	METHODOLOGY: OVERVIEW
	METHODOLOGY: OVERVIEW

	This section presents an overview of the recommended methodology for assessing the economic impact of railroad safety standards. Flow charts, which are implementation-oriented, are given for each facet of required analysis. All of the material in this section is discussed in detail in Section 3. 0.
	This section presents an overview of the recommended methodology for assessing the economic impact of railroad safety standards. Flow charts, which are implementation-oriented, are given for each facet of required analysis. All of the material in this section is discussed in detail in Section 3. 0.

	The overview summary is presented in Figure 1. From a priority list of safety-related problems, a standard, or set of standards, is selected. From available data sources, information is extracted to provide cost and benefit values for r ailroada and for society at large. A problem with benefits (and to some extent, with costs) is that dollar values cannot, or should not, be assigned to all types of benefits. For example, it is difficult to put a dollar valu,e on, say, a benefit of 35 lives saved per year. 
	The overview summary is presented in Figure 1. From a priority list of safety-related problems, a standard, or set of standards, is selected. From available data sources, information is extracted to provide cost and benefit values for r ailroada and for society at large. A problem with benefits (and to some extent, with costs) is that dollar values cannot, or should not, be assigned to all types of benefits. For example, it is difficult to put a dollar valu,e on, say, a benefit of 35 lives saved per year. 

	After benefits and costs have been calculated, quantified and evaluated (in dollar units) as far as is feasible, it is necessary to separate out initial costs (benefits) and ongoing costs (benefits). Any dpllar amounts which occur in any year other than the analysis year
	After benefits and costs have been calculated, quantified and evaluated (in dollar units) as far as is feasible, it is necessary to separate out initial costs (benefits) and ongoing costs (benefits). Any dpllar amounts which occur in any year other than the analysis year
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	The results are presented as a package which includes the pet (discounted) cost, a list of quantifiable benefits and a list of intangibles, along with qualifying and descriptive comments J© provide the basis for the ultimate acceptance or rejection of the subject safety standard.
	The results are presented as a package which includes the pet (discounted) cost, a list of quantifiable benefits and a list of intangibles, along with qualifying and descriptive comments J© provide the basis for the ultimate acceptance or rejection of the subject safety standard.

	Data sources and procedures for railroad industry p.osts are given in Figure 2. The major costs are due to inspections, and replacements. An important consideration -is the manner and extent of industry compliance with both inspection and replacement regulations. Rail- roads, especially those in deep financial trouble, are highly motivated to ignore or move slowly in compliance with costly standards. If there are penalties for non-compliance, the railroads will tend to minimize the sum of compliance costs
	Data sources and procedures for railroad industry p.osts are given in Figure 2. The major costs are due to inspections, and replacements. An important consideration -is the manner and extent of industry compliance with both inspection and replacement regulations. Rail- roads, especially those in deep financial trouble, are highly motivated to ignore or move slowly in compliance with costly standards. If there are penalties for non-compliance, the railroads will tend to minimize the sum of compliance costs

	Another important consideration is the condition of the industry relative to the proposed safety standard- This information* along with upgrading-cost data will determine the part replacement compliance costs to railroads. Other costs, such as record keeping and; decreased utilization, must be included in the total compliance posts.
	Another important consideration is the condition of the industry relative to the proposed safety standard- This information* along with upgrading-cost data will determine the part replacement compliance costs to railroads. Other costs, such as record keeping and; decreased utilization, must be included in the total compliance posts.

	Societal costs are the direct and indirect costs of safety stand-' ards not borne by the railroad industry. A sample list of such costs,
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	shown in Figure 3, includes the safety standard development and implementation costs and increased shipper costs from lack of cars.
	shown in Figure 3, includes the safety standard development and implementation costs and increased shipper costs from lack of cars.
	shown in Figure 3, includes the safety standard development and implementation costs and increased shipper costs from lack of cars.

	A large part of the labor in assessing the impact of safety standards is in obtaining and processing accident data. Since reduction of accidents is the principal benefit resulting from the promulgation of safety standards, it is essential to determine the type and frequency of accidents which will be reduced by the establishment of a particular standard. The flow chart presented in Figure 4 illustrates the steps involved in matching up the standards with the accidents addressed by that standard, together w
	A large part of the labor in assessing the impact of safety standards is in obtaining and processing accident data. Since reduction of accidents is the principal benefit resulting from the promulgation of safety standards, it is essential to determine the type and frequency of accidents which will be reduced by the establishment of a particular standard. The flow chart presented in Figure 4 illustrates the steps involved in matching up the standards with the accidents addressed by that standard, together w

	An important by-product of any analysis of accidents is an assess ment of data deficiencies. Since there is probably no better way to discover these deficiencies, it is important to document them along with recommendations for improvement. This output is indicated by the box midway through Figure 4.
	An important by-product of any analysis of accidents is an assess ment of data deficiencies. Since there is probably no better way to discover these deficiencies, it is important to document them along with recommendations for improvement. This output is indicated by the box midway through Figure 4.

	The methodology for calculating benefits accrqj.ng to the railroad industry and to society at large is flow charted in Figures 5 and 6.
	The methodology for calculating benefits accrqj.ng to the railroad industry and to society at large is flow charted in Figures 5 and 6.
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	There are no hard and fast rules for determining which factors are relevant and which factors are irrelevant to a particular economic analysis. Since the type of methodology which is best for comparing costs and benefits depends on the particular study, this review was performed to determine which techniques are most applicable to the assessment of railroad safety standards. The literature sources, many of which are listed in the annotated bibliography in Appendix A,
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	In the case of railroad safety standards, there are four assessments to be made: the costs and benefits to the railroad industry and also to society at large. In this section, a discussion is given of these assessments and of other considerations which are part of an economic impact analysis. Detailed procedures are discussed later.
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	Either or both of these approaches may be used, depending on the context of the problem and it is often useful to move from one to the other in order to determine which program of safety features is optimum.
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	With any approach, a major difficulty, especially In the sphere of safety, is in quantification of such things as human life, peace of mind, and goodwill. If all the non-quantifiable, intangible, and secondary effects are dealt with satisfactorily in some way, * there are still problems with the quantifiable factors.
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	In a cost-benefit evaluation of the quantifiable effects of safety standards, there are two ways to procede. The first is to compute the net benefit of each safety standard and then to select that alternative with the highest net benefit. The net benefit is obtained by subtracting the cost of implementing the safety standard from the gross benefit obtained from the safety standard. Both costs and gross benefits are discounted at the recommended discount rate to determine their present wotth. The second appr
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	In comparing the merits of the benefit-cost ratio with that of the net benefit criterion, it is useful to make a few preliminary observations
	In comparing the merits of the benefit-cost ratio with that of the net benefit criterion, it is useful to make a few preliminary observations

	*For example, the number of lives saved may be the same under each candidate safety standard.
	*For example, the number of lives saved may be the same under each candidate safety standard.
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	(B - C) is $200. If the benefit-cost'ratio is used as the criterion, of choice the FRA would be indifferent between alternative A and alternative B. If net benefit is used as the criterion of choice then FRA would choose alternative B.
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	Thfe benefit-cost ratio provides no information as to the scale of the benefits and costs involved in the analysis and as can be readily seen, the scale or value of the benefits and costs will be of prime importance to the FRA in selecting alternative safety standards for implementation.
	Thfe benefit-cost ratio provides no information as to the scale of the benefits and costs involved in the analysis and as can be readily seen, the scale or value of the benefits and costs will be of prime importance to the FRA in selecting alternative safety standards for implementation.

	There is another reason for rejecting the benefit-cost ratio as a criterion for choosing a particular alternative safety standard. It i3 often not clear whether an item should be considered as a benefit or as a cost savings. For instance, where do you allocate a savings in main tenance costs? Is the savings a benefit or a reduction in cost? LTit is a benefit then the savings in maintenance cost increases the numerator of the benefit-cost ratio. If the savings in maintenance cost is a reduc tion in cost then
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	These two methods will not lead to the same numerical result, thus reducing the validity of the benefit-cost ratio as a consistent criterion of choice. Elaborate accounting rules would have to be devised to keep analyses comparable. No similar ambiguity is present when
	These two methods will not lead to the same numerical result, thus reducing the validity of the benefit-cost ratio as a consistent criterion of choice. Elaborate accounting rules would have to be devised to keep analyses comparable. No similar ambiguity is present when
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	ticularly useful when the fixed costs approach to cost-benefit analysis is taken for then it'is possible to state the problem as one of maximizing net benefits subject to cost and budgetary constraints. Finally, net benefit can be presented as the quantifiable (in dollars) portion of a cost effectiveness evaluation in conjunction with other quantifiable measures (such as number of lives saved) and the non-quantifiable factors. All of the items comprise the economic impact of each candidate safety standard.
	ticularly useful when the fixed costs approach to cost-benefit analysis is taken for then it'is possible to state the problem as one of maximizing net benefits subject to cost and budgetary constraints. Finally, net benefit can be presented as the quantifiable (in dollars) portion of a cost effectiveness evaluation in conjunction with other quantifiable measures (such as number of lives saved) and the non-quantifiable factors. All of the items comprise the economic impact of each candidate safety standard.

	Cost utility analysis often has the same meaning as cost-benefit analysis. It should be noted, however, that the utility value of benefits may be different fr om the monetary value of benefits» This dis tinction arises from the recognition that money has. a different value or utility to different s egments of society. An added dollar of wealth may have considerably more meaning to :a poor man than to .a rich man. Similarly,, an increase in safety standards on the railroads may be worth more to one group of
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	Indeed, comparison of utility between different people is impossible to perform in a non-arbitrary manner and will be excluded from the methodology proposed for this study.
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	Indeed, comparison of utility between different people is impossible to perform in a non-arbitrary manner and will be excluded from the methodology proposed for this study.

	Cost-effectiveness is a term which often is assigned the same meaning as cost benefit. Occasionally, however, it is used to mean a process of evaluation in which a final dollar value is not placed on the benefits to be derived from, say, introducing improved safety standards on the railroad. In this form of cost-effectiveness, the candidate safety standards are compared on the basis of cost and different.factors of effectiveness such as lives saved, reduction in the number of accidents, etc. No attempt is m
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	In the private sector of the economy, the prices of goods are determined in well-developed markets through the interaction of the supply of, and the demand for, those goods. However, for goods provided by the public sector, there is no market structure which establishes price. Moreover, for public goods -- goods such as national
	In the private sector of the economy, the prices of goods are determined in well-developed markets through the interaction of the supply of, and the demand for, those goods. However, for goods provided by the public sector, there is no market structure which establishes price. Moreover, for public goods -- goods such as national


	defense or television transmission -whi-c-h can he consumed -by more., than one person at,a given time at no additional cost and for which the exclusion of potential customers involves significant costs -- the creation of such a ;market structure is undesirable, if not impossible. Unfortunately, in the absence of a reasonably competitive market for a particular good, no direct test of the economic justification for the provision of the good is available. Rather, indirect methods must he devised to evaluate
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	Safety standards for railroads are public goods in that, first,, they provide protection-on the same basis to all individuals who are potentially affected by railroad accidents and, second, the exclusion of any individual from this protection is clearly impractical. -.Consequently, direct market tests cannot be relied upon ;to.r the economic evaluation of these •standards.. Therefore, the remainder of this section will be devoted to the development .of an indirect methodology for performing this evaluatio
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	The first step -in this -development Is the establishment of some basic terminology.. The gross benefit obtained Iby an individual from his consumption of a good o;r .s ervice is the maximum amount of money that he would be willing to pay for the quantity of .the good or service that he receives. The cost to the indiv.iduai of this-good or service is the expenditure that he actually makes. The -net benefit is the gross
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	benefit less the cost. For a public good, or any other good which commands a market price of zero, the net benefit and gross benefit are equal. In general, a consumer will purchase a good or service only when the net benefit to him from doing so is positive (that is, when a net benefit exists). The total net benefit derived by society from the consumption of the good or service -- the sum of the net benefits obtained by the individuals consuming the good or service --is referred to as the consumers' surplu
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	An improvement of safety standards on the railroad will generate a benefit to society in three parts. First, there is an increase in the net benefit to the present customers and employees of the railroad. Second, the new safety standard may encourage more customers either to travel by the railroad or to transport their goods on the railroad as a result of improved, more reliable service. Finally, non-customers will experience an increase in their net benefit from the decrease in the risk that they will be i
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	Consequently, -the rdet'ermination of bfowrmubh people are '-willing to pay for a particular good often-has to rely on estimates derived from similar situations-. iFor "example, It 'may'beposrsible -to inf er s ome approximate estimates of peoplets 'willingness to pay for improved railroad safety from the dollar .amounts which they'have spent voluntarily
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	for safety standards on automobiles and from the involuntary expenditures which they have tacitly accepted.
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	In an economic impact analysis, we jare concerned with the costs and benefits of a public good such as railroad safety standards. A public good is often supplied in a large quantity to society or it is not supplied at all; hence, it often has effects which gQ beyond the immediate area of introduction. These effects (externalities) can be both beneficial and costly to different segments of society. For instance, the externalities of an airport can represent benefit to the community which it serves, and also 
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	The benefits derived from safety standards on the railways can be subdivided into three major categories: (1) decreases in property and railway car damage, (2) decreases in loss of life or injury caused by railroad accidents, and (3) increased level of satisfaction of railway employees, customers, and other members of society as a result of the first two categories.
	The benefits derived from safety standards on the railways can be subdivided into three major categories: (1) decreases in property and railway car damage, (2) decreases in loss of life or injury caused by railroad accidents, and (3) increased level of satisfaction of railway employees, customers, and other members of society as a result of the first two categories.

	To determine the gross benefit derived from these three major categories, it is necessary not only to measure the changes in the probability of their occurrence but also to be able to attribute dollar values
	To determine the gross benefit derived from these three major categories, it is necessary not only to measure the changes in the probability of their occurrence but also to be able to attribute dollar values
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	rail transport. The main societal costs which arise in this instance are:
	rail transport. The main societal costs which arise in this instance are:
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	Those related to passenger trips or freight traffic diverted to other forms of transportation. This includes the higher incremental costs of the alternative transport mode and costs associated with the value of additional transit time, where such additional travel time is involved.
	Those related to passenger trips or freight traffic diverted to other forms of transportation. This includes the higher incremental costs of the alternative transport mode and costs associated with the value of additional transit time, where such additional travel time is involved.

	. Those costs which arise from products no longer transported and available to the community. This is a direct loss to the community.
	. Those costs which arise from products no longer transported and available to the community. This is a direct loss to the community.

	. Those costs imposed on other members of the community. For example, there is a cost imposed on motorists and other road users due to the added f congestion and maintenance .of highways which is created by the additional motor vehicle traffic.
	. Those costs imposed on other members of the community. For example, there is a cost imposed on motorists and other road users due to the added f congestion and maintenance .of highways which is created by the additional motor vehicle traffic.

	It is important to recognize that neither the decrease in revenue earned by the railroad nor the increase in expenditures upon other carriers directly constitutes a societal cost. This shift in expenditure patterns is primarily a transfer of benefits from one segment of the community to another segment of the same community and does not
	It is important to recognize that neither the decrease in revenue earned by the railroad nor the increase in expenditures upon other carriers directly constitutes a societal cost. This shift in expenditure patterns is primarily a transfer of benefits from one segment of the community to another segment of the same community and does not

	affect the overall level of societal cost. Only if the increased expendi-
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	tures on other carriers exceeds the reduced expenditures on railroads is there a net loss to society.
	tures on other carriers exceeds the reduced expenditures on railroads is there a net loss to society.

	In a similar manner, as a result of the abandonment of the railroad, certain factories and industries may decide to close down or relocate. While this constitutes a loss to the individual community
	In a similar manner, as a result of the abandonment of the railroad, certain factories and industries may decide to close down or relocate. While this constitutes a loss to the individual community
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	affected, it may not be an additional loss to society as a whole. If other communities benefit from the closing through employment of either the displaced resources or an equivalent amount of previously unemployed resources, the inclusion of the losses incurred by the first community as a portion of societal cost in the analysis would result in double -c ounting.
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	affected, it may not be an additional loss to society as a whole. If other communities benefit from the closing through employment of either the displaced resources or an equivalent amount of previously unemployed resources, the inclusion of the losses incurred by the first community as a portion of societal cost in the analysis would result in double -c ounting.

	One community's cost may be another community's gain, and one individual company's losses may likewise be another's benefit. Consequently, in computing societal costs, it is necessary to include each member of society, thus to guard against purely distributional effects of benefits and costs. While it is desirable to take distributional effects into account when choosing between alternatives, the results will not affect the overall dollar value of costs and benefits.
	One community's cost may be another community's gain, and one individual company's losses may likewise be another's benefit. Consequently, in computing societal costs, it is necessary to include each member of society, thus to guard against purely distributional effects of benefits and costs. While it is desirable to take distributional effects into account when choosing between alternatives, the results will not affect the overall dollar value of costs and benefits.

	Yet, the sheer enormity of the task of accounting for all direct and indirect effects of a particular public policy upon each member of society makes the conducting of a comprehensive cost-benefit analysis of an issue as far-reaching as the imposition of railroad safety standards impractical if not impossible. At some point, the increased precision of the analysis which results from the evaluation of any remaining indirect effects fails to justify the efforts required to accomplish the evaluation. At thi
	Yet, the sheer enormity of the task of accounting for all direct and indirect effects of a particular public policy upon each member of society makes the conducting of a comprehensive cost-benefit analysis of an issue as far-reaching as the imposition of railroad safety standards impractical if not impossible. At some point, the increased precision of the analysis which results from the evaluation of any remaining indirect effects fails to justify the efforts required to accomplish the evaluation. At thi


	which studied the economic impact of the imposition of journal bearing standards concentrated only on the direct costs and benefits attributable to these standards. Thus, the analytic technique employed in this study can be described more accurately as cost-effectiveness analysis than as cost-benefit analysis.
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	In addition, it is this restriction of the analysis which necessitates a choice between net benefit and the benefit-cost ratio as a criterion for decision-making. If all benefits and costs can be isolated and evaluated, the two criteria become indistinguishable. Thus, an expansion and standardization of the collection of information describing the causes and effects of railroad accidents, the direct and indirect costs and benefits of compliance would cause the existing distinctions between alternative ef
	In addition, it is this restriction of the analysis which necessitates a choice between net benefit and the benefit-cost ratio as a criterion for decision-making. If all benefits and costs can be isolated and evaluated, the two criteria become indistinguishable. Thus, an expansion and standardization of the collection of information describing the causes and effects of railroad accidents, the direct and indirect costs and benefits of compliance would cause the existing distinctions between alternative ef

	3.1.3 Selection of the Time Period for Evaluation
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	The time period for the evaluation of the effectiveness of the safety standards employed on the railroad depends on three main factors: (1) the time span of reasonable predictive ability, (2) the service life of the safety standards, and (3) the anticipated period of applica-^ tion of the safety standards.
	The time period for the evaluation of the effectiveness of the safety standards employed on the railroad depends on three main factors: (1) the time span of reasonable predictive ability, (2) the service life of the safety standards, and (3) the anticipated period of applica-^ tion of the safety standards.
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	part on events external to the railroads per se. As predictions are made farther into the future, the reliability of the predictions decreases
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	There could be a change in the demand for rail transportation through the emergence of a competing form of transportation. For instance, magnetic levitation and linear induction propulsion may render current forms of rail transportation and railroad safety standards obsolete. Hence, it is desirable to restrict the time span for calculations to about 15 years which is within the limits of reasonable predictive ability.
	There could be a change in the demand for rail transportation through the emergence of a competing form of transportation. For instance, magnetic levitation and linear induction propulsion may render current forms of rail transportation and railroad safety standards obsolete. Hence, it is desirable to restrict the time span for calculations to about 15 years which is within the limits of reasonable predictive ability.

	While safety standards are generally felt to be ongoing in nature and of indefinite length, the service life of the safety standards depends both on the technological life of the major physical components that, it addresses and the. limits of the useful life of the safety standards due to changes in the demand for that mode of transportation.
	While safety standards are generally felt to be ongoing in nature and of indefinite length, the service life of the safety standards depends both on the technological life of the major physical components that, it addresses and the. limits of the useful life of the safety standards due to changes in the demand for that mode of transportation.

	The anticipated period of application of the safety features is a third restriction on the time period for evaluation.. It may be desirable to make an assessment of the contribution and cost-effectiveness of the safety standards after a short period of time. If the safety standards are not cost-effective, then they need not be renewed for future periods
	The anticipated period of application of the safety features is a third restriction on the time period for evaluation.. It may be desirable to make an assessment of the contribution and cost-effectiveness of the safety standards after a short period of time. If the safety standards are not cost-effective, then they need not be renewed for future periods
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	3.1.4 Sensitivity Analysis
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	Since most important decision problems involve major elements of uncertainty, an analysis of such problems must provide for explicit treatment of uncertainty. Suppose in a given analysis there are a few key variables about which the analyst is uncertain, then instead of using a "typical expected value" or a "best estimate, " the analyst may use several values (optimistic, mean, pessimistic) in an attempt to see how sensitive the results (the ranking of the alternatives being considered) are to variations i
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	For instance, in determining the present value of human life, it is possible to use a figure corresponding to the immediate costs of death (medical services, funeral costs, etc. ) and another figure which in addition to the immediate costs of death includes the present value of future expected earnings and measures for the costs of pain and suffering, etc. The analysis can be performed twice to determine how sensitive the safety standards evaluations are to differing estimates for the cost of death. If the
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	compared to the occurrence of property damages per track mile, then it is likely that the computation of net benefits will not be sensitive to C the value placed on human life.
	compared to the occurrence of property damages per track mile, then it is likely that the computation of net benefits will not be sensitive to C the value placed on human life.


	A good example of the use of sensitivity analysis is presented'ini Section 5. Since quite a bit of uncertainty exists about some of the parameters (for.example, the percent of freight cars which have stabilized bearings), these parameters were varied over-a wide range of values. This exercise is useful at several stages.in a study; in an early stage, it can be used to indicate the accuracy necessary in each •parameter. Also, in many cases (as in Section 5), if a computer program is written to perform the 
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	The safety standards to be implemented under the Federal Railroad Safety Act of 1970 (PL, 91-458) are required to cover all areas of railroad safety. The FRA has developed safety standards in the areas of track and equipment, thus providing a basis for analyzing the costs to be incurred by the railroad industry in implementing these standards in situations where track and equipment presently do not meet the new and proposed standards.
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	The safety standards to be implemented under the Federal Railroad Safety Act of 1970 (PL, 91-458) are required to cover all areas of railroad safety. The FRA has developed safety standards in the areas of track and equipment, thus providing a basis for analyzing the costs to be incurred by the railroad industry in implementing these standards in situations where track and equipment presently do not meet the new and proposed standards.

	The types of costs likely to be incurred by the rail carriers include material costs, labor costs, and administrative and managerial costs. Since the new and proposed standards are stated in terms of existing technology, such costs as research and development and reorganization are assumed to be negligible. The types of costs will vary in size among different rail companies, but some costs will generally be higher than others, as indicated in Table 1.
	The types of costs likely to be incurred by the rail carriers include material costs, labor costs, and administrative and managerial costs. Since the new and proposed standards are stated in terms of existing technology, such costs as research and development and reorganization are assumed to be negligible. The types of costs will vary in size among different rail companies, but some costs will generally be higher than others, as indicated in Table 1.

	The discussions in this section are keyed to.the methodology flow chart in Figure 2.
	The discussions in this section are keyed to.the methodology flow chart in Figure 2.

	3.2. 1 Guidelines for Calculations
	3.2. 1 Guidelines for Calculations

	Many problems arise in calculating the exact costs carriers will bear as a result of the new standards, because any carrier is expected to integrate additional inspections, repairs, or administrative work with his present operations.
	Many problems arise in calculating the exact costs carriers will bear as a result of the new standards, because any carrier is expected to integrate additional inspections, repairs, or administrative work with his present operations.
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	Since many of the requirements of the standards are likely to be merged with existing procedures, it will be important to monitor implementation and effects carefully to assess whether implementation costs are, in fact, in line with estimates resulting from the cost-benefit methodology.
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	One of the most important steps for insuring the overall reasonableness and accuracy of the analysis is the determination of exactly how railroads will, in the aggregate, comply with the standards. For example, in calculating inspection costs, it will be necessary to ascertain how railroads will likely conduct the inspection -- what items will be inspected and how they will be inspected (visually-dismantling). It is also important to estimate the extent of the railroad industry's compliance with a standa
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	Although benefits from safety rules are generally conceded to extend into perpetuity, a 15-year period has been established for the present study. This assumption means that all costs must be extended
	Although benefits from safety rules are generally conceded to extend into perpetuity, a 15-year period has been established for the present study. This assumption means that all costs must be extended


	over a 15-year period also. Since some of the costs of implementing the, standards will be borne over a much shorter period, the costs and benefits musj; be:equalized in terms of comparable dollars. The procedure for this equalization involves calculating specific year-by-year values for each cost and each benefit. Estimates not obtained by this annualization’ procedure are not strictly comparable.
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	Implementation cost estimates can be verified by data obtained, from a; series-of procedures and sources-, as indicated on the methodology flow chart in Figure 2: 1
	Implementation cost estimates can be verified by data obtained, from a; series-of procedures and sources-, as indicated on the methodology flow chart in Figure 2: 1
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	It.:.would, be..,even mor e, desirable to: obtain implementation cost: data, from- a.series of. two. or more of the above procedures. Describing in detail . a; program for the use. of these:procedures is, however, outside, the scope of the present report.
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	The FRA-Industry Joint Task Force is a concept by which representatives from the railroad industry, unions, and FRA would meet to provide expert opinion and recommendations for FRA in the cost-benefit analysis of safety standards. This concept was suggested by one of the railroads interviewed and has been reviewed with other railroads and union officials in subsequent interviews, and has received vigorous approval, along with indications that participation would be widespread.
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	The FRA-Industry Joint Task Force is a concept by which representatives from the railroad industry, unions, and FRA would meet to provide expert opinion and recommendations for FRA in the cost-benefit analysis of safety standards. This concept was suggested by one of the railroads interviewed and has been reviewed with other railroads and union officials in subsequent interviews, and has received vigorous approval, along with indications that participation would be widespread.

	For specific technical problems, other specialists and technical representatives from AAR, RPI, and various firms would be included.
	For specific technical problems, other specialists and technical representatives from AAR, RPI, and various firms would be included.

	In any case, a determination of the effectiveness of a given standard in reducing accidents will require a high degree of technical competence, an understanding of accident causes, etc. This is an important and sensitive calculation in the cost-benefit analysis of safety standards, and one for which expert opinions should be sought wherever possible.
	In any case, a determination of the effectiveness of a given standard in reducing accidents will require a high degree of technical competence, an understanding of accident causes, etc. This is an important and sensitive calculation in the cost-benefit analysis of safety standards, and one for which expert opinions should be sought wherever possible.

	In addition, the Task Force could act in a consulting capacity during the rule-making procedures to work out changes and definitional problems in proposed standards before they are issued.
	In addition, the Task Force could act in a consulting capacity during the rule-making procedures to work out changes and definitional problems in proposed standards before they are issued.

	The serious lack of data on safety is another problem that the Joint Task Force could also address, and perhaps through the auspices of participating members, additional data requirements could be defined and mutual action undertaken to insure effective development.
	The serious lack of data on safety is another problem that the Joint Task Force could also address, and perhaps through the auspices of participating members, additional data requirements could be defined and mutual action undertaken to insure effective development.
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	The, costs to rail carriers of implementing new and proposed
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	safety standards have, for the purposes of this study, been divided into two major cost categories: inspections and repair/replacement. The reason for this; division is clear from the present: form of the new track standards,, and from the proposed equipment standards. Both sets of rules have,specific inspection requirements which must be met in.de- pendent of other rules.
	safety standards have, for the purposes of this study, been divided into two major cost categories: inspections and repair/replacement. The reason for this; division is clear from the present: form of the new track standards,, and from the proposed equipment standards. Both sets of rules have,specific inspection requirements which must be met in.de- pendent of other rules.

	The; inspection costs for both track and rail..standards have been divided further into "direct costs" and "other costs. " Direct costs are the costs, of actual inspections of either track or .equipment consisting primarily of labor costs. Other- costs, are those ■associated with the. hiring, and, training- of .inspector s.; transportation of the inspector to the track to be inspected;, movement of freight cars to and from the,repair track,. and the,lost car utilization re suiting’from,-, the- inspection. I
	The; inspection costs for both track and rail..standards have been divided further into "direct costs" and "other costs. " Direct costs are the costs, of actual inspections of either track or .equipment consisting primarily of labor costs. Other- costs, are those ■associated with the. hiring, and, training- of .inspector s.; transportation of the inspector to the track to be inspected;, movement of freight cars to and from the,repair track,. and the,lost car utilization re suiting’from,-, the- inspection. I

	"Other costs-, " as opposed to direct cos.ts.i are discussed in,the,- following,:section,. "Direct costs" involve- only inspection time, and crude estimates of'these costs are, to. be. obtained ..by estimating the. number, of man-hours of inspection time required. fo,r an appropriate, unit and. multiplying it by the total number of units; (cars, track miles,
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	etc. ) to be inspected. The total annual cost of inspection for all units is then projected by the estimated average number of inspections required each year over a 15-year period and a 15-year total cost obtained.
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	etc. ) to be inspected. The total annual cost of inspection for all units is then projected by the estimated average number of inspections required each year over a 15-year period and a 15-year total cost obtained.

	In both the track and the equipment standards, two types of basic units are defined, based on the type of service in which they are employed. Thus, main line track is distinguished from yard and switching tracks, and high utilization cars are distinguished from othei1 cars. Separate inspection costs must be calculated for each category of track and cars.
	In both the track and the equipment standards, two types of basic units are defined, based on the type of service in which they are employed. Thus, main line track is distinguished from yard and switching tracks, and high utilization cars are distinguished from othei1 cars. Separate inspection costs must be calculated for each category of track and cars.

	Actual time spent on inspections may vary widely depending on the item or unit being inspected and on the inspector's experience. For
	Actual time spent on inspections may vary widely depending on the item or unit being inspected and on the inspector's experience. For
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	freight cars, estimates of the time required to periodically inspect all truck components plus couplers and draft systems have ranged from 12 man-hours to 30 man-hours. * These estimates generally assume that some car components such as jourhal bearings and wedges would have to be physically dismantled to properly gauge wear and condition. In the case of track, a rule-of-thumb of 20 miles per day was mentioned, ^ but actual times might run from one mile per hour to five miles per hour, or from eight to 40 m
	freight cars, estimates of the time required to periodically inspect all truck components plus couplers and draft systems have ranged from 12 man-hours to 30 man-hours. * These estimates generally assume that some car components such as jourhal bearings and wedges would have to be physically dismantled to properly gauge wear and condition. In the case of track, a rule-of-thumb of 20 miles per day was mentioned, ^ but actual times might run from one mile per hour to five miles per hour, or from eight to 40 m

	^Visual inspections can naturally be accomplished in a matter of minutes.
	^Visual inspections can naturally be accomplished in a matter of minutes.


	calculation for inspection of main line track is shown in Table 2.
	calculation for inspection of main line track is shown in Table 2.
	calculation for inspection of main line track is shown in Table 2.

	These calculations are only rough estimates for illustration purposes only, because separate calculations were not made for each year in the
	These calculations are only rough estimates for illustration purposes only, because separate calculations were not made for each year in the

	15-year period and the costs were not discounted.
	15-year period and the costs were not discounted.

	The number of personnel assigned to track and equipment inspection now varies considerably among railroads. It can be assumed, however, that each railroad may find it necessary to hire and train additional track and equipment inspectors and other personnel in order to comply with the standards. Although there is little formal structure for such training at present, it is possible to calculate how much such a program would cost, based on the assumption that the major expense would be the time of the instruc
	The number of personnel assigned to track and equipment inspection now varies considerably among railroads. It can be assumed, however, that each railroad may find it necessary to hire and train additional track and equipment inspectors and other personnel in order to comply with the standards. Although there is little formal structure for such training at present, it is possible to calculate how much such a program would cost, based on the assumption that the major expense would be the time of the instruc
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	To calculate costs of implementation of standards, an estimate must be made of the extent of substandard track and equipment in the present system. Also, age and wear data must be used to determine when track and equipment will, in the future, fall below the proposed standards. Estimates of the track and equipment which must be upgraded or replaced in order to achieve compliance with the proposed FRA standards can then be made.
	To calculate costs of implementation of standards, an estimate must be made of the extent of substandard track and equipment in the present system. Also, age and wear data must be used to determine when track and equipment will, in the future, fall below the proposed standards. Estimates of the track and equipment which must be upgraded or replaced in order to achieve compliance with the proposed FRA standards can then be made.
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	Note: Figures are preliminary estimates of yearly (undiscounted) costs.
	Note: Figures are preliminary estimates of yearly (undiscounted) costs.
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	Twice per week for main line track, with 24-hour period between inspections. There are 780 weeks in a < 15-year period.
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	Unit cost per 15 yrs: $227. 84 x 780 = $177,715
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	* While the AAR .inter change rule s have not been legally binding •onthe carriers, iheyhaye' served over the .years ;as guides as to-when items and components should be repaired, and .replaced. These main- tenance guidelines have heen ■established by the TRA.:as minimum - saf ety s tandar d s. :
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	proposed standards, and of the Federal Railroad Safety Act of 1970, is to ameliorate these conditions and thereby reduce the occurrence of accidents. Since accidents, having remained at moderate levels over the past 15 years, are recently increasing, it is likely that significant
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	The general procedure for determining present condition of track and roadway and its future condition is illustrated by the work of the Labor and Management Committee Task Force II on Track and Roadway (April 13, 1971). The overall cost of the program recommended by this report is $208 million per year for tie replacement, and $325 million per year for rail replacement. The report recommends that the tie replacement program be implemented for at least a six-year period, and the rail replacement program for 
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	Although the program outlined by the Track and Roadway Task Force is designed to produce a very high quality rail system, with 98 percent of main line track being converted to welded rail, not all of that program would be necessary to achieve compliance with the FRA track standards. Nevertheless, the procedure employed by the Task Force is suitable for use in the recommended cost-effectiveness methodology. Some changes must be made in parameters such as average
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	is that the reduction of accidents to be expected from the proposed equipment standards will occur because of increased inspections and the immediate replacement of worn components. Under present practices, defective equipment parts are not necessarily discovered before failure,, and even when a worn part is discovered, it is not necessarily replaced immediately, because of time, labor, facility, and capital constraints.. This philosophy is reflected in the following prominent features- of the equipment st
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	The proposed .standards are’ defined for wheels-, axles , bearings, .couplers, and draft systems-. Other components are referred to in a "miscellaneous" standard.
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	'The standards are defined according to industry standards already in utse and widely accepted. These standards generally involve measurements; of components to determine wear and potential failure.
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	. In spite of present standards and inspections, a substantial number of component failures occur. Additional inspections are required with, the intent of detecting components which are worn below standards..
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	The main purpose of this discussion is to estimate how many more components of certain types will be found to be worn than are presently found, and how many of these will be replaced under the proposed standards.
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	There tare other dimensions, sof icourse, "but these five are necessary at'least to adequately describe freight car operations.
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	The propose drFRA equipment standards separate the types of service for freight cars into heavy and. light, or high utilization and 'low utilization. A high Utilization car is defined to be a car that is designed to car r y trucks or trailers., or is one which Operates on a continuous round-trip cycle, or tr a vie s more than 50, 000 miles annually. The frequency of periodic inspection requirements" originally proposed by FRA and the most-recently revised requirements are shown in Table 3 on the following 
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	These periodic inspection requir ements need not add to the scheduling problems Of freight car usage because the proposed FRA rules do , ‘hot r equir e that each freight car be inspected exactly at the end of 150, 000 miles., dr exactly every 50., 000 xiiiles. Thus, the inspections can he accomplished at any time a car is on.a repair track. However, the required scheduling of inspections may add to the time that cars -are in shops.and.may result in increased repair’.and replacement costs., since more worn 
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	The calculations, presented in Table -4, illustrate a method Of estimating the distributions of worn components in the freight car fleet. The parameter values are hypothetical and.the results apply only in the aggregate--theiifebf any one component-on One particular freight car cannot be estimated in this manner. The assumptions are:
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	wear levels was:
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	Draft systems 25. 5 years, and
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	The percent figure for, each of these components show what percent of the remaining components from the original group (population) would be expected to fail inspection during the time periods shown in Table 4.
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	In other words, the freight car fleet can be viewed as a collection of components which were new when each individual car was bought and placed in service. As the cars continue in service, the total collection of all components begins to wear. Some components of a given type
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	(wheels, journals, etc. ) wear out fairly early, and must be replaced.
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	By the end of the mean lifetime of any type of component, about 50 percent have become worn, and of that 50 percent, most of those components that have been detected have been replaced.
	By the end of the mean lifetime of any type of component, about 50 percent have become worn, and of that 50 percent, most of those components that have been detected have been replaced.
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	The components that have been replaced also begin to wear out, and under the same operating conditions, it, is assumed for estimation purposes that wear is a constant factor. By knowing the approximate age and class of service for a given car and probable operating conditions, and the mean service life components, an estimate of the component wear can' be made. By summing the individual car estimates,
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	Therefore; itris possible-to roughly estimate the percent of worn components in any age. group of railway cars-:.. According to the percent shown in Table 4,, two-percent of the. wheels; arerworn in the group: less.than four years’ of:age; Fourteen percent of the wheels: are worn in the:fiye-to,-eight: yearrgroup> but two; percent:.of ; the wheels in this group have already been-replaced. These new wheels form a new younger group with the- sa-me wear^distributionf as. the original group;. Hene e.;the: wo r 
	Therefore; itris possible-to roughly estimate the percent of worn components in any age. group of railway cars-:.. According to the percent shown in Table 4,, two-percent of the. wheels; arerworn in the group: less.than four years’ of:age; Fourteen percent of the wheels: are worn in the:fiye-to,-eight: yearrgroup> but two; percent:.of ; the wheels in this group have already been-replaced. These new wheels form a new younger group with the- sa-me wear^distributionf as. the original group;. Hene e.;the: wo r 

	In order to: calculate; the; distribution' of worn compouentssin the fleet, the- following alternatives should he. considered:
	In order to: calculate; the; distribution' of worn compouentssin the fleet, the- following alternatives should he. considered:


	1. Computer process the AAR UMLER File to determine the age of cars by car type and estimate wear factors, considering probable service environments.
	1. Computer process the AAR UMLER File to determine the age of cars by car type and estimate wear factors, considering probable service environments.
	1. Computer process the AAR UMLER File to determine the age of cars by car type and estimate wear factors, considering probable service environments.

	\
	\

	2. Use individual carrier records to determine the average age of cars and probable condition of components.
	2. Use individual carrier records to determine the average age of cars and probable condition of components.

	This can be done with FRA/carrier cooperation.
	This can be done with FRA/carrier cooperation.

	3. Examine carriers' shop records to ascertain the frequency of repair and replacement of given components.
	3. Examine carriers' shop records to ascertain the frequency of repair and replacement of given components.

	The carriers' replacement rates can be used as a rougH approximation of industry defectives. Obviously, the more carriers that can be included in the base estimate, the better.
	The carriers' replacement rates can be used as a rougH approximation of industry defectives. Obviously, the more carriers that can be included in the base estimate, the better.

	4. Query suppliers who have marketing information, including projections. Large suppliers have a good idea of the total market also and can sometimes either
	4. Query suppliers who have marketing information, including projections. Large suppliers have a good idea of the total market also and can sometimes either

	f
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	verify or contradict the railroads' data.
	verify or contradict the railroads' data.

	5. The ideal, but perhaps most expensive method for determining the average industry condition of given components is to field sample a sufficiently large number of cars to produce statistically reliable estimates of the distribution of worn components. FRA could treat their own field inspection reports of carriers' compliance as a broad representative sample of component conditions /wear which could
	5. The ideal, but perhaps most expensive method for determining the average industry condition of given components is to field sample a sufficiently large number of cars to produce statistically reliable estimates of the distribution of worn components. FRA could treat their own field inspection reports of carriers' compliance as a broad representative sample of component conditions /wear which could

	be used to establish the approximate distribution of worn components for the entire rail fleet.
	be used to establish the approximate distribution of worn components for the entire rail fleet.

	6. It may also be possible to approximate such a distribution by a computer simulation, providing sufficient data can be obtained on the age and operating environments of cars and components. This technique will often provide a cost savings over field sampling.
	6. It may also be possible to approximate such a distribution by a computer simulation, providing sufficient data can be obtained on the age and operating environments of cars and components. This technique will often provide a cost savings over field sampling.

	In the methodological test which is discussed in Section 5 of this report, the data on component condition, that is, the number of freight cars with plain bearings (versus roller bearings) and the split of the
	In the methodological test which is discussed in Section 5 of this report, the data on component condition, that is, the number of freight cars with plain bearings (versus roller bearings) and the split of the
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	plain bearing population between stabilized. and: unstabilized'bearings ,, were estimated rin various ways. The AAR.provided a fairly rough estimate, individual roads provided very rough; (different) estimates,
	plain bearing population between stabilized. and: unstabilized'bearings ,, were estimated rin various ways. The AAR.provided a fairly rough estimate, individual roads provided very rough; (different) estimates,
	plain bearing population between stabilized. and: unstabilized'bearings ,, were estimated rin various ways. The AAR.provided a fairly rough estimate, individual roads provided very rough; (different) estimates,

	and data from initial reports of FRA £i.eld: inspectors' forms, a some-
	and data from initial reports of FRA £i.eld: inspectors' forms, a some-

	{} t ' „ ,r- .?
	{} t ' „ ,r- .?

	what random but limited sample of 33 7 cars.. Projections of the United
	what random but limited sample of 33 7 cars.. Projections of the United

	States freight car fleet composition, used, similar, sources with the addition of a major bearing manufacturer who disagreed emphatically with a claimed 6, 000 conversion per year from plain bearings to roller bearings. Data on bearing failures came in by much the same sources.
	States freight car fleet composition, used, similar, sources with the addition of a major bearing manufacturer who disagreed emphatically with a claimed 6, 000 conversion per year from plain bearings to roller bearings. Data on bearing failures came in by much the same sources.

	\ It is important to realize that there are; great differences, in operating philosophies, record, keeping activities.-, and willingness to. share information among railroads, among suppliers’;,, and among agencies and committees. Even within an individual supplier, for example, projections will sometimes come from the marketing department and sometimes, from the metallurgical or some other department.
	\ It is important to realize that there are; great differences, in operating philosophies, record, keeping activities.-, and willingness to. share information among railroads, among suppliers’;,, and among agencies and committees. Even within an individual supplier, for example, projections will sometimes come from the marketing department and sometimes, from the metallurgical or some other department.

	3.2.5 Compliance Costs
	3.2.5 Compliance Costs

	The Labor and Management Committee Task Force lion Track and Roadway presented a report on April 13, 1971., on a recommended upgrading program. Their results, summarized, in Table 5, illustrate the costing procedure and provides a comparison for the FRA track standards cost. The FRA standards require a more, modest program aimed at safety rather than better operating performance. Neither
	The Labor and Management Committee Task Force lion Track and Roadway presented a report on April 13, 1971., on a recommended upgrading program. Their results, summarized, in Table 5, illustrate the costing procedure and provides a comparison for the FRA track standards cost. The FRA standards require a more, modest program aimed at safety rather than better operating performance. Neither
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	Comparison of Track and Roadway Requirements! Task Force II Program versus FRA Standards.
	Comparison of Track and Roadway Requirements! Task Force II Program versus FRA Standards.


	Program
	Program
	Program
	Program
	Program
	Program


	Obiectives
	Obiectives
	Obiectives


	Maintenance Required and Cost Per Year
	Maintenance Required and Cost Per Year
	Maintenance Required and Cost Per Year


	Minimum Number of Years Program Reauired
	Minimum Number of Years Program Reauired
	Minimum Number of Years Program Reauired


	Total
	Total
	Total

	Mainte
	Mainte
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	nance


	Total
	Total
	Total

	Cost
	Cost



	Rail
	Rail
	Rail
	Rail


	98 percent of main
	98 percent of main
	98 percent of main


	Relay 7, 500 miles
	Relay 7, 500 miles
	Relay 7, 500 miles


	10
	10
	10


	75,000
	75,000
	75,000


	$3.50
	$3.50
	$3.50
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	line must be welded
	line must be welded


	per year and convert
	per year and convert
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	miles of
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	billion
	billion



	Track and
	Track and
	Track and
	Track and
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	rail
	rail


	to welded rail;
	to welded rail;
	to welded rail;
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	Roadway
	Roadway
	Roadway
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	$325, 000, 000
	$325, 000, 000
	$325, 000, 000
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	Task Force II
	Task Force II
	Task Force II
	Task Force II
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	Ties
	Ties
	Ties
	Ties


	All ties must be less
	All ties must be less
	All ties must be less


	Replace 26, 000, 000
	Replace 26, 000, 000
	Replace 26, 000, 000


	6
	6
	6


	236
	236
	236


	$1. 9
	$1. 9
	$1. 9
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	than 35 years of age
	than 35 years of age
	than 35 years of age


	ties per year;
	ties per year;
	ties per year;
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	million
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	billion
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	billion
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	$208, 000, 000
	$208, 000, 000
	$208, 000, 000
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	ties
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	$5.4 .
	$5.4 .
	$5.4 .
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	Normal maintenance;
	Normal maintenance;
	Normal maintenance;
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	$160, 000, 000
	$160, 000, 000
	$160, 000, 000
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	Rail
	Rail
	Rail
	Rail


	Rail is maintained in
	Rail is maintained in
	Rail is maintained in


	Replace rail which is
	Replace rail which is
	Replace rail which is


	Annually
	Annually
	Annually


	30,000
	30,000
	30,000


	$1.8
	$1.8
	$1.8
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	condition to comply
	condition to comply
	condition to comply


	worn below standards
	worn below standards
	worn below standards


	(continuous)
	(continuous)
	(continuous)


	miles of
	miles of
	miles of


	billion in
	billion in
	billion in



	FRA Track
	FRA Track
	FRA Track
	FRA Track


	with standards
	with standards
	with standards


	and improve overall
	and improve overall
	and improve overall
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	10 years
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	Ties
	Ties
	Ties
	Ties


	Ties are maintained
	Ties are maintained
	Ties are maintained


	Replace 20, 000, 000
	Replace 20, 000, 000
	Replace 20, 000, 000


	Annually
	Annually
	Annually


	20 million
	20 million
	20 million


	$1.6
	$1.6
	$1.6
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	in condition to comply
	in condition to comply


	ties per year at $8/
	ties per year at $8/
	ties per year at $8/


	(continuous)
	(continuous)
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	ties
	ties
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	billion in
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	billion in
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	with standard
	with standard


	tie; $160, 000, 000
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	programs:' total costs, are discounted. but .they are somewhat comparable, over* tire teniyears since both are rougLy annual costs. However, at tbe end oi ten “years, the Task Fence's program is finished; ahd; expenditures can1 drop-to a maintenance level. The FRA program continues.
	programs:' total costs, are discounted. but .they are somewhat comparable, over* tire teniyears since both are rougLy annual costs. However, at tbe end oi ten “years, the Task Fence's program is finished; ahd; expenditures can1 drop-to a maintenance level. The FRA program continues.
	programs:' total costs, are discounted. but .they are somewhat comparable, over* tire teniyears since both are rougLy annual costs. However, at tbe end oi ten “years, the Task Fence's program is finished; ahd; expenditures can1 drop-to a maintenance level. The FRA program continues.

	The main point of Table 5 is not a coat^ comparisonh:ut the illustration of compliance cost calculations which are more completely described in, the Task Force II .report:.
	The main point of Table 5 is not a coat^ comparisonh:ut the illustration of compliance cost calculations which are more completely described in, the Task Force II .report:.

	Compliance costs for equipment are calculated in much the same way. -For’freight cars,, for example, labor-and material costs are fairly easy to get. A good source is AAR billing allowances which are arrived at: by polling the .major roads and; calculating average costs.
	Compliance costs for equipment are calculated in much the same way. -For’freight cars,, for example, labor-and material costs are fairly easy to get. A good source is AAR billing allowances which are arrived at: by polling the .major roads and; calculating average costs.

	A railroad is;motivated, to neither overstate .nor understate a. charge because they :arerralternately producers and recipients of the charge.
	A railroad is;motivated, to neither overstate .nor understate a. charge because they :arerralternately producers and recipients of the charge.

	The schedules of charges: by caT.manufacturers and renovators provide a'• verification of'how- closely the AAR billing .charges come to actual . costs (see Table 6).
	The schedules of charges: by caT.manufacturers and renovators provide a'• verification of'how- closely the AAR billing .charges come to actual . costs (see Table 6).

	There are other costs: asseciated with-.safety standard compliance, of course. Ear example, taking a car out of service (an average of three days for shopping a car) incurs ;a per'diem charge of $.4. 2,0 per day against the road, shopping the ;car. Setting, off the car costs two man-hours and $55. A large intangible "cost" is the wrath of a customer whose shipment is delayed those three days.
	There are other costs: asseciated with-.safety standard compliance, of course. Ear example, taking a car out of service (an average of three days for shopping a car) incurs ;a per'diem charge of $.4. 2,0 per day against the road, shopping the ;car. Setting, off the car costs two man-hours and $55. A large intangible "cost" is the wrath of a customer whose shipment is delayed those three days.
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	Approximate Unit Costs of Freight Car Component Redacement
	Approximate Unit Costs of Freight Car Component Redacement
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	Materials ($)
	Materials ($)
	Materials ($)


	Labor ($)
	Labor ($)
	Labor ($)



	Wheel
	Wheel
	Wheel
	Wheel


	112
	112
	112


	20
	20
	20



	Axle (100 ton)
	Axle (100 ton)
	Axle (100 ton)
	Axle (100 ton)


	209
	209
	209


	20
	20
	20



	Journal bearing
	Journal bearing
	Journal bearing
	Journal bearing


	15-30
	15-30
	15-30


	20
	20
	20



	f
	f
	f
	f

	Roller bearing
	Roller bearing


	75-104
	75-104
	75-104


	10-23
	10-23
	10-23



	CouDler
	CouDler
	CouDler
	CouDler


	126
	126
	126


	15-20
	15-20
	15-20



	Draft gear
	Draft gear
	Draft gear
	Draft gear


	100-198
	100-198
	100-198


	15-20
	15-20
	15-20





	Source: Interviews with car manufacturers and renovators.
	Source: Interviews with car manufacturers and renovators.
	Source: Interviews with car manufacturers and renovators.


	3.2.6 Other Costs
	3.2.6 Other Costs
	3.2.6 Other Costs
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	As noted previously, a number of other costs are associated with inspections, and most of these costs have similar components in the repair and replacement category of safety maintenance. Some overlapping or duplication occurs, which will reduce the actual cost, as, for example, in the case of record keeping. Although records may be required to be kept of freight car inspections, the same recording procedures that now exist to handle interline repair billing can be employed.
	As noted previously, a number of other costs are associated with inspections, and most of these costs have similar components in the repair and replacement category of safety maintenance. Some overlapping or duplication occurs, which will reduce the actual cost, as, for example, in the case of record keeping. Although records may be required to be kept of freight car inspections, the same recording procedures that now exist to handle interline repair billing can be employed.

	Further examples of indirect costs are loss of equipment utilization, loss of revenue from downgraded service on substandard tracks or eliminated service on abandoned tracks, and loss of investment opportunties due to use of capital for achieving compliance with safety standards. An example of intangible cost is the wrath of the shipper whose order is delayed because a c^r is shopped for compliance with a safety standard. Undoubtedly other costs will be added to the overall methodology for calculating the 
	Further examples of indirect costs are loss of equipment utilization, loss of revenue from downgraded service on substandard tracks or eliminated service on abandoned tracks, and loss of investment opportunties due to use of capital for achieving compliance with safety standards. An example of intangible cost is the wrath of the shipper whose order is delayed because a c^r is shopped for compliance with a safety standard. Undoubtedly other costs will be added to the overall methodology for calculating the 


	3.3 Societal Costs
	3.3 Societal Costs
	3.3 Societal Costs


	The societal costs resulting from the promulgation of rail safety standards are defined to be those direct and indirect costs that are incurred by society as a result of the development and implementation of safety standards. In the context of this analysis, they refer to any costs not borne directly by the railroad industry. This definition excludes societal or governmental lost opportunity costs, that is, what the alternative returns would have been had funds invested in rail safety standards been investe
	The societal costs resulting from the promulgation of rail safety standards are defined to be those direct and indirect costs that are incurred by society as a result of the development and implementation of safety standards. In the context of this analysis, they refer to any costs not borne directly by the railroad industry. This definition excludes societal or governmental lost opportunity costs, that is, what the alternative returns would have been had funds invested in rail safety standards been investe
	The societal costs resulting from the promulgation of rail safety standards are defined to be those direct and indirect costs that are incurred by society as a result of the development and implementation of safety standards. In the context of this analysis, they refer to any costs not borne directly by the railroad industry. This definition excludes societal or governmental lost opportunity costs, that is, what the alternative returns would have been had funds invested in rail safety standards been investe

	Examples of direct societal costs are FRA's administrative costs to develop and promulgate the safety standards, and expenses of state governments and/or commissions in conjunction with this effort. Calculating these costs for an individual safety standard will require determining what portion of the total FRA expenses will be spent developing a particular standard and proration of general expenses which cannot be attributed to any specific standard.
	Examples of direct societal costs are FRA's administrative costs to develop and promulgate the safety standards, and expenses of state governments and/or commissions in conjunction with this effort. Calculating these costs for an individual safety standard will require determining what portion of the total FRA expenses will be spent developing a particular standard and proration of general expenses which cannot be attributed to any specific standard.


	*Dorfman, Robert (ed. ), Measuring Benefits of Government- Investments, Washington, D. C. , The Brookings Institute, 1963.
	*Dorfman, Robert (ed. ), Measuring Benefits of Government- Investments, Washington, D. C. , The Brookings Institute, 1963.
	*Dorfman, Robert (ed. ), Measuring Benefits of Government- Investments, Washington, D. C. , The Brookings Institute, 1963.

	**Margdlis, Julius (ed. ), The Analysis of Public Output, National Bureau of Economic Research, 1970.
	**Margdlis, Julius (ed. ), The Analysis of Public Output, National Bureau of Economic Research, 1970.


	The current and projected salaries and expenses of all FRA field inspectors and state inspectors required to police and implement the safety standards should be included in. the societal cost calculations, along with any other direct costs not specifically borne by the railroad industry.
	The current and projected salaries and expenses of all FRA field inspectors and state inspectors required to police and implement the safety standards should be included in. the societal cost calculations, along with any other direct costs not specifically borne by the railroad industry.
	The current and projected salaries and expenses of all FRA field inspectors and state inspectors required to police and implement the safety standards should be included in. the societal cost calculations, along with any other direct costs not specifically borne by the railroad industry.

	Consideration, should also be given to indirect societal costs which would result from the promulgation of safety standards. However, these costs are frequently a transf erral from one sector of society to another, having a negative benefit for one and positive benefit for another. For example, the costs of stringent track safety standards may result in successful efforts by railroads to abandon certain branch lines with the following non-railroad costs:
	Consideration, should also be given to indirect societal costs which would result from the promulgation of safety standards. However, these costs are frequently a transf erral from one sector of society to another, having a negative benefit for one and positive benefit for another. For example, the costs of stringent track safety standards may result in successful efforts by railroads to abandon certain branch lines with the following non-railroad costs:

	Increased shipping costs due to higher transportation costs for those affected,
	Increased shipping costs due to higher transportation costs for those affected,

	. Certain businesses may be forced to close due to
	. Certain businesses may be forced to close due to

	higher transportation costs,
	higher transportation costs,

	Local communities may have difficulty attracting new businesses due to the lack of rail service, and
	Local communities may have difficulty attracting new businesses due to the lack of rail service, and

	. Individuals living in the community may suffer some diminution in their total welfare due to the absence of rail transportation.
	. Individuals living in the community may suffer some diminution in their total welfare due to the absence of rail transportation.

	On the other hand, this same abandonment may have the following positive effects:
	On the other hand, this same abandonment may have the following positive effects:


	. Increased business for motor carriers, and/or other transportation companies,
	. Increased business for motor carriers, and/or other transportation companies,
	. Increased business for motor carriers, and/or other transportation companies,

	. Increased business for other competitive companies resulting from the failure and closing of the affected companies,
	. Increased business for other competitive companies resulting from the failure and closing of the affected companies,

	. Stimulation of the development of other regions due to the increased business afforded by the inability of the affected community to compete, and
	. Stimulation of the development of other regions due to the increased business afforded by the inability of the affected community to compete, and

	. Individuals, served by the rail carriers in other communities and areas may benefit as a result of financial strengthening of the carrier.
	. Individuals, served by the rail carriers in other communities and areas may benefit as a result of financial strengthening of the carrier.

	Since the list of indirect societal costs and benefits affected by the issuance of rail safety standards is rather long, only the major indirect costs and benefits should be considered. In calculating the net cost- effectiveness of a given safety standard, if indirect items are included, care must be taken to avoid double-counting.
	Since the list of indirect societal costs and benefits affected by the issuance of rail safety standards is rather long, only the major indirect costs and benefits should be considered. In calculating the net cost- effectiveness of a given safety standard, if indirect items are included, care must be taken to avoid double-counting.

	3. 4 Accidents and Accident Data
	3. 4 Accidents and Accident Data

	Safety and safety standards encompass more than accidents. Adequate safety is lacking in the case of a shop worker's gradual hearing loss even though no "accident" occurs. Similarly, battered cargo results from exposure to an unsafe environment. However, since the major impact of most safety standards will be on accidents, accident data will be the principal measure of economic impact. As indicated in Figure 4, these data will form the basis for calculating the principal benefit component, namely, the redu
	Safety and safety standards encompass more than accidents. Adequate safety is lacking in the case of a shop worker's gradual hearing loss even though no "accident" occurs. Similarly, battered cargo results from exposure to an unsafe environment. However, since the major impact of most safety standards will be on accidents, accident data will be the principal measure of economic impact. As indicated in Figure 4, these data will form the basis for calculating the principal benefit component, namely, the redu


	•Will benecehsaf yi-to determine the total costs Of dll accidents addressed by the proposed standards, keeping separate those costs that railroads aie paying for directly and those that they do not pay for, namely, the societal costs. The principal sources for this data are naturally the railroads themselves who are recording far riiOirO information than is Currently being reported to the FRA. BaSed On current reporting rules, only those accidents are reported which result in the death of a person, or ah ’i
	•Will benecehsaf yi-to determine the total costs Of dll accidents addressed by the proposed standards, keeping separate those costs that railroads aie paying for directly and those that they do not pay for, namely, the societal costs. The principal sources for this data are naturally the railroads themselves who are recording far riiOirO information than is Currently being reported to the FRA. BaSed On current reporting rules, only those accidents are reported which result in the death of a person, or ah ’i
	•Will benecehsaf yi-to determine the total costs Of dll accidents addressed by the proposed standards, keeping separate those costs that railroads aie paying for directly and those that they do not pay for, namely, the societal costs. The principal sources for this data are naturally the railroads themselves who are recording far riiOirO information than is Currently being reported to the FRA. BaSed On current reporting rules, only those accidents are reported which result in the death of a person, or ah ’i

	-Thus, some'rather important cost elements neCesSary for cost- effeCtiveness analysis are as foiloWs
	-Thus, some'rather important cost elements neCesSary for cost- effeCtiveness analysis are as foiloWs

	The total number and cost of non-reportable accidents,
	The total number and cost of non-reportable accidents,

	The cost for clearing wrecks,
	The cost for clearing wrecks,

	. The cost of loss and damage to lading,
	. The cost of loss and damage to lading,

	The personal injury costs resulting from fatalities and injuries,
	The personal injury costs resulting from fatalities and injuries,

	The costs of damage to non-railroad property,
	The costs of damage to non-railroad property,

	The costs of service disruptions and delays,
	The costs of service disruptions and delays,

	The costs Of community services provided (fire, police,
	The costs Of community services provided (fire, police,

	. Red Cross) for major railroad accidents, and
	. Red Cross) for major railroad accidents, and

	. Damage to structures, other than track.
	. Damage to structures, other than track.


	The accident investigation reports of the NTSB provide some measure of total damages and do enumerate the numbers of persons injured or killed in major railroad accidents. However, since 1967, only 18 such reports have been issued, providing good, but limited, data on the costs of railroad accidents. Several states, California, Oregon, Iowa, Missouri, Illinois, and Pennsylvania, accumulate statistics on railroad-highway grade crossing accidents but do not cover other types of railroad accidents.
	The accident investigation reports of the NTSB provide some measure of total damages and do enumerate the numbers of persons injured or killed in major railroad accidents. However, since 1967, only 18 such reports have been issued, providing good, but limited, data on the costs of railroad accidents. Several states, California, Oregon, Iowa, Missouri, Illinois, and Pennsylvania, accumulate statistics on railroad-highway grade crossing accidents but do not cover other types of railroad accidents.
	The accident investigation reports of the NTSB provide some measure of total damages and do enumerate the numbers of persons injured or killed in major railroad accidents. However, since 1967, only 18 such reports have been issued, providing good, but limited, data on the costs of railroad accidents. Several states, California, Oregon, Iowa, Missouri, Illinois, and Pennsylvania, accumulate statistics on railroad-highway grade crossing accidents but do not cover other types of railroad accidents.

	The Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) publishes in $
	The Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) publishes in $

	Account 415 the costs of clearing wrecks and in Account 420* * the costs of injuries to persons which include claims, legal fees, witness expenses, etc. These cost figures are useful for establishing an average wreck-clearing expense and an average injury cost for all accidents Investigations of accident costs, however, reveal that certain types of accidents, e. g., those resulting from journal bearing failures and wheel failures, are significantly more expensive than other types of accidents, e.g. , passe
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	*Interstate Commerce Commission, 49 C. F. R. -Part 1201, Uniform System of Accounts, Railroad Companies, October 1, 1973.
	*Interstate Commerce Commission, 49 C. F. R. -Part 1201, Uniform System of Accounts, Railroad Companies, October 1, 1973.
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	.AAR^reports::-a,lotad:,of, $3b!-7h2:;7h8; infx:,eight;i;oss and damage due to train acciaents in 1971. Ihis; information is currently.developed by all carriers and is reported o.n a rngplar;hasih to the AAR,. There is often a significant delay, howeyer, .betwennHdlo time of an accident.
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	Personal injury costs are possibly the largest and most significant component of rail accident costs. While current FRA accident reporting requirements provide the number of persons injured or killed in an accident, the costs of the injuries are not provided for a given accident. Included in these costs are the following items:
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	. Accident investigation expenses,
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	. Legal fees and administrative expenses,
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	. Witnesses - outside counsel,
	. Witnesses - outside counsel,

	. Claim personnel, administrative expenses, and
	. Claim personnel, administrative expenses, and

	. Other personal injury expenses borne directly by the railroads.
	. Other personal injury expenses borne directly by the railroads.

	There is considerable sensitivity about providing this information on a regular basis and strong feelings on the part of the carriers that some aggregation would be necessary to avoid disclosures which would divulge average settlement costs. Considering these reservations, and the time delays which will necessitate matching claim settlements and other personal injury costs against past accidents, it is recommended that an estimating procedure be followed for developing personal injury costs.
	There is considerable sensitivity about providing this information on a regular basis and strong feelings on the part of the carriers that some aggregation would be necessary to avoid disclosures which would divulge average settlement costs. Considering these reservations, and the time delays which will necessitate matching claim settlements and other personal injury costs against past accidents, it is recommended that an estimating procedure be followed for developing personal injury costs.
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	There is considerable sensitivity about providing this information on a regular basis and strong feelings on the part of the carriers that some aggregation would be necessary to avoid disclosures which would divulge average settlement costs. Considering these reservations, and the time delays which will necessitate matching claim settlements and other personal injury costs against past accidents, it is recommended that an estimating procedure be followed for developing personal injury costs.
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	police assistance, Red Cross, and National Guard assistance can be substantial in the case of major rail accidents*. For example, in 1970, a serious accident involving hazardous materials occurred in a mid- western town (Crescent City) due to a failed friction bearing. The ' resulting damage to the town was estimated to be about $1.7 million.
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	The societal cost of this disaster was estimated to be approximately $356, 000 in damages and losses that went uncompensated by the railroads.
	The societal cost of this disaster was estimated to be approximately $356, 000 in damages and losses that went uncompensated by the railroads.
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	In reviewing the fact that accidents may frequently tie up cars, locomotives and trains, a number of carriers pointed out that these
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	sis. The cost items should include not only the immediate equipment involved in the accident, but all other trains and cars that were held up or delayed by reason of the track being blocked. Often, the effects of an accident are very widespread, especially if it occurs where alternate routing options are few. One interview respondent suggested some railroad managers really had little idea of just how much an accident can affect its overall costs. In his words, "We may be paying now for an accident that oc
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	Loss of goodwill is more difficult to assess. Several interview respondents stressed that shippers react swiftly and substantively to delays. Revenue loss may amount to 1% or more of the total accident cost. r
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	Most of the benefits to the rail industry from safety standards will come from reduced accident costs. The procedure for assessing these benefits is outlined in Figure 5. Different types of accidents will require different techniques for analysis.
	Most of the benefits to the rail industry from safety standards will come from reduced accident costs. The procedure for assessing these benefits is outlined in Figure 5. Different types of accidents will require different techniques for analysis.

	The FRA system of tabulating accidents on.railroads uses the categories "train", "train service", and "non-train" to designate the three basic types of accidents. It is; not likely that the FRA track and proposed equipment standards’ will reduce the accidents in the non-train category, so this; study will concentrate on train and train service accidents. Train accidents are classified as either derailments, collisions, or other, and it is likely that the track and the equipment standards will directly affe
	The FRA system of tabulating accidents on.railroads uses the categories "train", "train service", and "non-train" to designate the three basic types of accidents. It is; not likely that the FRA track and proposed equipment standards’ will reduce the accidents in the non-train category, so this; study will concentrate on train and train service accidents. Train accidents are classified as either derailments, collisions, or other, and it is likely that the track and the equipment standards will directly affe

	Train service accidents are an important Category because it includes most highway grade crossing, accidents. However, the standards thus far proposed and promulgated for track and equipment are not likely to directly reduce this specific type of accident. Train service accidents in which employees of railroads are victims should experience
	Train service accidents are an important Category because it includes most highway grade crossing, accidents. However, the standards thus far proposed and promulgated for track and equipment are not likely to directly reduce this specific type of accident. Train service accidents in which employees of railroads are victims should experience


	reduction in number and severity because of the safety standards presently defined. As standards are later developed for more areas of railroad operations, reduction of a greater number and variety of accidents should occur.
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	3. 5. 1 Pertinent Data
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	For the types of accidents likely to be reduced by the track and equipment standards, both reduction in injuries, as well as reduction in property damages, will result, and the benefits from these reductions will accrue directly to the rail carriers in a large number of accidents. It is not known what proportion of the cost of accidents_are eventually paid by the railroads, or by their insurance funds, but those claims paid by the railroads are known to be high. At least one type of property damage, i. e. 
	For the types of accidents likely to be reduced by the track and equipment standards, both reduction in injuries, as well as reduction in property damages, will result, and the benefits from these reductions will accrue directly to the rail carriers in a large number of accidents. It is not known what proportion of the cost of accidents_are eventually paid by the railroads, or by their insurance funds, but those claims paid by the railroads are known to be high. At least one type of property damage, i. e. 

	Other types of data which reflect benefits to be gained from accident reduction have been discussed previously, and it is likely that some proportion of the cost of any type of accident damage accumulating over a period of time will be paid by one or more carriers. In other words, whatever type of damage occurs, there will be some occasion on which a carrier must bear the cost of this damage. Even though the actual claims paid by carriers may be difficult to obtain, some notion of the average size of such 
	Other types of data which reflect benefits to be gained from accident reduction have been discussed previously, and it is likely that some proportion of the cost of any type of accident damage accumulating over a period of time will be paid by one or more carriers. In other words, whatever type of damage occurs, there will be some occasion on which a carrier must bear the cost of this damage. Even though the actual claims paid by carriers may be difficult to obtain, some notion of the average size of such 
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	. Co;sts of ^Clearing Wrecks -- This variable was
	. Co;sts of ^Clearing Wrecks -- This variable was

	described previously and can be estimated from the carriers* most recent experience ($1, 500/car). The ICC*s Account 415 can also be used to construct gross estimates for all accidents to use as a benchmark or check of .costs derived from carrier estimates.
	described previously and can be estimated from the carriers* most recent experience ($1, 500/car). The ICC*s Account 415 can also be used to construct gross estimates for all accidents to use as a benchmark or check of .costs derived from carrier estimates.


	Loss and Damage to Lading -- The vast majority of this damage is paid for by the railroads, and data is available from ICC accounts and from the American Railway Car Institute.
	Loss and Damage to Lading -- The vast majority of this damage is paid for by the railroads, and data is available from ICC accounts and from the American Railway Car Institute.
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	Damage to Non-Railroad Property Paid by Railroad - - This damage will be difficult to divide between that portion borne by the railroad a rid that portion borne by society. Here, a survey of court records and newspaper files may be necessary.
	Damage to Non-Railroad Property Paid by Railroad - - This damage will be difficult to divide between that portion borne by the railroad a rid that portion borne by society. Here, a survey of court records and newspaper files may be necessary.

	'Fatality Costs----the Number of fatalities is tabulated
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	by FRA, and a standard value or range of values can be assigned to each life.
	by FRA, and a standard value or range of values can be assigned to each life.

	.Injury and D isability Payouts -- The ^number of injuries by type is tabulated by AARj and-standard insurance company values can be used in assigning dollar value s.
	.Injury and D isability Payouts -- The ^number of injuries by type is tabulated by AARj and-standard insurance company values can be used in assigning dollar value s.

	Accident Investigation Expenses -- Many railroads maintain an .accident investigation staff, and by determining budgets for these staffs and the number of accidents investigated, an average value for the investigation of an accident, and possibly of accidents of different types can be calculated.
	Accident Investigation Expenses -- Many railroads maintain an .accident investigation staff, and by determining budgets for these staffs and the number of accidents investigated, an average value for the investigation of an accident, and possibly of accidents of different types can be calculated.


	Legal Expenses -- Again, budgets for legal staffs can be ascertained, and the number and type of accidents requiring their attention can be compared to these budgets. Similar values, such as witness expenses and non-staff legal expenses, can be obtained in interviews with railroad legal personnel.
	Legal Expenses -- Again, budgets for legal staffs can be ascertained, and the number and type of accidents requiring their attention can be compared to these budgets. Similar values, such as witness expenses and non-staff legal expenses, can be obtained in interviews with railroad legal personnel.
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	Costs of Service Disruption -- There are likely to be several components to the costs arising from service disruption, including the loss of use of the freight cars and locomotives delayed, the delays to passengers, and the freezing of the capital represented by the freight. In the last case, an estimate of the cost per year can be obtained by applying an interest rate to the value of the average freight shipment. The period of delay for a mainline accident is estimated by assuming that for each collision,
	Costs of Service Disruption -- There are likely to be several components to the costs arising from service disruption, including the loss of use of the freight cars and locomotives delayed, the delays to passengers, and the freezing of the capital represented by the freight. In the last case, an estimate of the cost per year can be obtained by applying an interest rate to the value of the average freight shipment. The period of delay for a mainline accident is estimated by assuming that for each collision,
	Costs of Service Disruption -- There are likely to be several components to the costs arising from service disruption, including the loss of use of the freight cars and locomotives delayed, the delays to passengers, and the freezing of the capital represented by the freight. In the last case, an estimate of the cost per year can be obtained by applying an interest rate to the value of the average freight shipment. The period of delay for a mainline accident is estimated by assuming that for each collision,

	Locomotive Costs -- The value of a locomotive-day will be multiplied by two and used as the value of the loss of the locomotives' time in delays from collisions.
	Locomotive Costs -- The value of a locomotive-day will be multiplied by two and used as the value of the loss of the locomotives' time in delays from collisions.

	. Lost Customer Traffic -- A complete assessment of
	. Lost Customer Traffic -- A complete assessment of

	lost customer traffic would require an analysis of accidents and declining ton-miles on specific routes, or at least on a large number, of railroads. The latter analysis can be performed to test the relationship between loss of traffic and accidents of different types. The cases of declining ton-miles can be converted to revenue losses.
	lost customer traffic would require an analysis of accidents and declining ton-miles on specific routes, or at least on a large number, of railroads. The latter analysis can be performed to test the relationship between loss of traffic and accidents of different types. The cases of declining ton-miles can be converted to revenue losses.

	3.5.2 Allocation of Benefits to Types of Accidents
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	Types of accidents for the purpose of cost-effectiveness analysis include the train accidents as attributed to various causes in the FRA Accident Bulletin.' The types of accident causes are summarized in Table 4 (page three of the 1973 Bulletin), and are shown in detail in Tables 102, 103, and 104. These causes are all subdivisions of the train accidents classification, which in 1973 totaled 9,375 accidents.
	Types of accidents for the purpose of cost-effectiveness analysis include the train accidents as attributed to various causes in the FRA Accident Bulletin.' The types of accident causes are summarized in Table 4 (page three of the 1973 Bulletin), and are shown in detail in Tables 102, 103, and 104. These causes are all subdivisions of the train accidents classification, which in 1973 totaled 9,375 accidents.


	The three basic causes are negligence of employees, failures of equipment, and improper maintenance of way and structures.
	The three basic causes are negligence of employees, failures of equipment, and improper maintenance of way and structures.
	The three basic causes are negligence of employees, failures of equipment, and improper maintenance of way and structures.

	Based on the proportions of each type of accident cause relative to the total number of train accidents, the value of damages and other dollar amounts has been allocated proportionally among accidents by type of cause, so that an estimate can be made of the losses and damages due to bearing accidents, draft gear accidents, etc. In some cases, the total losses due to accidents must first be allocated among the broad categories of train, non-train, and train service accidents, before dividing the damages amo
	Based on the proportions of each type of accident cause relative to the total number of train accidents, the value of damages and other dollar amounts has been allocated proportionally among accidents by type of cause, so that an estimate can be made of the losses and damages due to bearing accidents, draft gear accidents, etc. In some cases, the total losses due to accidents must first be allocated among the broad categories of train, non-train, and train service accidents, before dividing the damages amo

	An example of how such data on damages and expenses can be allocated to accidents of various types is shown in Table 7. Although this figure only shows percentage allocations for the three basic types of accidents, the allocations could be applied for types of accident causes within the broader categories. The expenses of clearing wrecks would not be associated with non-train accidents, so the figure tabulated by the ICC in Transport Statistics is allocated to train and train service accidents. The "Injurie
	An example of how such data on damages and expenses can be allocated to accidents of various types is shown in Table 7. Although this figure only shows percentage allocations for the three basic types of accidents, the allocations could be applied for types of accident causes within the broader categories. The expenses of clearing wrecks would not be associated with non-train accidents, so the figure tabulated by the ICC in Transport Statistics is allocated to train and train service accidents. The "Injurie
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	*Non-train accidents omitted because total accidents figure is not relevant to costs of clearing wrecks.
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	3. 5. 3 Estimation of Reduction in Accidents
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	Research thus far'has revealed that the cost-effectiveness approach to evaluating rail safety standards is not limited at this time by deficiencies in analytical methodology. Rather, the principal limitations are the-lack of substantive information on the nature, costs,
	Research thus far'has revealed that the cost-effectiveness approach to evaluating rail safety standards is not limited at this time by deficiencies in analytical methodology. Rather, the principal limitations are the-lack of substantive information on the nature, costs,
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	approximate answers to problems characterized by incomplete or poor
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	data and large uncertainties.
	data and large uncertainties.

	In completing any cdst-effectiveness analysis, perhaps the single boost sensitive’ calculation' required is the determination of the probable numbers Of accidents that will be prevented^ by a given safety standard, since this calculation will determine the magnitude of benefits to be derived from promulgation.
	In completing any cdst-effectiveness analysis, perhaps the single boost sensitive’ calculation' required is the determination of the probable numbers Of accidents that will be prevented^ by a given safety standard, since this calculation will determine the magnitude of benefits to be derived from promulgation.

	The ability to measure overall effectiveness and indeed to prescribe effective safety standards in the first place, is governed to> a : large extent by the degree of understanding of what is happening in accident situations. A considerable amount of descriptive information
	The ability to measure overall effectiveness and indeed to prescribe effective safety standards in the first place, is governed to> a : large extent by the degree of understanding of what is happening in accident situations. A considerable amount of descriptive information


	is Required before diagnosis and remedial action can be put on an objective policy. Developing a clear picture of the detailed cause and effect relationships, the interacting of multiple causes in a typical accident creates demands for quantitative information and relevant data which must be satisfied.
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	In order to calculate the root causes of railroad accidents, it will be necessary to formulate hypotheses and measure the relationship and association between factors found in the accident environment. Observation data must, as a consequence, consider human factors, the actions taken by participants -- crew members, environmental factors
	In order to calculate the root causes of railroad accidents, it will be necessary to formulate hypotheses and measure the relationship and association between factors found in the accident environment. Observation data must, as a consequence, consider human factors, the actions taken by participants -- crew members, environmental factors
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	-- weather, visibility, etc. , operating conditions -- speed, track condition, train dynamics, etc. , and equipment or component conditions. Interactive conditions must be identified; the classic example in railroad accident analysis is perhaps the case of a worn wheel picking a worn switch point. Much of the present understanding of such interrelationships is inadequate and consequently, the data tasks must be completed in order to provide a foundation for subsequent analysis. Once established, a number
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	. Use of Expert Opinion-Delphi Approach.
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	vDfe1 can help to explicate the association that sexists among "accident types, contributing factors, and remedies, but ■such a process eah reveal that many elerneiits are unrelated to others, and that the ’number of interconnections is generally too high to permit the postulation of simple ‘relationships. Direct'measurements, as a consequence, tWb&fixfe "difficult :a-is many Of the'relationships are often .nonlinear in Character.
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	Regt esSion .Analysis Can be used to measure the strength of (relationships of variables to accidents. In the early stages of this project, OOliSAD developed a method tor predicting accident reductions f rom the promulgation Of a safety standard by using regtes siOn analysis to r elate numbers of accidents to a "condition ratio, " which is explained
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	mode were difficult, if not impossible, to'Come'by, the technique could uOthe relied Upon as the principaltechnique tor predicting standard effectiveness., 'llevePtheless:, in many'situations, particularly-in the cost-eff ectiveness analysis of track standards, this technique can'be applied as there is considerable data available'from the ICC on railroad expenditures in given track and roadway categories (ties -and rails, for example). Accordingly, a general description Of hoW the technique was used in Com
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	As noted previously, the additional effort in maintenance, will result in additional maintenance expenditure, whether in track or equipment or other categories of railroad operations. If traditionally, accidents of specific types have been reduced by making increased expenditures in the maintenance category, then it should be possible to predict the number of accidents that will be prevented by using increased maintenance expenditures as the basis for the prediction.
	As noted previously, the additional effort in maintenance, will result in additional maintenance expenditure, whether in track or equipment or other categories of railroad operations. If traditionally, accidents of specific types have been reduced by making increased expenditures in the maintenance category, then it should be possible to predict the number of accidents that will be prevented by using increased maintenance expenditures as the basis for the prediction.
	As noted previously, the additional effort in maintenance, will result in additional maintenance expenditure, whether in track or equipment or other categories of railroad operations. If traditionally, accidents of specific types have been reduced by making increased expenditures in the maintenance category, then it should be possible to predict the number of accidents that will be prevented by using increased maintenance expenditures as the basis for the prediction.

	The number of accidents to be prevented would be a statistical prediction, i. e., it would have some error or uncertainty associated with it, but at least it would serve to identify an approximate degree or rate by which accidents would be reduced as maintenance expenditure increased.
	The number of accidents to be prevented would be a statistical prediction, i. e., it would have some error or uncertainty associated with it, but at least it would serve to identify an approximate degree or rate by which accidents would be reduced as maintenance expenditure increased.

	To identify the relationship of accidents to maintenance expenditure in the past, a third factor must be considered: the use rate or work performed by the track and equipment. Consideration of this factor is necessary because it is a measure of the forces working in opposition to maintenance effort. In other words, in order to reduce accidents, the effort exerted must overcome the work and wear imposed on the system, and must improve the system condition enough that failures are reduced.
	To identify the relationship of accidents to maintenance expenditure in the past, a third factor must be considered: the use rate or work performed by the track and equipment. Consideration of this factor is necessary because it is a measure of the forces working in opposition to maintenance effort. In other words, in order to reduce accidents, the effort exerted must overcome the work and wear imposed on the system, and must improve the system condition enough that failures are reduced.

	The work imposed on the system divided into the maintenance effort is a measure of the relative intensity of the two factors, and is
	The work imposed on the system divided into the maintenance effort is a measure of the relative intensity of the two factors, and is


	referred to as the "condition ratio. " The measure of work used ini the example that was considered is the number of ton-miles travelled by the trains on a.rail, system. (Alternatively, work can be measured in train-miles. )
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	The general form of the equation is..:-
	The general form of the equation is..:-
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	This expression states that an increase in the magnitude of the condition ratio (either more maintenance dollars or less work) will increase the subtractive term which produces fewer accidents. The equation is valid only over a limited range; obviously, a large enough investment will not produce a negative number of accidents as the algebra would indicate.
	This expression states that an increase in the magnitude of the condition ratio (either more maintenance dollars or less work) will increase the subtractive term which produces fewer accidents. The equation is valid only over a limited range; obviously, a large enough investment will not produce a negative number of accidents as the algebra would indicate.

	When accidents,, investments, and work have been determined for past years., regression procedures are applied to determine the relation of .maintenance to the occurrence of accidents. The regression procedures produce a .series of equations which can be used to predict the reduction in accidents on the basis of increased maintenance expenditure, providing a reasonable forecast of work can be made. These equations will give a rough estimate, of how many dollars must be invested in maintenance for each ton
	When accidents,, investments, and work have been determined for past years., regression procedures are applied to determine the relation of .maintenance to the occurrence of accidents. The regression procedures produce a .series of equations which can be used to predict the reduction in accidents on the basis of increased maintenance expenditure, providing a reasonable forecast of work can be made. These equations will give a rough estimate, of how many dollars must be invested in maintenance for each ton


	There are several other problems with this application of regression analysis. One of these is the lag in the effects of track and road investments. Deferred maintenance, in some cases, will take several years to impact safety. However, this regression methodology is a powerful tool if the associated problems are handled satisfactorily.
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	There are several other problems with this application of regression analysis. One of these is the lag in the effects of track and road investments. Deferred maintenance, in some cases, will take several years to impact safety. However, this regression methodology is a powerful tool if the associated problems are handled satisfactorily.

	Designed Experimentation can be used to estimate the effectiveness of any proposed safety standard. However, actual establishment of field experiments may be costly depending on the nature of the standard involved and may be risky to undertake. In the real world, the establishment of failure conditions may involve the deliberate exposure of people and goods to high-risk situations.
	Designed Experimentation can be used to estimate the effectiveness of any proposed safety standard. However, actual establishment of field experiments may be costly depending on the nature of the standard involved and may be risky to undertake. In the real world, the establishment of failure conditions may involve the deliberate exposure of people and goods to high-risk situations.

	Laboratory experiments, on the other hand, while very safe, often lack some of the ingredients which are instrumental in certain types of accidents. For example, the switchover from cotton waste to manufactured pads improved the lubrication environment considerably for plain friction bearings on freight cars. But it also increased the pilferage rate from journal boxes because the pads burn for hours in
	Laboratory experiments, on the other hand, while very safe, often lack some of the ingredients which are instrumental in certain types of accidents. For example, the switchover from cotton waste to manufactured pads improved the lubrication environment considerably for plain friction bearings on freight cars. But it also increased the pilferage rate from journal boxes because the pads burn for hours in
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	stoves and grills. "Missihg pad" is a standard hot box "causfe" on many railroads' reporting forms.
	stoves and grills. "Missihg pad" is a standard hot box "causfe" on many railroads' reporting forms.

	Computer Simulation, a far safer approach, and one often used by military planners, is to simulate the various processes of interest in order to measure overall effectiveness. With this technique,' input
	Computer Simulation, a far safer approach, and one often used by military planners, is to simulate the various processes of interest in order to measure overall effectiveness. With this technique,' input


	elements gan represent single functions or distributions that can be measured ^unambiguously and by random sampling to generate accident situations,' "the failures or accidents" can be counted under trial exposure Oondrtlons.. Accident severity distributions can be included as part of the sampled elements. In this manner, many sequences of designed experiments can be carried out, rapidly and economically, listing a variety of parameters in the process.
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	Use of Expert Opinions —■ Due to the many deficiencies in existing information concerning the: effectiveness of various factors that bear in accidents/, it may be difficult, if not impossible, to determine relative effectiveness of any standard strictly on. the basis of objective analysis and scientific evidence. In practice/ reliance on expert opinion is often necessary, and may-be the best approach.for FRA to consider in determining overall effectiveness. The Joint Task Force, discussed in previous sec
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	The experts opinions can be drawn by using a Delphi approach which has evolved as a fairly systematic method for the. solicitation and collection of informed judgments on a specified topic. It has a high communication content, especially of a feedback nature, which is enhanced by a high degree of anonymity on the part of the participants.
	The experts opinions can be drawn by using a Delphi approach which has evolved as a fairly systematic method for the. solicitation and collection of informed judgments on a specified topic. It has a high communication content, especially of a feedback nature, which is enhanced by a high degree of anonymity on the part of the participants.
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	The preceding discussion has reviewed how the various benefits to be obtained by railroads from accident reduction can be measured in the recommended cost-effectiveness methodology. These benefits can be measured in dollars, or in number of accidents avoided, and they can be related directly to types of maintenance, in both the way and structure and in the equipment categories when regression techniques are employed. The criteria for selecting the most appropriate
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	techniques would naturally be determined to a great extent by the stand ard being evaluated, the data available, the complexity of the accident environment, and normal budgetary constraints.
	techniques would naturally be determined to a great extent by the stand ard being evaluated, the data available, the complexity of the accident environment, and normal budgetary constraints.
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	Societal benefits are defined to be the total sum of all benefits
	Societal benefits are defined to be the total sum of all benefits

	which society receives from the promulgation and implementation of
	which society receives from the promulgation and implementation of

	' < rail safety standards. This sum does not include those benefits which
	' < rail safety standards. This sum does not include those benefits which

	accrue directly to railroads. Calculating these benefits is one of the
	accrue directly to railroads. Calculating these benefits is one of the

	most important features of the methodology outlined here, inasmuch
	most important features of the methodology outlined here, inasmuch

	as past resource allocation decisions made by FRA, DOT, and
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	Congress, with regard to railroad safety, may have been limited to
	Congress, with regard to railroad safety, may have been limited to

	evaluations based on direct out-of-pocket costs. This approach has
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	conceivably resulted in an underutilization of funds for safety and a '
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	misallocation of resources among various types of safety programs.
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	In principle, all conceivable costs and benefits should enter into
	In principle, all conceivable costs and benefits should enter into

	the evaluation of-railroad standard tradeoffs, in practice, hbweveri there are major barriers to doing so. The principal barrier is the danger of double-counting or listing an item as a cost element and then
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	listing it again as a benefit element. In order to avoid double-counting, we have included, in the design of our methodology, the calculation of all direct and indirect railroad industry costs, along with the direct societal costs and benefits. (A direct societal benefit is, for example, the avoidance of accident costs. )
	listing it again as a benefit element. In order to avoid double-counting, we have included, in the design of our methodology, the calculation of all direct and indirect railroad industry costs, along with the direct societal costs and benefits. (A direct societal benefit is, for example, the avoidance of accident costs. )

	The inclusion of indirect societal benefits was rejected to avoid double-counting. For example, a particular safety standard will require a: railroad's purchasing;additional material and hiring additional personnel to effect compliance. This represents a direct cost to the railroad and an entry in the cost side of the cost-benefit ledger. These same expenditures, however, represent indirect societal benefits to the material suppliers and those that are hired. However, by including these indirect societal 
	The inclusion of indirect societal benefits was rejected to avoid double-counting. For example, a particular safety standard will require a: railroad's purchasing;additional material and hiring additional personnel to effect compliance. This represents a direct cost to the railroad and an entry in the cost side of the cost-benefit ledger. These same expenditures, however, represent indirect societal benefits to the material suppliers and those that are hired. However, by including these indirect societal 

	Since economic activities are largely circuitous and double- entried, the more complete the enumeration of costs and benefits, the more difficult, it. is to avoid double-counting -- which is why a line must be drawn at some point to minimize this possibility. This is not to say
	Since economic activities are largely circuitous and double- entried, the more complete the enumeration of costs and benefits, the more difficult, it. is to avoid double-counting -- which is why a line must be drawn at some point to minimize this possibility. This is not to say


	that the indirect societal benefits should not be calculated and considered by the evaluator. Indeed, we think it of paramountsimportance that recognition be given to the potential indirect benefits ■''that railroad expenditures will have on labor, railroad industry suppliers, and other potential beneficiaries. For many public decisions, the sole justification is in the distribution of indirect benefits. However, for the pur-
	that the indirect societal benefits should not be calculated and considered by the evaluator. Indeed, we think it of paramountsimportance that recognition be given to the potential indirect benefits ■''that railroad expenditures will have on labor, railroad industry suppliers, and other potential beneficiaries. For many public decisions, the sole justification is in the distribution of indirect benefits. However, for the pur-
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	pose of rationally evaluating the overall cost-effectiveness of alternative standards, we cannot permit double-counting.
	pose of rationally evaluating the overall cost-effectiveness of alternative standards, we cannot permit double-counting.

	In summary, all direct and indirect railroad costs will be calculated, along with all direct societal costs and benefits. Indirect societal costs and benefits will be taken into consideration by the evaluator but would not be entered into the calculations of costs and benefits sum mations.
	In summary, all direct and indirect railroad costs will be calculated, along with all direct societal costs and benefits. Indirect societal costs and benefits will be taken into consideration by the evaluator but would not be entered into the calculations of costs and benefits sum mations.

	In the light of the above discussion, the major part of societal benefits are really the benefits that will result from the elimination of accident costs. Therefore, in the ensuing discussion, when societal accident costs are referred to, we are really describing potential societal benefits. There are, of course, other benefits that society will receive as a consequence of promulgating railroad safety standards, and other safety countermeasures. However, the elimination of accident costs is by far the larg
	In the light of the above discussion, the major part of societal benefits are really the benefits that will result from the elimination of accident costs. Therefore, in the ensuing discussion, when societal accident costs are referred to, we are really describing potential societal benefits. There are, of course, other benefits that society will receive as a consequence of promulgating railroad safety standards, and other safety countermeasures. However, the elimination of accident costs is by far the larg


	It was the recognition of the societal costs of railroad accidents jthat prompted Congress to pass the Railroad Safety Act in 1970. The catastrophic consequences of the rash of accidents that occurred in 1969 dramatically registered on the public consciousness the costs of serious railroad accidents and mandated some type of corrective legist lation action. Often the real societal costs of smaller, less spectacular, accidents go unnoticed in comparison, but they are nonetheless real and far more numerous..
	It was the recognition of the societal costs of railroad accidents jthat prompted Congress to pass the Railroad Safety Act in 1970. The catastrophic consequences of the rash of accidents that occurred in 1969 dramatically registered on the public consciousness the costs of serious railroad accidents and mandated some type of corrective legist lation action. Often the real societal costs of smaller, less spectacular, accidents go unnoticed in comparison, but they are nonetheless real and far more numerous..
	It was the recognition of the societal costs of railroad accidents jthat prompted Congress to pass the Railroad Safety Act in 1970. The catastrophic consequences of the rash of accidents that occurred in 1969 dramatically registered on the public consciousness the costs of serious railroad accidents and mandated some type of corrective legist lation action. Often the real societal costs of smaller, less spectacular, accidents go unnoticed in comparison, but they are nonetheless real and far more numerous..

	It is well recognized that it is impossible to place a value on a human life, and: no: less difficult to<truly gauge the. losses resulting from injuries or disabilities. Undoubtedly, the value that any individual places, on his or her life is infinite. Nevertheless,, fox cost-effectiveness analysis, some measure of the. economic losses to society of railroad casualties is necessary. Our approach has; been to identify all known societal costs and then present quantitative estimates of as many of the losses
	It is well recognized that it is impossible to place a value on a human life, and: no: less difficult to<truly gauge the. losses resulting from injuries or disabilities. Undoubtedly, the value that any individual places, on his or her life is infinite. Nevertheless,, fox cost-effectiveness analysis, some measure of the. economic losses to society of railroad casualties is necessary. Our approach has; been to identify all known societal costs and then present quantitative estimates of as many of the losses


	dplle-r estimate of the cost, inasmuch as a failure to include some cost Wpujd imply that a zero (quantitative) cost is assumed.
	dplle-r estimate of the cost, inasmuch as a failure to include some cost Wpujd imply that a zero (quantitative) cost is assumed.
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	A complete enumeration of all societal costs was considered japgpssary in order to:
	A complete enumeration of all societal costs was considered japgpssary in order to:

	. Facilitate the determination of funds to be spent improving railroad safety,
	. Facilitate the determination of funds to be spent improving railroad safety,

	Assist in determining the raost cost-effective safety standards among the many possible candidates which have been, and are being, developed, and
	Assist in determining the raost cost-effective safety standards among the many possible candidates which have been, and are being, developed, and
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	Enable previously established standards to be reviewed in light of their cost-effectiveness.
	Enable previously established standards to be reviewed in light of their cost-effectiveness.

	In interviewing the railroads, the existence of societal costs y©§ujt:ing from accidents was never questioned, rather, the question W&§ raised as to the extent to which the industry could afford or should affprd to pay for these costs, and the dollar values that should be ££pig:npd to each component.
	In interviewing the railroads, the existence of societal costs y©§ujt:ing from accidents was never questioned, rather, the question W&§ raised as to the extent to which the industry could afford or should affprd to pay for these costs, and the dollar values that should be ££pig:npd to each component.
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	In view of the scarcity of data on societal costs of railroad accidents, greater reliance has been placed on estimation techniques in our methodology. However, it is recommended that a research program be initiated to determine the nature and extent of railroad accident costs. This recommendation will be discussed subsequently in greater depth.
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	In determining this cost, it is important to recognize that railroads are already paying for a portion of the total damage to non-railroad property, and consequently, it will be necessary to determine those damages for which no compensation is made. A careful review of the FRA accident statistics and T-Reports, along with the NTSB reports, should be undertaken to determine the relative size and cost of the accident types under consideration. Generally speaking, the larger the accident, the greater the pro
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	may be paid by the railroad but more frequently are absorbed by the local community. As an example, one of the carriers being interviewed discussed a recent accident that necessitated the evacuation of an entire town: "The decision to evacuate the town was made by local officials as a general safety precaution; Why should we have to pay for this? "
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	In order to develop some measure of the economic costs of community services expended in rail accidents, it will be necessary to follow the procedures outlined in the previous section on non-railroad property damage, examining all available reports on the accident in question, and then following up with on-site investigations to determine the extent of compensation for community services. The results of the methodological test suggest that while railroads often make some restitution for the costs of commu
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	As an introduction to discussing how the societal costs of personal injuries and fatalities can be calculated, it is instructive to consider in how many ways a railroad accident which fatally injures a person can diminish social welfare. Consider the following example, given in the NHTSA study on "The Societal Costs of Motor Vehicle Accidents, " of an individual fatally injured in an accident:
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	services. The value of his output can be measured by his wages. With this income, he and his family derived welfare through the consumption of goods and services.
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	etc. These are all losses in welfare and can be defined in terms of opportunity costs. The vehicle repairman could be building schools, the doctor could be treating illnesses and diseases, the lawyer could be engaged in some welfare- producing activity such as consumer protection.
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	There is no way of accurately measuring these very real and very significant losses to societal welfare. However, a very gross approximation of how society values such losses can be derived by what preferences have been revealed in the past. Court awards for pain and suffering are an example. .•
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	Also, the incidence of a welfare loss has not been a consideration in this analysis. Although an individual may be more than adequately compensated by his insurance company and he feels that he is now even better off than before the accident, there has still been a loss to society -- the incidence in this case is on those paying insurance premiums. Additionally, it is not relevant that some losses are compensated by insurance payments or court awards and others are not. The loss has occurred in both instan
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	the mean age of all living railroad employees. * Consequently, the fatally injured employee will have had an average of 20 years of productive life remaining. Computations of future wage earnings should consider possible increases in real income-productivity increases, and we have assumed a 3 percent increase per year based on an extrapolation of past productivity increases.
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	In addition, the future flow of earnings should be discounted to present values to reflect society's time preference for the immediate return versus the less certain future return. The rate selected for discounting future wage losses to society is the most important single factor in the earnings calculation, since a slight change in the discount rate can make a major difference in results. We have utilized a 10 percent discount rate, which is considered rather high by many experts, but is the rate currently
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	In performing economic impact analyses, some special problems arise. For example, all dollar amounts should be compared as of the same point in time; this requires discounting. Also, to avoid the consideration of events into the infinite future, a realistic time span must be chosen. These and related problems, along with recommended solutions, are discussed below.
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	In the case of implementing the safety standards, some railroads will choose to capitalize much of the compliance cost through long-term financing, while others will choose to cover the entire cost of the implementation from their annual operating budgets (expensing). In order to enable the cost-effectiveness methodology to be applicable to a variety of plans, the assumption is made that some of'the costs of implementation are treated as immediate capital costs, and some are treated as ongoing operating c
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	Even in the case of the immediate capital costs, these may be "long-term" if the capital is obtained specifically from bonds or longterm loans. For estimating a relatively severe cost which might accrue to a railroad which had difficulty securing long-term financing, for example, the cost-effectiveness methodology is designed to consider a portion of capital costs as immediate. Some costs will probably require long-term financing of some form (equipment trust certificates, conditional sales agreements, mor
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	The distinction between immediate and ongoing benefits is even more difficult to draw than for costs, but it is safe to assume that all benefits will not begin to be received immediately after implementation of the safety standards. Inspection of a large portion of the track and of the freight car fleet will have to occur, and then some portion of the replacement and repair will be necessary, before benefits are felt. If the implementation of equipment standards takes about two years, as has the implementat
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	Some of the risks of costs and extended benefits for an indefinite period of time into the future can be compensated for by discounting future flows. Economic impact analysis is concerned with recommending whether specific investments should be undertaken here and now in order to gain benefits in the future. Safety standards are introduced in the present so as to gain the benefit of reduced accidents in the future. Two major reasons exist for discounting the future flows of costs and benefits derived from 
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	Individual consumers in our society are continually faced with the problem of whether to spend their money now or whether to invest their money for a greater future benefit. If the future benefit gained through investment is not in excess of the present benefit gained through spending, then consumers in general will spend their money now. Similarly, society will only invest funds to gain future benefits if these future benefits exceed the present benefits from using the funds here and now. If society makes 
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	normally-regarded: as less than if it were available-earlier. The discount rate usedatovdiscount-the value of: future flows, of benefits is commonly assumed^to-reflect society's preference for-'present benefits-as opposed to future.benefits. TheOMB recommends the use of a 10 percent discount,rate to discount.the future flows; of benefits arising, from /
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	the application of railroad^ safety standards * This implies that society is indifferent between,, say, $100 million of benefits today and $110 million of benefits 'next year:; The--, higher the discount rate which is employed to'diseounhthe":futurevflo.ws of benefits, thenthe more weight", which is. given to the earlier benefits of public investment and the^less weight which is: given-to:benefits: expected in the more distant future (say 10.to 3 0 years, from now).
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	The.decision".of'.soc:iety'to.;invest in safety standards for the- rail-?' roads generates: an opportunitycost for: society in that funds allocated- for safety standards: are.no-ronger: available for-u'sing;.here and now n’or- forrmaKing.'other: investments^ Society‘has'limited-'.funds at its' disposal which it‘ needs-to alloc ate', in:. such~a“ way;a-s:'to' maxirnize the benefits to" society. Investment-imsaf ety' standards forr railroads-is an investEfieHt tb obtain benefits to society;bver' a-relatively 
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	Not only is it necessary to discount future benefits to their present value, but the same procedure must also be applied to the flow of costs incurred over a multi-year period. The reasons for discounting costs down to their present value are similar to those given for dis-
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	counting benefits. Not only is the money being used for a purpose other than earning interest, but also the costs incurred at present appear higher than costs incurred in the future.
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	Thus, if track and equipment maintenance costs are expected to be an amount of X dollars in the future, the amount appears smaller than if the X dollars had to be spent at once. To calculate the total cost of the maintenance program over several years, the cost for each later year must be added to the first year's cost, but they must be added in dollars the same size as those spent in the first year, which appear larger than those to be spent later. Therefore, the later costs are reduced by discounting.
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	A separate factor in the size of costs and benefits is inflation, which has the effect of raising costs and benefits over time. Because goods and services in the future become more expensive and valuable, the dollars paid and received for them are more than if they were bought or sold at present. If the rates of inflation for both costs arid benefits are the same, then actual increases are not calculated in the
	A separate factor in the size of costs and benefits is inflation, which has the effect of raising costs and benefits over time. Because goods and services in the future become more expensive and valuable, the dollars paid and received for them are more than if they were bought or sold at present. If the rates of inflation for both costs arid benefits are the same, then actual increases are not calculated in the
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	trapa&&analysisprocre-dure. Under a single inflation rate assumption,, ail! future dollar amounts may be expressed in constant dollars and the present value may ;be obtained by the use of a single discount rate such as the 1G: percent recommended by OMB.
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	Two furtherrsteps: will be necessary before the cost-effectiveness methodology will yield- a^speoific comparison between costs and benefits First, the expected number, of accidents must be .projected 15 years into the future1 (T9‘8'8i)!. This; projection will be done on the basis of an analysis of past trends coupled with a forecast of dynamic factors influencing the future.trend sv without the safety standards. The expenses ass ociated with .the: projeeted.-ae cident rate will be calculated, but the impor
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	The s-econd important step thus is the calculation of savings from the reduced leveliof .accidents.. These savings will be calculated using the procedure described earlier, in which a specific amount of dollars to be' saved-from-a.,specific type of accident was determined. In other words, the total number of laccidents avoided is allocated to a series of types of accidents and the value or expense associated with each
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	type of accident is added to those of all types of accidents to produce a total amount expected to be avoided. For each type, after the total benefits over the 15 year period are calculated, the total costs will be obtained, and then it will be possible to calculate the difference between the two, the net savings or net cost-effectiveness. The results of this calculation for a given safety standard can then be compared to other similar cost-benefit results to determine the most cost-effective safety standar
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	In previous sections, the principal data components necessary for cost-effectiveness analysis have been discussed and recommendations have been made for developing or estimating data not otherwise available. This section will briefly summarize the principal data deficiencies that have thus far been identified, and will recapitulate the recommendations for development. It is obvious that data derived from estimation techniques are oft times poor substitutes for exact figures; nevertheless due to the shortag
	In previous sections, the principal data components necessary for cost-effectiveness analysis have been discussed and recommendations have been made for developing or estimating data not otherwise available. This section will briefly summarize the principal data deficiencies that have thus far been identified, and will recapitulate the recommendations for development. It is obvious that data derived from estimation techniques are oft times poor substitutes for exact figures; nevertheless due to the shortag

	We have arranged the listing of data gaps in three groups corresponding to that which is readily available, little available, and relatively unavailable. Certain types of data that are readily available to carriers or perhaps the AAR may have been categorized as unavailable, if it was felt that the FRA would not be able to secure them. Thus, the ordering and identification of data deficiencies required a subjective evaluation of the extent to which FRA could develop the necessary information.
	We have arranged the listing of data gaps in three groups corresponding to that which is readily available, little available, and relatively unavailable. Certain types of data that are readily available to carriers or perhaps the AAR may have been categorized as unavailable, if it was felt that the FRA would not be able to secure them. Thus, the ordering and identification of data deficiencies required a subjective evaluation of the extent to which FRA could develop the necessary information.

	In the far right hand column of the following summary Table 10), we have listed recommendations for either estimating or developing the data components. If all of the data.requirements for conducting
	In the far right hand column of the following summary Table 10), we have listed recommendations for either estimating or developing the data components. If all of the data.requirements for conducting
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	catcost-effectiyenesrsnaiaalysis rofrsafety :sta;n:da;yds were -met, the actual ^calculations :could be iperformed in:a simple, tstraight-rforward manner 'with a mintmum^expenditure.of time:arid“manpower. Thus, the cost of
	catcost-effectiyenesrsnaiaalysis rofrsafety :sta;n:da;yds were -met, the actual ^calculations :could be iperformed in:a simple, tstraight-rforward manner 'with a mintmum^expenditure.of time:arid“manpower. Thus, the cost of
	catcost-effectiyenesrsnaiaalysis rofrsafety :sta;n:da;yds were -met, the actual ^calculations :could be iperformed in:a simple, tstraight-rforward manner 'with a mintmum^expenditure.of time:arid“manpower. Thus, the cost of
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	..conducting c ost-off ectivenes s analysis, is directly r elated to the data
	..conducting c ost-off ectivenes s analysis, is directly r elated to the data
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	availab le5 fo r.making; the das i c ca 1 c ulat i o ns.
	availab le5 fo r.making; the das i c ca 1 c ulat i o ns.

	Our; rosearch;thus -far hasrshown-thatllittlerof the necessary
	Our; rosearch;thus -far hasrshown-thatllittlerof the necessary


	data :is immediately .available to -FR A and -that .substantial sadditional data development; is: necessary in .arder:,.to'.'per form complete..cost effectiveness ranalysis: withzminimal expenditure of Aunds. FRA, by-virtue ;of its .legislative mandates :and powers, -does'.have the .authority to rcorrec.tmo st .ofthe datargaps :thr ough :revrsions in the accident reporting system. "We frecommendithat this xauthority be .exercised, not. just to pr.ovidednfformation: fo:rxco st -: ef fective nes s analysis,
	data :is immediately .available to -FR A and -that .substantial sadditional data development; is: necessary in .arder:,.to'.'per form complete..cost effectiveness ranalysis: withzminimal expenditure of Aunds. FRA, by-virtue ;of its .legislative mandates :and powers, -does'.have the .authority to rcorrec.tmo st .ofthe datargaps :thr ough :revrsions in the accident reporting system. "We frecommendithat this xauthority be .exercised, not. just to pr.ovidednfformation: fo:rxco st -: ef fective nes s analysis,
	data :is immediately .available to -FR A and -that .substantial sadditional data development; is: necessary in .arder:,.to'.'per form complete..cost effectiveness ranalysis: withzminimal expenditure of Aunds. FRA, by-virtue ;of its .legislative mandates :and powers, -does'.have the .authority to rcorrec.tmo st .ofthe datargaps :thr ough :revrsions in the accident reporting system. "We frecommendithat this xauthority be .exercised, not. just to pr.ovidednfformation: fo:rxco st -: ef fective nes s analysis,

	The "relative nostsxof "providing* this; information,1 -which must -be-borne .directly, by the :r:ailro;addndust:ry, :should:natu'rally be' takenrinto xonsid-eration':before”making any revisions in axeident “reporting.
	The "relative nostsxof "providing* this; information,1 -which must -be-borne .directly, by the :r:ailro;addndust:ry, :should:natu'rally be' takenrinto xonsid-eration':before”making any revisions in axeident “reporting.
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	Availability of Data to FRA
	Availability of Data to FRA
	Availability of Data to FRA
	Availability of Data to FRA
	Availability of Data to FRA
	Availability of Data to FRA


	Description of Data Deficiency
	Description of Data Deficiency
	Description of Data Deficiency


	Recommendations for Correction ’ ’ of Data Deficiencies
	Recommendations for Correction ’ ’ of Data Deficiencies
	Recommendations for Correction ’ ’ of Data Deficiencies



	Relatively
	Relatively
	Relatively
	Relatively

	Unavailable
	Unavailable


	Number of defectives, equipment components, track components,
	Number of defectives, equipment components, track components,
	Number of defectives, equipment components, track components,

	Component failure that cause accidents,■ manu facturer name, date of manufacture, serial
	Component failure that cause accidents,■ manu facturer name, date of manufacture, serial

	number of part, type., etc.
	number of part, type., etc.

	Rates on equipment components,
	Rates on equipment components,

	expected life, expected mean time to failure.
	expected life, expected mean time to failure.


	Field sampling program to determine any condition.
	Field sampling program to determine any condition.
	Field sampling program to determine any condition.

	-Revise T-form reporting criteria, urging the the identification & description of components that have failed.
	-Revise T-form reporting criteria, urging the the identification & description of components that have failed.

	Joint research program funded by FRA,
	Joint research program funded by FRA,

	AAR, and RPI.
	AAR, and RPI.
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	True accident causes <
	True accident causes <
	True accident causes <


	Expanded accident information system; Accident diagnostic analysis; multidisciplinary accident investigation teams.
	Expanded accident information system; Accident diagnostic analysis; multidisciplinary accident investigation teams.
	Expanded accident information system; Accident diagnostic analysis; multidisciplinary accident investigation teams.
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	Societal property damage.
	Societal property damage.
	Societal property damage.


	Revise reporting criteria, carrier to provide estimate of damage on T-form.
	Revise reporting criteria, carrier to provide estimate of damage on T-form.
	Revise reporting criteria, carrier to provide estimate of damage on T-form.
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	Societal personal injury costs.
	Societal personal injury costs.
	Societal personal injury costs.

	Societal costs, community services (fire, police, etc. ).
	Societal costs, community services (fire, police, etc. ).

	The number, type, and costs of non-reported .accidents.
	The number, type, and costs of non-reported .accidents.

	Age of non-employees involved in rail accidents.
	Age of non-employees involved in rail accidents.

	Cost of service disruptions and delays to railroads.
	Cost of service disruptions and delays to railroads.


	Estimation, procedure.
	Estimation, procedure.
	Estimation, procedure.

	Estimation, research NTSB reports.
	Estimation, research NTSB reports.

	Estimation, develop multiplier.
	Estimation, develop multiplier.

	•Revise reporting criteria for T-form.
	•Revise reporting criteria for T-form.

	Revise reporting criteria for T-form, have estimated total delays, in car and locomotive days reported by carriers.
	Revise reporting criteria for T-form, have estimated total delays, in car and locomotive days reported by carriers.



	Little
	Little
	Little
	Little

	Available
	Available


	Installation costs (labor), replace defective components.
	Installation costs (labor), replace defective components.
	Installation costs (labor), replace defective components.


	Can be readily estimated based on dift* provided by carriers.
	Can be readily estimated based on dift* provided by carriers.
	Can be readily estimated based on dift* provided by carriers.
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	Cost of clearing wrecks.
	Cost of clearing wrecks.
	Cost of clearing wrecks.

	Loss and damage to lading.
	Loss and damage to lading.

	Cost of personal injuries and fatalities paid by railroads.
	Cost of personal injuries and fatalities paid by railroads.


	Revise reporting criteria,report on T-form. Revise reporting criteria,report on T-form. Develop estimates through carrier assistance and research of court settlements for^Sdt- " vidual accident types.
	Revise reporting criteria,report on T-form. Revise reporting criteria,report on T-form. Develop estimates through carrier assistance and research of court settlements for^Sdt- " vidual accident types.
	Revise reporting criteria,report on T-form. Revise reporting criteria,report on T-form. Develop estimates through carrier assistance and research of court settlements for^Sdt- " vidual accident types.



	Readily
	Readily
	Readily
	Readily

	Available
	Available


	Loss and damage to railroad property (cars, roadway).
	Loss and damage to railroad property (cars, roadway).
	Loss and damage to railroad property (cars, roadway).

	Cost of replacement parts, track equipment, etc.
	Cost of replacement parts, track equipment, etc.

	Nature of fatality and injury in rail accidents. Age and description of* employees.
	Nature of fatality and injury in rail accidents. Age and description of* employees.

	FRA costs to develop standards.
	FRA costs to develop standards.
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	4; 1 Specific..Data. Deficiencies, and Recommendations
	4; 1 Specific..Data. Deficiencies, and Recommendations
	4; 1 Specific..Data. Deficiencies, and Recommendations

	Some examples of, problems encounted during this task are given below; The problems, are illustrative in nature and are not meant to be definitive-. ?
	Some examples of, problems encounted during this task are given below; The problems, are illustrative in nature and are not meant to be definitive-. ?

	The method used; in rdetermining what accidents involving hazardous,, materials, were caused .by failed journals..was tedious, and time consulting;: Every time.. a.,railroad experiences an accident involving, hazardous mateirials. su.eh. as., explosives., flammable liquids .or gases, and poisonous liquids, or gases, the carrier must file a Hazardous Material Accident.’Form*. independent of the T-form, to .the FR A. This form-is-filed and.-information fr.om.it and from a subsequent investigation, if found'n
	The method used; in rdetermining what accidents involving hazardous,, materials, were caused .by failed journals..was tedious, and time consulting;: Every time.. a.,railroad experiences an accident involving, hazardous mateirials. su.eh. as., explosives., flammable liquids .or gases, and poisonous liquids, or gases, the carrier must file a Hazardous Material Accident.’Form*. independent of the T-form, to .the FR A. This form-is-filed and.-information fr.om.it and from a subsequent investigation, if found'n


	societal costs had occurred because of the accidents. Finally, after the accidents with these potential societal costs were located, an investigation of the major accidents was made to determine the extent of the societal costs that resulted. It is recommended that the Hazardous Materials Summary be revised to include the accident cause (code), or, at least, a cross reference to the T-form or the new Rail Equipment Incident Report.
	societal costs had occurred because of the accidents. Finally, after the accidents with these potential societal costs were located, an investigation of the major accidents was made to determine the extent of the societal costs that resulted. It is recommended that the Hazardous Materials Summary be revised to include the accident cause (code), or, at least, a cross reference to the T-form or the new Rail Equipment Incident Report.
	societal costs had occurred because of the accidents. Finally, after the accidents with these potential societal costs were located, an investigation of the major accidents was made to determine the extent of the societal costs that resulted. It is recommended that the Hazardous Materials Summary be revised to include the accident cause (code), or, at least, a cross reference to the T-form or the new Rail Equipment Incident Report.

	For any kind of cost effectiveness study it is important to have all the costs of an accident. For example: The total cost for clearing
	For any kind of cost effectiveness study it is important to have all the costs of an accident. For example: The total cost for clearing

	wrecks in 1971 amounted to $38, 477, 000 for all railroads.* Since this is a major cost component of accidents, it is essential that it be included in any cost-effectiveness analysis of safety standards. It is therefore recommended that this information be included on Incident Reports by the railroads, and that the reporting criteria be revised accordingly.
	wrecks in 1971 amounted to $38, 477, 000 for all railroads.* Since this is a major cost component of accidents, it is essential that it be included in any cost-effectiveness analysis of safety standards. It is therefore recommended that this information be included on Incident Reports by the railroads, and that the reporting criteria be revised accordingly.

	All railroads have this data readily available due to ICC reporting requirements and should be able to furnish it at minimal additional cost.
	All railroads have this data readily available due to ICC reporting requirements and should be able to furnish it at minimal additional cost.

	Wreck clearance costs are another piece of information which is lacking except from carriers’ estimate of averages. This average figure overstates costs for single car derailment which constitute the majority of accidents, and greatly understates costs on more severe
	Wreck clearance costs are another piece of information which is lacking except from carriers’ estimate of averages. This average figure overstates costs for single car derailment which constitute the majority of accidents, and greatly understates costs on more severe


	*ICC Account 415.
	*ICC Account 415.
	*ICC Account 415.


	accidents. For calculation purposes, it is: recommended that an overall average, cois t on, ear s be: developed f or- each cate go ry of accidents being considered and! that FRA obtain such estimates from: cooperating carriers;.
	accidents. For calculation purposes, it is: recommended that an overall average, cois t on, ear s be: developed f or- each cate go ry of accidents being considered and! that FRA obtain such estimates from: cooperating carriers;.
	accidents. For calculation purposes, it is: recommended that an overall average, cois t on, ear s be: developed f or- each cate go ry of accidents being considered and! that FRA obtain such estimates from: cooperating carriers;.

	AAR reports a total of. $3'6, 782, 768. in freight loss; and damage due: to. train accidents far 1971. This information, is currently developed', by all, carriersr and is: reported, on a.' regular basis to- the AAR. It is. re commended, that., the. reporting; criteria be revised to include freight los s and: damage: estimates; on the Rail Equipment Incident Report. E ven though there is; often,a. significant, delay between the time, of an accident and; the settlement of; all claims,, the initial e stimate;
	AAR reports a total of. $3'6, 782, 768. in freight loss; and damage due: to. train accidents far 1971. This information, is currently developed', by all, carriersr and is: reported, on a.' regular basis to- the AAR. It is. re commended, that., the. reporting; criteria be revised to include freight los s and: damage: estimates; on the Rail Equipment Incident Report. E ven though there is; often,a. significant, delay between the time, of an accident and; the settlement of; all claims,, the initial e stimate;

	It is not; recommended that- per sonal Injury cost s:,, othe r than as: reported; on. the: Railroad. Injury and Illness; Summary,, be; reported.. Personal, injury costs: are possibly the; largest and: most significant eomponent: of rail accident: costs:., "While; current, FRA", accident: reporting requirements; pro:vide’ the number of; persons injured: or killed in: an
	It is not; recommended that- per sonal Injury cost s:,, othe r than as: reported; on. the: Railroad. Injury and Illness; Summary,, be; reported.. Personal, injury costs: are possibly the; largest and: most significant eomponent: of rail accident: costs:., "While; current, FRA", accident: reporting requirements; pro:vide’ the number of; persons injured: or killed in: an
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	accident:,, the; costs; of: the; Injurle s, ar;e not- provided: for- a: given, accident... Included! in these: costs: are* the; following items:;
	accident:,, the; costs; of: the; Injurle s, ar;e not- provided: for- a: given, accident... Included! in these: costs: are* the; following items:;

	., Compentsafcianc actual, claims; paid: to: sur vivor s: and relatives, of the deceased;,, or.- injured parties:,
	., Compentsafcianc actual, claims; paid: to: sur vivor s: and relatives, of the deceased;,, or.- injured parties:,

	. Accident, Investigation expenses,,.
	. Accident, Investigation expenses,,.


	Legal fees and administrative expenses,
	Legal fees and administrative expenses,
	Legal fees and administrative expenses,

	. Witnesses - outside counsel,
	. Witnesses - outside counsel,

	. Claim personnel, administrative expenses, and
	. Claim personnel, administrative expenses, and

	. Other personal injury expenses borne directly by the railroads.
	. Other personal injury expenses borne directly by the railroads.

	This information could conceivably be provided by carriers on an annual report summarizing all personal injury expenses by accident codes. However, frequent revisions of the personal injury costs for each type of accident would have to be made as claims generally take an average of two, years to be settled according to the railroad claims agents interviewed. In addition, the submission and publication of this data opens up the risk of inadvertently divulging figures which may be used against the railroads. 
	This information could conceivably be provided by carriers on an annual report summarizing all personal injury expenses by accident codes. However, frequent revisions of the personal injury costs for each type of accident would have to be made as claims generally take an average of two, years to be settled according to the railroad claims agents interviewed. In addition, the submission and publication of this data opens up the risk of inadvertently divulging figures which may be used against the railroads. 

	injury costs, rather than have carriers make estimates On the Incident
	injury costs, rather than have carriers make estimates On the Incident
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	Forms. , ‘
	Forms. , ‘

	Similar reasoning applies to damages to non-railroad property.
	Similar reasoning applies to damages to non-railroad property.

	It is felt that limited description in NTSB reports and individual
	It is felt that limited description in NTSB reports and individual
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	carriers' data will provide better information than, would estimates made at. the time of an accident.
	carriers' data will provide better information than, would estimates made at. the time of an accident.
	carriers' data will provide better information than, would estimates made at. the time of an accident.

	, In reviewing; the fact that accidents may frequently tie up cars, locomotives and trains, a number of carriers pointed out that these costs should be taken'into consideration in a cost-effectiveness analysis. One respondent suggested, some railroad-managers really had: little idea
	, In reviewing; the fact that accidents may frequently tie up cars, locomotives and trains, a number of carriers pointed out that these costs should be taken'into consideration in a cost-effectiveness analysis. One respondent suggested, some railroad-managers really had: little idea
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	of just how much an accident can affect, its overall costs?. In his words, "We may be paying now for an accident, that, occurred ten days: ago. "
	of just how much an accident can affect, its overall costs?. In his words, "We may be paying now for an accident, that, occurred ten days: ago. "

	In order to provide a means of quantifying the effects, of service, delays caused by accidents , it is. suggested that, the total car and locomotive days lost, as a result of the. accident be entered on the Rail Equipment Incident Report. (Item; 31 presently lists: number of units invpived:)..
	In order to provide a means of quantifying the effects, of service, delays caused by accidents , it is. suggested that, the total car and locomotive days lost, as a result of the. accident be entered on the Rail Equipment Incident Report. (Item; 31 presently lists: number of units invpived:)..

	This estimate cam be. then used by ERA to compute:, using pe:r diem; averages, a measure, of the; economic; costs; of service, delays.
	This estimate cam be. then used by ERA to compute:, using pe:r diem; averages, a measure, of the; economic; costs; of service, delays.

	In^ estimating this, figure,, the carriers should include; not only the immediate equipment: involved! In; the: accident,, but: all other trains-' and! ear s- that were held1’ up. or delayed: by r e-asron of the track being: blbcked.. One carrier' regularly develops: this, information as: part of its internal aeci'demt.reportimg- system.- It. is- recommended; that the: reporting! rules
	In^ estimating this, figure,, the carriers should include; not only the immediate equipment: involved! In; the: accident,, but: all other trains-' and! ear s- that were held1’ up. or delayed: by r e-asron of the track being: blbcked.. One carrier' regularly develops: this, information as: part of its internal aeci'demt.reportimg- system.- It. is- recommended; that the: reporting! rules
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	be; adjusted! to; develiop- this, important accident: cost, component.
	be; adjusted! to; develiop- this, important accident: cost, component.

	Anothe r: useful- item; would be the: age of. both employees’ and non- employees killed or injured in railroad accidents. This information
	Anothe r: useful- item; would be the: age of. both employees’ and non- employees killed or injured in railroad accidents. This information


	which could be provided on.the Annual Summary Report of Railroad Injury and Illness (Form FRA 6180. 56a), facilitate calculation of the mean age of all persons killed or injured in railroad accidents which will improve the preciseness of lost wage and earnings calculations.
	which could be provided on.the Annual Summary Report of Railroad Injury and Illness (Form FRA 6180. 56a), facilitate calculation of the mean age of all persons killed or injured in railroad accidents which will improve the preciseness of lost wage and earnings calculations.
	which could be provided on.the Annual Summary Report of Railroad Injury and Illness (Form FRA 6180. 56a), facilitate calculation of the mean age of all persons killed or injured in railroad accidents which will improve the preciseness of lost wage and earnings calculations.


	4. 2 Summary Total for Accident Costs
	4. 2 Summary Total for Accident Costs
	4. 2 Summary Total for Accident Costs


	It is strongly recommended that a summary table of all accident costs be developed for inclusion in the Accident Bulletin, along with appropriate individual tables listing total accident costs by carrier and by type of.accident. Our reasons for making this recommendation are as follows:
	It is strongly recommended that a summary table of all accident costs be developed for inclusion in the Accident Bulletin, along with appropriate individual tables listing total accident costs by carrier and by type of.accident. Our reasons for making this recommendation are as follows:
	It is strongly recommended that a summary table of all accident costs be developed for inclusion in the Accident Bulletin, along with appropriate individual tables listing total accident costs by carrier and by type of.accident. Our reasons for making this recommendation are as follows:


	The real costs of railroad accidents need to be established and published in such a way as to provide guidance to management and governmental planners.
	The real costs of railroad accidents need to be established and published in such a way as to provide guidance to management and governmental planners.
	The real costs of railroad accidents need to be established and published in such a way as to provide guidance to management and governmental planners.

	Efforts to improve safety funding frequently founder on the lack of knowledge of total costs of rail accidents and thus the potential benefits of safety efforts. Some of the carriers' safety personnel made the comment that if their managements really knew how much accidents were costing them, they would give safety greater emphasis. Many expressed the idea that safety is difficult to sell because it's an intangible thing, but by being able to show the total costs of accidents, they felt safety efforts would
	Efforts to improve safety funding frequently founder on the lack of knowledge of total costs of rail accidents and thus the potential benefits of safety efforts. Some of the carriers' safety personnel made the comment that if their managements really knew how much accidents were costing them, they would give safety greater emphasis. Many expressed the idea that safety is difficult to sell because it's an intangible thing, but by being able to show the total costs of accidents, they felt safety efforts would

	By providing a summary of all accident cost, FRA can heighten public awareness of rail safety and the improvements that are being made.
	By providing a summary of all accident cost, FRA can heighten public awareness of rail safety and the improvements that are being made.
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	. Individual carriers, and FRA, through cost-
	. Individual carriers, and FRA, through cost-
	. Individual carriers, and FRA, through cost-

	effectiveness analysis of safety programs, can determine those measures which will be most cost- effective. Tables providing cost data on individual accident categories will greatly facilitate this analysis.
	effectiveness analysis of safety programs, can determine those measures which will be most cost- effective. Tables providing cost data on individual accident categories will greatly facilitate this analysis.

	A sample summary table which has been constructed for illustrative purposes is given in Table 11.
	A sample summary table which has been constructed for illustrative purposes is given in Table 11.

	4. 3 The Reporting Threshold
	4. 3 The Reporting Threshold

	In early interviews with Bureau of Safety personnel, it was learned that consideration had been given to revising the $750 reporting threshold for all accidents. It was believed that with the continuous rise in prices over the last 10 years, a substantially greater percentage of total accidents was being reported each year and thus there would be some justification for raising the reporting threshold in order to provide more uniform year-to-year reporting. Furthermore, by raising the reporting threshold., 
	In early interviews with Bureau of Safety personnel, it was learned that consideration had been given to revising the $750 reporting threshold for all accidents. It was believed that with the continuous rise in prices over the last 10 years, a substantially greater percentage of total accidents was being reported each year and thus there would be some justification for raising the reporting threshold in order to provide more uniform year-to-year reporting. Furthermore, by raising the reporting threshold., 

	There is no question that a fixed dollar threshold will distort any year-to-year comparisons or statistical analysis of accident trends due to inflationary price increases. If this were the only problem with the $7 50 threshold, it could be resolved by inflating the cutoff point for
	There is no question that a fixed dollar threshold will distort any year-to-year comparisons or statistical analysis of accident trends due to inflationary price increases. If this were the only problem with the $7 50 threshold, it could be resolved by inflating the cutoff point for


	TABLE 11 Sample Table Recommended for Inclusion in the Accident Bulletin 1971 Railroad Accident Costs (Illustrative)
	TABLE 11 Sample Table Recommended for Inclusion in the Accident Bulletin 1971 Railroad Accident Costs (Illustrative)
	TABLE 11 Sample Table Recommended for Inclusion in the Accident Bulletin 1971 Railroad Accident Costs (Illustrative)
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	:
	:
	:
	:
	:


	Railroad Industry Costs
	Railroad Industry Costs
	Railroad Industry Costs


	Societal Costs
	Societal Costs
	Societal Costs


	Total Costs
	Total Costs
	Total Costs



	Property Damage
	Property Damage
	Property Damage
	Property Damage


	in
	in
	in

	6
	6

	CO
	CO

	<>
	<>

	0
	0

	F**<
	F**<


	5, 000, 0007
	5, 000, 0007
	5, 000, 0007


	114.784.045
	114.784.045
	114.784.045



	Wreck Clearing Cost
	Wreck Clearing Cost
	Wreck Clearing Cost
	Wreck Clearing Cost


	38.477, 0002
	38.477, 0002
	38.477, 0002


	500, 000
	500, 000
	500, 000


	38, 977'. 000
	38, 977'. 000
	38, 977'. 000



	Loss and Damage to Lading
	Loss and Damage to Lading
	Loss and Damage to Lading
	Loss and Damage to Lading


	40. 000, 0003
	40. 000, 0003
	40. 000, 0003


	500,000
	500,000
	500,000


	40, 500. 000
	40, 500. 000
	40, 500. 000



	Personal Injury and Fatality Costs Est. Fatalities Est. Injuries . Other, Legal Fees,
	Personal Injury and Fatality Costs Est. Fatalities Est. Injuries . Other, Legal Fees,
	Personal Injury and Fatality Costs Est. Fatalities Est. Injuries . Other, Legal Fees,
	Personal Injury and Fatality Costs Est. Fatalities Est. Injuries . Other, Legal Fees,


	15, 000, 000 60, 000, 000 43,052,000
	15, 000, 000 60, 000, 000 43,052,000
	15, 000, 000 60, 000, 000 43,052,000


	334, 000, OOOg 284, 580, 000
	334, 000, OOOg 284, 580, 000
	334, 000, OOOg 284, 580, 000


	349,000,000
	349,000,000
	349,000,000

	344, 580, 000 43/052,000
	344, 580, 000 43/052,000



	Etc.
	Etc.
	Etc.
	Etc.

	Total
	Total


	118,052,OQO4
	118,052,OQO4
	118,052,OQO4


	618, 580, 000
	618, 580, 000
	618, 580, 000


	1
	1
	1

	736.632.onn
	736.632.onn



	Delays and Service Disruptions
	Delays and Service Disruptions
	Delays and Service Disruptions
	Delays and Service Disruptions


	7,000,0005
	7,000,0005
	7,000,0005


	1, 000, 000
	1, 000, 000
	1, 000, 000


	8, 000. 000
	8, 000. 000
	8, 000. 000



	C 0 mmu nit v'illPe r vices
	C 0 mmu nit v'illPe r vices
	C 0 mmu nit v'illPe r vices
	C 0 mmu nit v'illPe r vices


	1—»
	1—»
	1—»

	0
	0

	0
	0

	0
	0

	0
	0

	0
	0

	0
	0

	O'
	O'


	4, 000, 000
	4, 000, 000
	4, 000, 000


	' 5*000,000
	' 5*000,000
	' 5*000,000



	Non-Reportable Accidents: Property Damage Losses
	Non-Reportable Accidents: Property Damage Losses
	Non-Reportable Accidents: Property Damage Losses
	Non-Reportable Accidents: Property Damage Losses


	,
	,
	,

	22, 500, 000
	22, 500, 000


	100, 000
	100, 000
	100, 000


	22, 600, 000
	22, 600, 000
	22, 600, 000



	1 Total
	1 Total
	1 Total
	1 Total


	336.813,045
	336.813,045
	336.813,045


	629,680,000
	629,680,000
	629,680,000


	i 966,493/045,4
	i 966,493/045,4
	i 966,493/045,4



	*This table, winch is
	*This table, winch is
	*This table, winch is
	*This table, winch is


	erovided as an illu
	erovided as an illu
	erovided as an illu


	strution for a Ccz
	strution for a Ccz
	strution for a Ccz


	t of Railroad Ae^>
	t of Railroad Ae^>
	t of Railroad Ae^>





	dents Table £0 be included in the Accident Bulletin, includes the costs of rail highway grade crossing accidents, which account for an estimated 60% of the total fatality costs, 17% of the injury costs, and 3% of the property damage, wreck clearing, and loss and damage to lading costs.
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	2lCC Account 415: Wreck Clearing Expenses.
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	3AAR reports a total of 36, 782, 768 in freight loss and damage due to train accidents for 19"1. We have added 3,217,232 as an estimate of the loss and damage resulting from unreported accidents that was listed .under the headings of Improper Handling and Concealed Damage,
	3AAR reports a total of 36, 782, 768 in freight loss and damage due to train accidents for 19"1. We have added 3,217,232 as an estimate of the loss and damage resulting from unreported accidents that was listed .under the headings of Improper Handling and Concealed Damage,

	^ICC Account 420: Injuries to Persons, estimated 15, 000, 000 fatalities;
	^ICC Account 420: Injuries to Persons, estimated 15, 000, 000 fatalities;

	60,000,000 injuries; 43, 052, 000, other legal, administrative expenses. 3Raugh estimate based on percent of all carloads being delayed due to accidents. 25, 000, 000 carloads x 1% = 250,000 carloads. The average car is delayed four days at $5/per diem; 250, 000 x 20 = $5, 000, 000. Locomotive delays at.$2, 000, 000 = 100, 000 hours x $20/hoiir.
	60,000,000 injuries; 43, 052, 000, other legal, administrative expenses. 3Raugh estimate based on percent of all carloads being delayed due to accidents. 25, 000, 000 carloads x 1% = 250,000 carloads. The average car is delayed four days at $5/per diem; 250, 000 x 20 = $5, 000, 000. Locomotive delays at.$2, 000, 000 = 100, 000 hours x $20/hoiir.

	'^Estimate based on brief review of NTS3 reports and other FRA accident reports.
	'^Estimate based on brief review of NTS3 reports and other FRA accident reports.

	^Estimated non-compensated property damage losses resulting from each accident. .
	^Estimated non-compensated property damage losses resulting from each accident. .

	000 x ($200, 000 - $33, 000 railroad payment) = $167, 000 x 2, 000 - 334, 000, 000 fatalities; 18, 972 injuries x 20, 000 - 5, 000 railroad payments) = 15, 000 x 18, 972 = 284, 580, 000. Note: these are very rough preliminary valuations. W enhave,'therefore, excluded fatalities in the last row of the tAhic' oo that the reader can.mal-e this comparison.
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	the total accidents reported, based on the inflated cutoffs. In this fashion, the $750 reporting figure could be retained; however-; only the figures exceeding the adjusted cutoff would be reported in the- accident bulletins,' providing a more realistic base for year-to-year trend analy sis. Future tables and graphs presented in the accident bulletins could reflect this price adjustment.
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	However, a far more serious question is the extent to which the $750 cutoff masked and obscures the true safety picture. Put more succinctly, "Just how may accidents occur in the $750 and under category and what is the total cost of these accidents?" In order to determine the answers to this question, CONSAD sought in each railroad interview to determine the total number of accidents occurring on. each railroad as reported internally and the total number of accidents reported to FRA in order to calculate
	However, a far more serious question is the extent to which the $750 cutoff masked and obscures the true safety picture. Put more succinctly, "Just how may accidents occur in the $750 and under category and what is the total cost of these accidents?" In order to determine the answers to this question, CONSAD sought in each railroad interview to determine the total number of accidents occurring on. each railroad as reported internally and the total number of accidents reported to FRA in order to calculate


	Other examples of significant but unreported accidents occur at railroad-highway grade crossings. A train may demolish a $5, 000 unoccupied automobile with little resulting damage to railroad equipment. Such an accident is unreportable. In a Report to Congress on Railroad-Highway Safety in August, 1972, by the FRA and the Federal Highway Administration, it was pointed out that, while 3, 377 vehicle- train accidents were reported by the railroads to FRA during 1970, an estimated total of 12,400 vehicle-trai
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	Utilizing the total train accidents reported in 1971 as a base (7,304 accidents), we calculated that total unreported train accidents for 1971 amounted to 48,700 accidents. In order to estimate the dollar value of these unreported accidents, we calculated the average cost of each accident to be $1,000, based on the following assumptions:
	Utilizing the total train accidents reported in 1971 as a base (7,304 accidents), we calculated that total unreported train accidents for 1971 amounted to 48,700 accidents. In order to estimate the dollar value of these unreported accidents, we calculated the average cost of each accident to be $1,000, based on the following assumptions:

	. In our interviews, we found that a number of carriers actually discouraged reporting accidents that were slightly over the $750 cutoff by requesting that the accident circumstances be carefully reviewed by the individual making the assessment to insure that the estimates were accurate. Invariably, the accident was not reported. Thus, instead of using an average cost of $375 for unreported accidents, we have estimated the figure to be approximately $500 per accident, as illustrated in the following grap
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	Estimating the number of unreported accidents for 1973 at 45, 000, the total cost of unreported accidents would amount to $45, 000, 000.
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	This figure is sufficiently large to warrant consideration of eliminating the $750 reporting threshold entirely, and is the first of three alternatives which will subsequently be explored:
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	. By requiring carriers to report all accidents, the volume of accident reports being submitted to FRA would increase by a factor of seven, necessitating increases in FRA personnel and a redesign and streamlining of the accident reporting system.
	. By requiring carriers to report all accidents, the volume of accident reports being submitted to FRA would increase by a factor of seven, necessitating increases in FRA personnel and a redesign and streamlining of the accident reporting system.

	In addition, there would be an increasing in the railroad costs for collection and preparation of the reports, although perhaps not as much as might be expected inasmuch as most of the railroads interviewed are already preparing reasonably complete accident reports for their own management information.
	In addition, there would be an increasing in the railroad costs for collection and preparation of the reports, although perhaps not as much as might be expected inasmuch as most of the railroads interviewed are already preparing reasonably complete accident reports for their own management information.

	An alternative to eliminating the $750 reporting threshold would be to determine which accident types are generally excluded by the reporting criteria, in order to develop a multiplier to calculate the total number of accidents involved from the sample being reported. In this manner, reasonable estimation procedures could be followed, based on sampling carrier accident reports to determine the total number of unreported accidents.
	An alternative to eliminating the $750 reporting threshold would be to determine which accident types are generally excluded by the reporting criteria, in order to develop a multiplier to calculate the total number of accidents involved from the sample being reported. In this manner, reasonable estimation procedures could be followed, based on sampling carrier accident reports to determine the total number of unreported accidents.
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	(at ;$750), recognizing that the total cost of :unrc- .poxted acci3entsariay account for as .much as 40 'percent :of the reported costs.
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	We re commend that the se cond alternative be pursued in view of obvious neied to^develqp more complete information on unreported acci- -dents, theprobable budgeting limitations that may minimize expans ion of'Bureau bf.Safety personnel, and the potential distortion ..in the cost- benefit results that ^would result from. their exclus ion.
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	The new threshold of $17.50 still retains all of the problems discussed above. "The provision of a yearly adjustment to this .threshold does make year-to-year data comparisons .a little more meaningful but all of the other objections stated above remain.
	The new threshold of $17.50 still retains all of the problems discussed above. "The provision of a yearly adjustment to this .threshold does make year-to-year data comparisons .a little more meaningful but all of the other objections stated above remain.
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	. Any serious elfort .to prevent or reduce accidents -has :as =a fundamental prerequisite'for success., the .establishment of clear-cut cau-se- and-effect..relationships,. 'Throughoutrail of the 'interviews with .carriers, FRA, AAR, and others,, -;a .considerable number of questions-were raised concerning.the accuracy of the data provided on T-forms, .the potentials for coding errors, the .question of multiple accident causes, difficulties of .correctly perceiving all accident caus al factor s ,, and the p
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	their cognizance is widespread and well understood, and has been summarized in previous research work completed for FRA. It is clear that every effort should be made to improve the quality and timeliness of the accident-reporting system and indeed substantial efforts are now underway to accomplish this goal.
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	The need to provide more complete data on equipment and track failures is obvious and we can only add our endorsement to suggestions that have already been made for expanding the reported data. Information on equipment that has failed, thus causing an accident, such as the manufacturer's name, date of manufacture, serial number of the part, and/or type, is essential in order to establish such things as mean time to failure, average life expectancy, etc. This information can be summarized and analyzed to de
	The need to provide more complete data on equipment and track failures is obvious and we can only add our endorsement to suggestions that have already been made for expanding the reported data. Information on equipment that has failed, thus causing an accident, such as the manufacturer's name, date of manufacture, serial number of the part, and/or type, is essential in order to establish such things as mean time to failure, average life expectancy, etc. This information can be summarized and analyzed to de

	The potential for substantial progress in accident cost reduction is still very real in the railroad industry and the commensurate benefits attending improvement in railroad safety and maintenance effective-
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	This section describes a test of the cost-effectiveness methodology described in this report. The safety standards chosen are those addressed to plain journal bearings on freight cars and are detailed in the November 11, 1973 issue of the Federal Register as amended in the July 11, 1974 issue.
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	This test exercise follows the flow charts presented in Section 2 using the procedures discussed in Section 3. In the following sections the scope of the test/cost-effectiveness analysis is defined and back- ground information on journal failures is provided. Subsequent sections follow the major procedural steps outlined previously, namely, the computation of:
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	Accidents Prevented, and . Summary Evaluation.
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	Throughout the discussion, numerous references will be made to the procedures followed in completing the analysis in order that the reader may correlate the activity with the principal methodological steps.
	Throughout the discussion, numerous references will be made to the procedures followed in completing the analysis in order that the reader may correlate the activity with the principal methodological steps.
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	In considering what standard would be most suitable for testing the cost-effectiveness procedures, preference was .expressed iby FRA
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	for evaluating one of the .newly proposed, but as yet unofficially pre- scribed, equipment standards. .Mutual agreement between FRA and
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	CQNSAD centered ;on the desirability of .testing those standards address- ing journal failures on cars equipped with friction.bearings, inasmuch as these failures .presently cause more damage to railroad property and equipment thanany/other single accident cause. * Accidents caused by burned off journals (an .undetected hot box) .are generally known to be more serious than other types of accidents (a passed coupler for example) and more likely to result in third.party damage (societal costs), which, in term
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	*In terms .of loss :of life and damage to non-railroad property, rail highway grade crossing accidents are the most.severe; however, in terms of the immediate costs to/railroads, accidents caused by journal failures are singularly most .damaging..
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	These 4a-ta deficiencies, which were summarized in Section 4, represent potentially serious constraints limiting FRA's ability to complete realistic cost-effectiveness analyses.
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	The proposed safety standards initially considered in this cost- effectiveness analysis were an integral part of the overall minimum safety standards proposed by FRA for railroad freight cars, and published in the Federal Register of September 22, 1972.
	The proposed safety standards initially considered in this cost- effectiveness analysis were an integral part of the overall minimum safety standards proposed by FRA for railroad freight cars, and published in the Federal Register of September 22, 1972.

	Basically, these equipment standards were organized into eight sections with Subpart A covering the application, scope, definitions, responsibility for compliance, movement of defective cars for repair, civil penalties, designation of qualified persons, and waivers. Subpart B, 215.23 prescribed requirements for visual, inspections and Section
	Basically, these equipment standards were organized into eight sections with Subpart A covering the application, scope, definitions, responsibility for compliance, movement of defective cars for repair, civil penalties, designation of qualified persons, and waivers. Subpart B, 215.23 prescribed requirements for visual, inspections and Section

	215.25 detailed the requirements for periodic inspection. This latter
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	section also defined high and low utilization cars and the unique inspection requirements for each, and further specified that each railroad submit a program outlining how it will bring its rolling stock into compliance on or before January 1, 1976.
	section also defined high and low utilization cars and the unique inspection requirements for each, and further specified that each railroad submit a program outlining how it will bring its rolling stock into compliance on or before January 1, 1976.

	Sub parts C through H covered the specific equipment standards for wheels (C), axles (D), journal bearings (E), other truck components (F), couplers (G), and draft systems (H).
	Sub parts C through H covered the specific equipment standards for wheels (C), axles (D), journal bearings (E), other truck components (F), couplers (G), and draft systems (H).

	The specific standards initially evaluated were those contained in Subpart E, applicable to cars equipped with friction bearings. It was
	The specific standards initially evaluated were those contained in Subpart E, applicable to cars equipped with friction bearings. It was


	understood that the FRA was considering a lubrication standard: which.
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	would require all plain bearing cars (both unstabilized and stabilized) to ) be repacked on.a 24*imonth cycle. The AAR interchange rule was, and is, a 24 month'repack, requirement for unstabilized cars and a 30 month repack requirement for stabilized cars.
	would require all plain bearing cars (both unstabilized and stabilized) to ) be repacked on.a 24*imonth cycle. The AAR interchange rule was, and is, a 24 month'repack, requirement for unstabilized cars and a 30 month repack requirement for stabilized cars.

	However,* the proposed.lubrication standards published in the .November 17, 1972 issue of the Federal Register allowed a 30 month repacking interval on the stabilized bearings.
	However,* the proposed.lubrication standards published in the .November 17, 1972 issue of the Federal Register allowed a 30 month repacking interval on the stabilized bearings.

	The rule making process for railroad freight cars is nearly completed and is stated in the. November 21, 1973 issue of the Federal Register with amendments stated.in the July 11, 1974 issue of that publication. The standards (which are effective as of January 1, 1974) which are pertinent to this methodology test are:
	The rule making process for railroad freight cars is nearly completed and is stated in the. November 21, 1973 issue of the Federal Register with amendments stated.in the July 11, 1974 issue of that publication. The standards (which are effective as of January 1, 1974) which are pertinent to this methodology test are:

	Subpart E-Jpurnal Bearings 215.81 Scope
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	This subpart prescribes minimum safety requirements for journal bearings on railroad freight cars,
	This subpart prescribes minimum safety requirements for journal bearings on railroad freight cars,

	215. 83 Defective plain bearing boxes
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	A plain bearing box is defective if it has any of the following conditions:
	A plain bearing box is defective if it has any of the following conditions:

	(a) It does not contain free oil,
	(a) It does not contain free oil,

	(b) The box lid is missing, broken, or otherwise not preventing contaminants, from entering the box,
	(b) The box lid is missing, broken, or otherwise not preventing contaminants, from entering the box,

	(c.) It contains any foreign matter which has a detrimental effect on the lubricant.
	(c.) It contains any foreign matter which has a detrimental effect on the lubricant.

	(d) The box is cracked or has holes so as to permit leakage.
	(d) The box is cracked or has holes so as to permit leakage.


	215.85 Defective journal lubricating system
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	A journal lubricating system is defective if a lubricating pad is missing or has any of the following conditions:
	A journal lubricating system is defective if a lubricating pad is missing or has any of the following conditions:

	(a) An exposed core or metal part contacting the journal.
	(a) An exposed core or metal part contacting the journal.

	(b) The pad is not contacting the journal.
	(b) The pad is not contacting the journal.

	(c) A scorched or burned area.
	(c) A scorched or burned area.

	1 (d) Glazing over half the pad surface.
	1 (d) Glazing over half the pad surface.

	(e) Deteriorated or decayed fabric.
	(e) Deteriorated or decayed fabric.

	(f) A tear along the top, front, back, or side more than half the length of the pad.
	(f) A tear along the top, front, back, or side more than half the length of the pad.

	215.87 Plain bearings and we.dges required
	215.87 Plain bearings and we.dges required

	Each railroad freight car must be equipped with the full number of plain bearings and wedges for which it is designed.
	Each railroad freight car must be equipped with the full number of plain bearings and wedges for which it is designed.

	215. 89 Defective plain bearings
	215. 89 Defective plain bearings

	A plain bearing is defective if it is not located in its design position or has any of the following conditions:
	A plain bearing is defective if it is not located in its design position or has any of the following conditions:

	(a) A break, or crack.
	(a) A break, or crack.

	(b) Overheating as evidenced by--(l) melted babbit; (2) smoke from hot oil; (3) journal surface damaged; or (4) journal temperature of 400°F or more.
	(b) Overheating as evidenced by--(l) melted babbit; (2) smoke from hot oil; (3) journal surface damaged; or (4) journal temperature of 400°F or more.

	(c) Wear at either end which reduces its length more than one-
	(c) Wear at either end which reduces its length more than one-

	fourth inch. 1
	fourth inch. 1

	(d) Combined wear that reduces its length more than three- eights inch.
	(d) Combined wear that reduces its length more than three- eights inch.

	(e) A lug worn more than one-eighth inch.
	(e) A lug worn more than one-eighth inch.

	(f) Combined wear on both sides of the lug extension more than one-fourth inch.
	(f) Combined wear on both sides of the lug extension more than one-fourth inch.

	(g) A loose lining or section of lining broken out.
	(g) A loose lining or section of lining broken out.

	(h) Lining worn through to brass more than three-eights inch above the lower edge of the brass sidewall.
	(h) Lining worn through to brass more than three-eights inch above the lower edge of the brass sidewall.

	215. 91 Defective plain bearing-wedges
	215. 91 Defective plain bearing-wedges

	A plain bearing wedge is defective if it is not located in its design position or^has any of the following conditions:
	A plain bearing wedge is defective if it is not located in its design position or^has any of the following conditions:

	(a) A bend, break, or crack.
	(a) A bend, break, or crack.

	(b) Wear measured at the contact surfaces which reduces its
	(b) Wear measured at the contact surfaces which reduces its

	overall length more than three-sixteenths inch. a
	overall length more than three-sixteenths inch. a

	(c) A bottom surface unevenness of more than one-sixty fourth
	(c) A bottom surface unevenness of more than one-sixty fourth

	inch.
	inch.


	,(S3i) W;e«r on :t0p-h;ey.on'dhfeh'ef following limits;:
	,(S3i) W;e«r on :t0p-h;ey.on'dhfeh'ef following limits;:
	,(S3i) W;e«r on :t0p-h;ey.on'dhfeh'ef following limits;:


	Nominal
	Nominal
	Nominal
	Nominal
	Nominal
	Nominal
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	Wear li:
	Wear li:
	Wear li:


	resit flat len)
	resit flat len)
	resit flat len)


	l-th-
	l-th-
	l-th-



	urnal ..size.,
	urnal ..size.,
	urnal ..size.,
	urnal ..size.,
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	wifse, ir
	wifse, ir
	wifse, ir


	iches
	iches
	iches
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	inches;
	inches;
	inches;
	inches;
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	41/4 by 8
	41/4 by 8
	41/4 by 8
	41/4 by 8
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	3 1/4
	3 1/4
	3 1/4
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	5 b.y 9
	5 b.y 9
	5 b.y 9
	5 b.y 9


	O.
	O.
	O.
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	A
	A
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	5 1 /2 by 10 '
	5 1 /2 by 10 '
	5 1 /2 by 10 '
	5 1 /2 by 10 '

	L, Kir- VI
	L, Kir- VI
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	4 1 ft.
	4 1 ft.
	4 1 ft.

	c-
	c-
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	o oy l.i.
	o oy l.i.
	o oy l.i.
	o oy l.i.

	6 1/2. by 12
	6 1/2. by 12
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	5 1/2
	5 1/2
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	Sub: part :B rlhs^ection
	Sub: part :B rlhs^ection
	Sub: part :B rlhs^ection


	215.21 Scope
	215.21 Scope
	215.21 Scope

	This s;ub parl;p:res:crihes; r^quEreanante- for ins pection Of railrbad freight cars,.
	This s;ub parl;p:res:crihes; r^quEreanante- for ins pection Of railrbad freight cars,.

	21:5.,23. Safety insipechfoTCr^qniired;
	21:5.,23. Safety insipechfoTCr^qniired;

	(a.>). After 'May331.,;. in- a train
	(a.>). After 'May331.,;. in- a train

	must be given a .safety.’ insipection,. ianarrwrdanc'e ■with' in'sfrjatftioasT' a-ppr.oved:hy"th'e 'F'edeaaiL/KailteroadiAdmiMsitraito'r., by a qualified ptef^slSh’- desi'g.nated under ;2 i5;,Ib at: .the: po:int:"whe:re the caris- placed in the train. However,,. excep:tiat;.’>ther;p'oihtT.\vhe:re the' train is: originally m'ade up, if a qualif ied3:p.eriSJon'ji2S5 rrotton-duty-'at the point wher e- the car is' placed in. the ttrainbuihhhesnarriisfiinspacte’djby .available’ personnel--for' conditions adveTsJ
	must be given a .safety.’ insipection,. ianarrwrdanc'e ■with' in'sfrjatftioasT' a-ppr.oved:hy"th'e 'F'edeaaiL/KailteroadiAdmiMsitraito'r., by a qualified ptef^slSh’- desi'g.nated under ;2 i5;,Ib at: .the: po:int:"whe:re the caris- placed in the train. However,,. excep:tiat;.’>ther;p'oihtT.\vhe:re the' train is: originally m'ade up, if a qualif ied3:p.eriSJon'ji2S5 rrotton-duty-'at the point wher e- the car is' placed in. the ttrainbuihhhesnarriisfiinspacte’djby .available’ personnel--for' conditions adveTsJ

	'(b) Bhfb:r.e;lErebnuairyr.li,! 1974, each railroedlhat: is: in operation on January h,, IWF&k, and3^opera;tes?:railroadaf.3^^n:-cars? to wlheh this^ partrapplihs? ahallisubmil"!bajfchec-He'derall RhllroaTd: A d:telnis tralor’-fb"r' approval.^underr^lIbiZ^threernqpfes^ offilSiihslrnnttens^foT? safetyr inspections <ofIrailroadffreight: cars? repuire^-by' thiis:' sedtioni - Each: railroad, that' commences-,eperations? after" Januar y 1, - 1974i shall 'sub*:-'’ mit its instructions . to: the-Administrator: for
	'(b) Bhfb:r.e;lErebnuairyr.li,! 1974, each railroedlhat: is: in operation on January h,, IWF&k, and3^opera;tes?:railroadaf.3^^n:-cars? to wlheh this^ partrapplihs? ahallisubmil"!bajfchec-He'derall RhllroaTd: A d:telnis tralor’-fb"r' approval.^underr^lIbiZ^threernqpfes^ offilSiihslrnnttens^foT? safetyr inspections <ofIrailroadffreight: cars? repuire^-by' thiis:' sedtioni - Each: railroad, that' commences-,eperations? after" Januar y 1, - 1974i shall 'sub*:-'’ mit its instructions . to: the-Administrator: for

	j
	j

	215'..235 Periodic::i.nspectibnrreq:uire<il
	215'..235 Periodic::i.nspectibnrreq:uire<il

	(a) • After. Dec e:mbar: 3’1,, 1:97b:,, a. railroadt may, no t’ o p e r ate
	(a) • After. Dec e:mbar: 3’1,, 1:97b:,, a. railroadt may, no t’ o p e r ate

	railroad freight car: unless:::
	railroad freight car: unless:::


	(1) In the case of cars other than high utilization cars, the car was inspected as prescribed by 215. 27 within the preceding 48 months or was originally constructed or reconditions within the preceding 95 months; and
	(1) In the case of cars other than high utilization cars, the car was inspected as prescribed by 215. 27 within the preceding 48 months or was originally constructed or reconditions within the preceding 95 months; and
	(1) In the case of cars other than high utilization cars, the car was inspected as prescribed by 215. 27 within the preceding 48 months or was originally constructed or reconditions within the preceding 95 months; and

	(2) In the case of high utilization cars, the car was inspected
	(2) In the case of high utilization cars, the car was inspected

	as prescribed by 215. 27 within the preceding 12 months or was originally constructed or reconditioned within the preceding 24 months. However, a high utilization car for which a railroad maintains and makes available to the Federal Railroad Administration a mileage record sufficient to show that the car traveled less than 25, 000 miles during the preceding 12 months may be operated if that car meets the inspection requirements of paragraph (a) (1) of this section and is stenciled in accordance with 215. 
	as prescribed by 215. 27 within the preceding 12 months or was originally constructed or reconditioned within the preceding 24 months. However, a high utilization car for which a railroad maintains and makes available to the Federal Railroad Administration a mileage record sufficient to show that the car traveled less than 25, 000 miles during the preceding 12 months may be operated if that car meets the inspection requirements of paragraph (a) (1) of this section and is stenciled in accordance with 215. 

	(b) For the purpose of this section, a "high utilization car" is a car:
	(b) For the purpose of this section, a "high utilization car" is a car:

	(1) Specifically equipped to carry trucks, automobiles, containers, trailers, or removable trailer bodies for the transportation of freight; or
	(1) Specifically equipped to carry trucks, automobiles, containers, trailers, or removable trailer bodies for the transportation of freight; or

	(2) Assigned to a train which operates in.a continuous round trip cycle between the same two points.
	(2) Assigned to a train which operates in.a continuous round trip cycle between the same two points.

	(c) Before June 1, 1974, each railroad that is in operation on January 1, 1974, and has in service railroad freight cars to which this part applies shall submit to the Federal Railroad Administrator for approval under 215.29 three copies of a program to bring all those cars into compliance with paragraph (a) of this section by January 1, 1977. Each railroad that commences operations after Januayr 1, 1974, shall submit a program to the*Administrator for approval at least 90 days before the date it commences 
	(c) Before June 1, 1974, each railroad that is in operation on January 1, 1974, and has in service railroad freight cars to which this part applies shall submit to the Federal Railroad Administrator for approval under 215.29 three copies of a program to bring all those cars into compliance with paragraph (a) of this section by January 1, 1977. Each railroad that commences operations after Januayr 1, 1974, shall submit a program to the*Administrator for approval at least 90 days before the date it commences 

	215.27 Periodic inspection: suspension and draft systems
	215.27 Periodic inspection: suspension and draft systems

	Each inspection under 215. 25 must include an examination, by a person designated under 215. 15 to determine that all components of a railroad freight car's
	Each inspection under 215. 25 must include an examination, by a person designated under 215. 15 to determine that all components of a railroad freight car's

	(a) Suspension system, including wheels, axles, bearings, adapters, and truck components; and
	(a) Suspension system, including wheels, axles, bearings, adapters, and truck components; and

	(b) Draft system, including couplers, cushioning units, center sill, body bolsters, and center plates -- comply with the requirements of this part.
	(b) Draft system, including couplers, cushioning units, center sill, body bolsters, and center plates -- comply with the requirements of this part.


	The major impacts of the new standards are effected through the visual and periodic inspections. The visual inspections, effective
	The major impacts of the new standards are effected through the visual and periodic inspections. The visual inspections, effective
	The major impacts of the new standards are effected through the visual and periodic inspections. The visual inspections, effective

	November 11, 1973, are mandatory every time a train is ,made up.
	November 11, 1973, are mandatory every time a train is ,made up.

	*
	*

	The depth of the inspection depends upon the equipment ai.d personnel available. The periodic inspections, effective December 1, 1976, are required every year for high utilization cars and every four years otherwise. While a visual inspection can be performed on a yard track, a periodic inspection requires that the car be shopped. These inspections, especially the periodic type, will be a significant cost item for the railroad industry. On the other hand, since journal failures can occur as a result of ove
	The depth of the inspection depends upon the equipment ai.d personnel available. The periodic inspections, effective December 1, 1976, are required every year for high utilization cars and every four years otherwise. While a visual inspection can be performed on a yard track, a periodic inspection requires that the car be shopped. These inspections, especially the periodic type, will be a significant cost item for the railroad industry. On the other hand, since journal failures can occur as a result of ove

	Even though the repacking intervals for plain bearing cars are identical to those of the AAR interchange rules, the FRA standards will impose additional costs on the railroad industry. These costs stem from the civil penalty provision stated in the November 21, 1973 issue of the Federal Register:
	Even though the repacking intervals for plain bearing cars are identical to those of the AAR interchange rules, the FRA standards will impose additional costs on the railroad industry. These costs stem from the civil penalty provision stated in the November 21, 1973 issue of the Federal Register:


	215. 19 Civil Penalty
	215. 19 Civil Penalty
	215. 19 Civil Penalty

	Any railroad that operates a railroad freight car in violation of any requirement prescribed in this part is liable to a civil penalty of at least $250 but not more than $2,500 for each violation. Each day of each violation constitutes a separate offense.
	Any railroad that operates a railroad freight car in violation of any requirement prescribed in this part is liable to a civil penalty of at least $250 but not more than $2,500 for each violation. Each day of each violation constitutes a separate offense.

	The FRA is presently thinking in terms of $750/day for repacking overdate violations. Thus, presumably, if it could be proven that a car ten months overdate (not a rare event) had been operated the entire preceding ten months by one railroad, that railroad could be fined a quarter of a million dollars.
	The FRA is presently thinking in terms of $750/day for repacking overdate violations. Thus, presumably, if it could be proven that a car ten months overdate (not a rare event) had been operated the entire preceding ten months by one railroad, that railroad could be fined a quarter of a million dollars.

	Although extenuating circumstances, such as a railroad's past safety record and its overall financial condition will be taken into consideration in assessing civil penalties, the financial risk will highly motivate railroads to comply with the standards.
	Although extenuating circumstances, such as a railroad's past safety record and its overall financial condition will be taken into consideration in assessing civil penalties, the financial risk will highly motivate railroads to comply with the standards.

	The impacts of the inspection standards and the mandatory nature of the repacking standards will be investigated in detail below. This exercise will constitute the test of the cost-effectiveness methodology described in this report.
	The impacts of the inspection standards and the mandatory nature of the repacking standards will be investigated in detail below. This exercise will constitute the test of the cost-effectiveness methodology described in this report.


	S.tf'2 background: Acdidorit Trends
	S.tf'2 background: Acdidorit Trends
	S.tf'2 background: Acdidorit Trends

	j.
	j.

	In oxder to abetter unders tand the analytical discussion which will
	In oxder to abetter unders tand the analytical discussion which will

	* 1 : ."V *
	* 1 : ."V *

	\% 'rl'
	\% 'rl'

	follow, it.is desirable to.review the nature and circumstances surround- ing plain bearing 'failures.
	follow, it.is desirable to.review the nature and circumstances surround- ing plain bearing 'failures.

	As can be seen in the following table, reported journal failures
	As can be seen in the following table, reported journal failures

	over .the last twelve years have varied from 557 in 1961 to the present
	over .the last twelve years have varied from 557 in 1961 to the present

	lows of 305 for 1972, and 323 for 1973.
	lows of 305 for 1972, and 323 for 1973.

	TABLE 12: Accidents /D.ue to /Journal Failures Reported to .the’ER A (C odes 23.18 and 2 319 )
	TABLE 12: Accidents /D.ue to /Journal Failures Reported to .the’ER A (C odes 23.18 and 2 319 )


	'No. of No. of
	'No. of No. of
	'No. of No. of


	Y ear
	Y ear
	Y ear
	Y ear
	Y ear
	Y ear


	Accidents
	Accidents
	Accidents


	Year
	Year
	Year


	Accident
	Accident
	Accident



	1961
	1961
	1961
	1961


	557
	557
	557


	1967
	1967
	1967


	441
	441
	441



	1962
	1962
	1962
	1962


	408
	408
	408


	1 968
	1 968
	1 968


	495
	495
	495



	1963
	1963
	1963
	1963


	483
	483
	483


	1969
	1969
	1969


	561
	561
	561



	1964
	1964
	1964
	1964


	539
	539
	539


	1970
	1970
	1970


	449
	449
	449



	1965
	1965
	1965
	1965


	529
	529
	529


	1971
	1971
	1971


	355
	355
	355



	.1966
	.1966
	.1966
	.1966


	452
	452
	452


	.1972
	.1972
	.1972


	305
	305
	305
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	1973
	1973
	1973


	73 2 3
	73 2 3
	73 2 3



	These
	These
	These
	These


	are only fhe'reported failures
	are only fhe'reported failures
	are only fhe'reported failures


	(on the "FRA
	(on the "FRA
	(on the "FRA


	T-Form reports);
	T-Form reports);
	T-Form reports);





	total failures were 7546; in 1972 and 3 77 in 1973. The -decline in failures over the years J-s :the .result.of the following factors:
	total failures were 7546; in 1972 and 3 77 in 1973. The -decline in failures over the years J-s :the .result.of the following factors:
	total failures were 7546; in 1972 and 3 77 in 1973. The -decline in failures over the years J-s :the .result.of the following factors:


	(1) Introduction and application of roller bearings to the fleet in
	(1) Introduction and application of roller bearings to the fleet in
	(1) Introduction and application of roller bearings to the fleet in


	1954— as illustrated in the following table.
	1954— as illustrated in the following table.
	1954— as illustrated in the following table.


	Total
	Total
	Total

	Freight Car Year Ownership
	Freight Car Year Ownership


	Freight Cars Equipped with Roller Bearings
	Freight Cars Equipped with Roller Bearings
	Freight Cars Equipped with Roller Bearings


	% of Freight Cars Equipped with Roller Bearings
	% of Freight Cars Equipped with Roller Bearings
	% of Freight Cars Equipped with Roller Bearings


	1971
	1971
	1971
	1971
	1971
	1971


	1,759,223
	1,759,223
	1,759,223


	730,750
	730,750
	730,750


	41. 54
	41. 54
	41. 54



	1970
	1970
	1970
	1970


	1,784,181
	1,784,181
	1,784,181


	656,911
	656,911
	656,911


	36. 45
	36. 45
	36. 45



	1969
	1969
	1969
	1969


	1,791,736
	1,791,736
	1,791,736


	580, 385
	580, 385
	580, 385


	32. 34
	32. 34
	32. 34



	1968
	1968
	1968
	1968


	1,800,375
	1,800,375
	1,800,375


	505, 740
	505, 740
	505, 740


	28. 09
	28. 09
	28. 09



	1967
	1967
	1967
	1967


	1,822,381
	1,822,381
	1,822,381


	450,714
	450,714
	450,714


	24. 73
	24. 73
	24. 73



	1966
	1966
	1966
	1966


	1,826,499
	1,826,499
	1,826,499


	367,464
	367,464
	367,464


	20. 12
	20. 12
	20. 12



	1965
	1965
	1965
	1965


	1,800, 662
	1,800, 662
	1,800, 662


	273 ,,455
	273 ,,455
	273 ,,455


	15. 19
	15. 19
	15. 19



	1964
	1964
	1964
	1964


	1,796,264
	1,796,264
	1,796,264


	209, 007
	209, 007
	209, 007


	11.64
	11.64
	11.64



	1963
	1963
	1963
	1963


	1,814,193
	1,814,193
	1,814,193


	156, 721
	156, 721
	156, 721


	8. 64
	8. 64
	8. 64



	1962
	1962
	1962
	1962


	1,850,688
	1,850,688
	1,850,688


	, 121,280
	, 121,280
	, 121,280


	6. 55
	6. 55
	6. 55



	1961
	1961
	1961
	1961


	1,905,268
	1,905,268
	1,905,268


	97, 114
	97, 114
	97, 114


	5. 10
	5. 10
	5. 10



	I960
	I960
	I960
	I960


	1,965,486
	1,965,486
	1,965,486


	76,674
	76,674
	76,674


	3. 90
	3. 90
	3. 90



	1959
	1959
	1959
	1959


	1, 980, 531
	1, 980, 531
	1, 980, 531


	47, 286
	47, 286
	47, 286


	2.39
	2.39
	2.39



	1958
	1958
	1958
	1958


	2,031,181
	2,031,181
	2,031,181


	38,420
	38,420
	38,420


	1. 89
	1. 89
	1. 89



	1957
	1957
	1957
	1957


	2,054,311
	2,054,311
	2,054,311


	34,661
	34,661
	34,661


	1. 69
	1. 69
	1. 69



	1956
	1956
	1956
	1956


	2,009,764
	2,009,764
	2,009,764


	27, 352
	27, 352
	27, 352


	1.36
	1.36
	1.36



	1955
	1955
	1955
	1955

	1954
	1954
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	-
	-
	-





	AAR estimates that, as of April 1973, 55 percent of the freight car
	AAR estimates that, as of April 1973, 55 percent of the freight car
	AAR estimates that, as of April 1973, 55 percent of the freight car


	fleet was equipped with roller bearings1. Other surveys and opinions of bearing suppliers and individual carriers indicate a 50 percent split as
	fleet was equipped with roller bearings1. Other surveys and opinions of bearing suppliers and individual carriers indicate a 50 percent split as
	fleet was equipped with roller bearings1. Other surveys and opinions of bearing suppliers and individual carriers indicate a 50 percent split as


	more realistic.
	more realistic.
	more realistic.

	Roller bearings have contributed significantly to the reduction in
	Roller bearings have contributed significantly to the reduction in


	lost train and car time as reflected in the following chart.
	lost train and car time as reflected in the following chart.
	lost train and car time as reflected in the following chart.


	T/reight Car'Se.t-Quts^Per Million Car-Miles. 1.955-70
	T/reight Car'Se.t-Quts^Per Million Car-Miles. 1.955-70
	T/reight Car'Se.t-Quts^Per Million Car-Miles. 1.955-70

	Ftatepermillioncar-miles
	Ftatepermillioncar-miles

	60
	60


	Div
	Figure

	1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970
	1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970
	1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

	Est.
	Est.


	Source: Association o( American Railroads.
	Source: Association o( American Railroads.
	Source: Association o( American Railroads.


	Since 1970, set outs have been farily constant 1/2 car set out ;p,er
	Since 1970, set outs have been farily constant 1/2 car set out ;p,er
	Since 1970, set outs have been farily constant 1/2 car set out ;p,er


	million car miles,.
	million car miles,.
	million car miles,.


	2. .The establishment by the AAR of the requirement that, effective -August 1, 1-966, tail .new cans and rebuilt cars of 100 ton capacity •must.be equipped 'with roller bearings.. This was -later changed, effective August 1, 19:6:8., to require that all new car's., regardless of capacity, be equipped with roller .hearings,.
	2. .The establishment by the AAR of the requirement that, effective -August 1, 1-966, tail .new cans and rebuilt cars of 100 ton capacity •must.be equipped 'with roller bearings.. This was -later changed, effective August 1, 19:6:8., to require that all new car's., regardless of capacity, be equipped with roller .hearings,.
	2. .The establishment by the AAR of the requirement that, effective -August 1, 1-966, tail .new cans and rebuilt cars of 100 ton capacity •must.be equipped 'with roller bearings.. This was -later changed, effective August 1, 19:6:8., to require that all new car's., regardless of capacity, be equipped with roller .hearings,.

	3,. C ontinuing Improvement in the natur e and type of lubrication devices designated acceptable by the AAR, especially .in the lubricating and wearing qualities of ;pads,. As the number of plain bearing ears decreases because of retirement and conversion, the shrinking
	3,. C ontinuing Improvement in the natur e and type of lubrication devices designated acceptable by the AAR, especially .in the lubricating and wearing qualities of ;pads,. As the number of plain bearing ears decreases because of retirement and conversion, the shrinking


	lubricator pad market has squeezed out the "cheapies". AAR surveys and subsequent recommendations have also helped educate the railroads i'n the economics of lubricator pad qualities.
	lubricator pad market has squeezed out the "cheapies". AAR surveys and subsequent recommendations have also helped educate the railroads i'n the economics of lubricator pad qualities.
	lubricator pad market has squeezed out the "cheapies". AAR surveys and subsequent recommendations have also helped educate the railroads i'n the economics of lubricator pad qualities.

	4. The development of the "stabilized journal box" dictated by AAR order effective August 1, 1966, to ali rebuilt cars equipped with plain journal bearings given general repair (150 man hours). Some time ago, the frequency of cocked brasses and wedges led to the introduction of stabilizers (also called "journal stops") for standard bearings
	4. The development of the "stabilized journal box" dictated by AAR order effective August 1, 1966, to ali rebuilt cars equipped with plain journal bearings given general repair (150 man hours). Some time ago, the frequency of cocked brasses and wedges led to the introduction of stabilizers (also called "journal stops") for standard bearings

	and also led to new stabilized bearings. Opinions on stabilizers range
	and also led to new stabilized bearings. Opinions on stabilizers range

	• ' ' . . . ’ • .
	• ' ' . . . ’ • .

	from "probably effective" to "just take up oil room" and "sometimes get wrapped around the axle". New stabilized bearings, which are effective, perform the stabilizing function by lugs on the brasj and wedge. There are two types of stabilized brasses, the flat back and the HI-HAT. Stabilization also implies front (journal box lid) and rear seals which reduce oil loss.
	from "probably effective" to "just take up oil room" and "sometimes get wrapped around the axle". New stabilized bearings, which are effective, perform the stabilizing function by lugs on the brasj and wedge. There are two types of stabilized brasses, the flat back and the HI-HAT. Stabilization also implies front (journal box lid) and rear seals which reduce oil loss.

	5. The AAR requirements, effective June 1, 1972, that new lubricator pads should be used on all periodic repacks.
	5. The AAR requirements, effective June 1, 1972, that new lubricator pads should be used on all periodic repacks.

	6. The introduction in I960 and subsequent growth in numbers of hot box detectors.
	6. The introduction in I960 and subsequent growth in numbers of hot box detectors.

	7. The gradual discontinuance of stepped journals and bearings. The trend is to discard worn journals ra.ther than turn them undersize and use a smaller diameter brass.
	7. The gradual discontinuance of stepped journals and bearings. The trend is to discard worn journals ra.ther than turn them undersize and use a smaller diameter brass.


	Counteracting the improvements resulting from the aforementioned items, and tending to retard the net reduction in accidents were factors affecting the journal operating environment. Simply stated, journals and journal bearings have had to work much harder and longer due to heavier and longer cars, greater dynamic loads, and increasing daily car mileage. Possibly the greatest single offsetting factor has been the reduction in inspections during train movement due to restrictions over the last ten years in
	Counteracting the improvements resulting from the aforementioned items, and tending to retard the net reduction in accidents were factors affecting the journal operating environment. Simply stated, journals and journal bearings have had to work much harder and longer due to heavier and longer cars, greater dynamic loads, and increasing daily car mileage. Possibly the greatest single offsetting factor has been the reduction in inspections during train movement due to restrictions over the last ten years in
	Counteracting the improvements resulting from the aforementioned items, and tending to retard the net reduction in accidents were factors affecting the journal operating environment. Simply stated, journals and journal bearings have had to work much harder and longer due to heavier and longer cars, greater dynamic loads, and increasing daily car mileage. Possibly the greatest single offsetting factor has been the reduction in inspections during train movement due to restrictions over the last ten years in

	The net balance of physical improvements less those counteracting forces produced the reductions in failures that have been effected in the last few years. Nevertheless, the present rate of journal failures indicates that the absolute number of serious accidents will still be significant.
	The net balance of physical improvements less those counteracting forces produced the reductions in failures that have been effected in the last few years. Nevertheless, the present rate of journal failures indicates that the absolute number of serious accidents will still be significant.


	^Journal Failure Report, Engineering and Accident Analysis Division, Office of Safety, FRA, October, 1972, p. 9.
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	^Journal Failure Report, Engineering and Accident Analysis Division, Office of Safety, FRA, October, 1972, p. 9.


	)A freight car truck is shown in a cut away view in Figure 12.
	)A freight car truck is shown in a cut away view in Figure 12.
	)A freight car truck is shown in a cut away view in Figure 12.

	The load of the car is on the center plate which distributes it along the bolster, through the springs to the side frames and thence to the top of each box. The load is then distributed through the wedges and brasses to the journals, axles and wheels.
	The load of the car is on the center plate which distributes it along the bolster, through the springs to the side frames and thence to the top of each box. The load is then distributed through the wedges and brasses to the journals, axles and wheels.

	The typical friction journal bearing, sketched in Figure 13,- is essentially a concave piece of brass (the bearing), supporting part of a car's weight, riding on a smooth part of the axle journal. Lubrication is provided by a pad resting in a pool of oil and pressing against the bottom of the axle. The brass's function is to distribute the load over a large portion of the journal. The brass, in turn, is supported in the box by a wedge which, being rounded at the top, allows for slight misalignment. When thi
	The typical friction journal bearing, sketched in Figure 13,- is essentially a concave piece of brass (the bearing), supporting part of a car's weight, riding on a smooth part of the axle journal. Lubrication is provided by a pad resting in a pool of oil and pressing against the bottom of the axle. The brass's function is to distribute the load over a large portion of the journal. The brass, in turn, is supported in the box by a wedge which, being rounded at the top, allows for slight misalignment. When thi
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	brasses (bearings). Dimensions are shown fin Figure 13. The industry trend‘seems to be "away from stepped sizes, although.some roads attribute part of their outstanding "record" to them. The A-5 undersize has been banned and inventory costs and .achievable journal tolerance may not justify stepped sizes. A .better philosophy may be that a badly worn journal should be replaced ,(knock off the wheels and put them:on a new axle).
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	Plain friction-bearings fail for many reasons, usually beginning with a hot box. On carriers1 hot box report forms, there are listed,as many -as 34-causies, including "other" and "unknown1!. Some are
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	simple: the lubricator pad was making poor contact with the journal
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	and the mating-parts ran out of lub ricant. Some are really results of previous-events: a b roken off side bearing (between the car underbody and the truck bolster) will allow the -car's loadlo;shift and overload the bearings on one :side of the truck. The immediate hot box cause then may be listed as "worn brass. " A broken spring can produce the same effect. Of course, bad lubricator pads, discussed previously, can cause failures. Since wedges and brasses are merely setting on the
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	journal, they can become cocked and sometimes popped out of the journal box altogether. Pads get stolen for barbecuing, children fill boxes with sand or stones, and even the weather claims its share of failures by condensing water into the box and freezing, thus forcing the oil out. Sometimes a car will be coupled on to a fast train after sitting idle for a few months; the high speed, before the lubrication film forms is fatal.
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	Tank and gondola cars suffer a disproportionately large number of hot boxes. Most tank cars operate in a hostile environment, especially those hauling liquid fertilizers and a.sphalt products. The corrosive fumes produce journal pitting which eventually prevents the lubricating film formation resulting in overheating and failure. Pitting is detected by an inspector who runs a hook lightly along the journal
	Tank and gondola cars suffer a disproportionately large number of hot boxes. Most tank cars operate in a hostile environment, especially those hauling liquid fertilizers and a.sphalt products. The corrosive fumes produce journal pitting which eventually prevents the lubricating film formation resulting in overheating and failure. Pitting is detected by an inspector who runs a hook lightly along the journal
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	Gondola-cars are chronically overloaded since they are so easily accessed and are usually in general hauling service. If the load is great enough, the lubrication film fails, leading to bearing failure.
	Gondola-cars are chronically overloaded since they are so easily accessed and are usually in general hauling service. If the load is great enough, the lubrication film fails, leading to bearing failure.

	So there are many causes of bearing failures, the most ironic, of which are the devices or procedures designed to prevent the failures. There are cases of burn-offs on the same day as repacking and also cases of stabilizing devices getting wrapped around the journal which causes rapid failure.
	So there are many causes of bearing failures, the most ironic, of which are the devices or procedures designed to prevent the failures. There are cases of burn-offs on the same day as repacking and also cases of stabilizing devices getting wrapped around the journal which causes rapid failure.


	There are two general types of bearing failures, cold breaks and burn offs. A cold break may have been preceded by overheating, but usually it is simply a metal fracture due to a flaw or a minor accident. Since the bearing surface is not directly above the wheel/ rail contact, the axle flexes slightly every revolution (the wheel and axle turn as a unit). Any flaw or accident-caused weakness can lead to a failure in the vicinity of the wheel seat. Burn offs are terminal hot box situations. Since the train ca
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	5. 4 Railroad Compliance Costs
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	The costs to rail carriers of implementing the FRA reporting and safety standards for cars equipped with friction bearings have been divided into two categories: initial compliance costs and ongoing compliance costs. Initial costs include all costs and expenses incurred by the railroads prior to the date the proposed standards take effect, and as an example, would encompass programs developed by the railroads for compliance with the new equipment standards.
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	In addition to the development of compliance programs, a specific requirement of the proposed equipment standards, railroads will be making expenditures for the expansion of existing facilities to facilitate compliance with the record keeping and periodic inspection requirements of the new standards. Such expenditures might include investments in record keeping or filing equipment, expansion of existing repair facilities, preparation of forms and related systems and costs of initially training personnel t
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	Ongoing or, continuing costs will be incurred by the railroads during the fifteen yeajr period* after the standards take effect. During this period, railroads will .be implementing their compliance programs, and will be incurring-ongoing expenses as a result of the periodic inspection requirements. These expenses include maintenance of inspection records and data for interline billing, the ongoing training of railroad personnel necessary to conduct FRA inspections, labor and material costs for the inspectio
	Ongoing or, continuing costs will be incurred by the railroads during the fifteen yeajr period* after the standards take effect. During this period, railroads will .be implementing their compliance programs, and will be incurring-ongoing expenses as a result of the periodic inspection requirements. These expenses include maintenance of inspection records and data for interline billing, the ongoing training of railroad personnel necessary to conduct FRA inspections, labor and material costs for the inspectio

	In order to estimate the costs railroads will incur in complying with the proposed safety standards addressing friction bearings, it was necessary to ascertain the most probable method of railroad compliance. This is a methodological step that will be required for any cost-effectiveness analysis of proposed railroad safety standards. For the purposes of this study, it was assumed that railroads would minimize their compliance costs whenever practical or feasible to do so. It was assumed that the FRA would
	In order to estimate the costs railroads will incur in complying with the proposed safety standards addressing friction bearings, it was necessary to ascertain the most probable method of railroad compliance. This is a methodological step that will be required for any cost-effectiveness analysis of proposed railroad safety standards. For the purposes of this study, it was assumed that railroads would minimize their compliance costs whenever practical or feasible to do so. It was assumed that the FRA would

	*As explained earlier, the time frame over which proposed rail standards would be analyzed was defined to be 15 years.
	*As explained earlier, the time frame over which proposed rail standards would be analyzed was defined to be 15 years.


	included inspection record keeping tasks; were amended in consideration of the extensive administrative burden they would impose upon the railroad industry.
	included inspection record keeping tasks; were amended in consideration of the extensive administrative burden they would impose upon the railroad industry.
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	There were also a number of issues that had to be resolved in order to calculate the costs of compliance with the proposed friction bearing standards. Briefly stated, they are:
	There were also a number of issues that had to be resolved in order to calculate the costs of compliance with the proposed friction bearing standards. Briefly stated, they are:

	1. How often the railroads will inspect a car and its components.
	1. How often the railroads will inspect a car and its components.

	2. The actual work that will be undertaken, that is, the steps completed in performing the periodic inspection and maintenance of journal bearings on friction bearing cars.
	2. The actual work that will be undertaken, that is, the steps completed in performing the periodic inspection and maintenance of journal bearings on friction bearing cars.

	Paragraph 215.23 states that every freight car must be given a visual inspection by a qualified inspector at the point the train is made up (or at the next location where an inspector is available). Paragraph 215. 25 requires a periodic inspection of high utilization cars (automobile carriers, etc. , and/or continuous service cars) every year and of non- high utilization cars every four years. The periodic inspection necessitates shopping a car.
	Paragraph 215.23 states that every freight car must be given a visual inspection by a qualified inspector at the point the train is made up (or at the next location where an inspector is available). Paragraph 215. 25 requires a periodic inspection of high utilization cars (automobile carriers, etc. , and/or continuous service cars) every year and of non- high utilization cars every four years. The periodic inspection necessitates shopping a car.

	Interviews with railroad officials, AAR personnel, and car leasing
	Interviews with railroad officials, AAR personnel, and car leasing
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	companies were conducted to obtain estimates of how many cars, equipped with plain friction bearings, fell into the high versus low utilization category* Based on their responses it was determined that the vast majority of high utilization cars are equipped with roller bearings
	companies were conducted to obtain estimates of how many cars, equipped with plain friction bearings, fell into the high versus low utilization category* Based on their responses it was determined that the vast majority of high utilization cars are equipped with roller bearings


	and thus are considered outside the scope of the immediate analysis. Trailer-Train, for example, stated that their entire fleet of piggyback cars was equipped with roller bearings, while North American indicated that all but 10 of their piggyback fleet were similarly equipped.
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	In addition, some resolution of the FRA and AAR overlapping inspection requirements had to be made, for while there are basic similarities in the requirements, there are also basic differences.
	In addition, some resolution of the FRA and AAR overlapping inspection requirements had to be made, for while there are basic similarities in the requirements, there are also basic differences.

	The essential question to be determined then were the specific inspection procedures that would be followed by the railroads.
	The essential question to be determined then were the specific inspection procedures that would be followed by the railroads.

	5.4. 1 Inspections and Repackings
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	The proposed equipment standards mandate that all cars be visually inspected at the reporting terminal. As this regulation is common to current railroad operating practices and AAR inspection practices, no additional costs will be incurred by the railroads in complying with the visual inspection requirements. On the other hand, the periodic inspection requirements will impose a major cost burden on the rail industry, as will subsequently be explained.
	The proposed equipment standards mandate that all cars be visually inspected at the reporting terminal. As this regulation is common to current railroad operating practices and AAR inspection practices, no additional costs will be incurred by the railroads in complying with the visual inspection requirements. On the other hand, the periodic inspection requirements will impose a major cost burden on the rail industry, as will subsequently be explained.

	The AAR has for many years required that airfreight cars be periodically inspected and the journal boxes repacked in accordance with their specifications. This recommended maintenance practice, while not mandatory, has nevertheless, been followed and adhered to reasonably closely by the railroads. However, there are instances
	The AAR has for many years required that airfreight cars be periodically inspected and the journal boxes repacked in accordance with their specifications. This recommended maintenance practice, while not mandatory, has nevertheless, been followed and adhered to reasonably closely by the railroads. However, there are instances


	where cars, by a unique set of circumstances, elude the watchful eyes
	where cars, by a unique set of circumstances, elude the watchful eyes
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	of car inspectors and are not inspected and repacked within the recommended limits. Sometimes the lack of timely inspections and^. repacking results from shortages in maintenance personnel while in other cases it results from deliberate procrastination as a consequence of overloaded shops and limited capacity. Considering the number of friction bearing cars presently in the United States rail fleet, it is not surprising that at any given point in time there will be a good many cars in train service that wi
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	Cognizant of these factors the FRA, in developing safety standards for journals and their components, has proposed mandatory inspection requirements, and imposing fines nominally of $750 per car for cars found to be overdate. In this fashion, it was assumed that a significantly higher percentage of cars would be inspected at the required interval, thus minimizing the numbers of overdate cars and chances for journal failure.
	Cognizant of these factors the FRA, in developing safety standards for journals and their components, has proposed mandatory inspection requirements, and imposing fines nominally of $750 per car for cars found to be overdate. In this fashion, it was assumed that a significantly higher percentage of cars would be inspected at the required interval, thus minimizing the numbers of overdate cars and chances for journal failure.
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	The AAR periodic inspection and repacking of journal boxes are required every 30 months for cars equipped with "stabilized boxes”* and every 24 months for all other cars. The FRA periodic inspections
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	are, required every 48 months for non-high utilization cars regardless of whether they are stabilized or not. The unstabilized cars can be inspected at repack time at no additional cost. Since the stabilized cars will almost automatically be inspected on.a 30-month cycle to satisfy repack requirements, the 48-month inspection requirement is a superfluous standard except for the following consideration. A stabilized car which becomes 18 months overdate violates both the repack standard and the inspection s
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	FRA standards tend to be less stringent than the AAR interchange rules.
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	*A stabilized journal box is one that has been equipped with journal stops or the newer flat back bearings, improved rear seals and lid seals and clamps. The stops and flat back bearings are designed to eliminate bearing rotation resulting from high impacts. These improvements in the AAR's judgment merited a longer inspection period and consequently the 30 month interval was established.
	*A stabilized journal box is one that has been equipped with journal stops or the newer flat back bearings, improved rear seals and lid seals and clamps. The stops and flat back bearings are designed to eliminate bearing rotation resulting from high impacts. These improvements in the AAR's judgment merited a longer inspection period and consequently the 30 month interval was established.
	*A stabilized journal box is one that has been equipped with journal stops or the newer flat back bearings, improved rear seals and lid seals and clamps. The stops and flat back bearings are designed to eliminate bearing rotation resulting from high impacts. These improvements in the AAR's judgment merited a longer inspection period and consequently the 30 month interval was established.


	For example, the FRA safety standards for lubricator pads,
	For example, the FRA safety standards for lubricator pads,
	For example, the FRA safety standards for lubricator pads,

	Section 215. 85 (a) through (f), declares a bearing defective, if the pad is missing or has any of the following conditions: (a) an exposed core
	Section 215. 85 (a) through (f), declares a bearing defective, if the pad is missing or has any of the following conditions: (a) an exposed core

	or metal part contacting the journal, (b) the pad is not contacting the journal, (c) a scorched or burned area, (d) glazing over half the pad surface, (e) deteriorated or decayed fabric, or (f) a tear along the top, front, back or side more than half the length of the pad.
	or metal part contacting the journal, (b) the pad is not contacting the journal, (c) a scorched or burned area, (d) glazing over half the pad surface, (e) deteriorated or decayed fabric, or (f) a tear along the top, front, back or side more than half the length of the pad.

	On the other hand, the more stringent AAR Interchange Rules list all of the above as causes for renewal plus five other conditions that would require the lubricator pad to be replaced upon periodic inspection.
	On the other hand, the more stringent AAR Interchange Rules list all of the above as causes for renewal plus five other conditions that would require the lubricator pad to be replaced upon periodic inspection.

	By inspecting the journal boxes in accordance with the more stringent AAR requirements, the railroads can simultaneously satisfy the FRA safety requirements and AAR's recommended maintenance priorities.
	By inspecting the journal boxes in accordance with the more stringent AAR requirements, the railroads can simultaneously satisfy the FRA safety requirements and AAR's recommended maintenance priorities.

	5.4.2 Additional Costs from Increased Repackings
	5.4.2 Additional Costs from Increased Repackings

	The major railroad costs from the FRA safety standards appear to be a stricter compliance to the interchange repacking rules (now the FRA safety standards). In order to calculate this additional cost, several predictions about the characteristics of the present and changed freight car fleet must be made. This task corresponds to the box labeled "Average Industry Condition" in the flow chart of Figure 2.
	The major railroad costs from the FRA safety standards appear to be a stricter compliance to the interchange repacking rules (now the FRA safety standards). In order to calculate this additional cost, several predictions about the characteristics of the present and changed freight car fleet must be made. This task corresponds to the box labeled "Average Industry Condition" in the flow chart of Figure 2.


	The plain,bearing car fleet is estimated at 875,330 cars at the end of 1973, wiljh 6l„ 000 cars retired each year and 2, 000 converted to roller bearings, which produces the forecast of Table 14. The numbers fall between the AAR predictions and those of several bearing manufacturers. From AAR information, initial results of the FRA field inspections and interviews with individual carriers, it is estimated that 25 percent of the fleet is stabilized and 10 percent is overdate.
	The plain,bearing car fleet is estimated at 875,330 cars at the end of 1973, wiljh 6l„ 000 cars retired each year and 2, 000 converted to roller bearings, which produces the forecast of Table 14. The numbers fall between the AAR predictions and those of several bearing manufacturers. From AAR information, initial results of the FRA field inspections and interviews with individual carriers, it is estimated that 25 percent of the fleet is stabilized and 10 percent is overdate.
	The plain,bearing car fleet is estimated at 875,330 cars at the end of 1973, wiljh 6l„ 000 cars retired each year and 2, 000 converted to roller bearings, which produces the forecast of Table 14. The numbers fall between the AAR predictions and those of several bearing manufacturers. From AAR information, initial results of the FRA field inspections and interviews with individual carriers, it is estimated that 25 percent of the fleet is stabilized and 10 percent is overdate.

	The average overdateness of one carrier's cars is 4.7 months based on a 5000 car survey; Since this road is above average in maintenance, a value of 5 months overdateness appears realistic for an overall industry average.
	The average overdateness of one carrier's cars is 4.7 months based on a 5000 car survey; Since this road is above average in maintenance, a value of 5 months overdateness appears realistic for an overall industry average.

	The number of repackings per year under AAR interchange rules * can now be estimated. If N is the total number of friction bearing cars in use in any given year, 25 percent are stabilized; 2. 5 percent are overdate, and 22. 5 percent are not overdate. The overdate cars are on a 35 month repack cycle while the non-overdate.cars are on a 30 month cycle. Similarly, 67. 5 percent of the fleet (unstabilized, nonoverdate cars) is on a 24-month cycle and 7. 5 percent is on a. 29-month cycle. Expressed algebraical
	The number of repackings per year under AAR interchange rules * can now be estimated. If N is the total number of friction bearing cars in use in any given year, 25 percent are stabilized; 2. 5 percent are overdate, and 22. 5 percent are not overdate. The overdate cars are on a 35 month repack cycle while the non-overdate.cars are on a 30 month cycle. Similarly, 67. 5 percent of the fleet (unstabilized, nonoverdate cars) is on a 24-month cycle and 7. 5 percent is on a. 29-month cycle. Expressed algebraical


	TABLE 14: Increased Repackings Under FRA Standards
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	Year
	Year
	Year
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	at End of Year*
	at End of Year*
	at End of Year*


	Standards
	Standards
	Standards



	1973
	1973
	1973
	1973


	875, 330
	875, 330
	875, 330


	0
	0
	0



	1974
	1974
	1974
	1974


	813,330
	813,330
	813,330


	6,272
	6,272
	6,272



	1975
	1975
	1975
	1975


	749,330
	749,330
	749,330


	5,779
	5,779
	5,779



	1976
	1976
	1976
	1976


	686, 330
	686, 330
	686, 330


	5,293
	5,293
	5,293



	1977
	1977
	1977
	1977


	623,330
	623,330
	623,330


	4, 807
	4, 807
	4, 807



	1978
	1978
	1978
	1978


	560,330
	560,330
	560,330


	4, 321
	4, 321
	4, 321



	1979
	1979
	1979
	1979


	497,330
	497,330
	497,330


	3, 835
	3, 835
	3, 835



	1980
	1980
	1980
	1980


	434,330
	434,330
	434,330


	3, 350
	3, 350
	3, 350



	1981
	1981
	1981
	1981


	371,330
	371,330
	371,330


	2, 864
	2, 864
	2, 864
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	1982
	1982
	1982


	308,330
	308,330
	308,330


	2, 378
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	2, 378



	1983
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	1983
	1983
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	245,330
	245,330


	1,892
	1,892
	1,892
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	1984
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	182,330 ,
	182,330 ,
	182,330 ,


	1,406
	1,406
	1,406



	1985
	1985
	1985
	1985


	119,330
	119,330
	119,330


	920
	920
	920



	1986
	1986
	1986
	1986


	56,330
	56,330
	56,330


	434
	434
	434



	1987
	1987
	1987
	1987


	-- ''
	-- ''
	-- ''


	__
	__
	__



	1988
	1988
	1988
	1988


	--
	--
	--


	--
	--
	--





	*Based upon 61,000 retirees/year, plus 2,000 conversions/year. Data from AAR and bearing suppliers.
	*Based upon 61,000 retirees/year, plus 2,000 conversions/year. Data from AAR and bearing suppliers.
	*Based upon 61,000 retirees/year, plus 2,000 conversions/year. Data from AAR and bearing suppliers.


	Repacks per year r ?25 025 &75 07 51
	Repacks per year r ?25 025 &75 07 51
	Repacks per year r ?25 025 &75 07 51

	under AAR = [ 3Q/12+ 35/12+ 24/12+ 29/12jxN = °° 467106 x N
	under AAR = [ 3Q/12+ 35/12+ 24/12+ 29/12jxN = °° 467106 x N

	Interchange Rules
	Interchange Rules

	By similar reasoning, and with the assumption that under the mandatory standards, only one percent of the cars will be overdate7 and will average only one month in that condition, the expression is:
	By similar reasoning, and with the assumption that under the mandatory standards, only one percent of the cars will be overdate7 and will average only one month in that condition, the expression is:

	Repacks per year Under FRA standards
	Repacks per year Under FRA standards

	= 0. 474818 xN
	= 0. 474818 xN


	f.2475 + .0025 + . 7425 .0075] x N
	f.2475 + .0025 + . 7425 .0075] x N
	f.2475 + .0025 + . 7425 .0075] x N

	1.30/12 31/12 24/12 25/12J
	1.30/12 31/12 24/12 25/12J


	Additional repacks = 0. 474818 x N - 0. 467106 x N = 0. 007712 x N.
	Additional repacks = 0. 474818 x N - 0. 467106 x N = 0. 007712 x N.
	Additional repacks = 0. 474818 x N - 0. 467106 x N = 0. 007712 x N.

	For 1974, this amounts to 6,272 additional repacks as shown in Table 14, along with the additional repacks for all the years until the plain bearing fleet is phased out.
	For 1974, this amounts to 6,272 additional repacks as shown in Table 14, along with the additional repacks for all the years until the plain bearing fleet is phased out.

	In addition I'd the costs of these extra repackings, the overdate cars will also occasionally incur fines at $750 per day. Assume that 5 percent of the overdate cars are found in violation for one week of operation. Allowing for customary diminution of the fines and the foregiveness of hardship and "good character" cases, take 60 percent as the collectable amount of the fines. ** Then the total industry cost is:
	In addition I'd the costs of these extra repackings, the overdate cars will also occasionally incur fines at $750 per day. Assume that 5 percent of the overdate cars are found in violation for one week of operation. Allowing for customary diminution of the fines and the foregiveness of hardship and "good character" cases, take 60 percent as the collectable amount of the fines. ** Then the total industry cost is:


	*This is considered by the industry to be the practical minimum. #*The present collectable ratio on track standards. jMc*since fines are transfer payments, they will also be entered as societal benefits.
	*This is considered by the industry to be the practical minimum. #*The present collectable ratio on track standards. jMc*since fines are transfer payments, they will also be entered as societal benefits.
	*This is considered by the industry to be the practical minimum. #*The present collectable ratio on track standards. jMc*since fines are transfer payments, they will also be entered as societal benefits.


	(1 percent overdate) x (5 percent found) x (7 days*) x ($750/day) x number of cars x 60 percent collectable Fine cost = $1,575 x number of cars.
	(1 percent overdate) x (5 percent found) x (7 days*) x ($750/day) x number of cars x 60 percent collectable Fine cost = $1,575 x number of cars.
	(1 percent overdate) x (5 percent found) x (7 days*) x ($750/day) x number of cars x 60 percent collectable Fine cost = $1,575 x number of cars.

	For example, for 1.974, the total cost of fines is $1,281,000.
	For example, for 1.974, the total cost of fines is $1,281,000.

	5. 4. 3 Initial Costs
	5. 4. 3 Initial Costs

	In determining the cost-effectiveness of a subpart of an entire set
	In determining the cost-effectiveness of a subpart of an entire set

	I
	I

	of equipment standards, it is necessary to determine what part of the initial costs of implementing the entire set of standards should be allocated to each subpart. In the immediate case, the standards addressing friction bearings are a subpart of a set of standards that apply to all the
	of equipment standards, it is necessary to determine what part of the initial costs of implementing the entire set of standards should be allocated to each subpart. In the immediate case, the standards addressing friction bearings are a subpart of a set of standards that apply to all the

	components of a freight car.
	components of a freight car.

	!
	!

	As has been discussed, the total program development, record keeping, and training costs resulting from compliance with the entire set of equipment standards, must be allocated to the sub parts of this entire set of equipment standards. In this analysis these costs were distributed evenly across the six equipment groups, since an adequate rationale (based on precise time and motion studies of each of the sub- parts of the equipment standards) was lacking and considered beyond the scope of this analysis.
	As has been discussed, the total program development, record keeping, and training costs resulting from compliance with the entire set of equipment standards, must be allocated to the sub parts of this entire set of equipment standards. In this analysis these costs were distributed evenly across the six equipment groups, since an adequate rationale (based on precise time and motion studies of each of the sub- parts of the equipment standards) was lacking and considered beyond the scope of this analysis.

	*Qne week was felt to be realistic because, although most "found" cars would be longer overdate, it would be difficult to prove that the offending road operated the car for longer than one week.
	*Qne week was felt to be realistic because, although most "found" cars would be longer overdate, it would be difficult to prove that the offending road operated the car for longer than one week.


	Subparts of Equipment Standards . Wheels,
	Subparts of Equipment Standards . Wheels,
	Subparts of Equipment Standards . Wheels,

	. Axles,. *
	. Axles,. *

	. Journal bearings,
	. Journal bearings,

	: Other truck components,
	: Other truck components,

	. Couplers, and . Draft systems.
	. Couplers, and . Draft systems.

	Thus, one-sixth'of the total costs of developing a program of compliance for friction bearing cars would be allocated to those standards or .subparts that address the friction bearings of the car. The same method of proration would apply to any cost that cannot be readily attributable to actual compliance with the friction bearing standards but can only be interpreted as a cost of implementation of the entire set of safety standards.
	Thus, one-sixth'of the total costs of developing a program of compliance for friction bearing cars would be allocated to those standards or .subparts that address the friction bearings of the car. The same method of proration would apply to any cost that cannot be readily attributable to actual compliance with the friction bearing standards but can only be interpreted as a cost of implementation of the entire set of safety standards.

	In accordance with the new safety standards, railroads submitted a program to the FRA detailing how they intend to comply with the safety standards. Rather than haying the 603 Class 1 and Class II line haul railroads and switching and terminal companies submit separate programs, the AAR, acting on behalf of a,ll railroads, submitted a program developed by representatives of various member carriers to the FRA for approval. This program, which was accepted by the FRA, will be followed by each and every railr
	In accordance with the new safety standards, railroads submitted a program to the FRA detailing how they intend to comply with the safety standards. Rather than haying the 603 Class 1 and Class II line haul railroads and switching and terminal companies submit separate programs, the AAR, acting on behalf of a,ll railroads, submitted a program developed by representatives of various member carriers to the FRA for approval. This program, which was accepted by the FRA, will be followed by each and every railr

	Based on interviews with the AAR and individual railroads, it was determined that a 10 man joint committee would take approximately five working days to discuss, formulate, draft, and submit a program
	Based on interviews with the AAR and individual railroads, it was determined that a 10 man joint committee would take approximately five working days to discuss, formulate, draft, and submit a program


	of compliance for friction bearing cars. Assuming eight man-hours per day, the total man-hours expended during this conference would be 400 man hours. This figure does not include the research and development costs incurred prior to the meeting of the joint committee. These prior development costs would be a result of independent research done on the part of each member of the committee in preparation for the meeting. It was also assumed that 400 man-hours would be spent prior to the conference in research
	of compliance for friction bearing cars. Assuming eight man-hours per day, the total man-hours expended during this conference would be 400 man hours. This figure does not include the research and development costs incurred prior to the meeting of the joint committee. These prior development costs would be a result of independent research done on the part of each member of the committee in preparation for the meeting. It was also assumed that 400 man-hours would be spent prior to the conference in research
	of compliance for friction bearing cars. Assuming eight man-hours per day, the total man-hours expended during this conference would be 400 man hours. This figure does not include the research and development costs incurred prior to the meeting of the joint committee. These prior development costs would be a result of independent research done on the part of each member of the committee in preparation for the meeting. It was also assumed that 400 man-hours would be spent prior to the conference in research

	Development
	Development

	Costs = 800 man-hrs. x $ 15. 00/man-hr. = $12000.00.
	Costs = 800 man-hrs. x $ 15. 00/man-hr. = $12000.00.

	The $12000. 00 represents the total expense of developing a program of compliance for friction bearing cars for the entire set of safety standards, * A portion of the expense must be allocated to the friction bearing standards individually. Using the procedure described earlier, the compliance program initial development costs allocated to the friction bearing standards would be:
	The $12000. 00 represents the total expense of developing a program of compliance for friction bearing cars for the entire set of safety standards, * A portion of the expense must be allocated to the friction bearing standards individually. Using the procedure described earlier, the compliance program initial development costs allocated to the friction bearing standards would be:

	^Program development costs would naturally be higher if each and every carrier were to individually develop their own programs for compliance.
	^Program development costs would naturally be higher if each and every carrier were to individually develop their own programs for compliance.


	Compliance Program Development
	Compliance Program Development
	Compliance Program Development

	Costs Allocated to Friction = $12000 x 1/6 = $2000
	Costs Allocated to Friction = $12000 x 1/6 = $2000

	Bearing Standards
	Bearing Standards

	These numbers appear to be reasonable from the present vantage point of looking back at actual costs, as far as could be ascertained.
	These numbers appear to be reasonable from the present vantage point of looking back at actual costs, as far as could be ascertained.

	5.4.4 Other Costs
	5.4.4 Other Costs

	There are several other costs associated with the increased inspections and repackings. Some of the more significant of these are listed below.
	There are several other costs associated with the increased inspections and repackings. Some of the more significant of these are listed below.

	5.4.4. 1 Expansion of the AAR Billing Files
	5.4.4. 1 Expansion of the AAR Billing Files

	Only those friction bearing cars repacked by non-owning railroads will have an affect on the billing files. For each year, there was a certain number of cars repacked under FRA standards that would not have normally been repacked. Of this difference (Acars), it was assumed that one-half would be repacked by non-owning railroads that must issue bills to the owners of the car and to the AAR. Distribution of the interline billing data would follow current practices specified in the AAR office manual.
	Only those friction bearing cars repacked by non-owning railroads will have an affect on the billing files. For each year, there was a certain number of cars repacked under FRA standards that would not have normally been repacked. Of this difference (Acars), it was assumed that one-half would be repacked by non-owning railroads that must issue bills to the owners of the car and to the AAR. Distribution of the interline billing data would follow current practices specified in the AAR office manual.

	For example, each month, railroads will produce a summary billing statement for every other railroad listing the foreign cars that were inspected and repacked in accordance with FRA requirements. There will obviously be an additional cost to keypunch and computer to
	For example, each month, railroads will produce a summary billing statement for every other railroad listing the foreign cars that were inspected and repacked in accordance with FRA requirements. There will obviously be an additional cost to keypunch and computer to
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	prepare the bill from the railroads copy of the inspection report, however, since there is an established ongoing system for such interline billing, the exact incremental costs are difficult to estimate.
	prepare the bill from the railroads copy of the inspection report, however, since there is an established ongoing system for such interline billing, the exact incremental costs are difficult to estimate.
	prepare the bill from the railroads copy of the inspection report, however, since there is an established ongoing system for such interline billing, the exact incremental costs are difficult to estimate.

	For calculation purposes, it was assumed that the railroads copy
	For calculation purposes, it was assumed that the railroads copy

	L
	L

	of the original inspection report would be used for billing purposes and
	of the original inspection report would be used for billing purposes and

	that the keypunching of data from the inspection report would take
	that the keypunching of data from the inspection report would take

	approximately 5 minutes per report. At $10, 00 per hour the keypunching
	approximately 5 minutes per report. At $10, 00 per hour the keypunching

	pf data would cost $. 83 per form: $10. 00 = $. 83/report, and the
	pf data would cost $. 83 per form: $10. 00 = $. 83/report, and the

	12 reports
	12 reports

	total billing costs would be:
	total billing costs would be:

	/# of cars inspected_________\ Total billing
	/# of cars inspected_________\ Total billing

	[ # of reports keypunched/per 1 x hourly rate = preparation Vhour for billing purposes J ' cost
	[ # of reports keypunched/per 1 x hourly rate = preparation Vhour for billing purposes J ' cost

	No additional costs for computer processing, paper or postage
	No additional costs for computer processing, paper or postage

	were assumed, since the current AAR interline billing system would
	were assumed, since the current AAR interline billing system would

	be employed even though the monthly repair settlements would be a
	be employed even though the monthly repair settlements would be a

	little bit longer.
	little bit longer.

	5. 4. 4. 2 Training Costs, Inspection Costs, and Lost Car Utilization Costs
	5. 4. 4. 2 Training Costs, Inspection Costs, and Lost Car Utilization Costs

	There are approximately 1000 repair tracks in the United States. For each track, it was assumed that there will be three inspectors, one for each of two shifts and one relief man. Based on interviews and railroad practice, it is assumed that each man will undergo on the average, 2 man-hours of training and/or retraining per year for the
	There are approximately 1000 repair tracks in the United States. For each track, it was assumed that there will be three inspectors, one for each of two shifts and one relief man. Based on interviews and railroad practice, it is assumed that each man will undergo on the average, 2 man-hours of training and/or retraining per year for the


	entire set of equipment standards. Using a $10. 00 per hour rate to cover labor and overhead, the "yearly training costs will be:
	entire set of equipment standards. Using a $10. 00 per hour rate to cover labor and overhead, the "yearly training costs will be:
	entire set of equipment standards. Using a $10. 00 per hour rate to cover labor and overhead, the "yearly training costs will be:

	Training Costs'
	Training Costs'

	Per Year = Vl000 repair x 3 inspectors x 2 man-hours per
	Per Year = Vl000 repair x 3 inspectors x 2 man-hours per

	( tracks per track yeaf per inspector
	( tracks per track yeaf per inspector

	j$10. 00, per hour
	j$10. 00, per hour

	, Training Costs = $60, 000 per year
	, Training Costs = $60, 000 per year

	per year
	per year

	*
	*

	Allocating this training cost to the friction bearing standard:
	Allocating this training cost to the friction bearing standard:

	^Training-Costs Per
	^Training-Costs Per

	Year Allocated to = Total Training Costs x JL = $10,200
	Year Allocated to = Total Training Costs x JL = $10,200

	Friction Bearing Per Year 6
	Friction Bearing Per Year 6

	Standards
	Standards

	For friction-bearing standards, direct inspection costs, per diem losses and car utilization losses are all a function of the differences between the number of cars inspected under FRA standards and the number of cars that would have been repacked without the standards.
	For friction-bearing standards, direct inspection costs, per diem losses and car utilization losses are all a function of the differences between the number of cars inspected under FRA standards and the number of cars that would have been repacked without the standards.

	The underlying assumptions are that in order to inspect a friction bearing in accordance with FRA standards, it would cost as much in labor, material, per diem loss and utilization loss as to repack the same
	The underlying assumptions are that in order to inspect a friction bearing in accordance with FRA standards, it would cost as much in labor, material, per diem loss and utilization loss as to repack the same

	v
	v

	bearing under AAR regulations. In order to perform the periodic inspection in accordance with FRA standards, a complete dismantling of the bearing is necessary. The lubricator pad must be removed and replaced if defective. All other components have to be gauged and
	bearing under AAR regulations. In order to perform the periodic inspection in accordance with FRA standards, a complete dismantling of the bearing is necessary. The lubricator pad must be removed and replaced if defective. All other components have to be gauged and
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	inspected. Only after complete visual inspection could the bearing then be reassembled, following the identical steps completed in an AAR schedule repack.
	inspected. Only after complete visual inspection could the bearing then be reassembled, following the identical steps completed in an AAR schedule repack.
	inspected. Only after complete visual inspection could the bearing then be reassembled, following the identical steps completed in an AAR schedule repack.

	The labor and material costs used to determine the cost of these
	The labor and material costs used to determine the cost of these


	additional inspections were based on AAR billing allowances, effective August 1, 1974, for repacking. For an average freight car, the costs were determined as follows:
	additional inspections were based on AAR billing allowances, effective August 1, 1974, for repacking. For an average freight car, the costs were determined as follows:
	additional inspections were based on AAR billing allowances, effective August 1, 1974, for repacking. For an average freight car, the costs were determined as follows:


	Material Cost - 8 lubricator pads @ $3.20 4 brass @ $19.75 2 wedges @ $6.56 miscellaneous oil & dust guards Total Material
	Material Cost - 8 lubricator pads @ $3.20 4 brass @ $19.75 2 wedges @ $6.56 miscellaneous oil & dust guards Total Material
	Material Cost - 8 lubricator pads @ $3.20 4 brass @ $19.75 2 wedges @ $6.56 miscellaneous oil & dust guards Total Material


	$ 25. 60 $ 63. 00 * $ 13.12 $ 19.00 $120. 72
	$ 25. 60 $ 63. 00 * $ 13.12 $ 19.00 $120. 72
	$ 25. 60 $ 63. 00 * $ 13.12 $ 19.00 $120. 72


	Note that, on the average, for each repack, it was assumed that four
	Note that, on the average, for each repack, it was assumed that four
	Note that, on the average, for each repack, it was assumed that four


	defective brass are found. This estimate was based on a sample of
	defective brass are found. This estimate was based on a sample of
	defective brass are found. This estimate was based on a sample of


	approximately 3, 500 cars provided by one of the major carriers cooperating with CONS AD in the development of this cost-effectiveness analysis.
	approximately 3, 500 cars provided by one of the major carriers cooperating with CONS AD in the development of this cost-effectiveness analysis.
	approximately 3, 500 cars provided by one of the major carriers cooperating with CONS AD in the development of this cost-effectiveness analysis.

	Labor costs for one freight car would be as follows:
	Labor costs for one freight car would be as follows:


	Labor costs - 4 brass @ $1.42 = $ 5,68i
	Labor costs - 4 brass @ $1.42 = $ 5,68i
	Labor costs - 4 brass @ $1.42 = $ 5,68i

	8 lubricator pads @ $1.42 = $11.36
	8 lubricator pads @ $1.42 = $11.36

	general labor @ $15. 61 per car = $15.6,1.
	general labor @ $15. 61 per car = $15.6,1.

	seals, etc. @ $11.36/car = $11.36
	seals, etc. @ $11.36/car = $11.36

	Total Labor $44. 01
	Total Labor $44. 01


	*This is a net cost determined by taking the cost of a new brass and subtracting the salvage value of the old brass.
	*This is a net cost determined by taking the cost of a new brass and subtracting the salvage value of the old brass.
	*This is a net cost determined by taking the cost of a new brass and subtracting the salvage value of the old brass.


	Total labor and material costs would thus amount to $164. 73 for each
	Total labor and material costs would thus amount to $164. 73 for each
	Total labor and material costs would thus amount to $164. 73 for each


	car that is inspected and repacked in accordance with the FRA standards. Yearly, direct inspection costs for complying with the friction bearing standards can be determined as follows:
	car that is inspected and repacked in accordance with the FRA standards. Yearly, direct inspection costs for complying with the friction bearing standards can be determined as follows:
	car that is inspected and repacked in accordance with the FRA standards. Yearly, direct inspection costs for complying with the friction bearing standards can be determined as follows:

	Inspection costs per
	Inspection costs per

	year allocated to = A cars inspected x $ 164. 73 per car
	year allocated to = A cars inspected x $ 164. 73 per car

	friction bearing
	friction bearing

	standards
	standards


	where A cars inspected = scars inspected with
	where A cars inspected = scars inspected with
	where A cars inspected = scars inspected with

	lFRA standards in 'effect
	lFRA standards in 'effect


	- fear inspected without FRA standards in I effect
	- fear inspected without FRA standards in I effect
	- fear inspected without FRA standards in I effect


	In determining the costs of compliance with the proposed standards addressing journal failures, the time lost in movement to and from inspection and repair tracks and the time required for the inspection must be considered. For the purposes of this analysis, it was assumed that' on the average a car will lose a day in movement to the inspection and repair track, one day undergoing inspection and repair if any is necessary, and one day in returning to operation. It was also assumed that the entire periodic s
	In determining the costs of compliance with the proposed standards addressing journal failures, the time lost in movement to and from inspection and repair tracks and the time required for the inspection must be considered. For the purposes of this analysis, it was assumed that' on the average a car will lose a day in movement to the inspection and repair track, one day undergoing inspection and repair if any is necessary, and one day in returning to operation. It was also assumed that the entire periodic s
	In determining the costs of compliance with the proposed standards addressing journal failures, the time lost in movement to and from inspection and repair tracks and the time required for the inspection must be considered. For the purposes of this analysis, it was assumed that' on the average a car will lose a day in movement to the inspection and repair track, one day undergoing inspection and repair if any is necessary, and one day in returning to operation. It was also assumed that the entire periodic s


	an average per diem figure of $4. 20 was employed in the following manner:
	an average per diem figure of $4. 20 was employed in the following manner:
	an average per diem figure of $4. 20 was employed in the following manner:

	Annual car days 3 days
	Annual car days 3 days

	lost due to friction = Acars x per x $4.20 x 1 = $2. 10 x Acars
	lost due to friction = Acars x per x $4.20 x 1 = $2. 10 x Acars

	bearing standard inspected car 6
	bearing standard inspected car 6

	An alternative means of calculating lost car utilization is to
	An alternative means of calculating lost car utilization is to

	assume that the lost car days are replaced through the purchase of
	assume that the lost car days are replaced through the purchase of

	new equipment. However, these calculations would tend to overstate
	new equipment. However, these calculations would tend to overstate

	car utilization losses in the case of the declining friction bearing fleet.
	car utilization losses in the case of the declining friction bearing fleet.

	Calculating the cost of yearly car days lost utilizing a representative
	Calculating the cost of yearly car days lost utilizing a representative

	average per diem produces a more realistic estimate.
	average per diem produces a more realistic estimate.

	Finally, it was assumed for the purposes of this analysis that
	Finally, it was assumed for the purposes of this analysis that

	effective December 31, 1975, all railroads would be in nearly 100 percent compliance with the equipment standards. In this manner, the costs of compliance would be taken at their maximum potential level.
	effective December 31, 1975, all railroads would be in nearly 100 percent compliance with the equipment standards. In this manner, the costs of compliance would be taken at their maximum potential level.

	In reality, however, there will be a slow tapering off in the numbers of overdate cars rather than an overnight elimination of all overdate cars.
	In reality, however, there will be a slow tapering off in the numbers of overdate cars rather than an overnight elimination of all overdate cars.

	5.4.5 Summary of Railroad '
	5.4.5 Summary of Railroad '

	Compliance Costs
	Compliance Costs

	All of the railroad costs developed above are summarized in Table 15. In addition, each cost, in constant dollars, is discounted at 10 percent, as recommended by the Office of Management and Budget.
	All of the railroad costs developed above are summarized in Table 15. In addition, each cost, in constant dollars, is discounted at 10 percent, as recommended by the Office of Management and Budget.


	TABLE 15: Summary of Railroad Compliance Costs
	TABLE 15: Summary of Railroad Compliance Costs
	TABLE 15: Summary of Railroad Compliance Costs


	Year
	Year
	Year
	Year
	Year
	Year


	Plain Bearing Cars in Service at End of Year
	Plain Bearing Cars in Service at End of Year
	Plain Bearing Cars in Service at End of Year


	Additional
	Additional
	Additional

	Repackings
	Repackings

	Under
	Under

	FRA
	FRA

	.Standards
	.Standards


	Discount
	Discount
	Discount

	Factor
	Factor

	(10%)
	(10%)


	Additional Repacking Costs @$164. 73
	Additional Repacking Costs @$164. 73
	Additional Repacking Costs @$164. 73


	Civil
	Civil
	Civil

	Penalties*
	Penalties*

	@$1,575
	@$1,575


	Lost Car Utilization Costs @$2. 10
	Lost Car Utilization Costs @$2. 10
	Lost Car Utilization Costs @$2. 10


	Expansion of AAR Billing file @$0,415 '
	Expansion of AAR Billing file @$0,415 '
	Expansion of AAR Billing file @$0,415 '


	Training of
	Training of
	Training of

	Additional
	Additional

	Inspectors'1
	Inspectors'1



	1973
	1973
	1973
	1973


	875, 330
	875, 330
	875, 330


	0
	0
	0


	•,
	•,
	•,


	0
	0
	0


	0
	0
	0


	0
	0
	0


	0
	0
	0


	0
	0
	0



	1974
	1974
	1974
	1974


	813,330
	813,330
	813,330


	6, 272
	6, 272
	6, 272


	1. 000
	1. 000
	1. 000


	$.1,033, 000
	$.1,033, 000
	$.1,033, 000


	$1,281,000
	$1,281,000
	$1,281,000


	$13,200
	$13,200
	$13,200


	$2,600
	$2,600
	$2,600


	$10,200
	$10,200
	$10,200



	1975
	1975
	1975
	1975


	749, 330
	749, 330
	749, 330


	5, 779
	5, 779
	5, 779


	. 909
	. 909
	. 909


	' 865, 300
	' 865, 300
	' 865, 300


	1, 072, 800
	1, 072, 800
	1, 072, 800


	11,000
	11,000
	11,000


	2,200
	2,200
	2,200


	8, 500
	8, 500
	8, 500



	1976 '
	1976 '
	1976 '
	1976 '


	686,330
	686,330
	686,330


	5, 293
	5, 293
	5, 293


	. 826
	. 826
	. 826


	720,200
	720,200
	720,200


	892,900
	892,900
	892,900


	9, 200
	9, 200
	9, 200


	1,800
	1,800
	1,800


	7, 100
	7, 100
	7, 100



	1977
	1977
	1977
	1977


	623,330
	623,330
	623,330


	4, 807
	4, 807
	4, 807


	. 751
	. 751
	. 751


	594,700
	594,700
	594,700


	737, 300
	737, 300
	737, 300


	7, 600
	7, 600
	7, 600


	1, 500
	1, 500
	1, 500


	5, 900
	5, 900
	5, 900



	1978
	1978
	1978
	1978


	560, 330
	560, 330
	560, 330


	4, 321
	4, 321
	4, 321


	.. 683
	.. 683
	.. 683


	486,200
	486,200
	486,200


	602,800
	602,800
	602,800


	6,200
	6,200
	6,200


	1,200
	1,200
	1,200


	4, 800
	4, 800
	4, 800



	1979
	1979
	1979
	1979


	497,330
	497,330
	497,330


	3, 835
	3, 835
	3, 835


	. 621.
	. 621.
	. 621.


	392,300
	392,300
	392,300


	486,400
	486,400
	486,400


	5, 000
	5, 000
	5, 000


	1,000
	1,000
	1,000


	3, 900
	3, 900
	3, 900



	1980
	1980
	1980
	1980


	434, 330
	434, 330
	434, 330


	3, 350
	3, 350
	3, 350


	. 564
	. 564
	. 564


	311,200
	311,200
	311,200


	385, 800
	385, 800
	385, 800


	4, 000
	4, 000
	4, 000


	800
	800
	800


	3, 100
	3, 100
	3, 100



	1981
	1981
	1981
	1981


	371,330
	371,330
	371,330


	2, 864
	2, 864
	2, 864


	. 513
	. 513
	. 513


	242,000
	242,000
	242,000


	300, 000
	300, 000
	300, 000


	3, 100
	3, 100
	3, 100


	600
	600
	600


	2, 400
	2, 400
	2, 400



	1982
	1982
	1982
	1982


	308, 330
	308, 330
	308, 330


	2, 378
	2, 378
	2, 378


	. 467
	. 467
	. 467


	182,900
	182,900
	182,900


	226,800
	226,800
	226,800


	2, 300
	2, 300
	2, 300


	500
	500
	500


	1, 800
	1, 800
	1, 800



	1983
	1983
	1983
	1983


	245,330
	245,330
	245,330


	1, 892
	1, 892
	1, 892


	. 424
	. 424
	. 424


	132,100
	132,100
	132,100


	163,800
	163,800
	163,800


	1, 700
	1, 700
	1, 700


	300
	300
	300


	1, 300
	1, 300
	1, 300



	1984
	1984
	1984
	1984


	. 182,330
	. 182,330
	. 182,330


	1,406 •
	1,406 •
	1,406 •


	„ 386
	„ 386
	„ 386


	8-9, 400
	8-9, 400
	8-9, 400


	110, 800
	110, 800
	110, 800


	1, 100
	1, 100
	1, 100


	200
	200
	200


	900
	900
	900



	1985
	1985
	1985
	1985


	119,330
	119,330
	119,330


	920
	920
	920


	.350
	.350
	.350


	53,000
	53,000
	53,000


	65, 800
	65, 800
	65, 800


	700
	700
	700


	100
	100
	100


	500
	500
	500



	1986
	1986
	1986
	1986

	1987
	1987

	1988
	1988


	56, 330
	56, 330
	56, 330


	434
	434
	434


	.319
	.319
	.319


	28, 300
	28, 300
	28, 300


	28, 300
	28, 300
	28, 300


	300
	300
	300


	100
	100
	100


	200
	200
	200

	$ 50, 600 |
	$ 50, 600 |



	Total Costs (Itemized
	Total Costs (Itemized
	Total Costs (Itemized
	Total Costs (Itemized


	present value)
	present value)
	present value)


	$5, 125, 300
	$5, 125, 300
	$5, 125, 300


	$6,354,500
	$6,354,500
	$6,354,500


	$ 65, 400
	$ 65, 400
	$ 65, 400


	$12,900
	$12,900
	$12,900


	TD
	P
	Span





	Total Present Value Cost $11,608,700
	Total Present Value Cost $11,608,700
	Total Present Value Cost $11,608,700


	* Unit costs for civil penalties and inspector training are based on the total fleet,, All other costs are based on additional repackings.
	* Unit costs for civil penalties and inspector training are based on the total fleet,, All other costs are based on additional repackings.
	* Unit costs for civil penalties and inspector training are based on the total fleet,, All other costs are based on additional repackings.


	Total additional repacking costs are $5, 125,300, civil penalties come to $6,354, 500 and lost car utilization costs are $65, 000. Yearly training costs for additional inspectors and costs for the expansion of the AAR billing files bring the total present value of the railroad industry's compliance cost to $11,608,700.
	Total additional repacking costs are $5, 125,300, civil penalties come to $6,354, 500 and lost car utilization costs are $65, 000. Yearly training costs for additional inspectors and costs for the expansion of the AAR billing files bring the total present value of the railroad industry's compliance cost to $11,608,700.
	Total additional repacking costs are $5, 125,300, civil penalties come to $6,354, 500 and lost car utilization costs are $65, 000. Yearly training costs for additional inspectors and costs for the expansion of the AAR billing files bring the total present value of the railroad industry's compliance cost to $11,608,700.
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	Figure

	Div
	Figure

	5. 5 Societal Costs
	5. 5 Societal Costs
	5. 5 Societal Costs

	The societal costs associated with the development and promulgation of these standards are primarily those costs incurred by the
	The societal costs associated with the development and promulgation of these standards are primarily those costs incurred by the

	t
	t

	FRA as a result of the development, implementation, and maintenance of the proposed safety standards. Funds that have been budgeted and spent.by the FRA have attractive alternative uses both within the federal government and without. Thus the use of these funds in developing and promulgating the safety standards represent a cost to society that must be considered in the overall cost/effectiveness analysis. As in the case of railroad compliance costs, societal costs are divided into initial and ongoing cost
	FRA as a result of the development, implementation, and maintenance of the proposed safety standards. Funds that have been budgeted and spent.by the FRA have attractive alternative uses both within the federal government and without. Thus the use of these funds in developing and promulgating the safety standards represent a cost to society that must be considered in the overall cost/effectiveness analysis. As in the case of railroad compliance costs, societal costs are divided into initial and ongoing cost

	1. Development Costs -- man-hours spent by FRA in developing the proposed standards.
	1. Development Costs -- man-hours spent by FRA in developing the proposed standards.

	2. FRA investment in record keeping equipment.
	2. FRA investment in record keeping equipment.

	3. Initial training of FRA inspectors, by the FRA.
	3. Initial training of FRA inspectors, by the FRA.

	Ongoing societal costs are comprised of:
	Ongoing societal costs are comprised of:

	1. Salaries, fringe benefits, expenses of the FRA field inspectors and personnel involved in compliance monitoring.
	1. Salaries, fringe benefits, expenses of the FRA field inspectors and personnel involved in compliance monitoring.

	2. Filing and record keeping costs .associated with standards administration, adjudication, and compliance monitoring.
	2. Filing and record keeping costs .associated with standards administration, adjudication, and compliance monitoring.


	While efforts were made to obtain specific estimates from Bureau of Safety personnel as to the costs of developing rail safety standards, no estimates were actually provided. Instead it was suggested that by reviewing the official testimony before the House Committee on appropriations that this information could be developed. Accordingly, a careful perusal of the 1972 headings on the 1973 budget was made and on the basis of data provided therein, estimates of the developmental costs were made.
	While efforts were made to obtain specific estimates from Bureau of Safety personnel as to the costs of developing rail safety standards, no estimates were actually provided. Instead it was suggested that by reviewing the official testimony before the House Committee on appropriations that this information could be developed. Accordingly, a careful perusal of the 1972 headings on the 1973 budget was made and on the basis of data provided therein, estimates of the developmental costs were made.
	While efforts were made to obtain specific estimates from Bureau of Safety personnel as to the costs of developing rail safety standards, no estimates were actually provided. Instead it was suggested that by reviewing the official testimony before the House Committee on appropriations that this information could be developed. Accordingly, a careful perusal of the 1972 headings on the 1973 budget was made and on the basis of data provided therein, estimates of the developmental costs were made.

	As best as could be determined, the principal work of developing the standards was conducted by the Safety Programs Division of the Office of Safety while additional assistance was provided by the Office of Chief Counsel in developing the rules and regulations and participating in the overall promulgation of the new standards.
	As best as could be determined, the principal work of developing the standards was conducted by the Safety Programs Division of the Office of Safety while additional assistance was provided by the Office of Chief Counsel in developing the rules and regulations and participating in the overall promulgation of the new standards.

	Approximately 30 percent of the total manpower in the Safety Program Division and Office of Chief Counsel was assumed to have been devoted to developing and promulgating the new equipment standards during 1972 and 1973. Consequently 1/6 of this amount was
	Approximately 30 percent of the total manpower in the Safety Program Division and Office of Chief Counsel was assumed to have been devoted to developing and promulgating the new equipment standards during 1972 and 1973. Consequently 1/6 of this amount was


	prorated as the developmental cost for standards addressing journal failures of‘ which 50 percent was assumed to be allocated to friction bearing standards and 50 percent to roller bearing standards. The total cost for developing the equipment standards was roughly calculated to amount to $518, 118 with that attributable to standards addressing journal failures on friction bearing cars amounting to $43, 159.
	prorated as the developmental cost for standards addressing journal failures of‘ which 50 percent was assumed to be allocated to friction bearing standards and 50 percent to roller bearing standards. The total cost for developing the equipment standards was roughly calculated to amount to $518, 118 with that attributable to standards addressing journal failures on friction bearing cars amounting to $43, 159.
	prorated as the developmental cost for standards addressing journal failures of‘ which 50 percent was assumed to be allocated to friction bearing standards and 50 percent to roller bearing standards. The total cost for developing the equipment standards was roughly calculated to amount to $518, 118 with that attributable to standards addressing journal failures on friction bearing cars amounting to $43, 159.

	($518, 118 x 1/6) x 1/2.
	($518, 118 x 1/6) x 1/2.

	5.5.2 Investment in Record Keeping Equipment
	5.5.2 Investment in Record Keeping Equipment

	In anticipation of a potential 800, 000 inspection reports that would be filed with the FRA by the railroads in 1975, the FRA was assumed to make an initial investment in filing cabinets or a computer-based record system to accommodate these inspection records. Assuming each report consists of two pages and a standard four drawer filing
	In anticipation of a potential 800, 000 inspection reports that would be filed with the FRA by the railroads in 1975, the FRA was assumed to make an initial investment in filing cabinets or a computer-based record system to accommodate these inspection records. Assuming each report consists of two pages and a standard four drawer filing

	:i
	:i

	cabinet is capable of holding 19, 200 reports, the FRA would purchase the following number of cabinets:
	cabinet is capable of holding 19, 200 reports, the FRA would purchase the following number of cabinets:

	Cabinets purchased 800, 000 reports
	Cabinets purchased 800, 000 reports

	by FRA = 19,200 reports = 41.7 or 42 cabinets
	by FRA = 19,200 reports = 41.7 or 42 cabinets

	per cabinet
	per cabinet

	At $100 per cabinet, the initial investment in filing cabinets would
	At $100 per cabinet, the initial investment in filing cabinets would

	r
	r

	amount to $4200. Allocating this total expenditure to the friction bearing standards:
	amount to $4200. Allocating this total expenditure to the friction bearing standards:

	FRA investment in filing
	FRA investment in filing

	cabinets allocated to = 4200 x 1/6 = $700
	cabinets allocated to = 4200 x 1/6 = $700

	friction bearing standards
	friction bearing standards


	It is assumed, from FRA budgeting requests, that 12 equipment or car inspectors would be hired to ensure compliance on the part of . the railroads. * Assuming each inspector will undergo two weeks of training prior to entering the field, total man-hours of training accumulated would be 80 hours per man or 960 man-hours. Assuming a training cost of $20/man-hour to cover salary, travel, overhead, and other expenses, total training costs would amount to $19,200. Allocating this total expenditure to the frict
	It is assumed, from FRA budgeting requests, that 12 equipment or car inspectors would be hired to ensure compliance on the part of . the railroads. * Assuming each inspector will undergo two weeks of training prior to entering the field, total man-hours of training accumulated would be 80 hours per man or 960 man-hours. Assuming a training cost of $20/man-hour to cover salary, travel, overhead, and other expenses, total training costs would amount to $19,200. Allocating this total expenditure to the frict
	It is assumed, from FRA budgeting requests, that 12 equipment or car inspectors would be hired to ensure compliance on the part of . the railroads. * Assuming each inspector will undergo two weeks of training prior to entering the field, total man-hours of training accumulated would be 80 hours per man or 960 man-hours. Assuming a training cost of $20/man-hour to cover salary, travel, overhead, and other expenses, total training costs would amount to $19,200. Allocating this total expenditure to the frict

	FRA training costs
	FRA training costs

	Allocated to friction = $19,200 x 1/6 - $3,200
	Allocated to friction = $19,200 x 1/6 - $3,200

	Bearing standard
	Bearing standard

	While it is anticipated that state inspectors would also be employed to effect compliance with the safety standards, no estimates of the numbers of inspections and applicable expenses of their activities was available for this analysis.
	While it is anticipated that state inspectors would also be employed to effect compliance with the safety standards, no estimates of the numbers of inspections and applicable expenses of their activities was available for this analysis.

	5. 5. 4 Summary of Societal Costs
	5. 5. 4 Summary of Societal Costs

	Filing and Record Keeping Expenses -- Assuming it takes five minutes for handling and filing of each inspection report, the annual FRA record keeping costs, based on a $10. 00 per hour rate to cover overhead and labor, would be as follows:'
	Filing and Record Keeping Expenses -- Assuming it takes five minutes for handling and filing of each inspection report, the annual FRA record keeping costs, based on a $10. 00 per hour rate to cover overhead and labor, would be as follows:'


	^Source: Hearings before the House Committee on Appropriations, 92nd Congress.
	^Source: Hearings before the House Committee on Appropriations, 92nd Congress.
	^Source: Hearings before the House Committee on Appropriations, 92nd Congress.


	Total FRA handling and Total number of inspection reports filing costs per year = Filed for X $. 83 x 1/6
	Total FRA handling and Total number of inspection reports filing costs per year = Filed for X $. 83 x 1/6
	Total FRA handling and Total number of inspection reports filing costs per year = Filed for X $. 83 x 1/6

	Bearing cars each year
	Bearing cars each year

	Allocated to the friction bearing standards:
	Allocated to the friction bearing standards:

	Yearly FRA handling and file Total FRA handling and. filing x costs allocated to friction = 1/6 costs per year bearing standards
	Yearly FRA handling and file Total FRA handling and. filing x costs allocated to friction = 1/6 costs per year bearing standards

	Ongoing Costs of Inspection -- Based on FRA estimates and proposed budgets, the yearly costs for 12 inspectors, including salaries, benefits, and travelling expenses would average $16,676 per man or $200, 112 per year total.
	Ongoing Costs of Inspection -- Based on FRA estimates and proposed budgets, the yearly costs for 12 inspectors, including salaries, benefits, and travelling expenses would average $16,676 per man or $200, 112 per year total.

	These inspectors would spend approximately 50 percent of their time in the field and would make 100, 000 car inspections. £ By assuming that these inspections are distributed randomly among the total fleet, the percentage of friction bearing cars being inspected at any given time can be ascertained. ** Thus the annual field inspections costs that should be allocated as a societal cost of compliance with the journal standards can be calculated as follows:
	These inspectors would spend approximately 50 percent of their time in the field and would make 100, 000 car inspections. £ By assuming that these inspections are distributed randomly among the total fleet, the percentage of friction bearing cars being inspected at any given time can be ascertained. ** Thus the annual field inspections costs that should be allocated as a societal cost of compliance with the journal standards can be calculated as follows:

	No. of friction bearing = Total field X cars in fleet X 1/6 inspection Total cars in fleet
	No. of friction bearing = Total field X cars in fleet X 1/6 inspection Total cars in fleet

	costs
	costs


	Annual FRA field inspection costs allocated to friction bearing standards
	Annual FRA field inspection costs allocated to friction bearing standards
	Annual FRA field inspection costs allocated to friction bearing standards


	^Hearings before the House Committee on Appropriations, 92nd Congress, p. 519.
	^Hearings before the House Committee on Appropriations, 92nd Congress, p. 519.
	^Hearings before the House Committee on Appropriations, 92nd Congress, p. 519.

	^Considering the size of the sample, the assumption of a normal distribution of field observations is statistically valid.
	^Considering the size of the sample, the assumption of a normal distribution of field observations is statistically valid.


	Table 16 summarizes the total initial and ongoing societal costs in constant dollars. These costs are discounted at 10 percent, as recommended by the Office of Management and Budget, to yield a net present value of $275, 600.
	Table 16 summarizes the total initial and ongoing societal costs in constant dollars. These costs are discounted at 10 percent, as recommended by the Office of Management and Budget, to yield a net present value of $275, 600.
	Table 16 summarizes the total initial and ongoing societal costs in constant dollars. These costs are discounted at 10 percent, as recommended by the Office of Management and Budget, to yield a net present value of $275, 600.
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	Summary of Initial and Ongoing Societal Costa
	Summary of Initial and Ongoing Societal Costa
	Summary of Initial and Ongoing Societal Costa


	Initial Coats
	Initial Coats
	Initial Coats
	Initial Coats
	Initial Coats
	Initial Coats

	Development of Journal Bearing Standards Investment In Filing Equipment Initial Tralning^FRA Field Inspectors Total Initial Coofc
	Development of Journal Bearing Standards Investment In Filing Equipment Initial Tralning^FRA Field Inspectors Total Initial Coofc


	1972 + 1973 $43,159 700 3,200 $47,059
	1972 + 1973 $43,159 700 3,200 $47,059
	1972 + 1973 $43,159 700 3,200 $47,059


	1974 ,
	1974 ,
	1974 ,


	t 1975
	t 1975
	t 1975


	,1976
	,1976
	,1976


	, 1977
	, 1977
	, 1977


	1978
	1978
	1978


	1979
	1979
	1979


	1980
	1980
	1980


	1981
	1981
	1981


	1982
	1982
	1982


	1983
	1983
	1983


	1984
	1984
	1984


	1985
	1985
	1985


	1986
	1986
	1986


	1987
	1987
	1987


	1988
	1988
	1988


	1989
	1989
	1989



	Ongoing Coots
	Ongoing Coots
	Ongoing Coots
	Ongoing Coots

	Filing and Record Keeping Expenses Field Inspection Total
	Filing and Record Keeping Expenses Field Inspection Total


	TD
	P
	Span


	TD
	P
	Span


	27,829
	27,829
	27,829

	15. 608
	15. 608


	25,199 .14,167
	25,199 .14,167
	25,199 .14,167


	22,599 12,727
	22,599 12,727
	22,599 12,727


	20,082 11.326
	20,082 11.326
	20,082 11.326


	17,632 9.965
	17,632 9.965
	17,632 9.965


	15,190
	15,190
	15,190

	8.604
	8.604


	12,817
	12,817
	12,817

	7.264
	7.264


	10,510
	10,510
	10,510

	3.963
	3.963


	8,272
	8,272
	8,272

	4,702
	4,702


	6,157
	6,157
	6,157

	3.501
	3.501


	4J205
	4J205
	4J205

	2.321
	2.321


	2, m 1.220
	2, m 1.220
	2, m 1.220


	353
	353
	353

	200
	200


	316
	316
	316

	180
	180


	281
	281
	281

	160
	160
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	43,437
	43,437
	43,437


	39.366
	39.366
	39.366


	35,326
	35,326
	35,326


	31,408
	31,408
	31,408


	27. 597
	27. 597
	27. 597


	23,794
	23,794
	23,794


	20„ 081
	20„ 081
	20„ 081


	16,473
	16,473
	16,473


	12,974
	12,974
	12,974


	9.658
	9.658
	9.658


	6,426
	6,426
	6,426


	3.391
	3.391
	3.391


	553
	553
	553


	496
	496
	496


	441
	441
	441



	Discount Factor
	Discount Factor
	Discount Factor
	Discount Factor
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	9.000
	9.000
	9.000


	.909
	.909
	.909


	.826
	.826
	.826


	„ 751
	„ 751
	„ 751


	.683
	.683
	.683


	.621
	.621
	.621


	.564
	.564
	.564


	, 513
	, 513
	, 513


	.467
	.467
	.467


	.424
	.424
	.424


	.386
	.386
	.386


	.350
	.350
	.350


	.319
	.319
	.319


	.290
	.290
	.290


	.263
	.263
	.263


	'..239
	'..239
	'..239



	Present Valuo
	Present Valuo
	Present Valuo
	Present Valuo
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	Societal benefits are those benefits that society will experience as a result of a reduction in accidents due to friction bearing failures. ■ Societal accident costs are difficult to quantify because of the serious lack of data in this area. In general, these costs include any damage to non-railroad or community property; any personal injury or death; any community services, such as fire and police assistance; or any loss of revenue due to evacuation, fire, explosions that resulted from a train accident and
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	In an effort1 to quantify and measure these societal accident costs, the following data sources were reviewed:
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	FRA Hazardous Material Accident Reports . FRA reports for Class A accidents
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	From a review of these sources, it was determined that significant
	From a review of these sources, it was determined that significant
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	involved. These were the only significant societal accident costs'that
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	were found in the review of'available data sources.
	were found in the review of'available data sources.

	The methods used in determining what accidents- involving hazardous materials were caused by failed journals was tedious- and time, consuming. Every time a. railroad experiences an accident involving hazardous materials such as explosives, flammable liquids, or gases and poisonous.Tiquids or gases, the carrier must file, a Hazardous Material Accident Form, independent of the- T-form, to the-FRA . This form is filed and information from it and from a, subsequent, investigation if1 found.necessary, is: conde
	The methods used in determining what accidents- involving hazardous materials were caused by failed journals was tedious- and time, consuming. Every time a. railroad experiences an accident involving hazardous materials such as explosives, flammable liquids, or gases and poisonous.Tiquids or gases, the carrier must file, a Hazardous Material Accident Form, independent of the- T-form, to the-FRA . This form is filed and information from it and from a, subsequent, investigation if1 found.necessary, is: conde


	Summary in order to determine what accidents involving hazardous materials were caused by friction bearing failures. This work would have been enormously simplified with the addition of the accident cause code to the Hazardous Materials Summary and/or some cross-referencing to the applicable T-form. After locating these accidents in the summary, the corresponding hazardous material file was reviewed to determine if any societal costs had occurred because of the accidents. Finally, after the accidents with t
	Summary in order to determine what accidents involving hazardous materials were caused by friction bearing failures. This work would have been enormously simplified with the addition of the accident cause code to the Hazardous Materials Summary and/or some cross-referencing to the applicable T-form. After locating these accidents in the summary, the corresponding hazardous material file was reviewed to determine if any societal costs had occurred because of the accidents. Finally, after the accidents with t
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	Following these steps, it was found that, of the 305 accidents due to friction bearing failures that were reported to the FRA in 1972, a total of three of those accidents involving hazardous materials resulted in societal costs resulting from the damage or destruction of cars carrying hazardous materials. These three accidents were investigated in more detail and the results are discussed below.
	Following these steps, it was found that, of the 305 accidents due to friction bearing failures that were reported to the FRA in 1972, a total of three of those accidents involving hazardous materials resulted in societal costs resulting from the damage or destruction of cars carrying hazardous materials. These three accidents were investigated in more detail and the results are discussed below.

	Accident #1 -- Approaching a small midwestern town, a train derailed due to a burned off journal on the 27th car at approximately 7:32 a. m. Twenty-three cars derailed with one tank on the ground and into an adjacent wheat field. Because of the nitric acid fumes, the sheriff ordered the town and other nearby areas evacuated as a \
	Accident #1 -- Approaching a small midwestern town, a train derailed due to a burned off journal on the 27th car at approximately 7:32 a. m. Twenty-three cars derailed with one tank on the ground and into an adjacent wheat field. Because of the nitric acid fumes, the sheriff ordered the town and other nearby areas evacuated as a \


	safety measure, but returned the same day when the evacuation was lifted at 4:15 p. m. Since the accident occurred on a national holiday, there was no loss in business to the downtown area of the community! or loss in wages to workers who may have been evacuated. Had there been, there would probably have been no compensation on the part of the railroad in the opinions of several local officials. * However, this is only speculation on their part. Those people that were evacuated,
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	moved in with friends or relatives that lived close by. No compensation was made by the railroad as a result of this evacuation for the expense of quartering the evacuees or for minor costs incurred in their dislocation.
	moved in with friends or relatives that lived close by. No compensation was made by the railroad as a result of this evacuation for the expense of quartering the evacuees or for minor costs incurred in their dislocation.

	The sheriff's department reported 18 people taken to the hospital for treatment of chest pains, nausea and shortness of breath. In a phone call to the hospital administrator, it was reported that the bills for these treatments were paid by the carrier.
	The sheriff's department reported 18 people taken to the hospital for treatment of chest pains, nausea and shortness of breath. In a phone call to the hospital administrator, it was reported that the bills for these treatments were paid by the carrier.

	Because of the evacuation and extent of cleanup operation, the local sheriff, town deputies, five to six civil defense people, two or three volunteer fire departments and two state policemen were on hand
	Because of the evacuation and extent of cleanup operation, the local sheriff, town deputies, five to six civil defense people, two or three volunteer fire departments and two state policemen were on hand


	*The difficulty in measuring lost business due to an accident is well recognized, and can only be approximately ascertained by sampling local businesses. Comparisons between normal or average daily sales can be made to roughly estimate the magnitude of these losses.
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	at one time or another to assist in the protection of the safety of the community. The entire cost of these community services went unpaid for by the carrier and were borne by the members of the surrounding areas. Estimates by the sheriff, fire chiefs, and other local officials placed the cost for these services at about $25000 in time, labor and materials. While these people were occupied at the scene of the accident, there were no other fires, crimes or accidents that took place in the rest of the commun
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	In an interview conducted with the owner of the wheat fields, it was reported that the railroad compensated the farmer in the amount of $7500 for damage to his crop. When asked if this was a fair price, he said yes but expressed doubts as to whether the field would yield as well as it did before. He claimed one acre was gone for good as a crop producer and that it couldn't be used for grazing cattle since the railroad would not replace the fence that was destroyed in the accident. The fence is owned by the 
	In an interview conducted with the owner of the wheat fields, it was reported that the railroad compensated the farmer in the amount of $7500 for damage to his crop. When asked if this was a fair price, he said yes but expressed doubts as to whether the field would yield as well as it did before. He claimed one acre was gone for good as a crop producer and that it couldn't be used for grazing cattle since the railroad would not replace the fence that was destroyed in the accident. The fence is owned by the 

	Finally, the state-owned road along the right-of-way was damaged by the wrecking equipment employed to clear the wreck.
	Finally, the state-owned road along the right-of-way was damaged by the wrecking equipment employed to clear the wreck.


	From interviews with officials, it was assumed that the railroads would pay fortthe repairs of this road.
	From interviews with officials, it was assumed that the railroads would pay fortthe repairs of this road.
	From interviews with officials, it was assumed that the railroads would pay fortthe repairs of this road.

	Accident #2 r On a Sunday at 9:15 a. m. , a train of a major rail carrier suffered a ‘derailment about 3 1/2 miles from a small mid- western city having a population of about 10, 000 people. Five cars derailed with one of them being a box car carrying phosphorous penta- sulfide. This material is a persistent burner and can not be’‘controlled by the usual methods since the addition of water creates hydrogen sulfide fumes, which are very toxic. An effective method of extinguishing is to use sand.
	Accident #2 r On a Sunday at 9:15 a. m. , a train of a major rail carrier suffered a ‘derailment about 3 1/2 miles from a small mid- western city having a population of about 10, 000 people. Five cars derailed with one of them being a box car carrying phosphorous penta- sulfide. This material is a persistent burner and can not be’‘controlled by the usual methods since the addition of water creates hydrogen sulfide fumes, which are very toxic. An effective method of extinguishing is to use sand.

	Immediately after the accident, the hazardous material began to smolder. FRA inspectors were called on Sunday and in turn the EPA was notified of the potential release of the toxic gas on Monday. During this time, since Sunday morning, local law enforcement groups, a'nd volunteer fire departments headed by the county sheriff s office stood watch in preparation for any immediate danger. Twenty to. thirty women, wives of the police and firemen,, assisted in the watch. Throughout the entire course of events, a
	Immediately after the accident, the hazardous material began to smolder. FRA inspectors were called on Sunday and in turn the EPA was notified of the potential release of the toxic gas on Monday. During this time, since Sunday morning, local law enforcement groups, a'nd volunteer fire departments headed by the county sheriff s office stood watch in preparation for any immediate danger. Twenty to. thirty women, wives of the police and firemen,, assisted in the watch. Throughout the entire course of events, a

	On Tuesday morning,, after the other cars were cleared, the boxcar with the smoldering phosphorous pentasulfide was righted, and the door opened and the contents immediately began to burn. Two
	On Tuesday morning,, after the other cars were cleared, the boxcar with the smoldering phosphorous pentasulfide was righted, and the door opened and the contents immediately began to burn. Two


	families were evacuated near the wreck, and the nearby city of 10, 000 was ordered evacuated by a EPA trainee at the sight. The railroads appealed this as unnecessary and notified FRA and EPA officials. The evacuation was limited to the aged and infirm with the decision to evacuate anyone else being based on the future wind direction and left up to the judgment of the EPA man at the accident site. Approximately 1100 people were evacuated before the fire was extinguished on Wednesday morning. These people we
	families were evacuated near the wreck, and the nearby city of 10, 000 was ordered evacuated by a EPA trainee at the sight. The railroads appealed this as unnecessary and notified FRA and EPA officials. The evacuation was limited to the aged and infirm with the decision to evacuate anyone else being based on the future wind direction and left up to the judgment of the EPA man at the accident site. Approximately 1100 people were evacuated before the fire was extinguished on Wednesday morning. These people we
	families were evacuated near the wreck, and the nearby city of 10, 000 was ordered evacuated by a EPA trainee at the sight. The railroads appealed this as unnecessary and notified FRA and EPA officials. The evacuation was limited to the aged and infirm with the decision to evacuate anyone else being based on the future wind direction and left up to the judgment of the EPA man at the accident site. Approximately 1100 people were evacuated before the fire was extinguished on Wednesday morning. These people we

	In interviews conducted with the county sheriff who supervised the entire safety procedures and evacuations, it was indicated that at no time were the local agencies offered compensation for their ser - vices. The sheriff noted that a portable water tank was destroyed in the process and that the volunteer fire department who owned this tank was reimbursed by the carrier for the damage. He reported that this was the only instance he could recall where compensation was received by the local agencies servicing
	In interviews conducted with the county sheriff who supervised the entire safety procedures and evacuations, it was indicated that at no time were the local agencies offered compensation for their ser - vices. The sheriff noted that a portable water tank was destroyed in the process and that the volunteer fire department who owned this tank was reimbursed by the carrier for the damage. He reported that this was the only instance he could recall where compensation was received by the local agencies servicing

	The sheriff and other local officials said they resented the high : handed attitude taken by railroad officials during the clearing of the wreck. The railroad's prime concern in their opinion was for opening
	The sheriff and other local officials said they resented the high : handed attitude taken by railroad officials during the clearing of the wreck. The railroad's prime concern in their opinion was for opening


	the line with little thought to the safety and consolation of community members.
	the line with little thought to the safety and consolation of community members.
	the line with little thought to the safety and consolation of community members.

	In this particular accident there was no direct damage done to non-railroad property. However., leaves on trees along the right-of- way turned brown from the gas and fell earlier that year. Though there were no personal injuries suffered by non-railroad personnel, the county sheriff claims that both he and his deputy are suffering from sinus conditions brought on from inhaling the H S gas for two or three days. When asked if he reported this to the railroad he said he had not because of the difficulty he wo
	In this particular accident there was no direct damage done to non-railroad property. However., leaves on trees along the right-of- way turned brown from the gas and fell earlier that year. Though there were no personal injuries suffered by non-railroad personnel, the county sheriff claims that both he and his deputy are suffering from sinus conditions brought on from inhaling the H S gas for two or three days. When asked if he reported this to the railroad he said he had not because of the difficulty he wo

	Estimates derived from information provided b.y the local agencies pla ced total societal costs of this, accident between $5000 and $10, 000..
	Estimates derived from information provided b.y the local agencies pla ced total societal costs of this, accident between $5000 and $10, 000..

	In subsequent discussions it was learned that the action taken by
	In subsequent discussions it was learned that the action taken by

	the EPA representative was considered precipitous and unnecessary
	the EPA representative was considered precipitous and unnecessary
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	considering the circumstances and that the evacuation costs, rather than being attributable to the accident, were primarily the result of a hasty decision.
	considering the circumstances and that the evacuation costs, rather than being attributable to the accident, were primarily the result of a hasty decision.

	Accident #3 - In early Spring, approximately five miles from a small town in the northeastern section of the country, a major rail carrier experienced a derailment due to a burned off journal. The accident occurred in the late afternoon and 17 cars derailed, including a tank car carrying liquid chlorine. Upon inspection of the derailed
	Accident #3 - In early Spring, approximately five miles from a small town in the northeastern section of the country, a major rail carrier experienced a derailment due to a burned off journal. The accident occurred in the late afternoon and 17 cars derailed, including a tank car carrying liquid chlorine. Upon inspection of the derailed


	tank car, a hissing noise was heard and the owners of the tank car, a chemical company, about 200 miles away, were notified as instructed on the waybill of the car. The chemical company dispatched several of its men to secure the leaking tank car.
	tank car, a hissing noise was heard and the owners of the tank car, a chemical company, about 200 miles away, were notified as instructed on the waybill of the car. The chemical company dispatched several of its men to secure the leaking tank car.
	tank car, a hissing noise was heard and the owners of the tank car, a chemical company, about 200 miles away, were notified as instructed on the waybill of the car. The chemical company dispatched several of its men to secure the leaking tank car.

	Shortly after the derailment occurred, the surrounding area was evacuated by the local police chief and volunteer fire department, as a precautionary measure. Since the area was sparsely populated, only four families were involved in the evacuation. In an interview with the local fire chief, it was reported that he had railroad officials sign an agreement to pay for the hotel rooms and food for the four families through the duration of the evacuation. He said had he not done this, he or the families would h
	Shortly after the derailment occurred, the surrounding area was evacuated by the local police chief and volunteer fire department, as a precautionary measure. Since the area was sparsely populated, only four families were involved in the evacuation. In an interview with the local fire chief, it was reported that he had railroad officials sign an agreement to pay for the hotel rooms and food for the four families through the duration of the evacuation. He said had he not done this, he or the families would h

	During the two to three days it took to secure the chlorine tank car and clear the wreck, members of the local fire and police departments were on hand to cordon off the area. The State police also assisted in manning barricades and rerouting traffic. Estimates by the fire chief fixed a dollar amount of approximately $3200 for the time;. and labor expended by local agencies. This was based on an average of 20 men working 8 hours a day for four days at $5. 00 an hour.
	During the two to three days it took to secure the chlorine tank car and clear the wreck, members of the local fire and police departments were on hand to cordon off the area. The State police also assisted in manning barricades and rerouting traffic. Estimates by the fire chief fixed a dollar amount of approximately $3200 for the time;. and labor expended by local agencies. This was based on an average of 20 men working 8 hours a day for four days at $5. 00 an hour.

	When asked if he submitted a bill for his services, the chief said there was no way the railroad was going to pay his men. He claimed he had submitted bills involving similar services performed for the
	When asked if he submitted a bill for his services, the chief said there was no way the railroad was going to pay his men. He claimed he had submitted bills involving similar services performed for the
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	railroad but that these were ignored or sent back with the claim that the railroad considered itself a "free rider",
	railroad but that these were ignored or sent back with the claim that the railroad considered itself a "free rider",
	railroad but that these were ignored or sent back with the claim that the railroad considered itself a "free rider",

	From investigations of these three hazardous accidents involving significant societal costs, it was found that:
	From investigations of these three hazardous accidents involving significant societal costs, it was found that:


	materials, it was found that railroads do pay for property damage to private property but often times refrain from paying local emergency agencies for their services. This perhaps reflects the fact that the individual costs associated with an evacuation are frequently small and thus the individual has less motivation for seeking compensation.
	materials, it was found that railroads do pay for property damage to private property but often times refrain from paying local emergency agencies for their services. This perhaps reflects the fact that the individual costs associated with an evacuation are frequently small and thus the individual has less motivation for seeking compensation.
	materials, it was found that railroads do pay for property damage to private property but often times refrain from paying local emergency agencies for their services. This perhaps reflects the fact that the individual costs associated with an evacuation are frequently small and thus the individual has less motivation for seeking compensation.

	In other cases the provision of community services of police and firemen is thought to be a normal-part of their workload and thus not an incremental cost for which compensation should be sought. Nevertheless, the concept of opportunity costs suggests-that the costs of such services be considered in a complete cost/effectiveness analysis.
	In other cases the provision of community services of police and firemen is thought to be a normal-part of their workload and thus not an incremental cost for which compensation should be sought. Nevertheless, the concept of opportunity costs suggests-that the costs of such services be considered in a complete cost/effectiveness analysis.


	b. Only three of the hazardous materials accidents involving evacuation and. significant societal costs were found in 1972, three in 1971 and three in 1970. Thus, the chances of having an accident of this type are very small and when the societal costs are averaged over the total number of accidents due to failed journals, the average societal cost per accident are relatively small. In addition, while other non-hazardous materials accidents .can conceivably result in
	b. Only three of the hazardous materials accidents involving evacuation and. significant societal costs were found in 1972, three in 1971 and three in 1970. Thus, the chances of having an accident of this type are very small and when the societal costs are averaged over the total number of accidents due to failed journals, the average societal cost per accident are relatively small. In addition, while other non-hazardous materials accidents .can conceivably result in
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	a. For those friction bearing accidents involving hazardous
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	societal costs, little evidence of this happening can be found. Interviews with FRA Bureau of Safety personnel, AAR and individual officials confirmed this basic thesis.
	societal costs, little evidence of this happening can be found. Interviews with FRA Bureau of Safety personnel, AAR and individual officials confirmed this basic thesis.
	societal costs, little evidence of this happening can be found. Interviews with FRA Bureau of Safety personnel, AAR and individual officials confirmed this basic thesis.

	c. In 1970, a serious accident involving hazardous materials occurred in a midwestern town (Crescent City) due to a failed friction bearing. The resulting damage to the town was estimated to be greater than one million dollars (1.7 million). On the following pages are
	c. In 1970, a serious accident involving hazardous materials occurred in a midwestern town (Crescent City) due to a failed friction bearing. The resulting damage to the town was estimated to be greater than one million dollars (1.7 million). On the following pages are
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	photographs illustrating the nature of damages resulting from the acci-
	photographs illustrating the nature of damages resulting from the acci-
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	dent. However, this is the only catastrophic accident in approximately the 1700 friction bearing accidents that occurred over those three years. Based on our limited field investigations it was found that the vast majority of property damage and personal injuries were paid, for- by the railroads. However, it was also found that-the minor or incidental costs arising from such accidents were ofter ignored. Based on the limited research that was done on the extent of societal costs of journal bearing accident
	dent. However, this is the only catastrophic accident in approximately the 1700 friction bearing accidents that occurred over those three years. Based on our limited field investigations it was found that the vast majority of property damage and personal injuries were paid, for- by the railroads. However, it was also found that-the minor or incidental costs arising from such accidents were ofter ignored. Based on the limited research that was done on the extent of societal costs of journal bearing accident

	1. Accidents involving societal costs were investigated in 1972 and it was found that these accidents caused an average societal cost of about $5000 per each accident. Using this number for the average cost of similar accidents in 1971 (3) and 1972 (2), the total cost for ;
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	Figure 14. Location of tank car NATX 32025 on the East End
	Figure 14. Location of tank car NATX 32025 on the East End
	Figure 14. Location of tank car NATX 32025 on the East End

	of the General Derailment
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	Figure 15„ A Fireball Emitted from Ruptured Tank Car N.ATX 32025 Extended Upwards about 1000 feet.
	Figure 15„ A Fireball Emitted from Ruptured Tank Car N.ATX 32025 Extended Upwards about 1000 feet.
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	Figure 16. Part of the extensive damage to Crescent City
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	Area at East End of the General Derailment following the Rupture of NATX 3202 5
	Area at East End of the General Derailment following the Rupture of NATX 3202 5
	Area at East End of the General Derailment following the Rupture of NATX 3202 5
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	-ERA Accident Bulletin -- 1970, 1971, 1972,7 Table ,126.
	-ERA Accident Bulletin -- 1970, 1971, 1972,7 Table ,126.

	1 '—Societal Costs of 'Motor Vehicle Accidents^ ,XJ5.S.CDepartment of Transportation, .April 1972,7Table D. 2.
	1 '—Societal Costs of 'Motor Vehicle Accidents^ ,XJ5.S.CDepartment of Transportation, .April 1972,7Table D. 2.
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	three year span than was originally anticipated at the outset of the study. However, because of time constraints and lack of data, the results of this particular study of journal bearing accidents should not be considered as representative of a "true measure or societal costs".
	three year span than was originally anticipated at the outset of the study. However, because of time constraints and lack of data, the results of this particular study of journal bearing accidents should not be considered as representative of a "true measure or societal costs".
	three year span than was originally anticipated at the outset of the study. However, because of time constraints and lack of data, the results of this particular study of journal bearing accidents should not be considered as representative of a "true measure or societal costs".

	The one year intensive analysis of 1972 accident reports took approximately two-man weeks to accomplish with the current FRA accident data system. A more reliable extensive survey would have analyzed such accident repdrts for the last ten years during which time there was at least one death due to journal failures and in 1963, 29 injuries of which 17 involved individuals other than railroad employees and trespassers, or in other words, iiuiocent bystanders. However, with the current lack of cross-referencin
	The one year intensive analysis of 1972 accident reports took approximately two-man weeks to accomplish with the current FRA accident data system. A more reliable extensive survey would have analyzed such accident repdrts for the last ten years during which time there was at least one death due to journal failures and in 1963, 29 injuries of which 17 involved individuals other than railroad employees and trespassers, or in other words, iiuiocent bystanders. However, with the current lack of cross-referencin

	Societal costs of railroad accidents are probably much less
	Societal costs of railroad accidents are probably much less

	severe than was previously anticipated, at least by CONSAD. On the
	severe than was previously anticipated, at least by CONSAD. On the
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	other hand, until a thorough analysis of rail accident costs is completed, we can only hazard a guess as to their true magnitude. Such a study should contemplate a large scale field investigation of individuals, property owners, injured parties, etc., involved in the accidents, for
	other hand, until a thorough analysis of rail accident costs is completed, we can only hazard a guess as to their true magnitude. Such a study should contemplate a large scale field investigation of individuals, property owners, injured parties, etc., involved in the accidents, for


	for while railroads can provide inputs and data on the compensated. losses, only those affected parties can provide a meaningful identifi- cation of the;‘;natur.e and value of their losses. As a further component Of'-this research, an analysis of the damage producing events resulting from an accidentfshould be undertaken to ascertain cause and effect
	for while railroads can provide inputs and data on the compensated. losses, only those affected parties can provide a meaningful identifi- cation of the;‘;natur.e and value of their losses. As a further component Of'-this research, an analysis of the damage producing events resulting from an accidentfshould be undertaken to ascertain cause and effect
	for while railroads can provide inputs and data on the compensated. losses, only those affected parties can provide a meaningful identifi- cation of the;‘;natur.e and value of their losses. As a further component Of'-this research, an analysis of the damage producing events resulting from an accidentfshould be undertaken to ascertain cause and effect


	relationships and possible remedial and preventive action that can be
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	Summary of A ccideflt Costs
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	Summary of A ccideflt Costs

	It isife'lt that, while accident costs vary enormously ever a sufficient number of accidents,, a societal cost of $23 5 per accident is a realistic figure. This value, of course, when used in..conjunction with 'reductions in number of accidents, is a societal benefit.
	It isife'lt that, while accident costs vary enormously ever a sufficient number of accidents,, a societal cost of $23 5 per accident is a realistic figure. This value, of course, when used in..conjunction with 'reductions in number of accidents, is a societal benefit.
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	5. 7 Railroad Benefits
	5. 7 Railroad Benefits
	5. 7 Railroad Benefits

	The benefits accruing to railroads as a result of compliance with existing or proposed FRA safety standards addressing friction bearings would be the dollar savings resulting from the reduction in accidents caused by failed friction bearings and any improvements in overall service and business that would result from compliance activities. In order to determine the principal railroad benefits, the average cost of a friction bearing accident was calculated based on data supplied by the FRA, the AAR, the ICC a
	The benefits accruing to railroads as a result of compliance with existing or proposed FRA safety standards addressing friction bearings would be the dollar savings resulting from the reduction in accidents caused by failed friction bearings and any improvements in overall service and business that would result from compliance activities. In order to determine the principal railroad benefits, the average cost of a friction bearing accident was calculated based on data supplied by the FRA, the AAR, the ICC a

	The costs to railroads of a friction bearing accident were divided into the following categories:
	The costs to railroads of a friction bearing accident were divided into the following categories:

	. Damage to railroad track and right of way . Damage to railroad equipment . Wreck clearing costs . Damage to lading paid for by railroads . Personal injury and fatalities . Damage to non-railroad property . Delays in service
	. Damage to railroad track and right of way . Damage to railroad equipment . Wreck clearing costs . Damage to lading paid for by railroads . Personal injury and fatalities . Damage to non-railroad property . Delays in service
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	carrier lnterviewsfduririg”Phase l and ill of this project. Table 17
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	;summarizes ithe types::bfe aeCident costs and the sources'used for ;estimating these costs.
	;summarizes ithe types::bfe aeCident costs and the sources'used for ;estimating these costs.

	'"From the' AAR FailediAxle.Re port data, ;it was estimated IJthatt:bf?the''323’TailedXbearing;accidents reported to the FRA in 1973, i 293 involved friction bea ring and 30;involved roller bearing equipped » cars. Thes e 293;accidents?w.ere reported to the F RA be ca use' darr:ages • ;to. rail road trae k. and-: equipment- exc e ed ed, $750, :.th e minimum, r equ ir e - ment set. by the FRA for repo rting air accident.
	'"From the' AAR FailediAxle.Re port data, ;it was estimated IJthatt:bf?the''323’TailedXbearing;accidents reported to the FRA in 1973, i 293 involved friction bea ring and 30;involved roller bearing equipped » cars. Thes e 293;accidents?w.ere reported to the F RA be ca use' darr:ages • ;to. rail road trae k. and-: equipment- exc e ed ed, $750, :.th e minimum, r equ ir e - ment set. by the FRA for repo rting air accident.

	■ rF;rbrbiAAR±;data,Uittwas&fouhd.';that a total, .of 336;.ifriction.bearipg ifailuresv aCituaHysoccurredeihlT^TTfiahd; that 143?^ac cident s«-were1 Cons e - yquently'hbtr.serious enough\iumature to warrant reporting.,to .the FRA.
	■ rF;rbrbiAAR±;data,Uittwas&fouhd.';that a total, .of 336;.ifriction.bearipg ifailuresv aCituaHysoccurredeihlT^TTfiahd; that 143?^ac cident s«-were1 Cons e - yquently'hbtr.serious enough\iumature to warrant reporting.,to .the FRA.

	.■ Sineefewerare'ahteres.tedlin-ytheetotal:.number of Tric.tion bearing:,accidents . .that occurred in ■1973;,andi;ant‘ayverage..cost iof. an. aeci.dentkbased .on1 that : total,i-idhe:averageiicosttfOr non-reportedtaccidents as well as; reported -accidents; had ;to bemstimated. TThese estimates will; berdis-eussedrn ; more- detail invthe fbllowingrsections.
	.■ Sineefewerare'ahteres.tedlin-ytheetotal:.number of Tric.tion bearing:,accidents . .that occurred in ■1973;,andi;ant‘ayverage..cost iof. an. aeci.dentkbased .on1 that : total,i-idhe:averageiicosttfOr non-reportedtaccidents as well as; reported -accidents; had ;to bemstimated. TThese estimates will; berdis-eussedrn ; more- detail invthe fbllowingrsections.
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	Accident Costs and Sources
	Accident Costs and Sources
	Accident Costs and Sources


	Costs
	Costs
	Costs
	Costs
	Costs
	Costs


	Sources
	Sources
	Sources



	Damage to Track and Right of Way
	Damage to Track and Right of Way
	Damage to Track and Right of Way
	Damage to Track and Right of Way


	FRA T-forms; estimates by rail carriers.
	FRA T-forms; estimates by rail carriers.
	FRA T-forms; estimates by rail carriers.



	Damage to Railroad Equipment
	Damage to Railroad Equipment
	Damage to Railroad Equipment
	Damage to Railroad Equipment


	FRA T-forms; estimates by rail carriers.
	FRA T-forms; estimates by rail carriers.
	FRA T-forms; estimates by rail carriers.



	Wreck Clearing Costs
	Wreck Clearing Costs
	Wreck Clearing Costs
	Wreck Clearing Costs


	Estimates by carriers; ICC accounts.
	Estimates by carriers; ICC accounts.
	Estimates by carriers; ICC accounts.



	Damage to Lading Paid by Railroads
	Damage to Lading Paid by Railroads
	Damage to Lading Paid by Railroads
	Damage to Lading Paid by Railroads


	Carrier records; carrier estimates ICC accounts; AAR records.
	Carrier records; carrier estimates ICC accounts; AAR records.
	Carrier records; carrier estimates ICC accounts; AAR records.



	Personal Injury and Fatalities
	Personal Injury and Fatalities
	Personal Injury and Fatalities
	Personal Injury and Fatalities


	FRA Accident Bulletin; Societal Costs of Motor Vehicle Accidents, U.S. DOT; NTSB Reports.
	FRA Accident Bulletin; Societal Costs of Motor Vehicle Accidents, U.S. DOT; NTSB Reports.
	FRA Accident Bulletin; Societal Costs of Motor Vehicle Accidents, U.S. DOT; NTSB Reports.



	Damage to Non-Railroad Property
	Damage to Non-Railroad Property
	Damage to Non-Railroad Property
	Damage to Non-Railroad Property


	Carrier records and estimates; NTSB Reports.
	Carrier records and estimates; NTSB Reports.
	Carrier records and estimates; NTSB Reports.



	Losses Due to Delays in Service
	Losses Due to Delays in Service
	Losses Due to Delays in Service
	Losses Due to Delays in Service


	Carrier records and estimates.
	Carrier records and estimates.
	Carrier records and estimates.





	. S.7.1 J^mage to Jt&alroard ‘Equipment
	. S.7.1 J^mage to Jt&alroard ‘Equipment
	. S.7.1 J^mage to Jt&alroard ‘Equipment

	For 1973, the average damage to equipment due to failed journal bearing accidents was $22,730 per accident for 323 broken journal accidents. This figure is based on damages estimated On the FRA T-forms. Tills cost was used as the average equipment damage per accident for the estimated 293 friction bearing accidents reported.
	For 1973, the average damage to equipment due to failed journal bearing accidents was $22,730 per accident for 323 broken journal accidents. This figure is based on damages estimated On the FRA T-forms. Tills cost was used as the average equipment damage per accident for the estimated 293 friction bearing accidents reported.

	For the 43 unreported f riction bearing accidents an estimate of $30® per unreported accident was used for an average equipment damage cost. Thus, for 1973 the average equipment damage per friction bearing
	For the 43 unreported f riction bearing accidents an estimate of $30® per unreported accident was used for an average equipment damage cost. Thus, for 1973 the average equipment damage per friction bearing

	accident would be:
	accident would be:

	Avg. Equipment
	Avg. Equipment

	Damage Cost per 293 reported x $22,730 + 43.. unreported x $300
	Damage Cost per 293 reported x $22,730 + 43.. unreported x $300

	Friction Bearing 336 total friction bearing
	Friction Bearing 336 total friction bearing

	Accident accidents
	Accident accidents

	Avg. Equipment
	Avg. Equipment

	Damage per - $19, 858 per accident
	Damage per - $19, 858 per accident

	Friction Bearing
	Friction Bearing

	Accident
	Accident

	5. 7. 2 Damage to Railroad Track
	5. 7. 2 Damage to Railroad Track

	For 1973, the average damage to track and right of way resulting from the 323 broken journal accidents reported to the FRA Was $6; 62 5. This figure was used to estimate average damage to track ifor the 293 reported friction bearing accidents. As in the Case Of equipment damage, track damage is also reported on the FRA T-forms. As noted before, these are the only two cost estimates reported to the FRA on
	For 1973, the average damage to track and right of way resulting from the 323 broken journal accidents reported to the FRA Was $6; 62 5. This figure was used to estimate average damage to track ifor the 293 reported friction bearing accidents. As in the Case Of equipment damage, track damage is also reported on the FRA T-forms. As noted before, these are the only two cost estimates reported to the FRA on


	the T-form. For the 43 unreported accidents, an estimate of $200 per unreported accident was used as an average track damage cost.
	the T-form. For the 43 unreported accidents, an estimate of $200 per unreported accident was used as an average track damage cost.
	the T-form. For the 43 unreported accidents, an estimate of $200 per unreported accident was used as an average track damage cost.

	This number added to the $300 estimated equipment damage yields a total of $500 for the total damage to equipment and track in an unreported broken journal accident. This total is below the $7 50 cut-off point established by the FRA as a minimum cost requirement for the reporting of a train accident. * For 1973, the average track damage per-friction bearing accident would be:
	This number added to the $300 estimated equipment damage yields a total of $500 for the total damage to equipment and track in an unreported broken journal accident. This total is below the $7 50 cut-off point established by the FRA as a minimum cost requirement for the reporting of a train accident. * For 1973, the average track damage per-friction bearing accident would be:

	Avg. Track
	Avg. Track

	Damage per = 293 reported x $6,625 + 43 unreported x $200
	Damage per = 293 reported x $6,625 + 43 unreported x $200

	Friction Bearing 336
	Friction Bearing 336

	Accident
	Accident

	Avg. Track Damage per
	Avg. Track Damage per

	Friction Bearing Accident = $5803
	Friction Bearing Accident = $5803

	5.7.3 Wreck Clearing Costs
	5.7.3 Wreck Clearing Costs

	These costs are reported by railroads to the ICC each year. However, the total as published by the ICC, does not indicate how many accidents the figure is based on nor is it broken down to type of acci-. dents. Various railroads were contacted to obtain their estimates of. wreck clearing costs and the consensus of opinion was that these costs
	These costs are reported by railroads to the ICC each year. However, the total as published by the ICC, does not indicate how many accidents the figure is based on nor is it broken down to type of acci-. dents. Various railroads were contacted to obtain their estimates of. wreck clearing costs and the consensus of opinion was that these costs

	*As discussed in the Phase I report, the $750 cut-off substantially limits the reportable accidents and thus understates the total number , of accidents.
	*As discussed in the Phase I report, the $750 cut-off substantially limits the reportable accidents and thus understates the total number , of accidents.


	Were a ^ir.eet funetipji of bow many p§rs were involved in the derail- ment. The ayefage^ wreck clearing costs based on their more recent ! experience werg es|im$t§d tg be $1, 500 per car derailed which includes material and labor expended by railroad personnel in clearing the wreck.
	Were a ^ir.eet funetipji of bow many p§rs were involved in the derail- ment. The ayefage^ wreck clearing costs based on their more recent ! experience werg es|im$t§d tg be $1, 500 per car derailed which includes material and labor expended by railroad personnel in clearing the wreck.
	Were a ^ir.eet funetipji of bow many p§rs were involved in the derail- ment. The ayefage^ wreck clearing costs based on their more recent ! experience werg es|im$t§d tg be $1, 500 per car derailed which includes material and labor expended by railroad personnel in clearing the wreck.

	The average number of cars derailed per friction beaming accident y/.as then dpterjruned and for the 293 journal failures reported
	The average number of cars derailed per friction beaming accident y/.as then dpterjruned and for the 293 journal failures reported
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	in 1973, §.n average of six cars iyere assumed derailed per accident.
	in 1973, §.n average of six cars iyere assumed derailed per accident.

	Fpr unre ported accidents, it was assumed that since these accidents were not of <a serious nature, only one car was estimated tp derail in an unrepprted accident. Average wreck clearing costs were calculated as fpllows:
	Fpr unre ported accidents, it was assumed that since these accidents were not of <a serious nature, only one car was estimated tp derail in an unrepprted accident. Average wreck clearing costs were calculated as fpllows:

	Avg. reels Clearing §93 reported x 6 cars derailed
	Avg. reels Clearing §93 reported x 6 cars derailed

	■!§p§£s per Friction " = x $1, 500 per par .+
	■!§p§£s per Friction " = x $1, 500 per par .+

	Bearing Accident 43 unrepprted x 1 car derailed
	Bearing Accident 43 unrepprted x 1 car derailed

	x $1, 500 per car______________
	x $1, 500 per car______________

	336 tpt.al friction Rearing accidpnjs
	336 tpt.al friction Rearing accidpnjs

	Avg. Wreck Clearing Costs per Fric.tipn Bearing Accident = $8, 040
	Avg. Wreck Clearing Costs per Fric.tipn Bearing Accident = $8, 040

	"a
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	5, 7. 4 Del mage to Lading
	5, 7. 4 Del mage to Lading

	This figure is also -rpparteid by the railroads -to the ICC and to the AAR but is again npt broken down by type of accidents. Damage records
	This figure is also -rpparteid by the railroads -to the ICC and to the AAR but is again npt broken down by type of accidents. Damage records


	of several railroads were examined and officers of various railroads were contacted in an effort to obtain expert estimates of this cost.
	of several railroads were examined and officers of various railroads were contacted in an effort to obtain expert estimates of this cost.
	of several railroads were examined and officers of various railroads were contacted in an effort to obtain expert estimates of this cost.

	From these efforts, a figure of $30, 000 per accident was calculated as the average damage to lading resulting from a friction bearing accident whether it is reported or unreported. This figure is used for both reported and unreported friction bearing accidents since considerable damage to lading can, and often does, result even in cases where the car itself is not damaged. Consequently, the $30, 000 per accident will be used as estimated lading damage for all friction bearing accidents.
	From these efforts, a figure of $30, 000 per accident was calculated as the average damage to lading resulting from a friction bearing accident whether it is reported or unreported. This figure is used for both reported and unreported friction bearing accidents since considerable damage to lading can, and often does, result even in cases where the car itself is not damaged. Consequently, the $30, 000 per accident will be used as estimated lading damage for all friction bearing accidents.

	5. 7. 5 Personal Injury and Fatalities
	5. 7. 5 Personal Injury and Fatalities

	Examination of the FRA Accident Bulletins for 1970, 1971, 1972 and 1973 showed no fatalities resulting from accidents caused by broken journals for these four years. Also, it was found that in 1970 there were 14 non-disabling injuries resulting from broken journal accidents, in 1971 there were none, in 1972 there were two, and in 1973 there were five injured as a result of a broken journal accident. Furthe investigation of the 1972 injuries indicated that these were minor injuries and that neither man was 
	Examination of the FRA Accident Bulletins for 1970, 1971, 1972 and 1973 showed no fatalities resulting from accidents caused by broken journals for these four years. Also, it was found that in 1970 there were 14 non-disabling injuries resulting from broken journal accidents, in 1971 there were none, in 1972 there were two, and in 1973 there were five injured as a result of a broken journal accident. Furthe investigation of the 1972 injuries indicated that these were minor injuries and that neither man was 


	bearings amount to $1000 per man disabling injury.* Assuming 2200 broken journal accidents (AAR estimates) over this four year period, the average injury damages paid by the railroads would amount to $10 per accident ($21,000 «• 2200).
	bearings amount to $1000 per man disabling injury.* Assuming 2200 broken journal accidents (AAR estimates) over this four year period, the average injury damages paid by the railroads would amount to $10 per accident ($21,000 «• 2200).
	bearings amount to $1000 per man disabling injury.* Assuming 2200 broken journal accidents (AAR estimates) over this four year period, the average injury damages paid by the railroads would amount to $10 per accident ($21,000 «• 2200).

	5. 7. 6 Damage to Non- Railroad Property (Paid for by Railroads)
	5. 7. 6 Damage to Non- Railroad Property (Paid for by Railroads)

	While this analysis did not include an extensive search of railroad claims files and court records, it was confirmed in interviews with individuals suffering losses as a result of accident and with railroad claims agents that railroads settle the great majority of claims filed against them for damages resulting from train accidents. Rough estimates place the average cost of damage to non-railroad property paid for by the railroads at $800 per accident. It should be understood that the vast majority of fri
	While this analysis did not include an extensive search of railroad claims files and court records, it was confirmed in interviews with individuals suffering losses as a result of accident and with railroad claims agents that railroads settle the great majority of claims filed against them for damages resulting from train accidents. Rough estimates place the average cost of damage to non-railroad property paid for by the railroads at $800 per accident. It should be understood that the vast majority of fri

	5.7.7 Delays and Disruptions in Service
	5.7.7 Delays and Disruptions in Service

	Any time an accident or derailment occurs, there is a probability that a delay or disruption in service may occur, not only for the
	Any time an accident or derailment occurs, there is a probability that a delay or disruption in service may occur, not only for the

	*Societal Costs of Motor Vehicle Accidents, U. S. Department of Transportation.
	*Societal Costs of Motor Vehicle Accidents, U. S. Department of Transportation.
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	derailed train but also for subsequent trains travelling along the same
	derailed train but also for subsequent trains travelling along the same
	derailed train but also for subsequent trains travelling along the same
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	track. These costs range from very severe to insignificant depending on the location and severity of the wreck. A derailment on the main
	track. These costs range from very severe to insignificant depending on the location and severity of the wreck. A derailment on the main

	/ 5
	/ 5

	line track of a railroad could delay numerous trains while a branch
	line track of a railroad could delay numerous trains while a branch

	line derailment would cause little or no disruption of service. Afctual
	line derailment would cause little or no disruption of service. Afctual

	losses resulting from such delays frequebtly, depend on Whether or not
	losses resulting from such delays frequebtly, depend on Whether or not

	the carrier involved has a policy prohibiting rerouting by other carriers.
	the carrier involved has a policy prohibiting rerouting by other carriers.

	The following assumptions were used to estimate the average
	The following assumptions were used to estimate the average

	loss in revenue and customer goodwill that railroads experience when
	loss in revenue and customer goodwill that railroads experience when

	a friction bearing accident occurs:
	a friction bearing accident occurs:

	. One percent of all carloads are delayed as a result of tr.ain accidents. *
	. One percent of all carloads are delayed as a result of tr.ain accidents. *

	. Friction bearing accidents comprise 5 percent of all reportable train accidents in 1973.
	. Friction bearing accidents comprise 5 percent of all reportable train accidents in 1973.

	Then, taking one percent of all carloads in 1973 (2 7, 300, 000 x 1% =
	Then, taking one percent of all carloads in 1973 (2 7, 300, 000 x 1% =

	273, 000 carloads) and multiplying by 3 percent, the resulting 8, 190 carloads will be those carloads delayed one day** by a friction bearing accident. At $4.20 average diem cost, the per <3iem loss due to friction bearing accidents is:
	273, 000 carloads) and multiplying by 3 percent, the resulting 8, 190 carloads will be those carloads delayed one day** by a friction bearing accident. At $4.20 average diem cost, the per <3iem loss due to friction bearing accidents is:


	021 - 3% ) V 9375 /
	021 - 3% ) V 9375 /
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	*A number of carriers provided specific accounting of the cars involved in accidents. ;
	*A number of carriers provided specific accounting of the cars involved in accidents. ;
	*A number of carriers provided specific accounting of the cars involved in accidents. ;

	**Some cars are delayed for only a few hours while others are: delayed for many days. This average has been roughly estimated on the basis of interview responses.
	**Some cars are delayed for only a few hours while others are: delayed for many days. This average has been roughly estimated on the basis of interview responses.
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	Per Diem Lo s s Due
	Per Diem Lo s s Due
	Per Diem Lo s s Due


	to Friction Bearing Accidents
	to Friction Bearing Accidents
	to Friction Bearing Accidents


	Carloads delayed x'"’ $4. 20 per day
	Carloads delayed x'"’ $4. 20 per day
	Carloads delayed x'"’ $4. 20 per day

	x 1 day delayed
	x 1 day delayed

	8,190 x $4. 20 = $34,410
	8,190 x $4. 20 = $34,410


	The total per diem accident losses for 1973 amount to $34, 410 =
	The total per diem accident losses for 1973 amount to $34, 410 =
	The total per diem accident losses for 1973 amount to $34, 410 =


	delayed represents one customer, then loss of customers would be equal to one-half of one percent* of the total .cars delayed due to a friction bearing accident.
	delayed represents one customer, then loss of customers would be equal to one-half of one percent* of the total .cars delayed due to a friction bearing accident.
	delayed represents one customer, then loss of customers would be equal to one-half of one percent* of the total .cars delayed due to a friction bearing accident.

	Loss of Customers = 1% x carloads delayed = customer loss
	Loss of Customers = 1% x carloads delayed = customer loss

	= 8, 190 x . 005 = 41 customers
	= 8, 190 x . 005 = 41 customers

	Assuming the 41 customers ship an average 12 cars a year, the total annual carloads lost by the entire rail industry due to friction bearing accidents amounts to 492 carloads. At an annual revenue loss for 1973 of $500 per car, the net revenue loss would be $246, 000. The average revenue loss, due to loss of good will, per friction bearing accident in 1973 would then be:
	Assuming the 41 customers ship an average 12 cars a year, the total annual carloads lost by the entire rail industry due to friction bearing accidents amounts to 492 carloads. At an annual revenue loss for 1973 of $500 per car, the net revenue loss would be $246, 000. The average revenue loss, due to loss of good will, per friction bearing accident in 1973 would then be:
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	*The interview responses indicated that most customers do not penalize the railroads when their cars are involved in an accident, which explains the diminutive response.
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	*The interview responses indicated that most customers do not penalize the railroads when their cars are involved in an accident, which explains the diminutive response.
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	Total average railroad costs for a friction bearing accident in 1973 dollars would be $64,545. These costs are summarized in Table 18. When used in conjunction with the number of accidents prevented, this value represents a benefit to the rail industry.
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	The benefits railroads and society will experience for compliance with the FRA friction bearing standards will be principally the dollar savings resulting from a reduction in accidents due to journal failures.
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	In the previous section, the average cost of a friction bearing accident, in 1973 dollars, was determined to be $64,545. In order to determine the benefits due to the reduction in friction bearing accidents, this average accident cost must be multiplied by the yearly reduction in accidents effected by the standards. This reduction in accidents is based on the difference between those accidents that would have occurred without the new standards in effect and those accidents that would have occurred with the 
	In the previous section, the average cost of a friction bearing accident, in 1973 dollars, was determined to be $64,545. In order to determine the benefits due to the reduction in friction bearing accidents, this average accident cost must be multiplied by the yearly reduction in accidents effected by the standards. This reduction in accidents is based on the difference between those accidents that would have occurred without the new standards in effect and those accidents that would have occurred with the 

	In order to determine the accident reducing capabilities of the standards, it is necessary to forecast the number of friction bearing accidents that would occur with or without the proposed standards in effect. Preliminary regressions were computer run in an attempt to ; correlate frequency of friction bearing accidents with yearly equipment,
	In order to determine the accident reducing capabilities of the standards, it is necessary to forecast the number of friction bearing accidents that would occur with or without the proposed standards in effect. Preliminary regressions were computer run in an attempt to ; correlate frequency of friction bearing accidents with yearly equipment,
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	maintenance expenditures (from ICC accounts and Moody's) and ton» miles travelled, (Mopdy's) by freight cars over the past ten years. Though some of these regressions indicated a correlation, this method
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	of forecasting was not used for the following reasons:
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	a. There proved to be virtually no way of forecasting dollar expenditures for maintenance of equipment with any degree of confidence for the years 1975 through 1989.
	a. There proved to be virtually no way of forecasting dollar expenditures for maintenance of equipment with any degree of confidence for the years 1975 through 1989.

	b. Though a correlation was established, the variables were too general to provide meaningful sensitivity, for while equipment maintenance expenditures include the maintenance and repair of friction bearings, they also include all other equipment components, such as couplers, air brakes, etc. Moreover, it was practically impossible to determine from the data available, what specific dollar expenditures were made by railroads for the repair and maintenance of friction bearings.
	b. Though a correlation was established, the variables were too general to provide meaningful sensitivity, for while equipment maintenance expenditures include the maintenance and repair of friction bearings, they also include all other equipment components, such as couplers, air brakes, etc. Moreover, it was practically impossible to determine from the data available, what specific dollar expenditures were made by railroads for the repair and maintenance of friction bearings.

	c. Most important was the fact that accident data for the years 1961 through 1970 was obtained from the FRA data file. .As has been discussed previously, this data understates the number of friction bearing accidents that occur annually due to the $750. 00 reporting criteria. To estimate the total number of accidents caused by broken journals for those years would compound the potential for error in the regression analysis.
	c. Most important was the fact that accident data for the years 1961 through 1970 was obtained from the FRA data file. .As has been discussed previously, this data understates the number of friction bearing accidents that occur annually due to the $750. 00 reporting criteria. To estimate the total number of accidents caused by broken journals for those years would compound the potential for error in the regression analysis.


	In light of these considerations, regression analysis was not employed in developing the accident forecast. However, a certain trend was indicated through the analysis of the data available: over the ten years from 1961 to 1970, the amount of money, in deflated dollars, spent for equipment maintenance, divided by the total ton miles travelled by all freight cars (a measure of work) was negatively correlated to the number of friction bearing accidents reported to the FRA for those years. In equation form:
	In light of these considerations, regression analysis was not employed in developing the accident forecast. However, a certain trend was indicated through the analysis of the data available: over the ten years from 1961 to 1970, the amount of money, in deflated dollars, spent for equipment maintenance, divided by the total ton miles travelled by all freight cars (a measure of work) was negatively correlated to the number of friction bearing accidents reported to the FRA for those years. In equation form:
	In light of these considerations, regression analysis was not employed in developing the accident forecast. However, a certain trend was indicated through the analysis of the data available: over the ten years from 1961 to 1970, the amount of money, in deflated dollars, spent for equipment maintenance, divided by the total ton miles travelled by all freight cars (a measure of work) was negatively correlated to the number of friction bearing accidents reported to the FRA for those years. In equation form:

	No. of friction bearing acci- = A - B dents per year
	No. of friction bearing acci- = A - B dents per year

	where A and B are constants.
	where A and B are constants.

	The implications are that friction bearing accidents will be reduced by a decrease in ton miles travelled or a proportionately greater increase in maintenance expenditures which is no more than good common sense would expect.
	The implications are that friction bearing accidents will be reduced by a decrease in ton miles travelled or a proportionately greater increase in maintenance expenditures which is no more than good common sense would expect.

	An equally high correlation (r^s#. 5) was found when the number of friction bearing accidents were regressed with the number of friction bearing cars in service for the respective years. This indicated that more than one or two variables would need to be considered before a regression equation could be adequately specified, i. e. , a multivariate analysis. However, due to the magnitude of the data gaps that exist, serious constraints are placed on an analysis of this type.
	An equally high correlation (r^s#. 5) was found when the number of friction bearing accidents were regressed with the number of friction bearing cars in service for the respective years. This indicated that more than one or two variables would need to be considered before a regression equation could be adequately specified, i. e. , a multivariate analysis. However, due to the magnitude of the data gaps that exist, serious constraints are placed on an analysis of this type.
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	From -AAR sources it was found that there were 566 friction bearing accidents tha.t occurred in the U.S. in 1972 based on accident reports made to them by member railroads. A review of the 305 T- forms submitted for broken journal accidents (friction and roller) to the FRA in 1972: indicated that approximately 281 of the reported 305 broken journal accidents involved failed friction bearings with the remaining 24 involving roller bearing failures. This large difference in friction bearing accidents reported
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	From -AAR sources it was found that there were 566 friction bearing accidents tha.t occurred in the U.S. in 1972 based on accident reports made to them by member railroads. A review of the 305 T- forms submitted for broken journal accidents (friction and roller) to the FRA in 1972: indicated that approximately 281 of the reported 305 broken journal accidents involved failed friction bearings with the remaining 24 involving roller bearing failures. This large difference in friction bearing accidents reported

	As discussed previously, the major effect of the new standards is mainly because of the civil penalty which will tend to increase the number of repackings per year and reduce the average age (with respect to repacking) of the entire friction bearing fleet. To estimate the accidents due to the changing makeup of the fleet the following analysis was performed. First, probabilities of failure versus age in repack were calculated from available data, then total failures were calculated for the fleet which will 
	As discussed previously, the major effect of the new standards is mainly because of the civil penalty which will tend to increase the number of repackings per year and reduce the average age (with respect to repacking) of the entire friction bearing fleet. To estimate the accidents due to the changing makeup of the fleet the following analysis was performed. First, probabilities of failure versus age in repack were calculated from available data, then total failures were calculated for the fleet which will 
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	The probability distribution of friction bearing failures as a function of months after repack is difficult to calculate for two reasons. There is a lack of data on failures as a function of months after repack and also on the total number of cars in each month after repack. The fact that there is a decline of failures after the 24th month is largely due to the fact that a large portion of the United States fleet, namely, the unstabilized cars, is on a 24 month repacking cycle. Confusing the picture are the
	The probability distribution of friction bearing failures as a function of months after repack is difficult to calculate for two reasons. There is a lack of data on failures as a function of months after repack and also on the total number of cars in each month after repack. The fact that there is a decline of failures after the 24th month is largely due to the fact that a large portion of the United States fleet, namely, the unstabilized cars, is on a 24 month repacking cycle. Confusing the picture are the
	The probability distribution of friction bearing failures as a function of months after repack is difficult to calculate for two reasons. There is a lack of data on failures as a function of months after repack and also on the total number of cars in each month after repack. The fact that there is a decline of failures after the 24th month is largely due to the fact that a large portion of the United States fleet, namely, the unstabilized cars, is on a 24 month repacking cycle. Confusing the picture are the

	However, the behavior of many sub populations has been investigated in detail and total numbers are known for the nation in general. Several assumptions were made about how the total figures were divided up among different groups of friction bearing cars.' The allocations were based on data as far as possible and sensitivity analysis was performed on the allocation to determine how critical each assumption was. The allocation groups are of two types, status groups and age groups. The age groups depend upon
	However, the behavior of many sub populations has been investigated in detail and total numbers are known for the nation in general. Several assumptions were made about how the total figures were divided up among different groups of friction bearing cars.' The allocations were based on data as far as possible and sensitivity analysis was performed on the allocation to determine how critical each assumption was. The allocation groups are of two types, status groups and age groups. The age groups depend upon
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	. Those cars overdate at the end of the year,
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	. Those cars retired during the year.
	. Those cars retired during the year.

	Because of the two repacking cycles, neither of which coincides with the calendar year and because of the three categories, calculating the number of cars in a certain month of use is quite involved. For example the number of cars in the 22nd month after repack includes 4/10 of the non-overdate stabilized cars, 1/2 of the non-overdate unstabilized cars, a small proportion of the cars which will become overdate before the end of the year and a larger proportion of the cars which will be retired during the ye
	Because of the two repacking cycles, neither of which coincides with the calendar year and because of the three categories, calculating the number of cars in a certain month of use is quite involved. For example the number of cars in the 22nd month after repack includes 4/10 of the non-overdate stabilized cars, 1/2 of the non-overdate unstabilized cars, a small proportion of the cars which will become overdate before the end of the year and a larger proportion of the cars which will be retired during the ye

	The general approach used to determine bearing failure probabilities is to form mathematical expressions for the number of bearing failures in each age group. Each expression is of the form:
	The general approach used to determine bearing failure probabilities is to form mathematical expressions for the number of bearing failures in each age group. Each expression is of the form:

	Failures in Age Group X and Status Group Y = (Probability of failure) x (Population )
	Failures in Age Group X and Status Group Y = (Probability of failure) x (Population )

	As will be seen later, the population in each age group depends on the age group itself. That is, the total population is not divided equally among all the age groups. For each age group, the failure expressions are added algebraically and set equal to the total failures derived from statistical data. The total population is then allocated among the status groups according to other statistical information. With this information, the probability of failures can then be solved for each age group.
	As will be seen later, the population in each age group depends on the age group itself. That is, the total population is not divided equally among all the age groups. For each age group, the failure expressions are added algebraically and set equal to the total failures derived from statistical data. The total population is then allocated among the status groups according to other statistical information. With this information, the probability of failures can then be solved for each age group.


	The symbols used in the derivations are defined in Table 19. The easiest way to depict the distributions of the age groups is by a sketch of the time streams of the various cohorts* of population. Figure 18 is a representation of the stabilized-car population. If it is assumed that all cars are repacked on the first day of their repack month, then there are thirty different cohorts of stabilized cars, all of which are assurtied to be of the same size. A vertical bar indicates the. repacking date of each co
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	aggregation is desirable for reasons of data availability and ease of labor, six month age groups were chosen. For all the stabilized cars the total failure expression is:
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	Similar reasoning can be used to derive the expression for the unstabilized cars, -which are on a 24 month repack cycle.
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	another time stream diagram, Figure 19, with the same conventions as used in Figure 18, except that the short vertical bars indicate the .missed repack dates. Some additional assumptions are needed about overdate ears. .Assume the cars overdate uniformly and that no car goes overdate more than 12 months. Then,.' looking at their missed repack dates, the top three cohorts will get repacked the year previous to the subject year. The next eleven cohorts get repacked during the subject year and the last four co
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	A similar procedure yields the following failure expression for over date nom- stabilized cars:
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	FailuTfi .calculations for the ears which retire during the year require some further assumption. Assume that the same number of cars are retired each month and that cars were repacked 12 months or more before retiring, but not overdate more than 12 months. Then their time stream could be sketched as in Figure 18 and 19 with the same conventions as before except that the population diminishes by 1/12 each month. The expression for failures among retirees is:
	FailuTfi .calculations for the ears which retire during the year require some further assumption. Assume that the same number of cars are retired each month and that cars were repacked 12 months or more before retiring, but not overdate more than 12 months. Then their time stream could be sketched as in Figure 18 and 19 with the same conventions as before except that the population diminishes by 1/12 each month. The expression for failures among retirees is:
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	Similarly the failures expression for non-stabilized cars which are retired during the subject year is:
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	Each age group can now be summed across all the status groups to get a total number of failures for each age group. Since these failure numbers were obtained in another way (as actual data), the equations can be used to solve for the probability of failure versus months after repacking. For example:
	Each age group can now be summed across all the status groups to get a total number of failures for each age group. Since these failure numbers were obtained in another way (as actual data), the equations can be used to solve for the probability of failure versus months after repacking. For example:
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	Hence, the probability of failure in the 19 to 24 month age group is: P(19,24) = F(19, 24)/Bracketed Terms The values of the probabilities depend upon two things, the status group populations and their distributions among the age groups. These distributions are listed in Table 20 in matrix form.
	Hence, the probability of failure in the 19 to 24 month age group is: P(19,24) = F(19, 24)/Bracketed Terms The values of the probabilities depend upon two things, the status group populations and their distributions among the age groups. These distributions are listed in Table 20 in matrix form.

	The populations of the status groups are derived by allocating the total car population. Since there is some uncertainty in the population numbers, a baseline case with its associated probabilities could be defined. A sensitivity analysis, described later, will show how sensitive the probabilities are to the assumptions. The baseline
	The populations of the status groups are derived by allocating the total car population. Since there is some uncertainty in the population numbers, a baseline case with its associated probabilities could be defined. A sensitivity analysis, described later, will show how sensitive the probabilities are to the assumptions. The baseline
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	values are given in Table 21. The total plain bearing fleet size is as of the end of 1973. The number of cars retired during the year (which includes cars converted from plain to roller bearings) is derived from data furnished by the AAR and bearing manufacturers' market projections. The biggest discrepancy here is the conversion estimate. The AAR number is 6000 conversions per year while the bearing manufacturers' only see sales corresponding to about 1000 conversions per year. However, since conversions
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	AAR estimates that 30 percent of the plain bearing fleet is stabilized. This is a drastic downward revision of their 50 percent estimate last year. From interviews at railroads and also from preliminary results of the twenty-railroad survey being conducted by the AAR, 25 percent seems more realistic. This was the value chosen for the stabilized car percent. AAR estimates that 8 percent of the cars are overdate on repacking. The above mentioned sources plus results from FRA's field inspections would suggest 
	AAR estimates that 30 percent of the plain bearing fleet is stabilized. This is a drastic downward revision of their 50 percent estimate last year. From interviews at railroads and also from preliminary results of the twenty-railroad survey being conducted by the AAR, 25 percent seems more realistic. This was the value chosen for the stabilized car percent. AAR estimates that 8 percent of the cars are overdate on repacking. The above mentioned sources plus results from FRA's field inspections would suggest 
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	Axle Report for the year 1973. Of the 336 failures reported (note that all failures are supposedly reported; there is no monetary threshold as is the case in reporting to the FRA), 41 were of unknown age. These unknowns were distributed among all the ages proportionately to keep the correct total.
	Axle Report for the year 1973. Of the 336 failures reported (note that all failures are supposedly reported; there is no monetary threshold as is the case in reporting to the FRA), 41 were of unknown age. These unknowns were distributed among all the ages proportionately to keep the correct total.

	From the population distributions of Table 20, summed by age group, and the number of failures in each group, a probability of failure can be calculated for each age group. These probabilities are listed in Table 22. ^
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	To calculate the number of accidents prevented by the FRA safety standards, assumptions similar to those made in the section on railroad compliance costs will be made as to overdate cars. Assume that only 1 percent (as opposed to the present 10 percent) of the cars will be overdate in any one year. Then, with,some reworking of the population distribution, the numbers of failures under FRA safety standards are as listed in Table 22. More failures will occur in the "younger" months (infant mortality) while fe
	To calculate the number of accidents prevented by the FRA safety standards, assumptions similar to those made in the section on railroad compliance costs will be made as to overdate cars. Assume that only 1 percent (as opposed to the present 10 percent) of the cars will be overdate in any one year. Then, with,some reworking of the population distribution, the numbers of failures under FRA safety standards are as listed in Table 22. More failures will occur in the "younger" months (infant mortality) while fe

	If it is assumed that the ratio of accidents to total cars is constant (which is the basis of the failure probability derivations), then the number of prevented accidents over an entire 15 year span can be calculated.
	If it is assumed that the ratio of accidents to total cars is constant (which is the basis of the failure probability derivations), then the number of prevented accidents over an entire 15 year span can be calculated.
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	value of that parameter is not important.
	value of that parameter is not important.

	The largest uncertainties in this present analysis were in the plain bearing fleet phase out, the percent of cars which were stabilized, the percent of cars overdate and the failure rates themselves. Each of these are discussed in turn below.
	The largest uncertainties in this present analysis were in the plain bearing fleet phase out, the percent of cars which were stabilized, the percent of cars overdate and the failure rates themselves. Each of these are discussed in turn below.
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	5. 10. 1 Sensitivity to Phase-Out Rate
	5. 10. 1 Sensitivity to Phase-Out Rate

	In discussions with the AAR and bearing suppliers, discrepancies arose as to the phase-out rate of plain bearing cars (i. e. , conversions per year to roller bearings plus retirements per year). Since costs „ and benefits both tend to be proportional to the number of cars in the fleet each year, it is felt that the actual phase out rate will not substantially change the net cost effectiveness.
	In discussions with the AAR and bearing suppliers, discrepancies arose as to the phase-out rate of plain bearing cars (i. e. , conversions per year to roller bearings plus retirements per year). Since costs „ and benefits both tend to be proportional to the number of cars in the fleet each year, it is felt that the actual phase out rate will not substantially change the net cost effectiveness.

	Another effect however of. varying retirement rate is' in the failure probabilities calculated in Section 5. 8. The computer program, used to calculate the probabilities, was exercised with changes in all parameters. The retirement rate produced less thanl/2 percent change in any of the probabilities, even in conjunction with other
	Another effect however of. varying retirement rate is' in the failure probabilities calculated in Section 5. 8. The computer program, used to calculate the probabilities, was exercised with changes in all parameters. The retirement rate produced less thanl/2 percent change in any of the probabilities, even in conjunction with other


	parameter changes. Thus, the retirement rate was judged to be an uncritical parameter.
	parameter changes. Thus, the retirement rate was judged to be an uncritical parameter.
	parameter changes. Thus, the retirement rate was judged to be an uncritical parameter.

	5. 10.2 Sensitivity to Percent Cars Overdate
	5. 10.2 Sensitivity to Percent Cars Overdate

	Data on overdate cars are difficult to get because cars operating overdate are operating contrary to AAR interchange rules (and recently, contrary to FRA safety standards). Preliminary returns from FRA field inspections are not sufficient to comprise a valid sample.
	Data on overdate cars are difficult to get because cars operating overdate are operating contrary to AAR interchange rules (and recently, contrary to FRA safety standards). Preliminary returns from FRA field inspections are not sufficient to comprise a valid sample.

	However, from this sample, and from initial results of the AAR twenty-railroad survey, 10 percent seemed like a realistic value. To test the effect of an 8 percent value for overdate cars, this change was run through the computer program. Both the probabilities and the subpopulatipns change, of course, and the number of prevented accidents changes from 14. 4 per year to 15. 0 per year for the first year. This scales up both societal and railroad benefits to $4,458,2 00, as shown in Table 24, to yield a tot
	However, from this sample, and from initial results of the AAR twenty-railroad survey, 10 percent seemed like a realistic value. To test the effect of an 8 percent value for overdate cars, this change was run through the computer program. Both the probabilities and the subpopulatipns change, of course, and the number of prevented accidents changes from 14. 4 per year to 15. 0 per year for the first year. This scales up both societal and railroad benefits to $4,458,2 00, as shown in Table 24, to yield a tot

	5. 10. 3 Sensitivity to Percent of Cars Stabilized
	5. 10. 3 Sensitivity to Percent of Cars Stabilized

	Indications are that a very small proportion of the plain bearing fleet is stabilized. The assumption made was 25 percent. To test the sensitivity of the analysis to this parameter, a value of 30 percent was used in the computer, which changed the failure probabilities and the
	Indications are that a very small proportion of the plain bearing fleet is stabilized. The assumption made was 25 percent. To test the sensitivity of the analysis to this parameter, a value of 30 percent was used in the computer, which changed the failure probabilities and the
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	Baseline

	Case*
	Case*


	8%
	8%
	8%

	Overdate
	Overdate


	30%
	30%
	30%

	Stabilized
	Stabilized



	Railroad Compliance Costs
	Railroad Compliance Costs
	Railroad Compliance Costs
	Railroad Compliance Costs


	$11,608,700
	$11,608,700
	$11,608,700


	$11,608,700
	$11,608,700
	$11,608,700


	$11,454,200
	$11,454,200
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	Societal Costs
	Societal Costs
	Societal Costs
	Societal Costs


	$ 275,600
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	Accident Reduction(first year)
	Accident Reduction(first year)
	Accident Reduction(first year)
	Accident Reduction(first year)


	14. 4
	14. 4
	14. 4


	15. 0
	15. 0
	15. 0


	14. 9
	14. 9
	14. 9



	Railroad Benefits 1 (@ $64, 545/accident)( Societal Benefits l (@$23 5/accident) )
	Railroad Benefits 1 (@ $64, 545/accident)( Societal Benefits l (@$23 5/accident) )
	Railroad Benefits 1 (@ $64, 545/accident)( Societal Benefits l (@$23 5/accident) )
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	$• 4,279, 900
	$• 4,279, 900
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	$ 4,458,200
	$ 4,458,200
	$ 4,458,200


	$ 4,428, 500
	$ 4,428, 500
	$ 4,428, 500



	Civil Penalties
	Civil Penalties
	Civil Penalties
	Civil Penalties


	$ 6,354,500
	$ 6,354,500
	$ 6,354,500


	$ 6,354, 500
	$ 6,354, 500
	$ 6,354, 500


	$ 6,354, 500
	$ 6,354, 500
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	Net Costs
	Net Costs
	Net Costs
	Net Costs


	$ 1,249,900
	$ 1,249,900
	$ 1,249,900


	$ 1, 071,600
	$ 1, 071,600
	$ 1, 071,600


	$ 946,800
	$ 946,800
	$ 946,800





	*In the baseline cases it is assumed that 10% of the cars are overdate and 25% are stabilized.
	*In the baseline cases it is assumed that 10% of the cars are overdate and 25% are stabilized.
	*In the baseline cases it is assumed that 10% of the cars are overdate and 25% are stabilized.


	subpopulations. The number of accident reductions come out to be
	subpopulations. The number of accident reductions come out to be
	subpopulations. The number of accident reductions come out to be

	14. 9 in the first year. This changed the societal and railroad benefits to $4, 428, 500 as shown in Table 24. It was necessary also to change the railroad compliance cost since part of this cost is due to repackings which also changed. The total net cost is $946, 800, which, since it represents a 24 percent change, caused this parameter to be judged sensitive, although the analysis results would undergo only a quantitative change.
	14. 9 in the first year. This changed the societal and railroad benefits to $4, 428, 500 as shown in Table 24. It was necessary also to change the railroad compliance cost since part of this cost is due to repackings which also changed. The total net cost is $946, 800, which, since it represents a 24 percent change, caused this parameter to be judged sensitive, although the analysis results would undergo only a quantitative change.

	5.11 Implications of the Analysis
	5.11 Implications of the Analysis

	The immediate question that arises as a consequence of this test analysis is whether anything more can be done to lessen journal failures. The following discussion will review the kind of action that might be taken by FRA.
	The immediate question that arises as a consequence of this test analysis is whether anything more can be done to lessen journal failures. The following discussion will review the kind of action that might be taken by FRA.

	a. The distribution of journal failures as a function of the month since repacking reveals that a high percentage of failures occur in the first few months after repacking. * This infant mortality phenomenon is responsible for the small reduction in accidents which are predicted from the promulgation of the safety standards. As a consequence, several approaches to accident prevention are suggested.
	a. The distribution of journal failures as a function of the month since repacking reveals that a high percentage of failures occur in the first few months after repacking. * This infant mortality phenomenon is responsible for the small reduction in accidents which are predicted from the promulgation of the safety standards. As a consequence, several approaches to accident prevention are suggested.

	❖Of the 1973 failures, 8 1/2 percent occurred in the first two months; for 1972, the figure is 14 percent.
	❖Of the 1973 failures, 8 1/2 percent occurred in the first two months; for 1972, the figure is 14 percent.


	. Deal with the phenomenon of infant failure as is, designing standards that recognize the high probability of early failure.
	. Deal with the phenomenon of infant failure as is, designing standards that recognize the high probability of early failure.
	. Deal with the phenomenon of infant failure as is, designing standards that recognize the high probability of early failure.

	. : Attempt to eliminate the causes of early
	. : Attempt to eliminate the causes of early

	failure and thus produce a more normal wearing or distribution of failure.
	failure and thus produce a more normal wearing or distribution of failure.
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	Unfortunately before either approach can be selected, additional information must be developed on the real causes of this infant mortality syndrome. .
	Unfortunately before either approach can be selected, additional information must be developed on the real causes of this infant mortality syndrome. .

	It was suggested in the words of the mechanical department
	It was suggested in the words of the mechanical department

	t
	t

	personnel interviewed, that "if a friction bearing fails to seat properly, it will show up as a hot box very soon after the repacking -- within the first few months. " This being the case, a standard that would require an inspection perhaps 10 to 20 days after the repacking, to insure that the bearing is seating properly, might be in order. If the inspection could be readily accomplished in the field and could be done without dismantling the entire bearing, then the additional costs to the railroad could be
	personnel interviewed, that "if a friction bearing fails to seat properly, it will show up as a hot box very soon after the repacking -- within the first few months. " This being the case, a standard that would require an inspection perhaps 10 to 20 days after the repacking, to insure that the bearing is seating properly, might be in order. If the inspection could be readily accomplished in the field and could be done without dismantling the entire bearing, then the additional costs to the railroad could be


	standard can be developed which is economically feasible and imple- mentable from a pragmatic standpoint, then the existing infant mortality phenomenon can be dealt with directly.
	standard can be developed which is economically feasible and imple- mentable from a pragmatic standpoint, then the existing infant mortality phenomenon can be dealt with directly.
	standard can be developed which is economically feasible and imple- mentable from a pragmatic standpoint, then the existing infant mortality phenomenon can be dealt with directly.

	b. Prevailing railroad practice is to avoid repacking a loaded car. One reason for this, of course, is to avoid delays to shippers. There is also the feeling that a bearing will seat more successfully if it is lightly loaded. Strict enforcement of the FRA repacking standards will considerably limit discretionary action in this area.
	b. Prevailing railroad practice is to avoid repacking a loaded car. One reason for this, of course, is to avoid delays to shippers. There is also the feeling that a bearing will seat more successfully if it is lightly loaded. Strict enforcement of the FRA repacking standards will considerably limit discretionary action in this area.

	The big unknown is whether or not a heavily loaded bearing is less likely to seat properly than a lightly loaded one. A review of one carrier's data or 383 hot boxes in 1974 gave the following figures: 83 percent of all the hot boxes were on loaded cars while 87 percent of the first month hot boxes were on loaded cars. However, without knowledge of what percent of all these cars were repacked in the loaded condition, no conclusion can be reached. Again it is the population figures, rather than the failure f
	The big unknown is whether or not a heavily loaded bearing is less likely to seat properly than a lightly loaded one. A review of one carrier's data or 383 hot boxes in 1974 gave the following figures: 83 percent of all the hot boxes were on loaded cars while 87 percent of the first month hot boxes were on loaded cars. However, without knowledge of what percent of all these cars were repacked in the loaded condition, no conclusion can be reached. Again it is the population figures, rather than the failure f

	c. Information on the numbers of cars in different repack age groups is generally sketchy; on the older groups, it is particularly
	c. Information on the numbers of cars in different repack age groups is generally sketchy; on the older groups, it is particularly


	vague. Individual carriers are understandably reluctant to advertise the number of cars they are operating in an illegal condition. This, along with the fact that relatively small numbers of cars are involved, make population on older cars both suspect and also variable.
	vague. Individual carriers are understandably reluctant to advertise the number of cars they are operating in an illegal condition. This, along with the fact that relatively small numbers of cars are involved, make population on older cars both suspect and also variable.
	vague. Individual carriers are understandably reluctant to advertise the number of cars they are operating in an illegal condition. This, along with the fact that relatively small numbers of cars are involved, make population on older cars both suspect and also variable.

	By actually conducting a broad scale field test of longer repacking intervals, the real or natural distribution of failures can be ascertained for a wide variety of conditions, equipment types, and services; it may well be that journal failures would be minimized by establishing a longer interval for periodic repacking thus reducing the infant mortality effects. Since this real or natural distribution of failures is unknown at this time, the optimum interval is likewise unknown, and FRA as a consequence sh
	By actually conducting a broad scale field test of longer repacking intervals, the real or natural distribution of failures can be ascertained for a wide variety of conditions, equipment types, and services; it may well be that journal failures would be minimized by establishing a longer interval for periodic repacking thus reducing the infant mortality effects. Since this real or natural distribution of failures is unknown at this time, the optimum interval is likewise unknown, and FRA as a consequence sh

	Evidence developed in this analysis suggests that dealing with the present failure distribution and the "infant mortality phenomenon" directly will be a difficult task at best. Accordingly, the second c
	Evidence developed in this analysis suggests that dealing with the present failure distribution and the "infant mortality phenomenon" directly will be a difficult task at best. Accordingly, the second c

	approach, that of trying to eliminate the root causes for infant failure, should also be considered.
	approach, that of trying to eliminate the root causes for infant failure, should also be considered.

	Since very little tangible evidence exists pointing to failures in reassembly, versus component incompatibility-failure, mismatching, etc. , a program of field experimentation could be established to diagnose hot boxes or incipient hot boxes and their contributing causes.
	Since very little tangible evidence exists pointing to failures in reassembly, versus component incompatibility-failure, mismatching, etc. , a program of field experimentation could be established to diagnose hot boxes or incipient hot boxes and their contributing causes.


	Many carriers have been tabulating causes in attempts to determine
	Many carriers have been tabulating causes in attempts to determine
	Many carriers have been tabulating causes in attempts to determine

	basic failure causes. Eight months data from one carrier provides the
	basic failure causes. Eight months data from one carrier provides the

	following breakdown of first and second month (infant) hot box causes:
	following breakdown of first and second month (infant) hot box causes:

	33% improper assembly or procedures . 22% failure to replace defective parts
	33% improper assembly or procedures . 22% failure to replace defective parts

	. 11% infant mortality of parts
	. 11% infant mortality of parts

	. 10% unknown
	. 10% unknown

	. 24% other (e.g. pad missing, water in box)
	. 24% other (e.g. pad missing, water in box)

	Another carrier, in analyzing data on hot boxes which occurred over a
	Another carrier, in analyzing data on hot boxes which occurred over a

	span of one and a half years, provided this distribution of infant hot
	span of one and a half years, provided this distribution of infant hot

	boxes (in this case three month olds were also included):
	boxes (in this case three month olds were also included):

	. 24% improper assembly or procedures
	. 24% improper assembly or procedures

	. 12% failure to replace defective parts
	. 12% failure to replace defective parts

	. 21% infant mortality of parts
	. 21% infant mortality of parts

	. 28% unknown
	. 28% unknown

	14% other
	14% other

	Although these breakdowns are incompatible because of different reporting procedures, standardization at the national level would produce large volumes of compatible data which would indicate the relative blames for example, of improper packing procedures and poor quality control on parts.
	Although these breakdowns are incompatible because of different reporting procedures, standardization at the national level would produce large volumes of compatible data which would indicate the relative blames for example, of improper packing procedures and poor quality control on parts.

	c. By accelerating the replacement of friction bearings with roller bearings, the numbers of accidents due to journal failures would be cut drastically. Roller bearings account for roughly half the U.S. fleet, but only 9 percent of the failures. This number is even more impressive in view of the higher utilization rates of roller bearing cars.
	c. By accelerating the replacement of friction bearings with roller bearings, the numbers of accidents due to journal failures would be cut drastically. Roller bearings account for roughly half the U.S. fleet, but only 9 percent of the failures. This number is even more impressive in view of the higher utilization rates of roller bearing cars.


	The available evidence to date indicates that existing roller bearings are much more effective in reducing hot boxes than are plain friction 'j bearings. Ovlorqover, Timken has developed a new permanently sealed, roller bearing which does not require any lubrication unless mainten- nace, repair or replacement of related parts such as wheels causes it. The quality of the seals, both front and rear on these new bearings has been vastly improved as have the lubricants for a target duration of 600, 000 miles. F
	The available evidence to date indicates that existing roller bearings are much more effective in reducing hot boxes than are plain friction 'j bearings. Ovlorqover, Timken has developed a new permanently sealed, roller bearing which does not require any lubrication unless mainten- nace, repair or replacement of related parts such as wheels causes it. The quality of the seals, both front and rear on these new bearings has been vastly improved as have the lubricants for a target duration of 600, 000 miles. F
	The available evidence to date indicates that existing roller bearings are much more effective in reducing hot boxes than are plain friction 'j bearings. Ovlorqover, Timken has developed a new permanently sealed, roller bearing which does not require any lubrication unless mainten- nace, repair or replacement of related parts such as wheels causes it. The quality of the seals, both front and rear on these new bearings has been vastly improved as have the lubricants for a target duration of 600, 000 miles. F

	FRA should examine the alternatives that can be taken in concert with the AAR and the bearing manufacturers to step up the present replacement of friction bearings either by promulgating appropriate standards or other similar action oriented measures.
	FRA should examine the alternatives that can be taken in concert with the AAR and the bearing manufacturers to step up the present replacement of friction bearings either by promulgating appropriate standards or other similar action oriented measures.

	d. A program of field research designed to identify all causes of hot boxes and journal failures could be fostered and promoted. This
	d. A program of field research designed to identify all causes of hot boxes and journal failures could be fostered and promoted. This

	• /
	• /

	program would examine the alleged causes of hot boxes as well as potentially unknown factors and would provide a sound analytical base for FRA accident countermeasures. Within the scope of this program some of the following factors could be considered for evaluation.
	program would examine the alleged causes of hot boxes as well as potentially unknown factors and would provide a sound analytical base for FRA accident countermeasures. Within the scope of this program some of the following factors could be considered for evaluation.


	. The role of lubrication or the lack of it in
	. The role of lubrication or the lack of it in
	. The role of lubrication or the lack of it in

	causing hot boxes.
	causing hot boxes.

	. The functional causes for lubrication losses and
	. The functional causes for lubrication losses and

	the probability of various types of lubrication losses occurring.
	the probability of various types of lubrication losses occurring.

	. The loss of lubrication and/or effects due to
	. The loss of lubrication and/or effects due to

	non-movement. It is believed that lubrication and saturation of the pad is a function of the rotational movements of the journal and consequently, it is not known how long a car can remain motionless without causing any loss and resulting friction and wear.
	non-movement. It is believed that lubrication and saturation of the pad is a function of the rotational movements of the journal and consequently, it is not known how long a car can remain motionless without causing any loss and resulting friction and wear.

	. The effects of high impacts on stabilized and
	. The effects of high impacts on stabilized and

	unstabilized boxes. Impacts could be simulated in field testing for a variety of lubricationg conditions.
	unstabilized boxes. Impacts could be simulated in field testing for a variety of lubricationg conditions.

	. The effects of high dynamic loads on bearing wear
	. The effects of high dynamic loads on bearing wear

	and bearing lubrication. Under what operating conditions does the lubrication film break down or dissipate.
	and bearing lubrication. Under what operating conditions does the lubrication film break down or dissipate.

	e. Previous suggestions have focused on diagnosing the real causes of hot boxes in order that countermeasures can be developed for their prevention. An alternate but equally valid strategy is to improve hot box detection thereby preventing journal burn offs and resultant accidents.
	e. Previous suggestions have focused on diagnosing the real causes of hot boxes in order that countermeasures can be developed for their prevention. An alternate but equally valid strategy is to improve hot box detection thereby preventing journal burn offs and resultant accidents.

	FRA could consider developing a safety standard that would require the installation of additional hot box detectors in accordance with formulas developed to determine the optimum location for such detectors. While most railroads readily acknowledge the efficiency of installing additional detectors in accordance with standard formulas
	FRA could consider developing a safety standard that would require the installation of additional hot box detectors in accordance with formulas developed to determine the optimum location for such detectors. While most railroads readily acknowledge the efficiency of installing additional detectors in accordance with standard formulas


	that have been developed for this purpose, a few carriers credit the scientific analysis of optimum location and installation oi such detectors as one of the major reasons for their success in reducing journal failures.
	that have been developed for this purpose, a few carriers credit the scientific analysis of optimum location and installation oi such detectors as one of the major reasons for their success in reducing journal failures.
	that have been developed for this purpose, a few carriers credit the scientific analysis of optimum location and installation oi such detectors as one of the major reasons for their success in reducing journal failures.

	One carrier's success is due to the precise installation of hot box detectors on tracks where traffic density and past hot box occurrences indicates a high probability of prevention or detection effectiveness, and to an ongoing program designed to train and upgrade inspectors to detect incipient failures. While the total cost of this program has not been ascertained, the comments made concerning its effectiveness seemed to indicate that it is paying off; consequently, CONSAD feels that it should be invest
	One carrier's success is due to the precise installation of hot box detectors on tracks where traffic density and past hot box occurrences indicates a high probability of prevention or detection effectiveness, and to an ongoing program designed to train and upgrade inspectors to detect incipient failures. While the total cost of this program has not been ascertained, the comments made concerning its effectiveness seemed to indicate that it is paying off; consequently, CONSAD feels that it should be invest

	Another valid alternative to consider in a FRA preventative program is the development of a low cost hot box detector.
	Another valid alternative to consider in a FRA preventative program is the development of a low cost hot box detector.

	Current hot box detection equipment costs in the neighborhood of $20, 000 per installation and generally must be located where:
	Current hot box detection equipment costs in the neighborhood of $20, 000 per installation and generally must be located where:

	. There is tangent track,
	. There is tangent track,

	. There has not just been a brake application,
	. There has not just been a brake application,

	. They are accessible for maintenance,
	. They are accessible for maintenance,

	. A tie to existing communications is feasible,
	. A tie to existing communications is feasible,

	. There is a power supply,
	. There is a power supply,

	The roadbed is stable,
	The roadbed is stable,

	. Sunlight is not a problem,
	. Sunlight is not a problem,
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	«


	. < Traias.;c an topped. without interference,
	. < Traias.;c an topped. without interference,
	. < Traias.;c an topped. without interference,

	. There are existing tracks that can be used
	. There are existing tracks that can be used

	for set offs,
	for set offs,

	. The set offs are accessible for car repairs.
	. The set offs are accessible for car repairs.

	The initial costs and location limitations have greatly reduced the ability of railroads to install detectors at optimum locations in terms of their effectiveness in preventing accidents. What is needed are low cost detectors, perhaps battery powered, that can be installed between
	The initial costs and location limitations have greatly reduced the ability of railroads to install detectors at optimum locations in terms of their effectiveness in preventing accidents. What is needed are low cost detectors, perhaps battery powered, that can be installed between

	existing detectors. Ideally such detectors would be installed at intervals
	existing detectors. Ideally such detectors would be installed at intervals
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	which would permit the, detection of rapid heat buildup that occurs with
	which would permit the, detection of rapid heat buildup that occurs with

	i
	i

	roller bearing failures, thus providing a measure of economic insurance* for these failures as well as for similar but slower buildups in friction bearing cars.
	roller bearing failures, thus providing a measure of economic insurance* for these failures as well as for similar but slower buildups in friction bearing cars.
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	Interviews were scheduled with a representative cross-section of railroads in order to provide direct input from the industry on the design of the cost/benefit methodology.
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	Most of the questions asked during the interviews were directed toward determining whether or not the carriers had completed a cost/ benefit analysis of the safety standards or had measured the impacts in some other fashion, and the specific approaches or methods followed in their analysis. These questions helped clarify the type of data required for measuring the costs of compliance and produced a number of excellent procedural suggestions which have been incoporated in the recommended design. The person
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	A total of eight Class I carriers were contacted and one Class L switching and terminal company. Of this total, only one carrier declined to participate, while another carrier facing its imminent dissolution felt their contribution would be of doubtful value considering
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	their position. The carriers ranged in size and financial strength from very large to very small, from very strong to very weak (bankrupt), and covered all geographical sections of the country, providing a well-distributed sample.
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	In the course of the interviews, a number of suggestions were made which did not relate directly.to our principal concerns, namely, the design of a methodology for cost/benefit analysis of safety standards. However, we have included the more pertinent comments where it was felt to be appropriate.
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	In general, the railroads contacted were extremely helpful, candid in their responses, and provided generously of their time in the conduct of these interviews. We have categorized their principle comments and our own observations, under the headings: general comments, costs, and benefits.
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	§hiy two of. the carriers interviewed had done any specific costing of the safety (Standard impacts on- their railroads, although two other carriers as a result of our interviews did provide ballpark estimates of the Cost of compliance on their roads. While most of the carriers felt that the standards would reduce accidents, a few were uncertain of the effects, while one suggested that accidents might actually increase over the long run; The latter comment was based oh a belief that implementing the FRA t
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	As to the overall financial impacts of the standards, the responses were equally divided between those that said the. standards
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	would have little or no impact, and those who felt the standards would have a major impact. Those carriers who felt the safety standards would have little impact offered these explanations for their views:
	would have little or no impact, and those who felt the standards would have a major impact. Those carriers who felt the safety standards would have little impact offered these explanations for their views:
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	. Their particular railroad track and equipment is in relatively good shape and thus incremental maintenance expenditures required to comply 'with the standard were felt -.to;be minimal.
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	. Their financial planning dictates the funds that ican be spent on.upgrading track and equipment- and. he he e generally limits the extent of com-l pliance.-' What they are planning to allot for compliance activities must be consistent with their overall financial plans.
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	. FRA would be unable to provide effective field inspection forces due to manning deficits and thus the carriers were planning to slowly integrate compliance activities over a longer period rather than meet the compliance dates established by FRA.
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	the action being taken by FRA in developing these standards was extremely favorable. Comments were made to the effect that "This should have been done a long time ago, " "The industry will benefit from accident reductions in the long run, " "We haven't had a good set of standard practices prescribing minimum maintenance levels in the past, now we have one and they will provide an excellent guideline for future planning, " "The standards will force improvement in marginal carriers perhaps improving the qual
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	In order to determine the degree of compliance required, or number of defective components requiring replacement, more than half of the railroads favored some type of sampling approach. Most mentioned inspecting shop records as a potential data source, and others suggested the AAR's interline billing records as a reasonable sample reflecting overall conditions.
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	With regard to the abandonment of tracks as a consequence of stringent track standards, no carriers indicated that they had plans to abandon more tracks than that which had already been put up
	With regard to the abandonment of tracks as a consequence of stringent track standards, no carriers indicated that they had plans to abandon more tracks than that which had already been put up
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	for abandonment. A few carriers have downgraded the allowable speed on some sections of tracks as a result of the track standards. While the potential for service reduction exists, as a result of this downgrading, no evidence was presented of any significant deterioration in service quality. Two carriers indicated that their slow orders have increased as a consequence of the standards, and one indicated that they would use the costs of complying with track standards as an additional argument strengthening
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	A number of railroads voiced strong concern about the effects the new track standards would have on planned maintenance activities,
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	expressing the view that compliance efforts would reduce the overall efficiency of track maintenance.
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	To determine the cost of compliance with track standards, the majority of carriers would rely on the estimates of local roadmasters and superintendents as to the number of of miles requiring improvement.
	To determine the cost of compliance with track standards, the majority of carriers would rely on the estimates of local roadmasters and superintendents as to the number of of miles requiring improvement.

	Track inspection standards as they are now written are inefficient in that they prohibit back-to-back inspections. In addition, the alignment standards could never be followed due to a lack of equipment which can measure alignment on a 62' cord. Most carriers felt that manual inspection of alignment would be much too expensive.
	Track inspection standards as they are now written are inefficient in that they prohibit back-to-back inspections. In addition, the alignment standards could never be followed due to a lack of equipment which can measure alignment on a 62' cord. Most carriers felt that manual inspection of alignment would be much too expensive.

	The common interpretation of tile periodic equipment inspection standard by most of the carriers interviewed, was that inspections' .would be necessary at an arbitrary point in place and time. Following this line of reasoning, carriers anticipated that once a defect was discovered, cars would have to be cut out of a train and moved to
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	shop areas, which would consume approximately 6 days including .time for repairs. Furthermore, they interpreted the standard to require a complete dismantling of equipment, a process which would be unnecessarily expensive and dangerous, as compared to visual inspection, which they considered to be entirely adequate when conducted in a shop
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	Two^railroads were df the Opinion that the periodic complete inspdctioniarid dismantling of components required by the standard as it is hdw written is unjustified; As they see it, the complete inspections could.be done at anytime prior to the 2-year period. They
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	three tb four months before the periodic inspection date, and would
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	Stencil the newly completed inspection date on the side of the car. In this event; the only additional costs incurred to comply with thje standard would be the incremental costs of the FRA inspection. One carrier pointed out that the material costs for replacement parts would be insignificant because they would simply be replacing all defective components at one time, whereas now they are effecting item-by-item repairs as the need arises over a longer period. Thus, the anticipated costs of equipment inspec
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	Estimates for conducting the complete FRA periodic inspection ranged frorri i2 to 30 hours;
	Estimates for conducting the complete FRA periodic inspection ranged frorri i2 to 30 hours;

	Due to the general shortage of certain types of equipment, any decrease in equipment availability would hurt the railroads traffic- wisb.' Therefore, in determining the costs of complying with the new equipment standards, the losses resulting from decreased equipment availability should be considered.
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	The cost of service disruptions and delays due to accidents were felt to be considerable by some carriers and minimal by others. One carrier records every car that is delayed or destroyed as a result of accidents, and based on his figures estimates that one percent of all carloads transported are affected by accidents. If this sample is typical, it would mean that an average of 250, 000 carloads a year are delayed or involved in accidents. Variations in the cost of accident delays were attributable to rerou
	The cost of service disruptions and delays due to accidents were felt to be considerable by some carriers and minimal by others. One carrier records every car that is delayed or destroyed as a result of accidents, and based on his figures estimates that one percent of all carloads transported are affected by accidents. If this sample is typical, it would mean that an average of 250, 000 carloads a year are delayed or involved in accidents. Variations in the cost of accident delays were attributable to rerou

	A number of carriers expressed interest in the CONSAD routine for predicting accidents based on past maintenance expenditures and work measurements. Questions were asked as to its ability to predict accidents on an individual railroad (this is currently being studied).
	A number of carriers expressed interest in the CONSAD routine for predicting accidents based on past maintenance expenditures and work measurements. Questions were asked as to its ability to predict accidents on an individual railroad (this is currently being studied).

	, Claim costs and compensation awarded by the courts to those , injured in railroad accidents is rising rapidly on most railroads.
	, Claim costs and compensation awarded by the courts to those , injured in railroad accidents is rising rapidly on most railroads.

	Even in cases where there is absolutely no railroad negligence, the courts have been increasingly ruling against them.
	Even in cases where there is absolutely no railroad negligence, the courts have been increasingly ruling against them.


	Loss and damage to lading resulting from accidents has declined in recent years. It was generally felt that most shippers do not penalize the railroads as a consequence of losing their shipments in a rial accident as long as they are quickly notified of the loss, and claims are settled in an expeditious and acceptable manner. However, all of the carriers could point to instances where traffic was permanently lost as a result of accidents.
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	Carriers internal safety reporting systems varied from crude to highly sophisticated. Most systems generated a report of accident costs for management purposes, however, the report frequently covered only the direct costs and understated the total losses attributable to the accidents.
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	Depending on the circumstances of the accident, some carriers are billed for community services such as Red Cross assistance, and do provide compensation for these accident induced costs.
	Depending on the circumstances of the accident, some carriers are billed for community services such as Red Cross assistance, and do provide compensation for these accident induced costs.
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